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Foreword 
 

This collection of active research abstracts illustrates the breadth and depth of basic 
research supported by the Department of Energy's Office of Basic Energy Sciences (BES) and, 
in large measure, by the chemical physics program that contributes to the development of a 
predictive capability for combustion processes.  The long-term objective of this effort is the 
provision of theories, data, and procedures to enable the development of reliable computational 
models of combustion processes, systems, and devices. 

We appreciate the privilege of serving in the management of this research program. In 
carrying out these tasks, we learn from the achievements and share the excitement of the 
research of the many sponsored scientists and students whose work is summarized in the 
abstracts published on the following pages. This year we have included a discussion on critical 
issues in the gas phase chemical physics energy mission, which will play an important role in 
strategic planning. Ten critical issues slides were received following a request from the 28 
principal investigators scheduled to speak. These 10 slides are included at the end of this 
abstract.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

We thank all of the researchers whose dedication and innovation have advanced DOE 
BES research. We look forward to our assembly in 2016 for our 36th annual meeting.   

 
 
Jeff Krause 
Mark Pederson 
Wade Sisk 
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Optical Combustion Diagnostics: New Developments and Continuing Challenges 

James R. Gord 

Air Force Research Laboratory, Aerospace Systems Directorate 

Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-7541 

james.gord@us.af.mil 

Advanced measurement techniques that exploit lasers and optics have become well-established 

tools for characterizing combusting flows [Eckbreth, 1996; Kohse-Höinghaus and Jeffries, 2002; 

Laurendeau, 2005; Gord et al., 2008; Meyer et al., 2010; Roy et al., 2010]. Such noninvasive 

measurement approaches are often ideally suited for visualizing complex reacting flows and 

quantifying key chemical-species concentrations, temperature, and fluid-dynamic parameters. 

The fundamental information these techniques provide is essential for achieving a detailed 

understanding of the chemistry and physics of combustion processes. 

A tremendous volume of published literature exists documenting the development of laser-

based/optical measurement techniques for exploring combustion phenomena and the successful 

application thereof. A critical review of this literature reveals that much of it involves 

measurements accomplished in relatively simple combusting flows, such as those encountered in 

various basic laboratory flames. Although many researchers have increasingly turned their 

attention to more complicated flows representative of “real-world” systems, most laboratory 

studies involve simple flames often characterized by one of more of these descriptors: 

atmospheric-pressure, gaseous-fueled, laminar, temporally and spatially steady, optically thin, 

axisymmetric, and optically accessible, for example. A great deal has been learned about 

fundamental combustion phenomena through studies of simple flames that include various 

premixed, partially premixed, and diffusion systems, such as jet flames, counterflow flames, 

Hencken and McKenna burners, etc. These flames and more complex burners, such as those 

studied by numerous groups nationally and internationally in an effort to characterize turbulent 

combustion phenomena, have emerged as “industry standards” for evaluating new combustion 

measurement techniques and baselining both experimental and computational research efforts. 

The continuing efforts in our group and some others in the community seek to move beyond this 

established body of scholarly studies and achieve the overarching goal of exploring fundamental 

combustion phenomena under increasingly realistic conditions encountered in actual systems. 

Such conditions involve high-pressure, temporally and spatially heterogeneous and evolving 

turbulent combustion with two-phase flows characteristic of liquid-fueled systems and real-world 

challenges that include optical thickness, beam steering, static and dynamic combustion 

instabilities, soot production, turbulence–chemistry interactions, and restricted optical access, to 

name just a few. The approaches pursued to achieve this goal exploit recent and continuing 

advances in ultrafast (picosecond/femtosecond) lasers and associated pulse-shaping technology, 

high-repetition-rate lasers and cameras, and computational methodologies for reducing 

incredibly large volumes of data and extracting key combustion parameters through detailed 

physics-based modeling of light–matter interactions as they apply to combustion measurements. 

Such efforts are focused on improving the current state-of-the-art through systematic research in 

each of these eight areas: 1) high data-acquisition bandwidth, 2) measurements in high-pressure 

combustion, 3) measurements in optically dense sprays characteristic of liquid-fueled 

combustion, 4) accommodation for limited optical access in practical systems, 5) increased 
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measurement dimensionality in space and time, 6) measurement simultaneity through coupling 

of correlated measurement techniques, 7) data reduction and mining for assigning meaning to 

incredibly large volumes of spatiotemporally evolving data, and 8) physics-based modeling of 

detailed light–matter interactions for extracting key combustion parameters from optical 

measurements. 

Many of the successful optical measurements achieved to date in combusting flows have been 

based on the use of conventional continuous-wave and ns-pulsed laser systems, including 

Q:switched Nd:YAG lasers, excimer lasers, and associated YAG- and excimer-pumped dye 

lasers. These systems have been the workhorses in most experiments involving such optical-

measurement techniques as planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF), particle-image velocimetry 

(PIV), laser-induced incandescence (LII), coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) 

spectroscopy, and resonant four-wave mixing (RFWM). These laser systems afford high pulse 

energies required for sheet lighting in planar techniques and for nonlinear interactions such as 

those in CARS and RFWM.  They also provide relatively narrow spectral bandwidths required 

for spectroscopic studies of key gas-phase combustion species (e.g., OH, CH, NO, CO, etc.). 

While the impact of continuous-wave and traditional 10-Hz ns-pulsed lasers systems on the 

modern science of combustion measurements is undeniable, continuing revolutionary advances 

in the science and engineering of ultrafast lasers (i.e., ps- and fs-pulsed lasers) and burst-mode 

lasers (ns and ps duration) have enhanced the capabilities and utility of existing combustion-

diagnostic techniques while enabling the development and application of new measurement 

methodologies previously unachievable. 

Myriad benefits stem from the ultrashort ps and fs pulses delivered by modern ultrafast laser 

systems. These benefits are realized through the time resolution achievable and the temporal 

duration of optical combustion measurements performed on these timescales. The time resolution 

afforded by ultrafast laser systems has been exploited through time-resolved measurements to 

study the kinetics and dynamics of combustion chemistry and energy-transfer processes. 

Separation in time of various pump and probe pulses has been used to discriminate against 

Figure 1. Quantitative, photolytic-interference-free imaging of atomic hydrogen in a premixed hydrogen–air 

tubular flame by fs two-photon LIF [Hall et al., 2014; Hall et al., 2015]. 
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nonresonant background signals, enhancing measurement sensitivity and selectivity and enabling 

the detection of key minor-species concentrations. Because of the ultrashort duration of some of 

these measurements, signals can be acquired that are largely free of collisional and pressure 

effects [Wrzesinski et al., 2013]. This key feature of ultrafast combustion measurements 

addresses one of the major limitations of conventional ns-pulsed diagnostics, enabling 

quantitative measurements of parameters such as temperature and number densities in high-

pressure, turbulent flames characteristic of most practical combustion devices. In these systems 

the chemical and collisional-quenching environment is typically highly inhomogeneous and 

rapidly changing in both space and time. In addition, ultrashort pulses enable tremendous 

instantaneous power from laser systems of low-to-moderate average power, allowing previously 

unimaginable 2D imaging of temperature [Bohlin and Kliewer, 2013] and key combustion 

species such as H, O, and CO [Kulatilaka et al., 2012]. Figure 1 shows a 2D image of atomic 

hydrogen achieved by exploiting the high instantaneous power of an amplified fs laser via two-

photon LIF with no interfering H produced photolytically from H2O and CH3 [Kulatilaka et al., 

2012]. Previous measurements with ns lasers were plagued by photolytic O and H production, 

making quantitative concentration measurements extremely difficult; ps lasers provided 

significant reduction of these interferences, but photolytic production of O and H was still an 

issue [Frank et al., 2004, Kulatilaka et al, 2008]. 

Despite many successful demonstrations of these significant benefits, ps- and fs-laser-based 

nonlinear spectroscopic approaches often suffer from limited spatial extent for chemical-species 

imaging and low data-acquisition rates for two-dimensional imaging of temperature and species-

concentration fields [Bohlin and Kliewer, 2013]. This inhibits spatiotemporally resolved imaging 

and prevents high-fidelity comparisons of experimental and numerical data related to turbulent 

reacting or hypersonic flows. The limited repetition rate or pulse energy of continuously pulsed 

ps and fs laser systems originates from limited average output power. To overcome the average-

power limitation of continuously pulsed lasers, one can utilize burst-mode operation. Burst-mode 

x/D ~ 20 
HS-IRO 

HS CMOS 

Coflow 

Lifted diffusion 
flame 

x 
r 

Figure 2. Concept of burst-mode laser operation, producing intermittent but high-speed bursts of laser pulses 

(top left), optical layout of all-diode-pumped, quasi-continuous burst-mode laser system (bottom left), and 

sample imaging of CH2O fluorescence at the base of a lifted jet diffusion flame collected at 50 kHz (right). 
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lasers achieve high pulse energy in combination with high-repetition-rate operation by grouping 

a series of closely spaced pulses into short bursts, thus enabling high pulse peak power and high 

repetition rate with low average system power. To overcome the low-repetition-rate limitations 

of commercial, high-energy 100-ps systems and the peak power limitations of high-energy, ns 

burst-mode laser systems, a high-bandwidth, high-energy (100 J/burst) burst-mode laser of ~100 

ps pulse duration has recently been developed by our group and demonstrated with operation at 

repetition rates of 10 kHz–1 MHz. The laser architecture utilizes both diode- and flashlamp-

pumped Nd:YAG amplifiers for amplification of a nearly transform-limited 100-ps oscillator. 

The compact design is similar to that of previous burst-mode lasers that used narrow-bandwidth 

ns oscillators but with nearly two-orders-of-magnitude reduction in pulse duration. Figure 2 

shows an example pulse train, an optical layout, and sample imaging of CH2O fluorescence at a 

rate of 50 kHz. This laser will have wide applicability in an array of nonlinear spectroscopic and 

imaging applications in high-speed turbulent and unsteady reacting and non-reacting flows. 
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The Chemical Dynamics Beamline 

Musahid Ahmed, Kevin Wilson & Oleg Kostko 

Chemical Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

MS 6R2100, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA-94720, mahmed@lbl.gov 

 

Program Scope: The Chemical Dynamics Beamline, located in the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), is a national user facility providing state-of-the-art 

experimental resources for visiting scientists and staff to undertake studies of fundamental chemical 

processes. Much of the work is related to combustion, energy production and utilization, environmental 

science and chemical reactions on interfaces. Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV) synchrotron photoionization mass 

spectrometry on two experimental platforms (molecular beam and aerosol sampling) are applied to a variety 

of problems of relevance to the Gas Phase Chemical Physics program. A miniature shock tube (Rob Tranter, 

ANL), pyrolytic reactors (Ralf Kaiser, Hawaii & Barney Ellison, Colorado), and a jet stirred reactor (Steve 

Leone, LBNL and Nils Hansen Sandia, CRF) have all been incorporated into the molecular beam apparatus. 

The aerosol mass spectrometer plays a critical role in real time measurements of soot formation chemistry, 

the results of which are reported by Nils Hansen and Hope Michelson (Sandia, CRF). 

 

Recent Progress and Future Plans: 

 

Formation mechanisms of PAH’s- The formation mechanisms of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs) with indene and naphthalene cores in hydrocarbon-based combustion processes are being examined 

in collaboration with Ralf Kaiser (Hawaii). This is achieved by simulating the combustion relevant 

conditions (pressure, temperature, reactant molecules) in a high temperature ‘chemical reactor’.  For almost 

half a century, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have been proposed to play a key role in the 

astrochemical evolution of the interstellar medium (ISM) and in the chemistry of combustion systems. 

However, even the most fundamental reaction mechanism assumed to lead to the simplest PAH 

naphthalene—the hydrogen abstraction–acetylene addition (HACA) mechanism—has eluded experimental 

observation. Here, by probing the phenylacetylene (C8H6) intermediate together with naphthalene (C10H8) 

under combustion-like conditions by photo-ionization mass spectrometry, the very first direct experimental 

evidence for the validity of the HACA mechanism which so far had only been speculated theoretically is 

reported. Recently we showed that upon reaction of the napthyl radical with acetylene, HACA effectively 

shuts down and does not lead to cyclization of the third aromatic ring, and a new pathway, via ethnyl 

substitution is operational.  

The reaction of the phenyl radical (C6H5) with molecular oxygen (O2) plays a central role in the 

degradation of poly- and mono- cyclic aromatic radicals in combustion systems which would otherwise 

react with fuel components to form polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and eventually soot. In the 

reaction of phenyl radicals and molecular oxygen at 873 K and 1,003 K, ortho-benzoquinone (o-C6H4O2), 

the phenoxy radical (C6H5O), cyclopentadienyl radical (C5H5), were identified as primary products formed 

through emission of atomic hydrogen, atomic oxygen and carbon dioxide. Furan (C4H4O), acrolein (C3H4O) 

and ketene (C2H2O) were also identified as primary products formed through ring opening and 

fragmentation of the 7-membered ring 2-oxepinoxy radical. Secondary reaction products para-

benzoquinone (p-C6H4O2), phenol (C6H5OH), cyclopentadiene (C5H6), 2,4-cyclopentadienone (C5H4O), 

vinylacetylene (C4H4), and acetylene (C2H2) were also identified. We demonstrate by combining the pyroly-

tic reactor combined with electronic structure calculations that quinoline and isoquinoline can be synthe-

sized via reaction of the 3-pyridyl radical with two acetylene molecules under high temperature conditions 

representing environments in the inner shells of circumstellar envelopes of carbon stars.  

A concerted effort is underway to understand the molecular mass growth processes involving small 

hydrocarbons and their aromatic (AR) as well as resonance stabilized free radicals (RSFRs) that lead to 

PAHs in order to successfully mitigate their formation in the combustion of fossil fuels. We are 

investigating the key reaction between the benzyl radicals (C7H7) and acetylene (C2H2) to ascertain the 

ability of this bimolecular reaction to form the prototypical PAH indene. Our investigation aims to elucidate 
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the branching ratio between the PAH indene and alternative non-bicyclic isomers potentially formed in this 

process. Future work will be with propargyl (C3H3) and allyl (C3H5) RSFR’s with C2 to C4 hydrocarbons. 

 

Fundamental Processes in the Thermal Cracking of Biomass- Thermochemical processing of biomass, 

with the goal of producing synthesis gas (CO and H2) is an important pathway towards the production of 

renewable fuels. Understanding of this process is incomplete, however, as even the thermolysis chemistry 

of many of the organic molecules encountered in these processes is poorly understood or completely 

unknown. To this end, we use a miniature, short residence time flow reactor coupled to synchrotron 

radiation, computational fluid dynamics and theoretical chemistry to determine the identity of the 

elementary decomposition pathways in collaboration with Barney Ellison (Colorado), John Daily 

(Colorado) & John Stanton (Texas). We have focused on a molecule that has proven to be a ubiquitous 

biomass cracking and combustion intermediate – cyclopentadienone (C5H4=O), as well as 2,5-

dimethylfuran, which is the first legitimate biofuel that we have studied. Specifically, we have determined 

that C5H4=O yields acetylene and vinylacetylene upon thermolysis, but the relative quantities of the two 

products and chemical mechanisms for these processes are currently being analyzed. Similarly, pyrolysis 

of 2,5-dimethylfuran leads to an observed set of products rather different from what might be expected 

based on our earlier work with furan, and indeed are inconsistent with some interpretations already in the 

literature. A comprehensive pyrolytic and photoionization study on the benzyl radical, C6H5CH2 is nearing 

completion. Pyrolysis of the C6H5CD2, C6D5CH2, and C6H5
13CH2 benzyl radicals produces a set of methyl 

radicals, cyclopentadienyl radicals, and benzynes that are not predicted by a fulvenallene pathway. Explicit 

searches for the cycloheptatrienyl radical were unsuccessful; there is no evidence for the isomerization of 

benzyl and cycloheptatrienyl radicals: C6H5CH2 ↔ C7H7. 

 

Multiphase Chemistry of Particulate Matter 

 

Significant effort by staff and users of the Chemical Dynamics Beamline has been dedicated to 

understanding heterogeneous free radical chemistry of hydrocarbon droplets and particles.  The overall goal 

of this work is to better elucidate interfacial reaction mechanisms and rates and to determine how surface 

reactions might differ from analogous processes in isolated gas phase molecules.   

Significant efforts have been devoted to combine two dimensional gas phase chromatography with 

VUV photoionization mass spectrometry (2DVUVMS).  This work (done in collaboration with Allen 

Goldstein, UC Berkeley) reveals new details about isomer resolved product distributions produced by 

heterogeneous reactions. GC-VUVMS was used to examine the influence of molecular structure (branched 

vs. linear) on product formation in the heterogeneous reaction of OH with squalene (C30H50, a branched 

alkene with six C=C double bonds) and linolenic acid (C18H30O2, a linear carboxylic acid with three C=C 

double bonds). The product distributions reveal how molecular structure govern the formation of products 

arising from allylic radical intermediates and the formation and decomposition of alkoxy radical species. 

Alkoxy radical intermediates play important roles in breaking C-C bonds during a reaction.  In 

addition, intermolecular hydrogen abstraction by alkoxy radicals is quite rapid, leading to the potential of 

free radical chain chemistry.  We have observed a rapid increase in the heterogeneous reaction probability 

of OH with squalane in the presence of NO and SO2. As the OH concentration decreases towards 

atmospheric densities the effective OH reaction probability exceeds the collision rate indicating rapid free 

radical chain cycling produced by the RO2∙ + NO → RO∙ + O2 reaction.  In the gas phase, peroxy radicals 

react with NO for form primarily organic nitrates (chain termination) and a small fraction of alkoxy radicals. 

Thus, from our results it appears that for a heterogeneous reaction the branching ratio to organic nitrates 

(chain termination) is small mainly forming alkoxy radicals (chain propagation) instead.  
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Cyclobutanetetraone: An Unusual Cluster of Low-Lying Electronic States 
 Cyclobutane-1,2,3,4-tetraone (1) is a beautifully symmetric, cyclic species that may be regarded as a tetramer of 
carbon monoxide.  Experimental efforts to synthesize and isolate 1 have not been successful heretofore; nonetheless, 
the molecule was recently probed by low-temperature photoelectron spectroscopy of the C4O4

– anion generated in 
the gas phase by electrospray ionization of 2. Remarkably, the photoelectron spectrum of C4O4

– provided 
assignments for either two or three low-lying electronic states of the 
seemingly simple neutral molecule 1.  The theoretical characterization of 1 
has proved difficult due to surprising complexities in its electronic structure. 
Identifying the electronic ground state and quantifying the singlet-triplet gaps 
of 1 has turned out to be a treacherous task for theory.  Not only have 
different methods predicted different ground states, but computed energetic 
spacings have also varied by almost 100 kcal mol–1! 

 
 
 
Figure 1.  The HOMO and LUMO of 1 
and the resulting low-lying electronic 
states. The 8π and 10π configurations are 
both of A1g electronic symmetry and can 
mix to form multiconfigurational states.  
The Ms=0 components belonging to the 
triplet (3B1u) and open-shell singlet (1B1u) 
states contain plus and minus 
combinations, respectively, of two 9π 
determinants. 
 
 
 

 
 
 The troublesome electronic structure of cyclobutanetetraone (Figure 1) demands theoretical work using 
groundbreaking multireference or state-of-the-art high-order single-reference coupled cluster methods.  Research in 
our laboratory over the past several years has developed Mk-MRCC theory into a powerful and practical 
computational method.  This approach is a rigorously size-extensive, state-specific theory that retains the size-
consistent property of coupled cluster theory when localized orbitals are used; in addition, Mk-MRCC treats all 
determinants on an equal footing via the Jeziorski-Monkhurst ansatz.   
 We have optimized the geometric structures of the low-lying states of 1 and computed corresponding 
vibrational frequencies by means of Mk-MRCCSD/cc-pVQZ, Mk-MRCCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ, and CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ 
theory.14  Systematic focal-point analyses (FPA) were then executed to ascertain final adiabatic electronic excitation 
energies of 1, as shown in Table 1.  A consistent picture emerges in both the single- and multireference results once 
the correlation series are pushed to the (T) level.  In particular, the ground state of 1 is actually a triplet (9π-3B1u), 
while the expected closed-shell singlet candidate (8π-1A1g) lies over 3 kcal mol–1 higher.  The FPA computations 
reveal that the quadruples effect (Q) brings the 9π-1B1u and 10π-1A1g states within 2 kcal mol–1 of 8π-1A1g.  The 
summary conclusion is that 1 has a fascinating cluster of four electronic states lying within a 6 kcal mol–1 range. 
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Table	  1.	  	  Adiabatic	  excitation	  energies	  (ΔE0,	  kcal	  mol–1)	  of	  cyclobutanetetraonea	  

Method	   8π-‐1A1g	   9π-‐3B1u	   9π-‐1B1u	   10π-‐1A1g	  
Mk-‐MRCCSD/cc-‐pVDZ	   	   0	   	   3.74b	  	   	   10.81	   	   21.98	  
Mk-‐MRCCSD/cc-‐pVTZ	   	   0	   	   4.10b	  	   	   10.40	   	   22.98	  
Mk-‐MRCCSD/cc-‐pVQZ	   	   0	   	   4.15b	  	   	   10.17	   	   22.95	  
Mk-‐MRCCSD(T)/cc-‐pVDZ	   	   0	   	  –3.30b	   	   3.11	   	   3.03	  
CCSD/cc-‐pVDZ	   	   0	   	   3.41	   	   c	   	   21.06	  
CCSD/cc-‐pVQZ	   	   0	   	   3.82	   	   c	   	   22.08	  
CCSD(T)/cc-‐pVDZ	   	   0	   	  –3.61	   	   c	   	   2.26	  
CCSD(T)/cc-‐pVQZ	   	   0	   	  –3.50	   	   c	   	   2.69	  
FPA/CCSDT(Q)d	   	   0	   	  –4.34	   	   1.61	   	   1.00	  
a	  Including	  ZPVE	  corrections:	  CCSD(T)/cc-‐pVQZ	  values	  of	  (–0.62,	  –1.08)	  for	  (9π-‐3B1u,	  10π-‐1A1g)	  
in	   single-‐reference	   cases;	   Mk-‐MRCCSD/cc-‐pVQZ	   values	   of	   (–0.54,	   –0.64,	   –1.18)	   for	   (9π-‐3B1u,	  
9π-‐1B1u,	  10π-‐1A1g)	  in	  multireference	  cases.	  	  b	  Results	  for	  Ms	  =	  0	  component	  of	  the	  triplet	  state;	  
the	  corresponding	  	  Ms	  =	  1	  values	  are	  3.75,	  4.09,	  4.15,	  and	  –3.33	  kcal	  mol–1,	  from	  top	  to	  bottom.	  	  	  
c	  Not	  accessible	  by	   single-‐reference	  coupled-‐cluster	  method.	   	   d	  Focal-‐point	  analysis	   targeting	  
the	  complete	  basis	  set	  (CBS)	  limit	  of	  CCSDT(Q)	  with	  auxiliary	  core	  correlation,	  relativistic,	  and	  
DBOC	  corrections.	  
 
 
Peroxyacetyl Radical: Electronic Excitation Energies, Fundamental Vibrational Frequencies, and 
Symmetry Breaking in the First Excited State 
 Fundamental understanding of peroxy radicals 
(RO2), key components in the oxidation of organic 
compounds at low temperatures, is limited by the 
transient nature of these compounds.  Experimental 
monitoring of peroxy radicals often relies on either 
the strong, but broad and uninformative, B̃ ← X̃ 
transition, or the sharp and weak Ã ← X̃ transition. 
Miller has advanced the use of the latter excitation 
though cavity ringdown techniques [Phys. Chem. 
Chem. Phys. 2008, 10, 3955].   
 The peroxyacetyl radical [CH3C(O)O2] is a 
model compound that is among the most abundant 
peroxy radicals in the atmosphere. To support 
spectroscopic studies on this species, we have 
undertaken a high-level ab initio study of the 
ground (X̃) and first (Ã) excited state surfaces of 
CH3C(O)O2.20  The energetics (Figure 2) have been 
determined using coupled-cluster theory through 
full triple excitations (CCSDT), extrapolated to the 
complete basis set (CBS) limit via the focal-point 
scheme and corrected for vibrational, diagonal 
Born-Oppenheimer, and relativistic effects.  On the 
ground-state surface, internal rotation of the peroxy 
terminus yields cis and trans conformers lying 0.87 
kcal mol-1 apart (cis < trans) with an intervening 
barrier of 5.14 kcal mol-1 (relative to trans).  Adiabatic Ã ← X̃ electronic excitation energies of 13.96 and 16.04 kcal 
mol-1 are predicted for the trans and cis conformers, respectively. The observed cis Ã ← X̃ excitation energy is 
within 0.08 kcal mol-1 of our computed value. Interestingly, excitation of the trans conformer induces a symmetry-
lowering conformational change caused by second-order Jahn-Teller interactions with higher-lying excited states, 
which we verify using multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) and equation-of-motion coupled-cluster 
(EOM-CC) computations. This finding resolves the curious absence of an observable Ã ← X̃ transition from the 
trans conformer in experimental studies, despite the fact that both conformers have been observed in ground-state 
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Figure 2.  Key energetic relationships (in kcal mol–1) 
between conformers on the ground and first excited state 
surfaces of peroxyacetyl radical. 
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vibrational spectra. Also determined in our study are anharmonic vibrational frequencies for the two ground-state 
minima, computed using CCSD(T) theory with second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2). The available 
gas-phase and matrix-isolation IR data are in excellent agreement with our predictions. 
 
Reaction profiles for radical-radical abstraction via multireference coupled cluster theory 
 Radical-radical hydrogen abstractions in combustion chemistry are disproportionation reactions that are 
generally exothermic with little or no barrier, yet are underappreciated and poorly studied.  Prototypically these 
reactions begin with two open-shell reactants and end with two closed-shell products, and thus the electronic 
transformation is intrinsically multireference in nature.  Such challenging electronic structure problems have been 
tackled using our recently developed state-specific multireference coupled cluster methods Mk-MRCCSD and Mk-
MRCCSD(T), as well as the companion perturbation theory Mk-MRPT2 and the popular MRCISD, MRCISD+Q, 
and CASPT2 approaches.13  Reaction paths were investigated for five prototypes involving radical-radical hydrogen 
abstraction: H + BeH → H2 + Be, H + NH2 → H2 + NH, CH3 + C2H5 → CH4 + C2H4, H + C2H5 → H2 + C2H4, and H 
+ HCO → H2 + CO.  Selected results are plotted in Figures 3 and 4.  Full configuration interaction (FCI) benchmark 
computations for the H + BeH, H + NH2, and H + HCO reactions prove that the Mk-MRCCSD(T) potential energy 
curves display superior accuracy, with mean absolute errors of only 0.2 kcal mol–1. To facilitate studies of 
combustion kinetics in collaboration with Stephen Klippenstein and Larry Harding at Argonne, energetics for the 
CH3 + C2H5, H + C2H5, and H + HCO reactions were computed at each level of theory with correlation-consistent 
basis sets (cc-pVXZ, X = T, Q, 5) and extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit.  The rigorous Mk-
MRCCSD(T)/CBS results demonstrate unequivocally that these three reactions proceed with no barrier in the 
entrance channel, contrary to some earlier predictions.  Mk-MRCCSD(T) also reveals that the economical CASPT2 
method performs well for large interfragment separations but may deteriorate substantially at shorter distances. 

       
Figure 3. Potential energy curves for the CH3 + C2H5 
entrance channel computed at numerous levels and 
extrapolated to the CBS limit.  The reaction coordinate 
S is the difference between C–H distances of the 
forming and breaking bonds. 

Figure 4. For the entrance channel of H + HCO, energy 
deviations are plotted with respect to FCI for different 
levels of theory with the cc-pVDZ(sp) basis set. 
 

 

Implementing an Explicitly Correlated Hamiltonian in Psi4 
 Canonical transcorrelated (CT) theory has recently been introduced as an alternative to conventional explicitly 
correlated F12 methods.  In CT theory an effective Hamiltonian is constructed to incorporate explicit electron 
correlation via similarity transformation of the electronic Hamiltonian; the infinite Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf (BCH) 
expansion is truncated at second order in perturbation theory. The power of this approach is that it only requires the 
one- and two-particle reduced density matrices of the reference wave function, and the effective Hamiltonian can be 
applied to existing electron correlation implementations to obtain energies near the basis set limit.  To achieve an 
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efficient implementation of CT theory in our Psi4 software package, we are developing a new tensor wrapper 
framework, called Ambit, deriving the necessary gradients for molecular properties around the equilibrium 
geometry, and creating interfaces within Psi4 to allow other developers to utilize these tools. Ambit provides the 
ability to cache tensors to disk and perform efficient tensor stripping to make use of local scratch space. 
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Program Scope 
 

This program is directed toward achieving a more complete understanding of turbulence-
chemistry interactions in gaseous flames and providing detailed measurements for validation of 
combustion models.  In the Turbulent Combustion Laboratory (TCL) simultaneous line imaging 
of spontaneous Raman scattering, Rayleigh scattering, and two-photon laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) of CO is applied to obtain spatially and temporally resolved measurements of 
temperature, the concentrations of all major species, mixture fraction, and reaction progress, as 
well as gradients in these quantities in hydrocarbon flames.  The instantaneous three-dimensional 
orientation of the turbulent reaction zone is also measured by imaging of OH LIF or Rayleigh 
scattering at 355 nm in two crossed planes, which intersect along the laser axis for the 
multiscalar measurements.  These combined data characterize both the thermo-chemical state 
and the instantaneous flame structure, such that the influence of turbulent mixing on flame 
chemistry may be quantified.  Our experimental work is closely coupled with international 
collaborative efforts to develop and validate predictive models for turbulent combustion.  This is 
accomplished through our visitor program and through the TNF Workshop series.  In recent 
years the workshop and this program have expanded their scope to address a broad range of 
combustion modes, including premixed, stratified, partially premixed, and nonpremixed flames.  
We are also working to extend our quantitative multiscalar diagnostics to more complex 
hydrocarbon fuels.  Entry into these new research areas has prompted developments in both 
hardware and methods of data analysis to achieve unprecedented spatial resolution and precision 
of multiscalar measurements.  Within the CRF we collaborate with Jonathan Frank, who applies 
advanced imaging diagnostics to turbulent flames, and with Joe Oefelein, who performs high 
fidelity large-eddy simulations (LES) of our experimental flames in order to gain greater 
fundamental understanding of the dynamics of multi-scale flow-chemistry interactions.   
 
Recent Progress 
 

Raman Spectroscopy of Hydrocarbon Combustion Intermediates 
 

We have been working toward quantitative Raman/Rayleigh measurements in dimethyl ether 
(DME) flames.  Earlier work by Fuest et al. (Combust. Flame 159, 2533–2562, 2012) showed 
that it is essential to account for the contributions of the main hydrocarbon intermediates to the 
Raman and Rayleigh signals and presented an approximate approach for processing 
Raman/Rayleigh data from turbulent DME jet flames, based upon an assumed laminar structure.  
More recently, we have been developing the spectroscopic data base and hardware to enable 
direct quantitative measurements of multiple hydrocarbons, including DME and its main 
hydrocarbon intermediates (CH4, CH2O, C2H6, C2H4, and C2H2).   
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The Raman scattering spectrum corresponding to the C-C triple bond vibration (1973.8 cm-1) of 
acetylene is isolated from that of other species of interest, allowing for a relatively 
straightforward extension of previously developed methods of data acquisition and processing.  
This is made possible by the high optical collection efficiency of our system.  Fuest et al. 
(Combust. Flame, in press) report measurements of the acetylene in laminar and turbulent jets 
flames of DME.  The temperature dependence of the Raman scattering cross section for 
acetylene was measured within the range of 300 K to 700 K and then extrapolated to flame 
temperature using a modified harmonic oscillator model.  Figure 1 compares measurements in a 
laminar jet flame with calculations (Chemkin, Zhou et al. mechanism, multicomponent transport) 
of an opposed-flow flame at a strain rate selected to match the measured temperature profile.  A 
signal-to-noise ratio of 9 was achieved in the laminar flame were the maximum mole fraction is 
below 1 percent.  Further work is needed to understand the discrepancy between the measured 
and calculated C2H2 profiles.   
 

a)      b)  
 

Figure 1.  a) Spatial profiles of temperature and major species measured in a laminar partially-premixed 
DME/air jet flame and calculated in an opposed flow flame with strain rate adjusted to match the width of 
the measured temperature profile.  b) Corresponding profiles of acetylene. 
 

Quantitative interpretation of Raman scattering signals from DME and the other four 
intermediates listed above is significantly more complex than for acetylene because their spectra 
overlap in the C-H stretch region (2700-3100 cm-1) and also interfere to varying degrees with the 
CO2 and O2 Raman signals in the H-C-H bend and C-C stretch regions.  Magnotti et al. (JQSRT 
accepted) report measured high-resolution Raman scattering spectra of DME, CH4, C2H4, C2H6, 
and C3H8 at temperatures from 300 K to 860 K, along with preliminary (uncalibrated) 
measurements of formaldehyde Raman spectra.  From these measurements, synthetic spectral 
libraries were generated in order to allow inclusion of these species in our hybrid matrix 
inversion method of Raman data processing (Fuest et al., Proc. Combust. Inst. 33, 815–822, 
2011).  Extrapolation of the synthetic spectra to higher temperature is being done based on 
measurements in laminar flames and comparison with calculations.  These flame measurements 
are being carried out using a recently-developed dual-resolution capability for simultaneous 
Raman measurements of multiple hydrocarbons.  Our second detection system, which was built 
for the polarization separation and subtraction measurements introduced at the 2014 Contractors 
Meeting, was reconfigured to acquire measurements of the C-H stretch region of the Raman 
spectrum using a high-dispersion grating (Fig. 2a).  This dual resolution approach yields 
significantly better spectral separation of the main features of the individual hydrocarbon 
species, as shown in Fig. 2b. 
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a)   b)  
 

Figure 2.  a) Illustration of the second Raman/Rayleigh/LIF detection unit configured with a high-
dispersion grating to allow dual-resolution measurements of the C-H stretch region.  b) Comparison of 
Raman spectra of CH4, C2H4, C2H6, and DME acquired using the two systems.  In both cases the Raman 
spectra are convolved with the image of our laser beam. 
 

Multi-mode Combustion in Inhomogeneous Piloted Jet Flames 
 

It is common in practical systems to have multiple combustion modes present within a single 
combustor, so predictive models must be able to handle both premixed-type flames and 
diffusion-type flames in the same calculation.  A new variant of the Sydney piloted burner 
addresses the need for model test cases that exhibit multimode combustion in a configuration 
with relatively simple boundary conditions.  This new burner has a retractable 4-mm diameter 
fuel tube within the main tube (D = 7.5 mm) that delivers air for partial premixing.  The stability 
of the jet flame is significantly enhanced when the fuel tube is retracted an optimal distance.  
Raman/Rayleigh/LIF measurements have revealed that the optimally stable flames are 
characterized by stratified-premixed combustion and low scalar dissipation very close to the 
burner exit.  The resulting additional heat release augments the effect of the pilot and also 
suppresses the production of turbulence in the near-field shear layer.  The mode of combustion 
then rapidly evolves from a stratified-premixed flame structure toward a partially-premixed 
diffusion flame structure.  This evolution has been tracked by applying double conditioning of 
species mass fractions on both temperature and the change in mixture fraction across the middle 
portion of the flame (from 700 K to 1700 K).  The evolution to diffusion-type flame structure is 
essentially complete by x/D = 10.  The presence of multimode combustion within a relatively 
compact region of a flame that has relatively simple boundary conditions should make this series 
of turbulent jet flames an interesting target for combustion models, and the comprehensive data 
set is already being made available to several modeling groups.   
 
Future Plans 
 

Priorities for the next year are to: i) complete the development hydrocarbon spectral libraries and 
apply the dual-resolution Raman method to obtain direct single-shot measurements of stable 
hydrocarbon intermediates along with all major species in the series of turbulent DME jet flames 
that were developed by J. Frank and previously studied using approximations to account for 
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hydrocarbon intermediates;  ii) obtain additional measurements in the near field of piloted jet 
flames with inhomogeneous inlets, using our spatial oversampling and wavelet denoising 
techniques;  iii) apply our latest methods to selected cases of the Sydney bluff body flames, 
which have been an important model test case but have only pointwise scalar data from 1995 
and; iv) bring online a programmable pulsewidth Nd:YAG laser that will allow measurements of 
enclosed flames.   
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I. Program Scope 
This study addresses issues highlighted in the Basic Energy Needs for Clean and Efficient 
Combustion of 21st Century Transportation Fuels (DOE BES, 2006) under the topic of 
Combustion under Extreme Pressure. It is there noted that “the most basic concepts of thermal 
autoignition” are “based on experience and theory at near atmospheric pressures” and that “as 
pressure increases significantly…, many of these conceptual pictures begin to change or 
disappear”. It is also stated “A better description of the coupling and interaction of high pressure 
flow and molecular transport processes with chemistry is also necessary”, particularly because 
“Ignition and flame propagation of alternative and renewable fuels, as well as of the changing 
feed stocks of conventional fossil-based fuels, are very likely to be much different at very high 
pressures than under the more familiar, lower pressure conditions of current engines.” 
Recognizing that “Under such (increasing pressure) conditions distinctions between gas and 
liquid phases become moot, new equations of state must be used…”, it is immediately apparent 
that there must be “a re-examination of the basic assumptions that govern the physics and 
chemistry related to combustion; and the need for this type of re-examination increases as the 
combustion pressure increases.” This recognition is also stated under the topic of Multiscale 
Modeling since due to the new equations of state “The combination of unexplored 
thermodynamic environments and new physical and chemical fuel properties results in complex 
interactions among multiphase (according to the above, the multiphase distinction becomes 
moot with increasing pressure) fluid dynamics, thermodynamic properties, heat transfer, and 
chemical kinetics that are not understood even at a fundamental level.” From the theoretical 
viewpoint for “systems at high pressure, fluid dynamic time scales can be comparable to 
chemical time scales.” and therefore “completely diffusion-controlled reactions … can become 
important”. 

Thus, the objective of this study is the investigation of the coupling among thermodynamics, 
transport properties, intrinsic kinetics and turbulence under the high-pressure and the relatively 
(with respect to combustion) low-temperature conditions typical of the auto-ignition regime, 
with particular emphasis on the manifestation of this coupling on the effective kinetic rate. As 
planned, we established collaboration with Dr. Joseph Oefelein of the Combustion Research 
Facility at Sandia Livermore to work together towards implementing the models developed in 
this research into the high-pressure Large Eddy Simulation (LES) code (named RAPTOR) under 
development by him at Sandia. 
 
II. Recent Progress 
This report contains results obtained during the last year of funding.  The focus of the research 
during this year was to create a reactive flow Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) database and 
analyze it a priori so as to understand the mixing/turbulence/reaction coupling in the high-
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pressure (“high-p”) regime. To this end, using our model [i], four DNS realizations were created 
in the configuration of a temporal mixing layer by varying the initial Reynolds number (Re0), 
the free-stream pressure and the initial composition 
of the two streams; only one of the simulation was 
initiated with the freestream devoid of traces of CO2 
and H2O (i.e. Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR)). 
The simulations were ran until each reached 
transition to turbulence and chemical reactions were 
initiated in each simulation at its respective 
transitional time. For the simulation at the larger Re0, 
we used smaller amplitudes of the initial 
perturbations employed to hasten transition, so as to 
avoid the computation blowing up; the smaller 
amplitudes result in a delayed momentum thickness 
growth (Fig. 1a). Ignition corresponds to the time of 
peak p (Fig. 1b). A higher free-stream pressure 
results in earlier ignition and higher p at ignition, at 
same free-stream pressure (p0) the pressure at 
ignition is larger when there is no EGR but the 
ignition time is the same, and the simulation initiated 
with the larger Re0 and smaller perturbation achieves 
ignition later but has a peak p comparable with that 
of the smaller Re0. Ignition produces an abrupt 
increase in the momentum thickness (Fig. 1a) and for 
the larger Re0 layer which was starting to decay due 
to the smaller initial perturbations, it provides the 
energy to re-start growing. Both the domain-average 
positive spanwise vorticity and the enstrophy display 
timewise peaks indicative of small scale formation 
and increased flow topological complexity due to the 
energy added by the ignition (not shown). 

As in our previous study focused on mixing [ii], the reactive flow field displays high density-
gradient magnitude (HDGM) regions. We believe that the HDGM regions are very important in 
understanding high-p turbulent combustion and potentially uphill-diffusion-induced phase 
change. Since the flow is not ergodic, we analyze it at the time of peak p. Figure 2 illustrates 
conditional averages of the density gradient on the reaction rate for all simulations and shows 
that the larger is the density gradient, the higher is the reaction rate; also either a larger p0 or 
absence of EGR results in higher reaction rates occurring in regions of much higher density 
gradient magnitude. In Fig. 3 are displayed conditional averages of the species mass fractions 
for a realization in which there was EGR and the initial uniform mass fractions of CO2 and H2O 
were 0.035 and 0.01, respectively, with otherwise the upper stream being air and the lower stream 
being C7H16. Clearly, rather early in the development of the layer (t*=30), before reaction is 
initiated, in the formed HDGM regions, the mass fractions of CO2 and H2O are smaller and 
larger, respectively, than the initial values. This means that H2O has experienced uphill diffusion 
into the HDGM regions and CO2 has experienced uphill diffusion out of the HDGM regions. We 
explain this segregation by the fact that since the HDGM regions primarily contain C7H16 and a 
small amount of O2 (the amount of C7H16 increases and that of O2 decreases as one goes deeper 
into the HDGM regions), the larger C7H16 molecules (molar mass m= 100 kg/kmol) let the 
smaller H2O molecules (m=18 kg/kmol) enter the HDGM regions but the molecules as large as 

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.  Momentum thickness 
representing the layer growth (a) and 
domain-averaged pressure (b), timewise 
evolution for the four DNS realizations.
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those of CO2 (m=44 kg/kmol) cannot diffuse in and must remain outside of the HDGM regions 
increasing there the CO2 concentration, i.e. experiencing uphill diffusion outside of the HDGM  
 regions. This picture is confirmed by conditional 
averages on the density gradient of the angle between 
the species mass flux and the gradient of that species 
exhibited in Fig. 4 showing uphill diffusion for H2O in 
the HDGM regions but only regular diffusion, except 
at the largest-magnitude HDGM regions, in those 
regions for CO2. This HDGM phenomenon is the well-
known high-p ‘caging’ effect in which due to the high 
p, the fluid is denser, i.e. the molecules are closer 
together and thus diffusion into it is impeded. Past 
ignition and at peak p, Fig. 3 shows that the amount of 
O2 decreases being consumed by the reaction, the 
amount of C7H16 increases (but only very slightly in 
the largest-magnitude HDGM regions where the 
combustion is most vigorous) because the consumed 
fuel not as large as that entrained in the HDGM regions 
through turbulent mixing, and the amounts of CO2 and 
H2O only imperceptibly increase in the largest-
magnitude HDGM regions.  

We are currently, computing the activity of the terms in the LES equations to indicate those 
Subgrid-Scale (SGS) terms which are significant and thus must be modeled. These computations 
are being done both on a domain-average basis and on a homogeneous-plane average basis. The 
modeling of these terms will be the next focus of our research. 
 (a) (b)

Figure 3. Conditional averages of the species mass fractions on the density gradient magnitude 
at (a) t*=30 (before ignition) and (b) t*=134 (peak pressure). Simulation Re1000p60. 

  
The PI has continued the collaboration with Dr. Oefelein who will modify RAPTOR once we 
have developed the methodology of LES for high-p flows. 

  
III. Future Plans 

The following activities are planned: 
 • Finalize the a priori reacting-flow analysis and propose subgrid-scale models for the 

filtered turbulent reaction term. 
      • Perform an a posteriori study. 

Figure 2.  Conditional averages of the 
density gradient magnitude on the 
reaction rate at the respective peak 
pressure for each simulation. 
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Figure 4. The angle between the flux vector and the gradient of the species for H2O (left) and 
CO2 (right) at the peak pressure time. An angle larger than π/2 indicates uphill diffusion. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of the prediction of 
numerical  models  by  various  research 
groups  for  one  of  the  laminar  premixed 
target  flames  (top:  temperature, middle: 
soot volume  fraction, bottom:  soot parti‐
cle diameter). 
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Towards predictive simulations of soot formation: from surrogate to turbulence 

Guillaume Blanquart 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 

California Institute of Technology 

1200 E. California Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91125 

Objectives	
The combustion of hydrocarbon fuels, including kerosene, gasoline, and diesel, leads to the formation of 

soot particles which are known to be the source of several health problems and environmental issues. 

The objective of the proposed work is to reduce the gap in the present understanding and modeling of 

soot  formation both  in  laminar and turbulent  flames.   This effort spans several  length scales  from the 

molecular  level to  large scale turbulent transport.   More precisely, the objectives are three fold: 1) de‐

velop a single combined chemical and soot model validated for all relevant components usually found in 

real fuel surrogates; 2) develop a framework able to explain the 

complete evolution of soot particles from cluster of PAHs to oxi‐

dation of  large fractal aggregates; 3) understand and model the 

interplay  between  unsteady  chemistry,  differential  diffusion, 

and turbulent transport.   

Recent	progress	

In  preparation  for  the  2014  International  Sooting  Flames  (ISF) 

workshop, we simulated a  large number  flames  (from 1D  lami‐

nar to 3D turbulent flames) in an attempt to evaluate the predic‐

tive  nature  of  the  recent  developments we made  in  terms  of 

chemistry/PAH/soot modeling. 

At the ISF, we were the only group showing contributions to all 

sections, namely laminar premixed flames, laminar coflow diffu‐

sion flames, turbulent diffusion flames, and pressurized flames. 

  Laminar premixed flames 

One‐dimensional,  burner‐stabilized,  laminar  premixed  flames 

have been used for a long time for the development of PAH and 

soot models.    As  co‐leader  for  the  ISF workshop, we were  in 

charge of selecting the target flames, collecting the results, and 

summarizing  findings  for  the  laminar premixed  flames  section.  

A  total of 25  flames  covering 6 different burner configurations 

were  selected.    In  order  to  help  the members  of  community 

simulate these flames and to provide a common basis for com‐

parison between models, we simulated all  flames ahead of  the 

workshop  and  provided  an  experimentally‐consistent,  numeri‐
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cally‐simulated temperature profile for each flame  (see Figure 1 for an example).   These profiles were 

used by more than seven research groups in their simulations.  Our results indicated that 1) large devia‐

tions  are  often  observed  between  experimentally‐measured  and  numerically‐simulated  temperature 

profiles, 2) soot volume  fractions are always predicted within a  factor of two or three  if  the “correct” 

temperature profile is used, and 3) soot particle diameters were only predicted with enough accuracy if 

aggregates and non‐purely spherical particles were considered.  More important, we showed that most 

of the  flames  investigated exhibit strong two‐dimensional effects that have been neglected until now.  

One of the various implication is an incorrectly predicted gas velocity, and hence residence time which 

may induce up to a factor of two on the predicted soot volume fraction (see Figure 2). 

 

  Laminar coflow diffusion flames 

Coflow diffusion flames present an intermediate configuration in terms of complexity and relevance be‐

tween  laminar premixed  flames  (previous  section) and  turbulent diffusion  flames  (next  section).   We 

selected  three  flames  among  the  ISF  target  flames  and  simulated  them with  our  recently  improved 

chemical/soot models. Once again, some deviations we observed between experimentally‐observed and 

numerically simulated temperature profiles were observed (see Figure 3).  Consistent with the results of 

the premixed flames, soot volume fraction was predicted with a factor of two or three on the “wings” of 

the coflow diffusion flames.  Yet, it was always under‐predicted along the centerline, showing limitation 

in our nucleation model and highlighting  the need  for an  improved PAH  to soot  inception model  (see 

2012 abstract for details on an ongoing model development in our group). 

 

   

Figure 2.  Results of a two‐dimensional numerical simulation of the flame shown in Figure 1.  Left 2D velocity pro‐
file, right: comparison of the centerline velocity (2D sin solid, 1D dashed) with experimental measurements. 

     
Figure 3. Results of the numerical simulations of one of the coflow diffusion flames.   Left: temperature, middle: benzene 
mole‐fractions, and right: soot volume fraction. 
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Figure 4.Mean soot volume fraction on the flame centerline.

 
Figure 5. Local carbon‐to‐hydrogen  ratio  in  the  turbulent  jet 
flame of Adelaide.   The black iso‐contour indicates regions of 
unusually high ratios due to differential diffusion. 

  Turbulent diffusion flames 

Large  Eddy  Simulations  (LES)  have  been  per‐

formed on an ethylene/air piloted turbulent non‐

premixed  sooting  jet  flame  to  quantify  the  im‐

portance of aromatic chemistry‐turbulence  inter‐

actions. The present  flame  (also a  target  for  ISF) 

has been  investigated at Sandia National Labora‐

tories by Dr. Shaddix and was selected over other 

turbulent  non‐premixed  flames,  for  its  relatively 

large soot yield, high Reynolds number, and well‐

defined boundary conditions.  The numerical sim‐

ulations relied on a recently‐developed relaxation model for PAH chemistry (see 2013 abstract).   Com‐

parison between LES and experimental results indicates that the LES predicts the mean soot profile rea‐

sonably accurately and that the use of PAH relaxation model was necessary to predict the correct soot 

yield  (see Figure 4).   The results also highlighted  that the  interactions of the slow PAH‐chemistry with 

turbulence had an effect of similar importance as that of the unsteady soot‐turbulence interactions. 

Additional numerical simulations have been per‐

formed on  a  second  ISF  target  flames,  this one 

investigated experimentally at Adelaide Universi‐

ty (Australia).   Unlike the piloted ethylene flame 

from Sandia, the Adelaide flame is a non‐piloted 

jet  flame using a mixture of ethylene/hydrogen 

as  fuel.    Given  the  difficulties  encountered  by 

other  research  groups  in  reproducing  the  soot 

volume fraction profiles measured experimental‐

ly, we performed a coarse direct numerical simu‐

lation  (DNS) of  the base of  the  flame.   Our pre‐

liminary results  indicate that differential diffusion effects (partially due to the presence of hydrogen  in 

the fuel) were still present (see Figure 5) and should be included for accurate predictions of this flame.    

Current and future work 

The results of the numerical simulations of the turbulent  jet diffusion flame from Adelaide highlighted 

the need to revisit the treatment of differential diffusion in turbulent flames in general and in particular 

within the framework of flamelets.  More precisely, while the assumption of unity Lewis numbers might 

be valid for major chemical species (reactants and products), it is not valid for large aromatic species and 

soot precursors.  Preliminary results show this effect might lead to a factor of two on the soot yield.  Us‐

ing experimental and DNS data from the  literature, we are currently developing a model to estimate a 

priori the effective/turbulent Lewis numbers for given turbulent conditions.  Such model would then be 

integrated within  our  current  flamelet‐based  chemistry  tabulation  and will  be  tested  against  various 

turbulent sooting flames. 
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Joel	  M.	  Bowman	  

Cherry	  L.	  Emerson	  Center	  for	  Scientific	  Computation	  and	  Department	  of	  Chemistry,	  Emory	  
University	  Atlanta,	  GA	  30322,	  jmbowma@emory.edu	  

	  
Program	  Scope.	  The	  research	  program,	  supported	  by	  this	  Department	  of	  Energy	  grant,	  
centers	  on	  methods	  to	  develop	  rigorous	  computational	  methods	  to	  model	  and	  gain	  insight	  
into	  chemical	  and	  physical	  processes	  of	  importance	  in	  combustion	  and	  issues	  related	  to	  
combustion.	  	  We	  have	  focused	  in	  recent	  years	  on	  developing	  full-‐dimensional	  global	  ab	  
initio-‐based	  potential	  energy	  surfaces	  (PESs)	  that	  describe	  complex	  unimolecular	  	  and	  
bimolecular	  reaction	  that	  are	  fits	  to	  tens	  of	  thousands	  or	  more	  of	  ab	  initio	  energies	  using	  
special	  polynomial	  bases	  that	  are	  manifestly	  invariant	  with	  respect	  to	  any	  permutation	  of	  
like	  nuclei.	  	  Dynamics	  on	  these	  potentials,	  which	  may	  contain	  multiple	  minima	  and	  saddle	  
points,	  can	  be	  done	  for	  long	  times	  and	  can	  reveal	  new	  pathways	  and	  mechanisms	  of	  
chemical	  reactions.	  The	  choice	  of	  reaction	  system	  to	  study	  is	  always	  motivated	  by	  
experiments	  that	  challenge	  and	  ultimately	  advance	  basic	  understanding	  of	  combustion	  
reaction	  dynamics.	  	  Recently,	  the	  focus	  has	  been	  on	  energy	  transfer	  in	  polyatomic	  
hydrocarbons	  and	  substituted	  hydrocarbons,	  a	  central	  area	  of	  importance	  in	  combustion.	  	  
The	  major	  goal	  is	  to	  go	  beyond	  model	  atom-‐atom	  pairwise	  models	  of	  the	  “non-‐covalent”	  
interactions	  that	  govern	  energy	  transfer.	  	  Two	  other	  areas	  of	  research	  are	  mode-‐specific	  
tunneling	  in	  unimolecular	  dissociation	  and	  rovibrational	  energies	  of	  polyatomic	  molecules.	  	  
Recent	  Progress	  in	  these	  areas	  is	  described	  next.	  
Recent	  Progress:	  Energy	  transfer:	  Ar+allyl,	  and	  Ar+HOCO.	  Energy	  transfer	  studies	  have	  
been	  initiated	  in	  the	  allyl	  and	  HOCO	  radicals,	  using	  full	  dimensional	  ab	  initio	  PESs.P24,P25,P27	  	  
In	  the	  first	  studies,	  the	  collision	  partner	  was	  Ar	  and	  an	  ab	  initio	   interaction	  potential	  was	  
calculated	   at	   the	  MP2/aug-‐cc-‐pVTZ	   level,	  with	   counterpoise	   correction.	   	   This	   interaction	  
potential	   was	   represented	   by	   a	   standard	   sum-‐of-‐pairs	   form	   	   and	   fit	   to	   286	   electronic	  
energies.	   	   	   The	   pairwise	   fit	   gave	   RMS	   fitting	   errors	   of	   22	   cm-‐1	   for	   the	   (negative	   energy)	  
attractive	  region,	  150	  cm-‐1	  for	  energies	  up	  to	  around	  1200	  cm-‐1,	  and	  650	  cm-‐1	  for	  energies	  
up	  to	  roughly	  8000	  cm-‐1	  	  Thus,	  this	  fit	  is	  realistic,	  if	  not	  highly	  precise.	  	  Classical	  trajectory	  
calculations	  of	  energy	   transfer	  calculations	  were	  done	   for	  allyl	   initially	  non-‐rotating	   	  and	  
highly	  rotationally	  excited	  	  The	  results	  in	  the	  form	  of	  ΔE	  (up	  and	  down)	  distributions	  for	  a	  
number	  of	  collision	  energies	  have	  been	  published.P24,P25	  In	  addition,	  a	  project	  investigating	  
energy	  transfer	  in	  Ar+HOCO	  is	  underway.	  	  This	  project	  makes	  use	  of	  a	  global,	  high-‐level	  ab	  
initio	  global	  potential	  surface	  for	  HOCO	  and	  the	  calculation	  of	  the	  interaction	  potential.	  	  In	  
this	  case,	  the	  goal	  was	  to	  obtain	  a	  benchmark	  quality	  interaction	  potential.	  	  This	  was	  done	  
by	   using	   permutationally	   invariant	   (PI)	   fitting	   to	   roughly	   12	   500	   CCSD(T)-‐F12/aug-‐cc-‐
pVDZ	  energies.	  	  The	  RMS	  fitting	  error	  is	  28	  cm-‐1	  for	  this	  data	  set	  which	  spans	  a	  range	  from	  -‐
250	  to	  12	  000	  cm-‐1.	  	  The	  data	  set	  was	  also	  fit	  using	  the	  pairwise	  form	  used	  for	  Ar-‐allyl	  and	  
novel	   compact	   PI	   form.	   	   All	   three	   fits	   were	   used	   in	   preliminary	   calculations	   of	   energy	  
transfer	   and	   an	   initial	   report	   of	   the	   results	   has	   just	   been	   accepted	   for	   publication	   as	  
Communication	  in	  J.	  Chem.	  Phys.P27	  	  Development	  work	  on	  more	  efficient	  permutationally	  
invariant	  representations	  of	  non-‐covalent	  interactions	  was	  undertaken	  with	  a	  focus	  on	  full	  
dimensional	  potential	  energy	  surfaces	  for	  CH4-‐H2O	  and	  also	  CH4-‐(H2O)2.	  	  Excellent	  progress	  
has	  been	  made	  and	  described	  in	  two	  recent	  publications.P29,P30	   	  Energy	  transfer	  studies	  in	  
these	   systems	   can	  now	  be	  undertaken	  using	   extensive	   classical	   trajectory	  or	   in	  principle	  
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quantum	   or	   mixed	   classical/quantum	   methods.	   	   Mode-‐specific	   tunneling	   in	  
unimolecular	  reactions.	   	  Recent	  progress	  in	  this	  important	  research	  area	  has	  been	  made	  
in	   the	   isomerization	   of	   trans-‐HCOH	   to	   H2CO,	   using	   a	   new	   full-‐dimensional	   PES.P28	   	   This	  
work	   was	   stimulated	   by	   previous	   work,1-‐3	   notably	   the	   joint	   experimental	   work	   of	  
Schreiner,	   Allen,	   Csaszar	   and	   co-‐workers.	   	   The	   new	   calculations	   using	   a	   mode-‐specific	  
theory	  developed	  by	  Wang	  and	  Bowman4	  and	  predict	  a	  large	  increase	  in	  the	  tunneling	  rate	  

upon	  excitation	  of	  the	  trans-‐
bend	  mode	  as	  shown	  in	  the	  
graphic	  to	  the	  left.	  
Rovibrational	   energies	   of	  
polyatomic	   molecules.	  	  
The	   code	   MULTIMODE	   has	  
been	   extended	   and	   applied	  
to	   perform	   accurate	  
rovibrational	  calcuations	  	  of	  
polyatomic	   molecules.	  
Stuart	   Carter,	   the	   major	  
developer	   of	   this	   code	   has	  	  
been	   working	   on	   the	   code	  
to	   enable	   parallel	  
computation,	   using	   both	  
Open	  MP	  and	  MPI	  protocols.	  	  
This	   	   has	   been	   largely	  
accomplished	  with	  excellent	  

results.	  	  	  
Future	  Plans.	  	  Further	  work	  on	  energy	  transfer	  calculations	  in	  both	  Ar+HOCO	  and	  Ar+allyl	  
is	  planned	   in	  a	  bath	  of	  Ar	  atoms.	   	  New	  calculations	  of	  energy	   transfer	  of	  CH4	  in	  collisions	  
with	  H2O	  and	  also	  the	  water	  dimer	  are	  planned.	  	  An	  existing	  global	  potential	  energy	  surface	  
for	  CH3OH5	  will	   be	   refined	   to	   study	   the	  unimolecular	  decomposition	  dynamics,	   including	  
mode-‐specific	  tunneling.	  	  MULTIMODE	  calculations	  using	  this	  new	  PES	  (and	  dipole	  moment	  
surface)	  will	   be	   done.	   	   This	   calculations	  will	   supplant	   those	   already	  done	  using	   an	   older	  
version	  of	  the	  code	  and	  the	  PES.6	  
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I.  Program Scope 
 
While the total rate constant for many elementary reactions is well-characterized, 

understanding the product branching in complex reactions presents a formidable challenge. To 
gain an incisive probe of such reactions, our experiments investigate the dynamics of the product 
channels that arise from long-lived radical intermediates along the bimolecular reaction 
coordinates. Our work1-5 uses the methodology developed in my group in the last fourteen years, 
using both imaging and scattering apparatuses.  The experiments generate a particular isomeric 
form of an unstable radical intermediate along a bimolecular reaction coordinate and study the 
branching between the ensuing product channels of the energized radical as a function of its 
internal rotational and vibrational energy under collision-less conditions.  

The experiments use a combination of: 1) measurement of product velocity and angular 
distributions in a crossed laser-molecular beam apparatus, with electron bombardment detection 
in my lab in Chicago or 2) with tunable vacuum ultraviolet photoionization detection at Taiwan's 
National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC), and 3) velocity map imaging using 
state-selective REMPI ionization and single photon VUV ionization of radical intermediates and 
reaction products. We have implemented tunable VUV photoionization in our imaging apparatus, 
using difference frequency four-wave mixing to produce photoionization light tunable from 8 to 
10.8 eV. In this no-cost extended fourth year of our project, we investigated the photodissociation 
of BrCH2CH2ONO at 193 nm to see if it might generate nascent highly vibrationally excited 
CH2CH2ONO radicals (an important intermediate in the reaction of NO2 + ethene).  It was 
successful – our experiments measured the branching between primary O-NO fission and C-Br 
photofission at 193 nm to be 4.28:1.  Thus, a sufficient number of CH2CH2ONO radicals was 
produced to allow us to study the competition between two product channels from this radical 
intermediate, NO + oxirane and NO2 + ethene. The first results are summarized in Section II.A. 
We also developed a new theoretical model to predict the energy partitioned to relative kinetic 
energy when a highly rotationally excited radical dissociates with no exit barrier. The model 
accurately predicts the velocities measured for the OH and alkene products from highly 
rotationally excited C3H6OH and C2D4OH radicals, and it correctly includes the correlation 
between the velocity of the radical and its rotational angular momentum. These results are 
described in Section II.B. Section II.C describes results from our collaboration with Y. P. Lee, 
developing a revised Franck-Condon method to predict the HCl product vibrational energy from 
the photodissociation of acryloyl chloride at 193 nm that he measured with step-scan FTIR.6   

 
II.  Recent Progress  
 

A. CH2CH2ONO and BrCH2CH2O radicals from 193 nm BrCH2CH2ONO photodiss’n 
 

While our prior work with Terry Miller showed that the primary photodissociation 
channel of BrCH2CH2ONO at 351 nm is O-NO bond cleavage, we initiated a study at 193 nm to 
see if we could induce a significant fraction of the molecules to undergo C-Br bond photofission.  
At 193 nm, BrCH2CH2ONO reaches an excited state described by a linear combination of two 
excited electronic configurations, one repulsive in the repulsive in the O-NO bond, similar to the 
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S2 state in alkylnitrites, and the other repulsive in the C-Br bond, similar to the excited states 
reached in the 200 nm band of bromoalkanes.  Using electron bombardment ionization in the  
UChicago scattering apparatus, we detected both O-NO 
and C-Br bond photofission, with a branching ratio of 
4.28 to 1.  The NO photoproduct is fit in blue line in the 
upper frame of Fig. 1 while the Br photoproduct is fit in 
orange line in the lower frame. The BrCH2CH2O radicals 
(co-fragment formed in O-NO photofission) have much 
higher internal energies than our prior work at 351 nm, 
so evidence both dissociation to CH2Br + H2CO (as seen 
in our prior study with Terry) and dissociation to H + 
BrCH2CHO. The H2CO signal is fit in purple in Fig. 1 
(upper frame) and the signal from the momentum-
matched co-fragment CH2Br is fit in purple in Fig. 2.  
Dissociative ionization of CH2Br to Br+ also contributes 
to the signal (fit in purple) in the lower frame of Fig. 1. 
Signal from the BrCH2CH2O → H + BrCH2CHO 
channel appears at several daughter ions of BrCH2CHO 
and is, as expected, very close to momentum matched to 
the NO signal fit in blue in the upper frame of Fig. 1 (as 
H atom is imparted with most of the recoil velocity).   
     The C-Br photofission channel gives vibrationally  
excited CH2CH2ONO radicals, so allows us to study the 
competition between the NO2 + ethene and an NO + 
oxirane product channels.  Our G4 calculations on 
CH2CH2ONO shown in Fig. 3 suggest both these 
channels could be significant.  My students just got back 
from taking a week of data using the scattering apparatus 
at the NSRRC; the data give evidence for both NO + 
oxirane (the oxirane is detected at parent ion), and NO2 + 
ethene.  Interestingly, we also got good data at m/e = 31 
(HNO+).  We are fitting the data now, but it appears that there is a third primary photodissociation 
channel, HNO elimination, that produces HNO and bromoacetaldehyde.  A fast shoulder on the 

signal at Br+ and high kinetic energy signal at vinoxy may 
result from photodissociation of this product. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2  BrCH2CH2O → CH2Br + H2CO               Fig. 3  Some calculated transition states for CH2CH2ONO                               

 
Fig. 1    O-NO and C-Br photofission 
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B. Predicting the recoil kinetic energies when rotationally excited radicals dissociate 
 

Our experimental study4 last year of the product channels resulting from two radical 
intermediates, 1-hydroxy-2-propyl and 2-hydroxy-1-propyl, in the reaction of OH with 
propene motivated a serious effort at predicting the recoil kinetic energies when these radicals 
dissociate back to OH + propene. Our new modeling paper5 details how we make this 
prediction and assesses its generality by applying it to prior measurements of the dissociation 
of CD2CD2OH radicals to CD2CD2 + OH.   Our model, developed for the dissociation of 
highly rotationally excited radicals produced photolytically from a halogenated precursor, 
gives an excellent prediction for the velocities of the 
radical’s dissociation products. Figure 4 shows in 
green solid line the fit this model gives to the 
measured velocities of the OH and CD2CD2 products 
from the unimolecular dissociation of highly 
rotationally excited CD2CD2OH radicals.  These fits 
are not the result of an iterative forward-convolution 
fit, they are predictions from our model with no 
variable parameters.  They properly account for the 
correlation between velocity of the CD2CD2OH radical 
and its rotational angular momentum, which influences 
the recoil velocity of the OH from the CD2CD2. 

This is an exciting theoretical result. For decades 
researchers have measured the energy imparted to 
recoil kinetic energy when radicals dissociate, but 
comparison of the measured distribution with theory 
required a global potential energy surface or 
dynamics-on-the-fly calculations that were only 
practical for very small molecular systems.   Our new 
model uses the angular momenta of the unstable 
radicals and the tensor of inertia of each to predict the 
recoil kinetic energy and angular distributions when 
hydroxy radicals dissociate to OH + an alkene. We 
need only propagate the rotational dynamics at the radical’s equilibrium geometry and then at 
the transition state, being careful to preserve the magnitude and direction of the angular 
momentum vector.  The predictions give excellent fits to the data. The only required 
experimental input is the measured recoil kinetic energies in the C-halogen bond photofission 
reaction that prepares the highly rotationally excited radical intermediate. As long as the 
initial photodissociation is via a repulsive excited state and radical dissociates with no barrier 
beyond the endoergicity, the model we developed accurately predicts the distribution of 
energies imparted to relative kinetic energy as the radical dissociates; it is particularly good 
for radicals produced with an angular momentum vector that is not close to an inertial axis. 

   
C.  Developing a modified Franck-Condon model for roaming reactions 

 

 Y.P. Lee asked us to help him understand the vibrational and rotational distributions 
that he measured, using step-scan FTIR, for two HCl-photoelimination channels from 
acryloyl chloride excited at 193 nm.  Fig. 5 shows the two pathways we identified for HCl 
elimination proceeding via internal conversion to the ground electronic state. One HCl 

 
Fig. 4 Model prediction (green) shown 
on TOF spectra for CD2CD2OH → 
CD2CD2 + OH 
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elimation channel occurs after a Cl-shift. Using the calculated transition states, our predicted 
statistical branching ratio of 0.81:0.19 for direct HCl elimination from the s-cis conformer: 
HCl elimination from 3-chloro-1-propen-1-one after the Cl shift agrees very well with the 
experimental branching of 0.8 : 0.2. To understand the vibrational distribution of the HCl 
produced in each pathway, a time-honored Franck-Condon analysis, gives a vibrational 
distribution peaked at far too 
high an energy because one of 
the elimination channels occurs 
via a roaming pathway.  My 
Ph.D. student Preston Scrape 
identified the correct geometry 
to make a Franck-Condon 
prediction for such channels.  
Noting a broad shoulder along 
the IRC corresponding to the Cl 
atom reapproaching the 
CH2CHCO, he used the 
geometry along the IRC when 
the Cl atom came closest to the 
center C atom (the IRC is 
repulsive after this geometry). 
This gives an excellent prediction for the most probable HCl vibrational state. 
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Program Scope: 

The goal of this research program is to generate data that challenges the theoretician’s 

ability to calculate potential energy surfaces and predict dynamics upon them.  This is 

traditionally done through the fields of spectroscopy, chemical dynamics and kinetics. 

The detailed measurement of atomic and molecular motion on a potential energy surface 

is what defines the field of chemical dynamics.  No matter if the motion is intra-

molecular, such as unimolecular dissociation, or inter-molecular, such as inelastic 

scattering or reactive scattering, one observes dynamics that can test ones ability to obtain 

an accurate potential energy surface and calculate dynamics upon that surface.  In the 

recent past we have made measurements of collisional energy transfer of both 

electronically ground state but highly vibrationally excited molecules and electronically 

excited state but vibrationally ground state molecules.   In this period we have finished 

our measurements and analysis of the collision induced dissociation of highly 

vibrationally excited NO2.  We will expand these collisional energy transfer studies to 

lower collision energies where both the study of low energy barriers to reactions can be 

observed (such as in the O (
1
D)+ CH4 reaction) and low energy resonances can be 

observed in the scattering (such as in NO + He).  These low energy collision experiments 

are sensitive to the attractive part of the potential energy surfaces in contrast to the higher 

energy collisions that interrogate the repulsive wall of the system.  In addition to these 

collision studies we have been developing tow new spectroscopic capabilities.  The first 

is a dual etalon frequency comb cavity ring down spectroscopy technique that allows one 

to obtain “high” resolution spectroscopy with low-resolution lasers.  This work has been 

focused on trying to do these experiments in the infrared region of the spectrum where 

congested spectra make molecular identification difficult.  We have also investigated the 

utility of using velocity mapped ion imaging to perform MHz resolution spectroscopy.  

We have been able to quantitatively determine line widths down to 10 MHz line widths 

with this novel use of the velocity-mapped ion imaging (VMII) technique. 

 

Collisional Energy Transfer Studies: 

In this last year we have finished our analysis and submitted for publication the work on 

the collision induced dissociation (CID) of highly vibrationally excited NO2 buy 

collision with Ar.  In this study we excited NO2 with a single blue photon exciting it in a 

molecular beam to within 40 cm
-1

 of its dissociation limit.  These highly vibrationally 

excited (but low rotational excitation) are then crossed with a molecular beam of Ar 

atoms.  A single collision occurs, at a relative collision energy close to 560 cm-1, and the 

NO2 molecules that obtain more than 40 cm-1 of energy then dissociate.  We use 
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resonant enhanced (1+1’) ionization to state selectively ionize the NO(j) products that are 

produced in in the collision.  By careful analysis of the velocity distributions associated 

with the different rotational states of NO produced and an analysis of the dynamics of the 

dissociation of the NO2 into specific rotational states (measured to be statistical is 

dissociation is caused by photolysis) one can extract the shape of the energy transfer 

function of the initial NO2 + Ar collision.  This is a very difficult quantity to extract from 

any collisional energy transfer process.  Only two other set of experiments, one from the 

group of Dr. Kenny Ni, has claimed to extract this quantity directly from a single 

collision event and their results disagree with theory by about a factor of about 3 over 

estimate of the magnitude of the energy transfer.   The other set of data is from Dr. Hanna 

Reisler’s group on NO2 CID and she obtained results similar to ours with a different 

technique on a slightly different energy range. Our experiments in contrast seem to 

underestimate the theory by about a factor of 2 and have been submitted as a Frontiers 

Article in Chem. Phys. Letters. 

 

 
Figure 1: the comparison of our measured collision induced dissociation experiments, Dr. 

Hanna Reisler’s (USC) experiment with our experiment and calculations by Dr. Ahren 

Jasper (Sandia).   Calculations in Figure 1 were actually not performed at the dissociation 

limit but lower in the potential well.  New experiments that can be more directly 

compared to the theoretical calculations will be performed this summer.   

 

Dual Etalon Frequency Comb Spectroscopy: 

First demonstration of this new type of spectrometer was demonstrated utilizing two 

uncorrelated etalons in the visible portion of the spectrum.  We have recently built a 

monolithic spectrometer from one piece of invar containing two etalons in order to allow 

signal averaging.  The monolithic spectrometer is shown in figure 2.  The spectrometer 

works on the principle that a broadband laser pulse excites both etalons.  The etalons are 

well aligned so that all modes other than the 0,0 mode are minimized.  The etalons are 

not quite the same length therefore the frequencies exiting the etalons are different and 

have slightly different spacing.  As these two outputs are combined on a single photo-

detector they interfere and through Fourier analysis of this interference one can observe 
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the individual frequencies and through tis observation one can observe absorption at 

those frequencies.  Efforts to do this in the infrared using an IR OPO as a light source are 

under way.  Sensitive detection of methane is being investigated. 

 
Figure 2: Photograph and schematic of DEFCOM spectrometer showing the two etalons 

bored out of a single piece of invar. 

 

Utilizing Velocity Mapped Ion Imaging Used for High Resolution Spectroscopy: 

When a high-resolution laser is utilized in a resonance enhanced ionization scheme for 

detection of an atom or a molecule there is the ability to use velocity mapped ion imaging 

(VMII) to measure the photophysics associated with that transition.   This has been 

demonstrated on Kr atoms.  The laser ionization schemes is shown in Figure 3.   

  
Figure 3: Schematic of laser ionization scheme for Kr atoms.   
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A difference in the ionization cross section is observed for the two pathways that involve 

the 266 nm laser light. This difference in ionization cross section can be used to visualize 

the transition.  As different velocity groups Doppler shift themselves into resonance and 

these velocities are imaged one observes the transition with the resolution of the velocity 

resolution.  For the 811.5 nm transition and Kr atoms we have 3 m/s velocity resolution 

and this represents a 3 MHz spectral resolution.  We observe rabbi cycle broadening, 

lifetime broadening due to ionization, and can observe measure the laser frequency with 

this resolution relative to the transition frequency.   

 

Future work: 

Collisional Energy transfer of vibrationally hot molecules will be investigated by 

scattering rotationally hod NO from vibrationally hot NO2.  By exciting the NO2 a few 

hundred cm
-1

 below the dissociation limit the collision will not produce NO from CID but 

the NO scattered from NO2 will change rotational state and gain translational energy 

from vibrational relaxation of the NO2.  By measuring the velocity of the rotationally 

excited NO one can obtain the energy transfer of specific NO rotational channels and this 

can be compared directly to calculations.  

In a new Velocity Mapped Ion Imaging apparatus we will measure the aligned 

chemistry of the fundamental H + D2 reaction.  A 532-nm laser beam will be used to 

align both HBr and D2 molecules.  A UV laser pulse will be used to dissociate the HBr 

and detect the HD product.  It has been shown that this can happen with the 5 nsec of a 

single laser pulse.  In this manner we will be able to measure the reactivity of aligned 

reagents.  This will show a new way forward to investigate the stereochemistry of 

fundamental reactions.   

A merged molecular beam apparatus is being built to investigate low energy 

collisions with high velocity resolution.  This will allow or the study of both low energy 

entrance barriers and collisional resonances involving both Feschbach and shape 

resonances. 

DEFCOM spectroscopy will be focused on near infrared spectroscopy of 

molecules in order to be able to utilize faster more sensitive detectors and higher 

reflectivity mirrors.  

VMII will be utilized to image new photo-physical processes including rabbi 

cycling of atoms and molecules in order to determine absolute transition strengths of 

transitions between excited electronic states.  
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Sharples T. R., Klos J., Costen M. L., Strecker K. E., McKendrick K. G., Alexander M. H., Chandler D. W., 

J. of Phys. Chem. Vol 117 (34), 8163-8174 (2013).  

2) Determination of the Energy Transfer Function From the Collision Induced Dissociation of NO2 + Ar. J. 

D. Steill, A. Jasper, K. E. Strecker. and D. W. Chandler, manuscript submitted Frontier Article CPL 2015. 
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Program Scope 
In this research program we have developed and applied massively parallel three-dimensional direct 

numerical simulation (DNS) of building-block, laboratory scale flows that reveal fundamental turbulence-
chemistry interactions in combustion.  The simulation benchmarks are designed to expose and emphasize 
the role of particular phenomena in turbulent combustion.  The simulations address fundamental issues 
associated with chemistry-turbulence interactions that underly practical combustion devices: extinction 
and reignition, premixed and stratified flame propagation and structure, flame stabilization in autoignitive 
coflowing jet flames and reactive jets in crossflow, and flame propagation in boundary layers.  In addition 
to the new understanding provided by these simulations, the resultant DNS data are used to develop and 
validate predictive mixing and combustion models required in Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes 
(RANS) and large-eddy (LES) simulations. 
 
Recent Progress 

In the past year, computer allocations from a DOE Innovative and Novel Computational Impact on 
Theory and Experiment (INCITE) grant have enabled us to perform several petascale three-dimensional 
DNS of turbulent flames with detailed chemistry. These DNS studies focused on understanding: 1) 
turbulent flame propagation in equivalence-ratio stratified methane/air flows, 2) differential diffusion 
effects on lifted flame stabilization of syngas mixtures in a reacting jet-in-crossflow, and 3) a posteriori 
comparison of a one-dimensional turbulent (ODT) model with DNS of a highly turbulent hydrogen/air 
counterflow flame with product stratification. Highlights of our accomplishments in the past year are 
summarized below, followed by a summary of future research directions. 

 
Turbulent flame propagation in equivalence-ratio stratified methane/air flows [1]  
Many practical combustion devices involve flame propagation in fuel-air mixtures which are not perfectly 
mixed. Understanding and developing predictive models for equivalence ratio-stratified combustion 
physics are important for the design of stratified-charge internal combustion engines as well as lean-burn 
gas turbine combustion system. Effects of equivalence ratio stratification, in which a flame propagates 
through an inhomogeneous fuel-air mixture, are investigated using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) 
with a reduced methane-air mechanism. The simulation configuration involves a slot-jet turbulent Bunsen 
flame that is periodic in the spanwise z-direction (the coordinate system is indicated in Figure 1). One of 
the runs, Case C2, is a tangentially-stratified Bunsen flame configuration with a mean equivalence ratio of 
0.7 shown in Figure 1a with equivalence ratio variation from 0.41-1.0. 
 
The effect of equivalence ratio variation on the local burning intensity is investigated in turbulent flame 
simulations with complex chemistry. Earlier work showed that flame-normal equivalence ratio gradients 
affect the propagation speed of laminar flames, due to the effect of equivalence ratio gradients on the 
molecular transport of radical species and hot products into the reaction zone [2]. Namely, it was 
observed that back-supported flames yield higher propagation speed than flames in a homogeneous 
mixture, and that flames in a homogeneous mixture yield faster propagation speed than front-supported 
flames.  
 
The effect of equivalence ratio (𝜑) stratification on flame speed in the present DNS study is analyzed by 
calculating the conditional average normalized displacement speed (𝜌𝑆𝑑/𝜌𝑢(𝜑))  and the strain rate 
tangential to the flame in case C2, conditioned on 𝜑=0.7 and 𝑐=0.65  (progress  variable  value  which  is 
indicative of the location of maximum heat release), and on a range of flame normal mixture fraction 
gradients dξ/dn. The flame normal vector, –∇c/|∇ c|, points towards the reactants, so that a positive 
(negative) value of dξ/dn indicates that this fuel-lean flame is front (back) supported. The conditionally 
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averaged displacement speed, colored by the conditionally-averaged tangential strain rate is plotted in 
Figure 1b, and compared with the displacement speed computed from reactant-to-product counter-flow 
laminar flame calculations with the same equivalence ratio range as case C2 and a range of imposed strain 
rates. 

   
(a)     (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Instantaneous progress variable, c=0.5,  iso-surface colored by case mixture fraction Z 
(blue=0, red=1): case C2. (b) Conditionally-averaged displacement speed versus flame-normal mixture 
fraction gradient. Circles: case C2 at 𝑥/𝐿𝑥=0.5  where  Lx  is  the  flame  height; Triangles: laminar 
counter-flow flame data. 
 
The turbulent flame exhibits higher average displacement speeds and less sensitivity to mean strain than 
the laminar flame. This difference may be attributed to the effects of unsteadiness of strain and flame 
curvature in the turbulent flame, compared to the stationary planar flame front simulated in the laminar 
counter-flow. However the displacement speed shows an asymmetrical response to flame normal 
equivalence ratio gradients in both the laminar and turbulent cases, with back supported flames 
propagating faster compared to front-supported flames at a given tangential strain rate. The similar 
dependence of flame speed on flame-normal mixture fraction gradient in both the turbulent and laminar 
cases suggests that the phenomenon is due to the effect of molecular transport from the products that was 
identified previously in laminar flame studies [2].  Further inspection of the mixture fraction/progress 
variable cross-dissipation rate conditionally averaged on mixture fraction indicates that there is a 
tendency for the lean flame to align in a back-supported orientation.  This may be a result of the 
differential propagation mechanism described by Grout et al. [3] and is currently under investigation. 
 
Differential diffusion effects on lifted flame stabilization of syngas mixtures in reacting jet-in-crossflow [4] 
Three-dimensional DNS of a transverse syngas fuel jet in a turbulent boundary layer crossflow of air 
shows the influence of increasing the amount of CO relative to H2 on the near field flame stabilization. 
The mean flame anchors at a similar location for the two cases despite the trend suggested by their 
laminar flame speeds which is higher for the CO-lean condition. To identify local mixtures having 
preferable mixture conditions for flame anchoring, explosive zones are defined using the chemical 
explosive mode (CEM) timescale [5]. The explosive zones related to flame stabilization are located in 
relatively low velocity regions, slightly upstream of the peak heat release rate region. The explosive zones 
are characterized by excess H transported by differential diffusion with relatively low turbulent mixing 
intensity or scalar dissipation rate. Based on the balance of scalar flux and differential diffusion, the 
mixture in the leeward sampling region is classified into three zones. Comparing these three zones with 
the heat release rate and probable explosive zones, it is found that the differential diffusion predominantly 
plays an important role in mixture preparation and initiates chemical reactions, followed closely by 
intense chemical reactions sustained by sufficient mixing owing to the turbulent motion and scalar 
dissipation rate. Finally,  the mechanism of how differential diffusion contributes to mixture preparation 
is discerned using the Takeno Flame Index computed based on either H2 or CO mass fraction.  The index 
reveals that H2 has a significant contribution to premixing, particularly in the explosive zones in the near 
field of the leeward region, which constitute the flame base. There, a small amount of H2 is able to diffuse 
much faster than CO creating a relatively homogeneous mixture, which, together with its 
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reactivity, helps stabilize a flame at a similar location regardless of the amount of CO present in the fuel. 
 
One-dimensional turbulence modeling of a counterflow flame under intense turbulence and strain with 
comparison to DNS [6] 
The one-dimensional turbulence (ODT) model is applied to a highly turbulent reactant-to-product 
counterflow configuration and results are compared with recent DNS data [7]. New counterflow 
configuration specific models were developed to account for 3D dilatation and advection along the 1D 
line. The model employed solves conservation equations for momentum, energy, and species on a 1D 
domain corresponding to the line spanning the domain between nozzle orifice centers. The effects of 
turbulent mixing are modeled via a stochastic process, while the Kolmogorov and reactive length and 
time scales are explicitly resolved and a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism is used. Comparisons 
between model and DNS results for spatial mean and fluctuating velocity, temperature, and major and 
minor species profiles show good agreement.  Scatter plots and statistics conditioned on temperature are 
also compared for heat release rate and all species. Overall, ODT is able to capture the range of results 
depicted by the DNS. However, conditional statistics in state space show some signs of under-ignition. 
 
Future Work: 
Reactive velocity and scalar spectra scaling 
Recent results from DNS of turbulent premixed flames reveal that a density change induced by the flame 
occurring at a characteristic flame scale induces changes to the kinetic energy spectra with a significant 
deviation from the Kolmogorov scaling, particularly in the high wavenumber range [8]. Furthermore, a 
dependence of the scaling on a Damköhler number (Da) – ratio of flow time scale to flame time scale – 
was discerned. A new theoretical framework to study spectral energy balance for variable density flows 
was proposed that clearly explained the cause of this deviation. However to fully ascertain the proper 
scaling and to study the balance of energy in the spectral space further DNS spanning a broader range of 
the relevant parameters, Da and density jump ratio, are proposed. The DNS are being performed in a 
statistically stationary planar premixed flame configuration.  A dimensional analysis will also be 
performed to understand the importance of the contribution of terms in the balance equations for the 
velocity and scalar spectrum functions in wavenumber space for combusting flows. 
 
Reactivity controlled compression ignition with thermal inhomogeneities with n-heptane/iso-octane blend 
There is currently only a limited fundamental understanding of the nature of combustion in a reactive 
mixture at high pressure that is conducive to both autoignition and premixed flame propagation. The 
objective of this study is to perform 3D turbulent DNS of premixed compression ignition (PCI) with a 
primary reference fuel mixture of n-heptane and iso-octane to quantify the relative roles of autoignition 
and premixed flame propagation under reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) conditions 
where thermal and composition stratification are present.   
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I. Program Scope 

This research program focuses on experimental studies of transient neutral species and collision 
complexes relevant to combustion phenomena and fundamental elementary reactions, with the goal of 
providing benchmarks for state-of-the-art electronic structure and quantum dynamics calculations. 
Kinematically complete studies of the dissociative photodetachment (DPD) of anion precursors in the 
form of a photoelectron-photofragment coincidence (PPC) measurement can provide a measure of the 
dynamics of unimolecular and bimolecular reactions over a wide range of internal and configurational 
energies, respectively, as shown in the experimental-theoretical study we reported on the F + H2O  
HF + OH reaction in collaboration with Hua Guo’s group at UNM last year. (DOE Pub. 2) In the last 
year, new experiments on the CH3OH + F  HF + CH3O reaction and its isotopologs have been 
carried out, along with studies of the dissociative excited states of the HOCO radical and aspects of the 
dissociation mechanism for energized cis-HOCO radicals to the OH + CO entrance channel. (DOE 
Pub. 4) Our measurements of the tunneling rate for cis-HOCO  H + CO2 have continued to be of 
interest as well, and resulted in a collaboration with Al Wagner and colleagues extending in a more 
quantitative fashion our quasi-1D model for the deep tunneling in that system and applying it to ab 
initio HOCO potential energy surfaces (DOE Pub. 5). In addition, we completed our study of the tert-
butoxy radical and isomers using photoelectron and PPC spectroscopy as reported in DOE Pub. 6. 
Final reports on the transition state dynamics of the isotopologs of F-H2O, the effects of vibrational 
excitation on F-H2O and the dynamics of the propiolyl radical HC2CO2, as discussed in last year’s 
abstract, are also currently in preparation.  In the laboratory we are currently bringing the PPC 
spectrometer back on-line following required maintenance on the cryogenically cooled electrostatic 
ion beam trap that was necessitated by a failure in December 2014. This will coincide with the 
commissioning of a cryogenic octupole accumulator trap (COAT) in the ion source that will allow 
buffer gas cooling of even large polyatomic anions to temperatures < 10 K. In the following sections, 
recent progress will be reviewed in more detail, followed by a brief discussion of future work.  

II. Recent Progress 

A. Transition State Dynamics of the F + HOCH3 → HF + OCH3 Reaction 

The exothermic reactions of fluorine atoms with small molecules have provided a rich ground 
for the development of multidimensional 
potential energy surfaces and theories of 
chemical reaction dynamics. Our recent 
study of the F+H2OHF+OH reaction is a 
part of this record,1 and represents a system 
with six degrees of freedom at the frontier of 
both quantum chemistry and quantum 
dynamics calculations.2-6 In an effort to 
examine progressively higher dimensionality 
systems, we carried out PPC studies on 
F¯(CH3OH), nominally producing the 
F(CH3OH) complex in the vicinity of the 
submerged barrier on the F + CH3OHHF + 
OCH3 potential energy surface. This system, 
with 7 atoms and 15 degrees of freedom, 
remains beyond the limit of full-
dimensionality quantum dynamics 
calculations, but is a tractable system for 

Figure 1. Calculated energetics for the F + CH3OH → 
HF + OCH3 reaction and the F¯(CH3OH) anion at the 
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
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high accuracy electronic structure calculations, as illustrated by the recent work by Schaefer and co-
workers.7  

The F¯(CH3OH) anion provides an ideal 
platform for studying the dynamics on the F + 
HOCH3 → HF + OCH3 as first illustrated in the 
photoelectron spectroscopy measurements by 
Neumark and coworkers more than 20 years ago.8 
The energetics of photodetachment in this system as 
well as important stationary points on the neutral 
potential energy surface are shown in Figure 1. 
These energetics were provided through a 
collaboration with Agarwal and Schaefer who have 
carried out high level calculations (CCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pVTZ) at a consistent level of theory for both the 
anionic and neutral complexes including zero-point-
energy corrections.9 Figure 1 shows that at a photon 
energy of 4.80 eV there is sufficient energy to 
access both reactant (barely) and product channels 
as well as the submerged barrier separating the 
entrance and exit channel van der Waals complexes. 

We carried out PPC measurements on 
F¯(CH3OH), F¯(CH3OD) and F¯(CD3OD) at photon 
energies of 4.80 and 3.20 eV. In these studies we 
have measured PPC spectra, as well as 
photoelectron spectra for complexes that appear to 
be stable or dissociate with exceedingly small 
kinetic energy release on the 8.4 µs flight time from 
the laser-ion interaction region to the neutral particle 
detector at a beam energy of 7 keV. The resulting 
coincidence spectrum, shown in Figure 2, is 
dominated by open channels on the product side 
(HF + OCH3 + e¯) of the neutral potential energy 
surface. The right most diagonal band corresponds 
to the calculated energetics, including zero-point 
energy corrections, for products formed in their 
ground vibrational and rotational states, in good 
agreement with experimental data. Additionally, 
clear banding is observed, consistent with 
vibrational excitation in the HF product, as indicated 
by the dashed diagonal lines.  

In addition to the dissociative in the 
coincidence spectrum, a distinct photoelectron 
spectrum corresponding to a stable channel is 
observed, shown in Figure 3. The prominent peaks 
at 1.5 eV and 0.4 eV are assigned to the exit channel 
(FH—OCH3) and entrance channel (F—HOCH3) 
van der Waals complexes, respectively. The 
assignment of the peak near 0.75 eV is less clear, 
but the implication is that a long-lived metastable 
complex (a vibrational Feshbach resonance) in the 
exit channel plays a role. The energetics in Figure 1 
are in excellent agreement with the observed exit 

Figure 2. PPC spectrum (e¯ + 2 momentum-
conserving neutrals) for the F + HOCH3 → HF + 
OCH3 reaction using a photon energy of 4.80 eV. 
The right most diagonal indicates the maximum 
kinetic energy (KEmax) when the HF + OCH3 
products are formed in their vibrational and 
rotational ground states. The dashed diagonals 
correspond to vibrational excitation in the HF 
fragment, while the black diagonal corresponds 
to the KEmax for dissociation to the reactants F + 
HOCH3.  

Figure 3. Photoelectron spectrum of the stable (e¯ 
+ 1 neutral) channel at 4.80 eV (258 nm). The 
black vertical lines indicate the ZPE corrected, 
calculated EAs for the entrance (dashed) and exit 
(solid) complexes. The grey vertical lines 
correspond to the ZPE corrected, calculated 
KEmax for dissociation to either reactants (dashed) 
or products (solid) where products are formed in 
their vibrational and rotational ground states.
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channel complex, while the results for the entrance channel complex peak at greater energy than 
predicted. This observed difference may be a function of the significant geometric difference between 
the precursor anion and entrance channel complex, possibly requiring vibrational excitation in the 
anion to facilitate access. This experimental uncertainty can be resolved in the near future with the 
cryogenic octupole accumulator trap that is being added to the spectrometer. Additional analysis of 
this system, including a near threshold photoelectron spectrum taken at a photon energy of 3.2 eV, is 
currently underway. 

A. Energetics and Dissociation Dynamics of HOCO and other Oxygenated Radicals 

We have continued to study the important combustion intermediate HOCO. In earlier work we 
measured the barrier for tunneling of cis-HOCO and DOCO to H/D + CO2 over a range of internal 
energies.10-11 This work motivated a number of theoretical studies, and in the last year in a study led by 
Dr. Al Wagner (Argonne National Laboratory), a rigorous examination of the quasi-1D tunneling 
model we introduced in ref. 11 was made using different ab initio potential energy surfaces. This study 
appeared in the Journal of Chemical Physics (DOE Pub. 4), and showed that in spite of its simplicity, 
the quasi-1D tunneling model provides a useful measure of the properties of the ab initio surfaces in 
the critical region where tunneling from HOCO to H + CO2 occurs. A review article of recent progress 
in studies of the HOCO radical with a focus on contributions by photoelectron and PPC spectroscopies 
also recently appeared in Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics (DOE Pub. 5). In addition to 
reviewing the earlier studies, this manuscript included a detailed examination of the implications of 
the PPC experiments on the dynamics for dissociation into the entrance channel OH + CO. We hope 
that this will promote a more detailed theoretical examination of the cis – trans isomerization of 
HOCO and how that couples to the OH + CO entrance channel. 

We have also extended our studies of 
HOCO to probe excited state dissociation 
dynamics focusing in particular on the OH + 
CO dissociation channel. The DPD of 
HOCO¯ at 4.80 eV photon energy reveals 
two distinct regions of kinetic energy release 
(ET), one peaking at < 0.1 eV and the other 
~1.7 eV as shown in Figure 4. The peak at 
high ET corresponds, by energy conservation 
with a peak at very low eKE, consistent with 
photodetachment to a metastable low-lying 
electronic state of HOCO. These results are 
qualitatively consistent with stationary point 
excited state calculations by Li and Francisco 
that indicate the 12A″ state of trans-HOCO 
lies 1.97 eV above the ground state.12 
Experimental identification of an excited 
electronic state for HOCO may have 
important implications for developing new 
spectroscopic tools for monitoring HOCO in 
combustion and atmospheric processes. 

A study of the photodetachment of 
tert-butoxide with both non-deuterated and 
deuterated precursors, (CH3)3CO− and 
(CD3)3CO− was reported in DOE pub. 6. The 

experiments confirmed that the primary stable product is the tert-butoxy radical but also detected a 
small fraction of the alkylhydroxy radical isomer. The carbanion isomer precursor is considerably less 
stable than the alkoxide in this case, however both can be formed in the high-energy pulsed discharge 
ion source. A DPD channel was also observed, involving the loss of a methyl radical. This channel can 
only be the result of two possible reaction pathways: from the carbanion isomer, (a) (CH3)2COHCH2

−
 

+ hν → CH3 + CH3COHCH2 or tert-butoxide, (b) (CH3)3CO− + hν → CH3 + (CH3)2CO (acetone).  

Figure 4. PPC spectrum for the DPD of HOCO to OH + 
CO at 4.80 eV photon energy. Diagonal lines denote  
maximum total kinetic energy available for dissociation 
from cis- and trans-HOCO while the horizontal line 
denotes the maximum eKE expected for 
photodetachment to the 12A″ excited state. 
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Guided by energetics calculated at the CBS-Q//B3 level of theory, the photoelectron spectra indicated 
that only a trace of the carbanion isomer was formed. It was concluded, with support from Franck-
Condon simulations, that pathway (b) was observed as result of non-Boltzmann internally excited tert-
butoxide anion precursors characterized by temperatures up to 1400K along critical C-C stretching 
modes. This conclusion emphasizes the importance of expanding the PPC spectrometer to include a 
cryogenically cooled RF accumulator trap to quench vibrational and rotation excitation prior to 
injection into the EIBT. 

III. Current and Future Work 

We are currently in the process of bringing the PPC spectrometer back on-line following a major 
failure in the cryogenic cooling for the electrostatic ion beam trap that necessitated a complete 
overhaul of closed-cycle He cold head and cryopumps. In addition, we are awaiting the final 
components for installation of the cryogenic octupole accumulator trap, so that will be brought on line 
by the middle of this year. This will enable the production of cold ions and will be of immediate use in 
particular for larger systems like tert-butoxide and the buffer gas cooling of infrared-inactive and 
rotational modes in all systems prior to injection into the electrostatic ion beam trap. When the 
spectrometer is brought back on-line, we will demonstrate the effects of vibrational cooling in larger 
systems like tert-butoxide as well as examining new systems including OH-C2H2, OH-C2H4 and OH-
CH3 complexes and the OH + NH3 system.  
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Our research investigates the chemistry of vibrationally excited molecules. The properties and reactivity 
of vibrationally energized molecules are central to processes occurring in environments as diverse as 
combustion, atmospheric reactions, and plasmas and are at the heart of many chemical reactions. The goal 
of our work is to unravel the behavior of vibrationally excited molecules and to exploit the resulting un-
derstanding to determine molecular properties and to control chemical processes. A unifying theme is the 
preparation of a molecule in a specific vibrational state using one of several excitation techniques and the 
subsequent photodissociation of that prepared molecule. Because the initial vibrational excitation often 
alters the photodissociation process, we refer to our double-resonance photodissociation scheme as vibra-
tionally mediated photodissociation. In the first step, fundamental or overtone excitation prepares a vibra-
tionally excited molecule, and then a second photon, the photolysis photon, excites the molecule to an 
electronically excited state from which it dissociates. Vibrationally mediated photodissociation provides 
new vibrational spectroscopy, measures bond strengths with high accuracy, alters dissociation dynamics, 
and reveals the properties of and couplings among electronically excited states.  
 
Our recent research on vibrational dynamics in clusters has produced new insights into ammonia clusters, 
one of the prototypical hydrogen-bonded systems. We have determined the dissociation energy of the di-
mer very precisely (660±20 cm-1) and obtained an experimental estimate of the dissociation energy of the 
trimer (1600±100 cm-1). The dynamics we probe show selective coupling of vibrational energy during the 
dissociation of the dimer. These studies have led us into new studies of ammonia-containing complexes 
that build on our previous investigations, and we have obtained intriguing results on vibrationally induced 
isomerization in the complex of ammonia with a substituted phenol. 
 

Ammonia Clusters 
 

The measurements on the ammonia oligomers begin with their formation in a supersonic expansion of 
ammonia seeded in He followed by infrared laser excitation of their N-H stretching vibrations. Flow of 
energy from the initially excited N-H stretch dissociates the oligomer to produce vibrationally and rota-
tionally excited ammonia fragments. We detect individual rovibrational states of NH3 by (2+1) resonance 
enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) through the B state, as illustrated on the left-hand side of Fig. 
1. The right-hand side of the figure shows the infrared-action spectrum obtained by observing NH3 frag-
ments with one quantum of excitation in the umbrella bending vibration (ν2). As the lower trace in the 
figure shows, these features are consistent with the transitions observed in He droplets by Vilesov and 
coworkers [M. N. Slipchenko, et al., J. Phys. Chem. A 111, 7460 (2007)] and show that excitation of ei-
ther the symmetric N-H stretch or the antisymmetric N-H stretch initiates vibrational predissociation. 
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Features corresponding to higher-order clusters appear in the infrared-action spectra in the regions of the 
intramolecular symmetric N-H stretching vibration (νNH,S) and the intramolecular antisymmetric N-H 
stretching vibration (νNH,A) shown in Fig. 1. The spectra illustrate the influence of expansion conditions on 
the relative intensities of the features in the spectrum. Because higher seed ratios should favor the for-
mation of larger clusters, the changes between the spectra suggest that the lower energy feature comes 
from the trimer and that the higher energy feature comes from the dimer, in agreement with the assign-
ments from the He droplet spectra. 
 
Removing an NH3 fragment from the cyclic trimer, illustrated in Fig. 1, requires breaking two hydrogen 
bonds. Thus, the dissociation into a monomer and a dimer,  
 

(NH3)3 + hνIR → (NH3)2 + NH3(v, J, K), 
 

consumes more energy than cleaving the single hydrogen bond of the dimer. As the left hand side of Fig. 
2 shows, the trimer feature is prominent in the infrared-action spectrum for detection of NH3(v2 = 1+, J = 
1, K = 0) but is essentially absent for detection of NH3(v2 = 3+, J = 3, K = 0). The relative intensities of the 
dimer and trimer features in the infrared-action spectra depend on the amount of energy available for 
breaking the hydrogen bonds in the cluster, a quantity that depends on the energy content of the detected 
fragment. Infrared-action spectra for ammonia fragments with large amounts of internal energy have al-
most no trimer component because there is not enough energy available to break two bonds in the cyclic 
trimer and populate the detected state of the NH3 fragment. By contrast, infrared-action spectra for frag-
ments with low amounts of internal energy have a substantial trimer component.  
 
The right-hand side of the figure shows a quantitative analysis of the trimer contribution compared to that 
of the dimer in the action spectra. Fitting the two features in the action spectra with Gaussian functions 
gives a measure of the relative intensity of the dimer and trimer components. The growth in the trimer 
contribution suggests that fragmentation of the trimer into a monomer and dimer requires an energy of 
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about 1600 cm-1, a range that is consistent with several theoretical estimates falling within the grey bar in 
the figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Aminophenol-Ammonia Complexes 
 
We have begun studying the complex of 3-aminophenol with ammonia to understand its bond-strength 
and its vibrational predissociation as we move toward studying its excited-state dissociation. There are  
two conformers of 3-aminophenol corresponding to different orientations of the O-H bond. The structures 
in the top portion of Fig. 3 illustrate the slightly higher energy cis conformer and the lower energy trans 
conformer. The spectrum in the top of Fig. 3 is the (1+1) REMPI spectrum of 3-aminophenol with the cis 
and trans origins marked. [W. Y. Sohn, et al., Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 13, 7006 (2011).] The spectrum 
in the bottom of the figure is that of the complex, in which the trans origin appears about 65 cm-1 below 
that of the bare 3-aminophenol, but the cis 
isomer does not appear, possibly because of 
interconversion between the two conformers 
during the formation of the complex. We 
have recently observed the influence of vi-
brational excitation on the complex by ob-
taining the REMPI spectrum after exciting 
the N-H stretch of the 3-aminophenol in the 
complex. That action spectrum contains a 
new feature whose location strongly sug-
gests that it is the origin transition of the cis 
complex. Our preliminary conclusion is that 
the added vibrational energy induces isom-
erization of the complex. This observation 
as well as our detection of a smaller signal 
upon excitation of the O-H stretch reflects 34 100 34 300 34 500 34 700 34 900
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the coupling of the zero-order stretching state to other motions, likely torsions, that promote isomeriza-
tion. 
 

Future Directions 
 
We are now in the midst of exploring the influence of vibration on the dynamics of a complex. Our future 
work goes in two directions. One is similar experiments in other complexes, and the other is to observe 
the effect of vibrational excitation and the presence of an adduct on the dissociation of electronically ex-
cited complexes. We have proven that vibrational excitation of NH3 drastically alters its dissociation by 
changing the behavior at a conical intersection. Now we can understand that behavior in different com-
plexes where an adduct will influence the dynamics also. 
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Program Scope 
Our group studies inelastic and reactive collisions of small molecules, focusing on radicals 
important in combustion environments.  Our goal is the better understanding of kinetic processes 
that may be difficult to access experimentally.  An essential component is the accurate 
determination and fitting of potential energy surfaces (PESs).  We use time-independent (close-
coupling) methods to treat the dynamics.  We have studied energy transfer (rotationally, 
vibrationally, and/or electronically inelastic) in small hydrocarbon radicals (CH2 and CH3) and 
the CN radical.  We have made a comparison with experimental measurements of relevant rate 
constants for collisions of these radicals.  We have also initiated the calculation of accurate 
transport properties for collision systems involving a free radical, concentrating on collision pairs 
relevant to species in a H2/O2/He flame.  We are presently using these accurate transport 
properties in 1-dimensional flame simulations. 
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Recent Progress and Future Work 
Collisional Relaxation 
We have continued to investigate collisional relaxation of methylene (CH2), a system studied 
extensively at Brookhaven by the group of Hall and Sears.  We previously determined potential 
energy surfaces (PES’s) for the interaction of CH2 in both its ground X3B1 and singlet excited 
a1A1 electronic states with the He atom.   By quantum scattering calculations we determined 
state-to-state integral cross sections for rotationally inelastic transitions and rate constants for 
total removal of given rotational levels [1,4].  The latter agree well with the Brookhaven results.  
Vibrational relaxation of the bending mode of CH2(X) in collisions with He is two orders of 
magnitude less efficient than rotational relaxation [14]. 

We also studied collision-induced internal conversion (CIIC) from the a to the X state of CH2, a   
process mediated by the weak spin-orbit coupling between pairs of accidentally-degenerate 
rotational levels.  Our model is based on coherent mixing of the scattering T-matrix elements for 
collisional transitions involving the few accidentally degenerate rotational states.  [13].  We have 
employed rate constants for CIIC and rotational energy transfer in a kinetic simulation [3] of the 
collisional relaxation of CH2(X,a) in collisions with He.  Figure 1 presents snapshots, following 
the relaxation of the 818 mixed, nominal a state, studied at Brookhaven.  Relaxation proceeds in 
three steps:  (1) rapid equilibration of the two mixed-pair levels [a(0,0,0)818 and X(0,2,0)937, in 
Fig. 1], (2) fast relaxation within the a state, and (3) slower relaxation among the X-state levels. 
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FIG. 1.  Rotational distributions of selected singlet 
(blue) and triplet (green) levels at various times 
following initial population of the a(0,0,0) 818 mixed 
level; p = 2 Torr, T = 300 K.  The black rectangular 
empty boxes denote the relative T = 300 K Boltzmann 
populations.  The upper panel indicates the energies of 
the levels.

 
Stimulated by our theoretical work on rotational energy transfer in CH3-He collisions [2], Orr-
Ewing (Bristol, UK) has applied molecular beam and velocity map imaging to the determination 
of differential cross sections for scattering of photolytically generated beam of CD3 with a 
number of collision partners. REMPI detection of the scattered CD3 allowed resolution of the 
rotational angular momentum n, but averaged over a subset of the projection quantum numbers.  
In a series of studies, Orr-Ewing and his group have determined differential cross sections for 
collisions of CD3 with He, H2, Ar, and N2.  We have employed PES’s determined by our group 
for the first 3 collision partners to compute differential cross sections.  These agree well with 
experiment [9,12,16]. We find that the dynamics of collision of the symmetric top CD3 is richer 
than that of a diatomic.  In collaborative work with Orr-Ewing and van der Avoird (Nijmegen, 
Netherlands), we have compared the scattering of CD3 with that of another (nonplanar) 
symmetric top ND3 [11]. 

We have collaborated with Hall and Sears on the study of rotational energy transfer (RET) of 
CN(X) in collisions with He and Ar [18].  They have employed frequency modulated transient 
absorption in a double-resonance, depletion recovery experiment.  We carried out quantum 
scattering calculations for RET of selected rotational levels.  Our calculations agree well with 
measured thermal rate constants, as well as non-thermal Doppler-resolved rate constants.  We 
will investigate collisional depolarization of non-isotropic m distributions. 

Transport properties 
Modeling combustion involves the prediction of the temporal and spatial dependence of the 
concentrations of all relevant species, as well as for the calculation of flame velocities. 
This requires knowledge of rate constants of all the relevant species, as well transport properties. 
We have been computing accurate transport properties from quantum scattering calculations for 
collisions of various free radicals.   We concluded that:  (a) Retention of just the isotropic part of 
the potential results in errors in transport properties of only a few percent.  [The exceptions 
involve species with a low-lying LUMO, such as CH2(a) and BH3 [8].]  (b) Isotropic Lennard-
Jones (LJ) 12-6 potentials yield diffusion coefficients with too steep a temperature dependence.  
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This occurs because the repulsive walls of LJ 12-6 potentials are too steep.   (c) Transport 
property calculations with LJ potentials for radical-radical systems disagree significantly with 
calculations using accurate potentials. 

In current work, we are computing ab initio based transport properties for collision pairs relevant 
to species in a H2/O2/He flame, specifically H–H2O [10], H–He [17], O–He [17], H2–He [17], 
H2O–He [17], OH–He [5], and H–O2 [15].  For the latter system (H–O2), to accommodate the 
deep well in the 2A″ PES PES’s (2A″), we adapted the quantum statistical capture theory of 
Manolopoulos and co-workers.  

We have carried 1-dimensional flame simulations of a freely propagating H2/O2/He flame with 
two sets of transport properties [17].  The first set was based on the conventional parameterized 
LJ 12-6 potentials, while the second set incorporated exact transport properties for the above 
collision pairs.  A modest increase in laminar flame speeds was seen (Fig. 2), comparable to 
variations found when employing different models of the chemistry.  

We are currently extending our accurate calculation of transport properties to other collision 
pairs of importance in the combustion of both H2 and CH4.  These include O–H2, H–CO, and H–
CO2.  We plan to investigate the CH3–H system in the near future.

 

 
 
 
 
FIG. 2.  Laminar flame speed at 1 atm for H2/O2 diluted 
in He with O2/He dilution ratio of 3.76.  The blue and 
red curves denote calculations with LJ and accurate 
transport properties, respectively.  The black diamonds 
are experimental data from Kwon and Faeth [Combust. 
Flame 124, 590 (2001).

Interactions with Other Groups and DOE Synergy 
Alexander and Dagdigian maintain a close interaction with Hall and Sears at Brookhaven.  In 
addition to our collaborative work on the collisional relaxation of CH2, we are collaborating on 
the Doppler-resolved kinetics and pressure broadening of the CN radical.  We are looking 
forward to comparing our pressure broadening calculations on the OH A – X transition with 
forthcoming measurements by Ritchie at Oxford, UK.  We have collaborated with Orr-Ewing at 
Bristol UK on the determination of CD3 differential cross sections in collisions with a number of 
species.  Alexander has collaborated closely with Chandler at Sandia Livermore on inelastic 
scattering of the NO radical.  Dagdgian’s 1-dimensional combustion simulations were facilitated 
by Sivaramakrishnan at Argonne. 
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I. Program Scope 

This theoretical and modeling effort on multiphase reacting flow dynamics is based on three primary 

objectives. The first is to establish a physically-based understanding of improved turbulent mixing and 

combustion models in multiphase flows. Many of the relevant fluid flow processes take place on time and 

length scales which are not feasible to resolve directly in simulations. Therefore, sophisticated sub-grid 

scale models have to be developed. This requires a comprehensive understanding of the fundamental 

processes of the underlying relevant phenomena. In this context, a major focus is the development of 

more general regimes that incorporate broader ranges of combustion modes and a more complete set of 

non-dimensional parameters. The second objective is to develop techniques and methods to understand 

data sets obtained from high-fidelity Large-Eddy simulations (Oefelein) and measurements performed in 

the Advanced Imaging Laboratory (Frank) and in the Turbulent Combustion Laboratory (Barlow) in a 

meaningful manner. The fundamental issues of comparing, validating, and understanding advanced 

combustion data sets will become even more important as we attempt to understand the dynamics of 

turbulence-flame interactions using data sets that capture the temporal evolution of turbulent flames. The 

third objective is to understand the implications of the conclusions obtained from well-controlled 

experiments in the context of advanced power and propulsion systems including gas turbines, automotive 

engines, and liquid rockets. This effort has to consider the poorly understood effect of elevated pressure 

on the fundamentals of multiphase combustion phenomena. It builds on the developed theoretical 

framework, which establishes a meaningful set of major scaling parameters. Combined with the 

identification of relevant ranges of combustion regimes and non-dimensional parameters in modern 

transportation and power systems, the framework will serve the general objective of this program to 

accelerate the development and validation of science-based, predictive computational models for 

turbulent combustion systems. 

 

II. Recent Progress 

Understanding and quantifying multiphase reacting flow phenomena in fundamental experiments and 

modern transportation and energy systems is widely recognized as a critical research area for future 

combustion design. The importance to develop a basic science foundation for predictive models has been 

consistently highlighted over many years in a variety of industry, government, and academic forums 

including recent DOE workshops such as the Workshop to Identify Research Needs and Impacts in 

Predictive Simulations for Internal Combustion Engines (PreSICE),
1
 and the Workshop on Clean and 

Efficient Combustion of 21
st
 Century Transportation Fuels.

2 
Liquid injection processes largely determine 

the mixture preparation process which ultimately governs the detailed evolution of chemical kinetic 

processes and their interaction with the turbulent flow field.  

Liquid injection in systems at elevated operating pressures is not well understood. Imaging (such as 

those performed by Mayer et al.
3
) has long shown that under some high-pressure conditions, the presence 

of discrete two-phase flow dynamics may become diminished. Then, the characteristic processes of 
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primary and secondary atomization, multi-component evaporation, and liquid ligament and drop 

formation do not occur. As a consequence, the widely acknowledged drop formation and breakup regimes 

(see Lasheras and Hopfinger
4
), which establish the conceptual foundations of most spray simulation 

models, do not apply anymore. Modern theory has long lacked a first-principle explanation to understand 

and quantify the observed phenomena (see a recent review by Cheroudi
5
). Recently, such a theory has 

been developed that established that the development of such mixing layers is initiated because the 

multicomponent two-phase interface becomes much wider than the mean free molecular path (see Dahms 

et al.
6
). This theory demonstrated that fuel injection processes in diesel engines are not determined, 

contrary to conventional wisdom, by classical spray atomization but by diffusion-dominated dense-fluid 

mixing dynamics without the presence of surface tension at many relevant conditions (see Dahms et al.
7
).  

Recent studies aimed to understand the dynamics of the transition process from classical sprays to 

dense-fluid mixing. The performed analysis was built on the previously developed comprehensive 

framework, based on theories of extended corresponding states, capillary flows, vapor-liquid equilibrium, 

and Gradient Theory (see for example the pioneering work of van der Waals
8
 and Cahn and Hilliard

9
) to 

facilitate the calculation of two-phase molecular interface structures. A modified 32-term Benedict-Webb-

Rubin equation of state is utilized for the prediction of the pressure-volume-temperature behavior of the 

liquid phase, saturated vapor mixtures, and gas phase properties. This framework was recently extended 

to include effects of statistical fluctuations about the average interface molecule number and the presence 

of significant interfacial free energy forces.  

 

 

Figure 1: Location of low-pressure and high-pressure gas-

liquid interfaces (inset plots) within the regime diagram of 

microscale flows according to Bird
10

. The highlighted area 

represents the regime where the Navier-Stokes equations are 

valid and the significance of statistical fluctuations about the 

average interface molecule number diminishes. The 

association of the continuum regime with Knudsen-number 

Kn<0.1 is only valid for dilute gases (δ/d>7) but not for 

dense-fluid mixtures at high pressures encountered here (see 

Dahms et al.
13

). 

 

 

Figure 1 presents the regime diagram of microscale flows according to Bird
10

. The diagram is based on 

the four characteristic length scales of representative molecule size d, mean molecular spacing δ, mean 

free path λ, and a characteristic length scale L. The regime contains three regime separators. The first is 

represented by L/δ=100 as the number of molecules within a volume element at which the significance of 

statistical fluctuations in molecule number diminishes. The second regime separator is represented by the 

Knudsen number Kn=λ/L=0.1 below which shear stresses, heat fluxes, and diffusion velocities become 

linear functions of the gradients in velocity, temperature, and species concentration. The third regime 

separator is defined by the ratio δ/d≈7 as the distinction between dilute gases and dense fluids. These 

definitions also establish the regime where the Navier-Stokes equations are valid (grey area in Fig. 1). 

The locations of low-pressure and high-pressure gas-liquid interfaces within the regime diagram are also 

shown in Fig. 1. Both interfaces are located in the molecular chaos regime and their interfacial dynamics 

are dictated by substantial statistical fluctuations as a consequence. This analysis illustrates that the 

association of the continuum regime, where statistical fluctuations of molecule numbers are negligible, 
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with Knudsen-number Kn<0.1 is only valid in the dilute gas regime but not in the dense-fluid regime 

encountered here. It also illustrates that the Navier-Stokes equations are not valid under these conditions.  

 

Fig. 2 (left) shows a classical molecular two-phase isothermal interface structure. An adiabatic interface, formed 

by interfacial gradients when Kn<0.1, is shown in the middle. Figure 2 (right) presents three different interface 

structures of various stages in the progress of the interface deterioration.  

Figure 2 (left) shows the density profile using the molecular isothermal interface assumption 

according to classical theories of capillary flows. Figure 2 (middle) shows the density profile of an 

adiabatic interface, formed by the development of internal temperature gradients at low Knudsen numbers 

(Kn<0.1). Such a temperature distribution across the interface leads to an increased density gradient and 

an increased density in the compressed liquid phase. Once the interface distinctively departs from the 

equilibrium state in such a manner, the interfacial region begins to deteriorate as it broadens substantially. 

This temporal process of interface deterioration is highlighted in Fig. 2 (right). During this process, the 

interfacial free energy forces σ are calculated using non-equilibrium mean-field thermodynamics. This 

analysis shows that such free energy forces do not instantly diminish only because the interface has 

entered the low Knudsen-number regime Kn<0.1. Instead, such forces are shown to gradually decrease 

over time as the interface continues to broaden. This pathway is also highlighted as the non-equilibrium 

path in the regime diagram of microscale flows in Fig. 1.  

This analysis demonstrates that the fuel injection process close to the injector exit is still affected by 

capillary forces and physics of molecular chaos. This physical complexity, however, gradually transitions 

over time, and as the fuel penetrates into the combustion chamber, into a gas-liquid mixing layer without 

drop formation and evaporation (see Dahms et al.
13

).  

 

III. Future Work 

All existing simulation models entirely neglect the non-equilibrium two-phase processes discovered here. 

The presented fundamental finding could carry immense implications for the development of fuel 

injection models since the inclusion of this discovered physical complexity in simulations promises to 

significantly improve their predictive capabilities. The fundamental approach described above will be 

further developed with an emphasis on interrelated areas of research. A close collaboration between the 

Large-Eddy simulation program and the experimental flow research program will be maintained. A 

significant effort on the validation and generalization of the proposed theory will be initiated. Such efforts 

include detailed comparisons to high-speed microscopic imaging at high-pressure conditions, 

improvements of model accuracy, and the investigation of effects of multi-component fuels on liquid jet 

breakup regimes and turbulent combustion processes at elevated system pressures. The objective is to 

develop a predictive first-principle model framework suitable for high-fidelity combustion simulations. 
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This framework will also increase our understanding of implications, drawn from conclusions obtained 

from well-controlled fundamental experiments, in the context of general power and propulsion systems 

including gas turbines, automotive engines, and liquid rockets. 
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I. Program Scope:  

The aim of this research program is to better understand the mechanisms and product energy 

disposal in elementary bimolecular reactions fundamental to combustion chemistry.  Using the 

crossed molecular beams method, the angular and velocity distributions of neutral products from 

single reactive collisions are measured using VUV laser ionization methods. 

 

II. Recent Progress and Future Plans:   

 Over the past year, a VUV light source employing four-wave mixing of collimated (i.e., 

unfocussed) nanosecond laser pulses1 was set up and tested on Endstation 1 at Cornell.  This 

universal crossed molecular beams apparatus was recently moved from LBNL, and is now fully 

operational in our laboratory.  In our original version of this light source, 0.1 mJ pulses at 9.9 eV 

(125 nm) were employed for product photoionization.2  This made it possible to study reactions 

forming products with relatively low ionization energies, such as reactions of C6H5 (phenyl) radicals 

with C3H6 (propene), C4H8 (trans 2-butene),3 and O2.
4 However, for systems of interest producing 

products with higher ionization energies, it is desirable to extend the accessible photon energy range 

to 12 eV.   

 As described in our abstract last year, we developed a technique for producing radiation 

extending to 13 eV with higher conversion efficiencies than previously reported.5 That method 

involves noncollinear phasematching of focused lasers in laser vaporized mercury (Hg) at room 

temperature. This approach easily facilitates windowless operation.  Furthermore, using 

noncollinear phasematching, the short wavelength radiation is spatially isolated from the residual 

UV and visible beams without need for lossy optical elements such as windows, lenses, and 

gratings.   

 While the use of noncollinear phasematching is promising for some applications, the efficiency 

for VUV generation is limited because the incident lasers must be focused.  We have therefore 

devoted considerable effort over the past year to extending the use of unfocussed lasers over long (1 

meter) interaction lengths for generation light in the 12 eV range.  A very promising method 

employs doubly-resonant frequency tripling of 312 nm light producing 11.9 eV photons.  Here, 312 

nm corresponds to a two-photon resonance in Hg, while the third photon lies near a Rydberg 

resonance in Hg. We have found that this scheme facilitates conversion efficiencies within an order 

of magnitude of that reported earlier by us near 10 eV.1   

 Since 104 nm light cannot transmitted efficiently by any solid material (including lithium 

fluoride), a completely windowless configuration employing four differential pumping regions was 

developed, with > 99% of the 312 nm residual beam removed by grazing angle reflection from a 

custom-made AR coated dielectric mirror.  We believe this approach, combined with the schemes 
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reported earlier, allow us to achieve nearly universal VUV photoionization detection using a single 

apparatus at 9.5, 9.9, 11.1 and 11.9 eV.    

 During the upcoming year, we plan to employ this light source for crossed beams studies of 

reactions of alkyl radicals such as C2H5 and C3H7 with O2, and reactions of alkenes such as C2H4 

and C3H6 with OH.  The availability of “line tunable” VUV photoionization will be particularly 

valuable, as the products from these reactions have ionization energies ranging from < 9.5 eV (e.g., 

CH2CHOH) to > 11.3 eV (e.g., HO2).  
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 The focus of the work is on exploration and theoretical validation of chemical-kinetic 
mechanisms, which combines global sensitivity analysis with the exploration of the 
characteristics of the sensitivity analysis over the physical and chemical parameters.  
 
Recent Progress 
 In collaboration with Liu and Sivaramakrishnan, a project on global sensitivity analysis 
(GSA) with small sample sizes has been completed. This method was then used to analyze engine 
simulations in collaboration with Som, Wang, Magnotti, Liu, and Sivaramakrishnan.  References 
[P3] and [P11] have preliminary accounts of both of these papers.   As in previous 
implementations of GSA, the present work uses the results from a set of simulations that differ in 
the rate coefficients used for each chemical reaction in the model.  The sets of rate coefficients in 
each simulation are random draws from within the ranges of uncertainty of each reaction.  In 
previous work, it was necessary to have large sample sizes to get an accurate set of sensitivities, 
usually at least a factor of 40 x the number of reactions.  For the chemical mechanism used in the 
engine simulations the number of simulations would have to be at least 36,000 (40 x 914 
reactions).  Because each engine simulation takes a few processor weeks to complete this would 
be an excessive amount of computations.  The new implementation of GSA can be used with 
sample sizes between 1/3 and 2 x the number of reactions. It uses the technique of sparse 
regression developed in the statistical and machine learning literature.  It works well because a 
limited number of reactions have significant sensitivity, although due to difficulties in using small 
sample sizes in high-dimensional space there is the potential for false positives and false 
negatives.  So some care needs to be exercised in the analysis of the GSA results. 
 Because of the difficulty with sampling in high-dimensional spaces, a series of 50 
constant pressure simulations were performed to validate the sparse GSA procedures.  The 
pressures and initial temperatures and fuel compositions of these simulations sampled the ranges 
of conditions inside the cylinder during the engine simulations. Sample sizes of 50,000 were used 
for each of these simulations and GSA was performed from ordinary least squares, i.e. 
minimization of the first summation in Eq. (2) below.  Sparse GSA was then performed on 
samples of size 800 for each of these 50 conditions.  There were a total of 100 runs of this type 
for each set of conditions, with these samples drawn randomly from the initial set of 50,000.  
Therefore the total number of sparse GSA runs for the constant pressure simulations was 5000. 
 All simulations described here were performed with a chemical model for a mixture of n-
heptane and methyl butanoate, meant to be a surrogate for a biodiesel fuel.  After mechanism 
reduction this chemical model consists of 166 species and 914 reactions, as described in [P2].  
Engine simulations were performed as described in [P6].  The engine simulations lead to a set of 
ignition delay times, which are fit to the following polynomial model: 
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Sparse regression is accomplished by minimizing the following error: 
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where “g” is shorthand for the function in Eq. (1). The first summation in Eq. (2) leads to 
ordinary least squares and the second term is a penalty term that results in the sparse regression, 
because the minimization of Eq. (2) results in a significant number of c’s equal to zero. 

GSA results are summarized in Table 1 for the engine simulations and compared to a 
constant pressure run (labeled “0-D”) whose reaction ordering best matched the engine ordering.  
As noted above it is important to validate the sparse procedures and the results in Columns 4 and 
5 are part of that validation.  Comparison of these two columns demonstrates that the sparse GSA 
and full GSA agree fairly well, although there are some mis-orderings in the sparse case.   
 The results in columns 4 -7 of Table 1 are extended to the full set of 50 initial conditions 
in Fig. 1, which shows the average value of the sparse selection vs. the full OLS for the 50 sets of 
constant pressure runs.  The bars on the first 18 points are the rms errors and the line is color-
coded based on the fraction of times a reaction appears in the sparse sensitivity analysis. Consider 
two examples from Fig. 1. The reaction that is most sensitive for the OLS runs is usually the most 
sensitive for the sparse case.  It has an average value of 1.02 (i.e., number one 49 times and 
number two once).  It has an rms error of 0.02 based on these numbers.  The reaction that is fifth 
most sensitive in the OLS calculations at each of the 50 physical initial conditions has an average 
value of 5.7 in the sparse calculations for the same set of 50 runs and an rms error of 1.46.  The 
distribution for this case is: 4:7, 5:20, 6:12, 7:5, 8:4, 9:2, indicating for example that the fifth most 

Table 1: Sparse sensitivity coefficients for engine simulations compared with 0-D sparse coefficients 
and full OLS sensitivity coefficients. 

Enga Indexb Reaction 0-D Spc,d 0-D OLc,e Sp Si
f OL Si

g 
1 831 C7H15O2-2=C7H14OOH2-4 1 1 0.103 0.120 
2 836 C7H15O2-4=C7H14OOH4-2 4 3 0.045 0.052 
3 873 C7H14OOH2-4O2=NC7KET24+OH 2 4 0.040 0.050 
4 723 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-3+H2O2 3 2 0.037 0.057 
5 834 C7H15O2-3=C7H14OOH3-5 5 5 0.032 0.038 
6 828 C7H15O2-1=C7H14OOH1-3 6 10 0.023 0.021 
7 872 C7H14OOH1-3O2=NC7KET13+OH 8 8 0.019 0.022 
8 722 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-2+H2O2 9 7 0.018 0.026 
9 878 C7H14OOH4-2O2=NC7KET42+OH 7 6 0.014 0.028 
10 615 MB+OH=H2O+MB3J 11 15 0.013 0.010 
11 876 C7H14OOH3-5O2=NC7KET35+OH 10 9 0.009 0.022 
12 532 PC4H9=C2H5+C2H4 12 16 0.008 0.009 
13 724 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-4+H2O2 13 12 0.007 0.012 

a Order of sparse sensitivity coefficients from the engine simulations 
b Reaction index 
c Constant pressure runs: P = 82.7 atm, T0 = 886 K, ϕ0 = 1.2 
d Sparse sensitivity coefficients from a set of 800 runs, resolved with the quadratic model described in 
section 2. 
e Ordinary least squares (OLS) with the same quadratic model, based on 50,000 constant pressure runs 
f Sparse sensitivity coefficients for engine simulations for the selected reactions. 
g Sensitivity coefficients for 0-D OLS for the 13 reactions selected from the engine simulations. 
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sensitive reaction in the OLS appears as the sixth most 
sensitive reaction 12 times out of the 50 sets of 800 runs.  
The coloring in Fig. 1 indicates both the most sensitive and 
fifth most sensitive reactions in the OLS appear in all 50 
sparse cases and that the 10th most sensitive (n =10 on the x-
axis) has sparse sensitivity values above 0.007 in 41 out of 50 
sparse runs. 

Figure 1 makes comparisons based on the relative 
ordering of the reactions, but the reactions change as the 
conditions change as emphasized in Table 2.  Typical low-
temperature combustion chemistry is more prevalent at the 
lowest temperature studied and less prevalent at the highest 
temperature studied, where there is more of a mixture of low-
temperature and high temperature combustion.  

Table 2 shows three of the 50 0-D conditions that we 
studied.  Certain reactions are color-coded based on reaction 
type.  This table lists the top 15 most sensitive reactions, and 

demonstrates the shift from low-temperature to high-temperature combustion.  The two 
hydrogen/oxygen reactions have their highest sensitivity coefficients in the third column.  Two β-
scission reactions are evident at the highest temperature as the eleventh and fourteenth most 
sensitive reactions there, but are not found in the first two columns.   Table 2 also demonstrates 
that several classes of reactions become less common moving through the table as evidenced by 

the color-coding of some of the specific reactions: OH abstraction reactions, RO2 = QOOH 
reactions, and the formation of keto-hydroperoxides.  

 
 
Figure 1.  The average values of 
the sparse selection for 0-D vs. 
OLS are plotted.  The color coding 
indicates the fraction of reactions 
chosen. 
 

Table 2:  Sensitivity Coefficients for 0-D simulations: Full OLS values 
 T0  =  825, P = 81.4  ϕ0 = 

2.76a,b  
T0  = 886, P = 82.7  ϕ0 = 

1.2a,c  
T0  = 935, P = 76.1,  ϕ0 =  

1.16a,d 
  

1 C7H15O2-2=C7H14OOH2-4 C7H15O2-2=C7H14OOH2-4 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-3+H2O2   
2 C7H15O2-4=C7H14OOH4-2 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-3+H2O2 C7H15O2-2=C7H14OOH2-4   
3 C7H14OOH2-4O2=NC7KET24+OH C7H15O2-4=C7H14OOH4-2 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-2+H2O2   
4 C7H14OOH4-2O2=NC7KET42+OH C7H14OOH2-4O2=NC7KET24+OH C7H14OOH2-4O2=NC7KET24+OH   
5 C7H14OOH1-3O2=NC7KET13+OH C7H15O2-3=C7H14OOH3-5 HO2+HO2=O2+H2O2   
6 MB+OH=H2O+MB3J C7H14OOH4-2O2=NC7KET42+OH C7H15O2-4=C7H14OOH4-2   
7 C7H15O2-2=C7H14OOH2-5 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-2+H2O2 C7H15O2-3=C7H14OOH3-5   
8 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-2+H2O2 C7H14OOH1-3O2=NC7KET13+OH OH+OH(+M)=H2O2(+M)   
9 C7H14OOH3-5O2=NC7KET35+OH C7H14OOH3-5O2=NC7KET35+OH C7H14OOH4-2O2=NC7KET42+OH   
10 NC7H16+C7H15O2-3=C7H15-

3+C7H15O2H-3 
C7H15O2-1=C7H14OOH1-3 C7H14OOH3-5O2=NC7KET35+OH   

11 C7H15O2-3=C7H14OOH3-5 HO2+HO2=O2+H2O2 PC4H9=C2H5+C2H4   
12 C7H14OOH2-5O2=NC7KET25+OH NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-4+H2O2 NC7H16+HO2=C7H15-4+H2O2   
13 NC7H16+OH=C7H15-3+H2O OH+OH(+M)=H2O2(+M) C7H15O2-1=C7H14OOH1-3   
14 C7H15O2-2=C7H14OOH2-3 C4H8OOH1-3O2=NC4KET13+OH C7H15-3=C4H8-1+NC3H7   
15 C7H15O2-3=C7H14OOH3-6 MB+OH=H2O+MB3J C4H8OOH1-3O2=NC4KET13+OH   

a T in degrees Kelvin, P in units of atmospheres 
b Worst lower temperature engine match 
c Best 0-D engine match 
d Worst higher temperature engine match 
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 The engine simulations are re-examined in Figure 2.  This contour plot shows the rms 
difference between the engine selection in column 1 of Table 1 and each of the 50 sparse runs.  
This plot only shows rms errors of 3 and below.  Outside these contours the mis-match is higher, 
with the highest low-temperature mis-match shown in column 1 of Table 2 and the highest mis-

match at the higher temperatures in column 3 of Table 2.  
Figure 2 demonstrates that the engine matches the 0-D 
well over a relatively narrow range of temperature and 
that match tends to be better at lower equivalence ratios. 
Future Plans  

The analysis in Fig. 2 will lead to further study 
of the chemistry inside the engine cylinder, because it 
indicates the conditions for which ignition is most 
sensitive. An effort is underway to automate GSA more 
fully for the engine simulations, with the goal of 
generating a full set of sensitivity coefficients in a single 
day using a large number of processors (the calculations 
reported here took a few months).  In collaboration with 
Skodje (Colorado), the reaction pathway analysis 
developed in [P8] will be extended to the engine 
simulations.  A new project on enhanced fitting using 
dictionary learning developed in the machine learning 
and statistics community will be initiated. 
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Figure 2. RMS matches between 
engine selection and 0-D selections.  
Outside the range of the contours the 
rms mis-matches are greater than 3. 
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Program Scope: Hydrocarbon combustion involves the dynamics of numerous small radicals 

such as HO2, HCO, and HOCO. HOCO is an intermediate in the HO + CO → H + CO2 reaction 

which is the last and heat releasing step in hydrocarbon combustion and the subject of many 

ongoing studies. Accurate calculations of their potential energy surfaces (PESs) are possible 

using traditional quantum chemistry methods such as MRCI. However, multistate and non-

adiabatic processes can be important, and tunneling effects may supersede the more common 

kinetic or thermodynamic control of rates and branching ratios.  Significant fractions of 

molecular products can also result from radicals roaming far from conventional minimum energy 

paths and tight transition states. Dynamical calculations for these relatively simple systems are 

very sensitive to the detailed topography of their global potential energy surfaces (PESs).  

This project combines developments in the areas of PES fitting and multistate 

multireference quantum chemistry to allow spectroscopically and dynamically/kinetically 

accurate investigations of key molecular systems (such as those mentioned above), many of 

which are radicals with strong multireference character and have the possibility of multiple 

electronic states contributing to the observed dynamics.  A main goal is to develop general 

strategies for robustly convergent electronic structure theory for global multichannel reactive 

surfaces. Combining advances in ab initio methods with automated interpolative PES fitting 

allows the construction of high-quality PESs incorporating thousands of high level data to be 

done rapidly through parallel processing on high-performance computing (HPC) clusters.  New 

methods and approaches to electronic structure theory will be developed and tested through 

applications. Some effort will be applied to the development of Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) 

and working to apply these methods in the context of global PESs. The feasibility of capturing a 

larger fraction of the correlation energy than is possible with traditional electronic structure 

approaches will be tested on suitable combustion related systems. Strategies will be developed to 

generate QMC data in the context of a distributed high-throughput computing model in which 

10s or even 100s of thousands of processors are used. 

 

Recent Progress: This section describes recent progress achieved along various directions of the 

project occurring over the past 12 months since the last report from April 2014. The initial start 

date of this project was 07-15-2013. 

 Non-Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics of the spin-forbidden reaction of 

O(
3
P) + CO(X

1
Σ

+
) → CO2( +~

gX 1 ).
1
 As reported last year, in 2013 a set of three PESs were 

developed for this system as well as fully geometry-dependent coupling surfaces. The coupled 

PESs were used with Ahren W. Jasper (Sandia) in non-Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics 

calculations (NBO MD) of the reaction rate for a range of high temperatures in the high-pressure 

limit. The total CSDM rate coefficient is 7–35 times larger than the values often used in 

combustion kinetic models. To make the PESs the method of dynamically-weighted state-

averaged CASSCF
2,3

 including electronic 8 states was used as a reference to compute three states 

at the MRCI/CBS level (1 singlet and 2 triplets). These were iteratively refined into usable fitted 
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PESs by an automated IMLS-based PES generation scheme running in parallel on an HPC 

cluster.
4,5

 The dynamically weighted multistate electronic structure calculations were found to be 

very robust and well-behaved allowing the mean estimated fitting error to be converged to just a 

few cm
-1

 for the three PESs and even less for the coupling surfaces.  

 
Figure 1. The spin-forbidden chemistry of the O(

3
P) + CO → CO2 reaction is studied using three 

automatically generated PESs. (at left) Two frustrated triplet states which correlate with ground 

state O(
3
P) have shallow wells hanging above the deep singlet CO2 well. The spin-forbidden 

reaction occurs via spin-orbit coupling between the surfaces. (at right) The rate of spin-forbidden 

formation in the high-pressure limit is calculated to be 7-35 times larger than previous models. 

 

In 2014, new experimental data for this system was obtained by Kristie Boering (UC-Berkeley) 

and co-workers. Those molecular beam experiments produced data for the isotope exchange and 

electronic quenching processes that occur in the low-pressure limit (CO2 products are not formed 

in the absence of stabilizing collisions). Simulating those experiments required extending both 

the coordinate and energy ranges of the PESs (so that product states could be precisely resolved). 

This was achieved using the same automated PES generation strategy (restarting the PESs with 

newly defined limits). Remarkably, robust convergence was obtained in the electronic structure 

calculations and estimated fitting errors of only a few wavenumbers were again obtained even 

with the extended ranges (the total energy range of the singlet PES now exceeds 300 kcal/mol). 

Trajectories calculations by Jasper are in good agreement with the experiments. A limited set of 

fully quantum calculations were performed by Hua Guo providing some additional insight (fully 

quantum reactive scattering calculations are challenging due to the deep well depth). The paper 

is in preparation. 

 

 Experimental and theoretical studies of the electronic transitions of MgC. In the 

2013 report a previous study of BeC
6
 was described in which vibronic calculations were able to 

help assign and interpret electronic spectra of that system recorded by the group of Michael C. 

Heaven (Emory). Heaven’s efforts to observe similar transitions in MgC have so far been 

unsuccessful. New vibronic calculations were performed for the MgC system using the 

dynamically weighted multistate scheme to produce MRCI/CBS quality potential curves. A 

diabatization procedure was used along with a DVR method including a complex absorbing 

potential (CAP) to solve for the vibronic levels and their lifetimes/widths.  
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Figure 2. Electronic states of MgC 

plotted in adiabatic (left) and diabatic 

representations (right). The zero of the 

energy is the minimum of the X
3
Σ

-
 

electronic ground state (shown in 

black). 
 
 

 

Despite difficulties with the experiments, our complete set of theoretical predictions for all 

bound vibrational and well as vibronic states and lifetimes has been written up and submitted to 

JCP.  

 IMLS-PIP fitting. A large set of ~100,000 high-level multireference data were 

computed for methane.
7
 The IMLS interpolation approach was combined with permutation 

invariant polynomials (PIP) to fit the 9D PES in a 25,000 cm
-1

 energy range to better than a 

wavenumber using about 200 local expansions. This was used as a benchmark to assess the 

accuracy of another fit to the same data set by H. Guo using the NN-PIP method. Guo’s fit was 

found to be very accurate and quick to evaluate. 9D vibrational calculations by T. Carrington 

confirm that the data is of spectroscopic quality. The lowest levels are systematically 1-2 cm
-1

 

higher than experiment. Having a fit with negligible fitting error permits direct assessment of ab 

initio methods as well as small corrections. Future plans include testing some small corrections 

such as relativistic and diagonal Born-Oppenheimer (DBOC). Since the data set is multireference 

it is also suitable for extension to permit dissociation to CH3 + H and CH2 + H2 and would be 

useful as a highly accurate PES for dynamics studies. The dissociation energy to CH3 + H was 

found to be within about 40 cm
-1

 of the best estimates by Ruscic. 

The IMLS-PIP approach was applied to a 15D test set of A. F. Wagner and D. L. 

Thompson composed of ~400,000 data for ethyl radical. This system combines a more complex 

topography, higher dimensionality and additional permutation symmetry. An initial fit of the 

lower energy region (below 67 kcal/mol) was obtained with an RMS fitting error of 0.2 kcal/mol 

using a single PIP expansion. A multi-expansion fit anticipated to provide negligible fitting error 

over a larger energy range is in progress. 

 O+H2O.  A set of three global multichannel PESs were produced for the O(
3
P) + H2O 

system using explicitly correlated MRCI-F12 in collaboration with the group of H. Guo. The 

PESs include the O(3P) + H2O, H2 + O2, OH + OH, H + HO2 and separated atoms channels. 36 

triplet states are degenerate for separated atoms and are included using the dynamically weighted 

multistate procedure. Fits were obtained by the NN-PIP method of Guo. A paper describing the 

first classical trajectories study of the dynamics is in preparation. 

 QMC. We have been developing scripts and testing methods to use multi-configurational 

trial wavefunctions in VMC/DMC calculations of PECs for small molecules. We have managed 

to produce highly accurate PECs for CO and N2 using QMC. The PECs compare well with the 

best ab initio references and experimental quantities (vibrational levels etc). However, the cost 

was found not to be competitive with standard electronic structure approaches for small systems. 

(The scaling with number of electrons is n
3
 for QMC so it will certainly be more competitive for 

larger systems where the e.g. n
7
 scaling of traditional methods becomes prohibitive).  

 We are currently testing QMC methods along the minimum energy dissociation path of 

ozone. The hope is that QMC can be a useful arbiter in cases where traditional electronic 
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structure methods are left with uncertainty about the existence or absence of an entrance channel 

barrier (possibly submerged) as well as more generally the attractiveness of the long-range part 

of the PES.
8,9

 

 Rotationally inelastic scattering. A time-dependent quantum dynamics method called 

MCTDH was applied to studying inelastic scattering at high collision energies where more 

typical time-independent calculations (Molscat) become prohibitively expensive. Using an 

IMLS-based PES for CO+CO constructed for a previous ro-vibrational spectroscopy study,
10

 

time-independent Molscat calculations (for the low energy range) were combined with time-

dependent MCTDH calculations to cover an extended energy range. Where the two approaches 

overlap, reasonable agreement was obtained between the two. 

 
    Figure 3. (at left) a plot of the PES for CO-dimer showing low-energy channels for geared 

motion. (at right) scattering cross-sections for rotational excitation showing increased 

propensities for equally excited products (possibly imparted by the features of the PES).  

 

The paper describing this study will appear in the special JPC “100 years of combustion 

chemistry at Argonne” issue.
11
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I. Program Scope 

 The ignition of diesel fuel depends on isomerization of peroxy radicals (ROO•) via a hydrogen shift 
reaction: 

   ROO•  →  QOOH    (1) 

Production of OH radical by chain propagation following reaction (1) contributes to autoignition: 

  QOOH    →   cyclic ether + OH (2)  

but chain branching (the sequence of reactions 3-6) is critical to autoignition because it produces two OH 
radicals: 

  QOOH   + O2 →   •OOQOOH    (3)  

  •OOQOOH   →   HOOPOOH    (4)  

  HOOPOOH  →   HOOP=O + OH    (5)  

  HOOP=O   →   HO• + •OP=O    (6)  

Processes such as reaction (7): 

   ROO•  →   alkene + HOO•   (7) 

compete with chain branching. Experimentalists face several difficulties in gaining an understanding of 
this chemistry, and only QOOH species has ever been detected by experiment! This has inspired many 
computational studies of these processes.  

Biodiesel fuel is increasingly being used worldwide. Although we have a fair understanding of the 
molecular details of the chemistry of peroxy radicals derived from alkanes, biodiesel fuels contain ester 
and olefin groups which significantly impact the thermodynamics and kinetics of biodiesel ignition.[1] 
The broader goal of this research is to carry out systematic computational studies of the elementary 
kinetics of the chemistry of R•, ROO•, QOOH and •OOQOOH compounds that are models for biodiesel 
ignition.  

Carbon-centered radicals such as R• and QOOH can undergo well-known 1,n H-shift reactions, e.g.:  

  •CH2(CH2)3CH(CH3)2   →CH3(CH2)3C•(CH3)2 (8) 

which are known to be able to change the structure of the radical from that initially formed. A competing 
set of reactions, shown in Scheme 1, can isomerize carbon-centered radicals formed in the vicinity of a 
double bond. Results from the literature indicate these reactions may compete with 1,n H-shift 
reactions.[2] We will use computational chemistry to explore the importance of these reactions and 
analogous cyclization reactions of peroxy radicals in model compounds of biodiesel fuel. 

II. Recent Progress 

A) Autoignition Mechanism of Methyl Butanoate  
 We find peroxy radical interconversions of •OOQOOH radicals from methylbutanoate (MB) 
(•OOQOOH → HOOQOO•) commonly possess the lowest barriers of any unimolecular reaction of these 
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radicals, despite that they proceed via 8-, 10- and 11-member ring transition states. At temperatures 
relevant to autoignition, these  
  
peroxy radical interconversions are dominant or significant reaction pathways. This means that 
•OOQOOH radicals that were expected to be produced in negligible yields are, instead, major products in 
the autoignition of methyl butanoate. These reactions have not previously been considered for OOQOOH 
from MB, and will require revision of models of autoignition of methylbutanoate and other esters. 
 A harmonic oscillator (HO) treatment of the multiple torsional modes of these large molecules may 
lead to large errors in computed rate constants. Treating the torsions as separable hindered rotors (HR) 
provides an approximate correction.[3] From Figure 2, it can be seen that the HR treatment of the torsions  
leads to much different rate constants than the HO treatment. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Revised rate 
constants for the two fastest 
reactions of •OOQ1OOH 
including the 1-D hindered 
rotor treatment (HR) or using 
the harmonic oscillator 
approximation (HO) on both 
reactants and transition states. 
The asterisk indicates peroxy 
radical interconversion: 
•OOQOOH → HOOQOO•.  
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Figure 1.    Molecular structures of common biodiesel fuel
   components: the fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) of (from 
   top to bottom) palmitic, oleic, and linoleic acids.

Scheme 1.   Examples of exo- and endo-trig reactions.
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B)  Cyclization-Decyclization Reactions of Unsaturated Hydrocarbon Radicals 
 Cyclization reactions of unsaturated radicals are well known in the organic chemistry literature. 

The cyclization reactions are labeled endo if the radical center of the product is on a carbon in the ring, 
and exo if the radical center is not in the ring. We surveyed a broad range of reactions at the CBS-QB3 
level of theory, only a few of which are shown below in Scheme 2. The products of cyclization of the n-
octenyl radicals will potentially decyclize to form branched octenyl radicals (e.g, the reaction 12 →21 in 
Scheme 2). In general, branched and straight chain fuels exhibit different ignition behavior. If the 
chemistry suggested here is important in combustion, and then it needs to be included in kinetic models if 
those models are to accurately represent combustion behavior. 
 As can be seen from Table 1, many of the cyclization reactions shown in Scheme 2 possess low 
barriers, so that these reactions are expected to proceed with high rate constants. Curiously, the 
decyclization reactions of exo-ring systems (e.g, 12→21) have significantly lower barriers than the 
decyclization reactions of the endo-ring system of the same ring size (e.g, 13→22). This result appears 
consisted across 4-, 5-, and 6-member rings. 

Rate constants for these reactions were 
computed using standard transition state theory 
using the harmonic oscillator rigid-rotor 
approximation. These rate constants confirm the 
importance of many of these reactions in 
comparison to competing unimolecular reactions. 
The present work represents a much wider survey 
of these reactions than has been reported 
previously. 
We have also begun looking at radicals  
 

Table 1. Barrier heights (CBS-QB3 values in kcal/mol at 0 K 
including zero-point energy) for endo- and exo-cyclization and 
decylization reactions of n-octenyl radicals and the products of 
their cyclization reactions. Numbers correspond to the identity 
of species in Scheme 2. The notations “c” and “t” after a 
number corresponds to the cis and trans isomer, respectively. 

Transition 
State Reaction type 

Forward 
Barrier 

Reverse 
Barrier 

TS_8-12c exo-trig cyclization 9.1 6.1 

TS_8-12t exo-trig cyclization 9.6 7.0 

TS_8-13c endo-tet cyclization 30.2 24.7 

TS_8-13t endo-tet cyclization 29.0 24.9 

TS_9-14c exo-tet cyclization 14.4 11.0 

TS_9-14t exo-tet cyclization 14.1 12.2 

TS_9-15c endo-pent cyclization 13.6 29.6 

TS_9-15t endo-pent cyclization 14.0 31.6 

TS_10-16c exo-pent cyclization 6.1 20.9 

TS_10-16t exo-pent cyclization 5.9 21.8 

TS_10-17c endo-hex cyclization 6.9 26.1 

TS_10-17t endo-hex cyclization 6.7 27.3 

TS_11-18 exo-hex cyclization 7.5 29.3 

TS_11-19 endo-hept cyclization 10.8 24.6 

TS_12c-21 decyc of 3 member ring 6.2 8.5 

TS_12t-21 decyc of 3 member ring 6.3 8.6 

TS_13c-22 decyc of 4 member ring 26.3 30.4 

TS_13t-22 decyc of 4 member ring 26.9 30.0 

TS_14c-23 decyc of 4 member ring 13.1 13.6 

TS_14t-23 decyc of 4 member ring 12.7 14.7 

TS_15c-24 decyc of 5 member ring 34.1 14.8 

TS_15t-24 decyc of 5 member ring 34.2 12.9 

TS_16c-25 decyc of 5 member ring 22.1 5.5 

TS_16t-25 decyc of 5 member ring 21.7 5.3 

TS_17c-26 decyc of 6 member ring 29.6 7.2 

TS_17t-26 decyc of 6 member ring 30.0 7.2 

TS_18-27 decyc of 6 member ring 50.7 30.1 

TS_19-28 decyc of 7 member ring 27.6 13.1 

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Scheme 2.    Examples of exo and endo cyclization reactions 
of  n-octenyl radicals, plus de-cyclization reactions leading to
new products.
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Scheme 3. Selected initial cyclization and subsequent 
de/cyclization reactions starting from one resonance 
structure of one isomer of the parent radical.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
produced by hydrogen abstraction from di-olefins, such as linoleic acid. The model compound is 2,5-
nonadiene with a hydrogen abstracted from one of the carbon atoms. A selection of possible reactions 
following hydrogen abstract from carbon 9 is shown in Scheme 3. Reactions lead to cyclic radicals, 
formation of branched species, and formation of allylic radicals starting from non-allylic radicals. 

III.  Future Work 

 We will complete our exploration of the barrier heights and thermodynamics of the reactions of 
dienyl radicals described immediately above. We will also consider C-C bond scission reactions of the 
various radical isomers. Due to the sheer number of compounds and their size, we are still trying to 
determine an efficient yet reliable approach to include treatment of hindered rotors in the calculation of 
rate constants. 
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Program Scope 

The objective of this research is to isolate and stabilize transient intermediates and products of 

prototype combustion reactions. This will be accomplished by Helium nanodroplet isolation 

(HENDI) spectroscopy, a novel technique where liquid helium nanodroplets freeze out high 

energy metastable configurations of a reacting system, permitting infrared spectroscopic 

characterizations of products and intermediates that result from hydrocarbon radical reactions 

with molecular oxygen and other small molecules relevant to combustion environments.  A 

major aim of this work is to directly observe the elusive hydroperoxyalkyl radical (QOOH) and 

its oxygen adducts (O2QOOH), which are important in low temperature hydrocarbon oxidation 

chemistry. 

 

Recent Projects 

Helium Nanodroplet Isolation and Rovibrational Spectroscopy of Hydroxymethlyene 

Hydroxymethylene HC̈OH and its d1-isotopologue HC̈OD are isolated in low temperature helium 

nanodroplets following pyrolysis of glyoxylic acid (Ref 6).  Transitions identified in the infrared 

spectrum are assigned exclusively to the trans-conformation based on previously reported 

anharmonic frequency computations (P. R. Schreiner, et. al. Nature 453, 906 (2008) and L. 

Koziol, et. al. J. Chem. Phys. 128, 204310 (2008)).  For the OH(D) and CH stretches, a- and b-

type transitions are observed, and when taken in conjunction with CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ 

computations, lower limits to the vibrational band origins are determined.  The relative 

intensities of the a- and b-type transitions provide the orientation of the transition dipole moment 

in the inertial frame.  The He nanodroplet data are in excellent agreement with anharmonic 

frequency computations reported here and elsewhere, confirming an appreciable Ar-matrix shift 

of the OH and OD stretches and strong anharmonic resonance interactions in the high-frequency 

stretch regions of the mid-infrared.  
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Infrared Rovibrational Spectroscopy of OH–C2H2 in 
4
He nanodroplets: Parity Splitting 

due to Partially Quenched Electronic Angular Momentum  

Electrophilic addition of the hydroxyl radical to the  bond of acetylene produces, as an 

intermediate, the carbon-centered 2-hydroxy vinyl radical (e
 
= A; HĊCHOH).  Along the 

entrance channel to this reaction, a dipole-quadrupole interaction stabilizes a T-shaped, hydrogen 

bonded complex (OHC2H2), whose zero-point level lies 2.7 kcalmol
1

 
 
below the separated 

reactants.  Moreover, this entrance channel complex is located behind a barrier 1 kcalmol
1

 

above the reactant asymptote.  The T-shaped OHC2H2 complex is formed in helium droplets via 

the sequential pick-up and solvation of the monomer fragments (Ref 7).  Rovibrational spectra of 

the a-type OH stretch and b-type antisymmetric CH stretch vibrations contain resolved parity 

splitting that reveals the extent to which electronic angular momentum of the OH moiety is 

quenched upon complex formation.  The energy difference between the spin-orbit coupled 
2
B1 

(A) and 
2
B2 (A) electronic states is determined spectroscopically to be 216 cm

1
 in helium 

droplets, which is 13 cm
1 

larger than in the gas phase [M. D. Marshall, J. B. Davey, M. E. 

Greenslade, and M. I. Lester, J. Chem. Phys. 121, 5845 (2004).].  The effect of the helium is 

rationalized as a difference in the solvation free energies of the two electronic states.  This 

interpretation is motivated by the separation between the Q(3/2) and R(3/2) transitions in the 

infrared spectrum of the helium-solvated 
2
3/2 OH radical.  Despite the expectation of a reduced 

rotational constant, the observed Q(3/2) to R(3/2) splitting is larger than in the gas phase by 

≈0.3 cm
1

.  This observation can be accounted for quantitatively by assuming the energetic 

separation between 
2
3/2 and 

2
1/2 manifolds is increased by ≈40 cm

1
 upon helium solvation. 

 

Reactive Intermediates in 
4
He Nanodroplets: Infrared Laser Stark Spectroscopy of 

Dihydoxycarbene  

Singlet dihydroxycarbene (HOC̈OH) is produced via pyrolytic decomposition of oxalic acid, 

captured by helium nanodroplets, and probed with infrared laser Stark spectroscopy (Ref 8).  

Rovibrational bands in the OH stretch region are assigned to either trans,trans- or trans,cis- 

rotamers on the basis of symmetry type, nuclear spin statistical weights, and comparisons to 

electronic structure theory calculations.  Stark spectroscopy provides the inertial components of 
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the permanent electric dipole moments for these rotamers.  The dipole components for 

trans,trans- and trans,cis- rotamers are (a, b) = (0.00, 0.68(6)) and (1.63(3), 1.50(5)), 

respectively.  The infrared spectra lack evidence for the higher energy cis,cis- rotamer, which is 

consistent with a previously proposed pyrolytic decomposition mechanism of oxalic acid and 

computations of HOC̈OH torsional interconversion and tautomerization barriers.  

 

Ongoing Work and Future Plans 

Vibrational-Torsional Coupling Revealed in the Infrared Spectrum of He-Solvated n-

Propyl Radical 

The n-propyl and i-propyl radicals were generated in the gas phase via pyrolysis of n-butyl nitrite 

(CH3(CH2)3ONO) and i-butyl nitrite (CH3CH(CH3)CH2ONO) precursors, respectively. Nascent 

radicals were promptly solvated by a beam of He nanodroplets, and the infrared spectra of the 

radicals were recorded in the C-H stretching region. In addition to three vibrations of n-propyl 

previously measured in an Ar matrix, we observe many unreported bands between 2800 and 

3150 cm
−1

, which we attribute to propyl radicals. The C-H stretching modes observed above 

2960 cm
−1

 for both radicals are in excellent agreement with anharmonic frequencies computed 

using VPT2. Between 2800 and 2960 cm
−1

, however, the spectra of n-propyl and i-propyl 

radicals become quite congested and difficult to assign due to the presence of multiple 

anharmonic resonances. Computations reveal the likely origin of the spectral congestion to be 

strong coupling between the high frequency C-H stretching modes and a lower frequency 

torsional motion, which modulates quite substantially a through-space hyperconjugation 

interaction. 

 

Instrumentation Development 

We have modified our pyrolysis source to increase the upper temperature that can be achieved in 

our experiments. With the higher temperature, the range of precursor systems that can be 

pyrolyzed to create radicals has been vastly expanded.   This involves incorporating a resistively 

heated silicon carbide (SiC) tube, similar to those reported by P. Chen and co-workers and B. 

Ellison and co-workers that can be heated up to ~2100 K. Because the pick-up efficiency of the 

He droplets is quite large, for example, compared to the molecular densities needed for matrix 

isolation spectroscopy, we can work in a regime where we can isolate transient species while 
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minimizing secondary reactions within the pyrolysis source, such as recombination reactions 

between two radicals.  We have successfully used this source to generate, for example, a 

continuous, high-purity sample of Cl radicals, which have been doped into helium droplets.  We 

are preparing a manuscript describing the spectroscopy of the Cl-HCl complex, which is a 

prototype system for studying the kinetic couplings of several low-lying potential energy 

surfaces.   
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I. Program Scope
The fundamental goal of the program is to develop the experimental techniques, diagnostics, interpretive concepts,  
spectrum-assignment  strategies,  and  pattern-recognition  schemes  needed  to  reveal  and  understand  how  large-
amplitude motions are encoded in the vibration-rotation energy level  structure of  small,  gas-phase combustion-
relevant polyatomic molecules. We are focusing our efforts on unimolecular isomerization and dissociation reactions 
in the prototypical acetylene system, including the acetylene ⇌ vinylidene isomerization on the S0 ground electronic 
surface, the cis ⇌ trans conformational isomerization on the S1 excited state surface, and the photodissociation at 
around 47000 cm−1, which gains oscillator strength from the S1 surface, but is believed to be mediated by coupling to 
triplet electronic states. Work has been extended to characterization of atmospherically relevant molecules such as  
SO2. 

II. Recent Progress
A. Calculation of Franck-Condon Intensities in Acetylene and a Simplified Model for the Intra-Polyad 
Intensity Patterns

We have recently published a full-dimensional calculation of Franck-Condon intensity factors for the A–X̃ 
transition in acetylene in the harmonic normal-mode basis [4,5]. These calculations have explained a number of  
previously misunderstood observations in the vibronic intensities obtained in IR-UV double resonance experiments,  
and they provide predictions for the best strategies to observation of highly-excited local bending states on the S 0 

surface that sample the acetylene ⇌ vinylidene isomerization coordinate. 
Although the harmonic normal-mode basis calculation provides qualitative agreement with experiment, the 

results are not fully quantitative. However, we have shown [3] that when experimentally-determined interactions 
between the A-state  bending levels are taken into account,  near-quantitative agreement is  reached between the 
calculated transition intensities and the observed dispersed fluorescence (DF) and stimulated emission pumping 
(SEP)  spectra  (Figure  1).  This  work  led  to  the  formulation  of  a  new  model  for  describing  Franck-Condon 
propensities for systems undergoing linear-to-bent geometry changes upon electronic excitation. For emission from 
the ground vibrational level of the A state, there is a simplifying set of Franck-Condon propensity rules that gives  
rise to only one zero-order bright state per conserved vibrational polyad of the X̃ state. Unfortunately, when the 
upper level involves excitation in the highly admixed ungerade bending modes, ν4′ and ν6′, the simplifying Franck-
Condon propensity rule breaks down—as long as the usual polar basis (with v and l quantum numbers) is used to 
describe the degenerate bending vibrations of the X̃ state—and the intrapolyad intensities result from complicated 
interference patterns between many zero-order bright states. 

We  have  shown  that,  when  the  degenerate  bending  levels  are  instead  treated  in  the  Cartesian  two-
dimensional harmonic oscillator basis (with  vx and  vy quantum numbers), the propensity for  only one zero-order 
bright state  (in the Cartesian basis) is  restored,  and the intrapolyad intensities  are simple to model,  as  long as  
corrections are made for anharmonic interactions. In the Cartesian basis, the problem is simplified, because the out-
of-plane component of the trans-bend (ν4″) overlaps with a-axis rotation of the trans-bent A-state molecule, so as a 
result of Eckart conditions it does not contribute to the vibrational Franck-Condon overlap. As a result of trans ⇌ 
cis isomerization in the A state, intrapolyad emission patterns from overtones of ν4′ and ν6′ evolve as quanta of trans 
bend (ν3′) are added, so the emission intensities are not only relevant to the ground-state acetylene  ⇌ vinylidene 
isomerization, they are also a direct reporter of isomerization in the electronically excited state.

B. FID-detected MODR schemes for rapid assignment of LIF spectra
We  have  recently  published  a  paper  [1]  outlining  new  approaches  millimeter-wave/optical  double 

resonance spectroscopy and evaluating their capability in a study of the perturbed spectrum of the C̃-state of SO2. 
We have provided a unified treatment for free induction decay (FID)-detected double-resonance techniques that have  
been described previously by different research groups.  Most importantly,  we have  demonstrated  the  ability  to 
multiplex  these  experimental  techniques  using  frequency-agile  millimeter-wave  technology,  which  helps  to 
overcome one of the major drawbacks of existing double-resonance spectroscopy implementations—the fact that 
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previous implementations require the acquisition of many full spectrum double-resonance scans to build up a large 
enough data set to begin spectral analysis. Fig. 2 shows the results of a single multiplexed double-resonance scan on 
a high-lying predissociated vibrational level of the C̃-state of SO2. 

Figure 1. The SEP spectra from J′=1 intermediate levels 
of the three different  K′=1 stacks of the 32B2 polyad of 
the A state (labeled with Roman numerals in order of 
increasing  energy)  into  the  {Ns,Nres}={0,10}  pure 
bending  polyad  set  of  the  X̃  state  are  displayed  as 
downward-directed peaks. The eigenstate compositions 
of the SEP intermediates are taken from experimentally-
determined fits to the observed polyad structure. The DF 
spectrum from 32B2 K'=1 Q(1) is shown for comparison 
at  the  top  of  the  figure.  Also  shown as  upward  stick 
spectra are  the  intensities  obtained  from the  Cartesian 
propensity  model.  The  stick  spectrum  is  colored 
according  to  the  symmetry  of  the  lower  level  (see 
legend).

Figure 2. Multiplexed MODR spectrum of the predissociated band of C̃-state SO2 at 47616 cm−1. A complete set of 
low-J rotational term levels can be determined from the five MODR spectra shown in the left panel, which were 
recorded simultaneously in a single scan of the dye laser.  The right panel shows a reduced term value plot of the 
observed rotational levels. Curves through the data are from an effective rotational fit. 

C. Direct observation of the b2 vibrational levels of C̃-state SO2

The C̃ state of SO2 has a small barrier at the C2v geometry, so it prefers non-equivalent bond lengths (Cs 

geometry). The barrier causes a staggering in the antisymmetric stretch overtones with even vs. odd vibrational 
quanta. We have made the first direct observation (via IR-UV double-resonance) of the low-lying odd (b 2) levels, 
which allows us to characterize the asymmetry directly. The results are analyzed in terms of a diabatic vibronic 
coupling model with the 2  1A1 state. One interesting result is that the tunneling staggering increases as quanta of 
bending (ν2) are added, which provides evidence for an approach to a conical intersection between the C̃  1B2 state 
and 2  1A1 state, theoretically predicted to occur at a bond angle of ~150°. Figure 3 shows the ν3′ staggering as a 
function of v1′ and v3′. 

D. H-atom fluorescence detection of predissociated S1 acetylene: investigation of the dissociation mechanism
A hydrogen-atom fluorescence detection scheme has been developed to study the predissociation 

mechanism(s) of S1 acetylene. Using the new scheme, H-atom action spectra of S1 acetylene are recorded in 
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the 47100-47300 cm-1  region.  The signal-to-noise ratio of  our spectra is  superior to that of conventional  
REMPI-detected H-atom action spectra. We have observed vibrational level-dependent predissociation rates,  
as well as line broadening in the H-atom spectra compared with laser-induced fluorescence spectra in the  
same  energy  region.  Our  observations  support  the  proposed  T3 doorway-mediated  predissociation 
mechanism of S1 acetylene.

Figure  3.  The  staggering  parameter,  Δωs  = 
[E(v1,v2,2)  −  E(v1,v2,0)]/2  +  E(v1,v2,1)  is  plotted 
for  C̃-state  SO2 as  a function of  v1 and  v2.  The 
parameter is related to the effective barrier height 
at the C2v geometry. It increases linearly with v2 as 
the C̃-state PES approaches a conical intersection 
with the 2 1A1 potential.

In our experiment, the photolysis pump beam (150  μJ/pulse, 0.04 cm-1  spectral width) and the H-
atom probe beam (205.14 nm, ~1 mJ/pulse, 0.1 cm-1  spectral width) counter-propagate and are focused to 
cross a supersonic beam of 13% C2H2/Ar mixture in the vacuum chamber (10-6  torr). The photolysis photon 
dissociates the molecule into C2H (2Σ+) + H fragments. The H-atoms are excited into 3s and 3d atomic levels by 
the  probe  beam  (10  ns  delay)  via  a  two-photon  process.  Fluorescence  from  the  H-atoms  (3s,3d2p  at 
656.3nm) is detected with a photomultiplier tube. From Fig. 4, it is clear that the S/N ratio of the H-atom  
fluorescence detection scheme is superior to that of REMPI. 

As Fig.  5 shows, the 1132 state dissociates less 
rapidly  than  the  other  two  states,  as  evidenced  by  a 
much smaller H-atom/LIF signal ratio. Compared to the 
other  two  states,  the  1132 state  has  fewer  quanta  of 
excitation in  trans-bending mode 3, which is known to 
be  a  promoting  mode  for  S1/T3 intersystem-crossing 
(ISC). Since triplet states are known to be involved in the 

predissociation of S1 acetylene and S1/T3 interaction is believed to be the rate-determining step, the 1132 state 
dissociates less rapidly than the other two states,  even though they lie close in energy. Our observations  
support the T3 doorway-mediated predissociation mechanism of S1 acetylene.

In addition, we have also observed the variation of H-atom yield as a function of rotational quantum 
number, as well as the broadening of several peaks in the H-atom action spectra (but not in the LIF). The 
broadened portions of the peaks in the H-atom spectra are unresolved triplet-character eigenstates, which 
are better sampled in the H-atom channel than in the LIF, because triplet states dissociate readily but they do  
not fluorescence as rapidly.

III. Future Work
To compare the relative importance of modes 4 and 6 in promoting acetylene S1 predissociation, we 

propose using our H-atom fluorescence detection scheme in action spectra of the 3 441 and 3461 levels and 
compare them to their respective LIF spectra. Mode 4 (torsion) had been proposed to be another promoting  
mode of S1/T3 interaction (thus presumably of predissociation as well),  but there has been no consensus 

Figure 4. Comparison of s/n ratio between the H-
atom fluorescence-detected action spectrum (top) 
and conventional REMPI-detected action spectrum 
(bottom). 
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about its importance. Note that, due to Franck-Condon selection rules, IR-UV double resonance is needed to  
probe those two states.

To investigate the line-broadening mechanisms in the H-atom spectra, we plan an experiment where 
the delay between the pump and H-atom probe beam is increased to 50-100 ns. With a longer pump-probe  
delay, we expect to see narrowing, as well as a small shift in the center of gravity of the originally broader  
peaks in the H-atom channel. This experiment will provide information about the background triplet states,  
such as their energies relative to the S1 state, the parity of those states, and, ultimately, their role in acetylene 
predissociation. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of H-
atom fluorescence-detected 
action spectra and laser-
induced fluorescence spectra 
(LIF) of the same energy 
region. The vibrational 
assignments are given at the 
bottom in blue.  
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Program Scope 

The primary objective of this project is the development and application of quantitative laser-
based imaging diagnostics for studying the interactions of fluid dynamics and chemical reactions 
in reacting flows.  Imaging diagnostics provide temporally and spatially resolved measurements 
of species, temperature, and velocity distributions over a wide range of length scales.  Multi-
dimensional measurements are necessary to determine spatial correlations, scalar and velocity 
gradients, flame orientation, curvature, and connectivity. Current efforts in the Advanced 
Imaging Laboratory focus on studying the detailed structure of both isolated flow-flame 
interactions and turbulent flames.  The investigation of flow-flame interactions is of fundamental 
importance in understanding the coupling between transport and chemistry in turbulent flames.   
These studies require the development of imaging diagnostic techniques to measure key species 
in the hydrocarbon-chemistry mechanism as well as mixture fraction, rates of reaction and 
dissipation. Recent studies on flow-flame interactions have focused on localized extinction and 
re-ignition as well as effects of stratification.  Diagnostic development includes efforts to extend 
measurement capabilities to a broader range of flame conditions and combustion modes, 
including combustion of hydrocarbon fuels beyond methane and stratified premixed combustion.  
A major thrust continues to be the development and application of diagnostic capabilities for 
measuring the temporal evolution of turbulent flames using high-repetition rate imaging 
techniques.  A series of studies on the fluid dynamics of turbulent flames are underway using 
three-dimensional high-speed measurements of the velocity field. 

Recent Progress 

High-speed imaging of turbulent flame dynamics and structure 

We are using high-repetition rate imaging to probe the dynamics and structure of interactions 
between turbulent flows and flames.  We have developed a capability for high-repetition rate 
tomographic particle image velocimetry (TPIV) measurements in turbulent flames. The TPIV 
technique provides volumetric, three-component velocity field measurements that enable 
determination of the complete velocity gradient tensor.  Recently, we used this capability to 
measure the 3-D structure and temporal evolution of the strain rate field in turbulent partially-
premixed jet flames with localized extinction.  

High-repetition rate TPIV is combined with OH-LIF imaging measurements using the 
experimental configuration in Fig. 1a to measure the transient response of the high-temperature 
reaction zone of flames to interactions with high strain rate regions of the flow field.  The 
sequence of 10-kHz measurements in Fig. 1b shows the temporal evolution of the velocity, 
compressive principal strain rate, and OH-LIF fields during localized extinction event in a 
turbulent partially-premixed dimethyl ether (DME)/air jet flame.  The velocity and OH-LIF 
signal are displayed in the central plane, and the compressive strain rate is represented by blue 
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isosurfaces at s3 = -15,000 s-1.  The onset of extinction occurs at time t = 0.20 ms and is 
identified by the formation of a discontinuity in the contour of the OH-LIF signal.  The image 
sequence shows large structures with high compressive strain rates in the region of localized 
extinction.  These structures remain coherent and coupled to the reaction zone until extinction 
occurs.  As the flame approaches extinction, the high-temperature reaction zone becomes 
thinner.  Once the flame is locally quenched, the strain rate decreases and the large coherent 
structures break apart.  These compressive strain rates are an order of magnitude greater than the 
extinction strain rate for a laminar counterflow flame with the same composition.  Analysis of 
many sequences shows that intermittent regions of high compressive strain do not always cause 
extinction since there is a requisite interaction time for the strain to induce extinction. 

To understand the effects of combustion on the turbulent flow field, we are conducting 
comparative studies of turbulent non-reacting flows and flames.  Figure 2a shows a time 
sequence of strain rate isosurfaces in a turbulent air jet and partially-premixed methane/air jet 
flame with jet exit Reynolds numbers of approximately 13,000.  The strain rate field in the flame 
consists of elongated regions of high strain rate that are concentrated in a narrow region of the 
shear layer between the high velocity jet and the low-velocity coflow.  In contrast, the regions of 
high strain rate in the turbulent air jet are more fragmented and distributed over a broader portion 
of the flow field.  These results are consistent with the lower entrainment rates of the jet flame.  
In both flows, regions of high strain appear in intermittent bursts, which we have studied using a 
cluster analysis.  Figure 2b shows time sequences of the number of strain rate clusters as a 
function of the strain rate threshold, | |, for the air jet and jet flame.  The narrow peaks in the 
time traces indicate intermittent bursts of high strain regions.  Burst durations are on the order of 
the flow residence time in the probe volume.  Overall, the air jet shows significantly greater 
numbers of clusters at intermediate strain rates, corresponding to the more fragmented structure 
of the strain rate field.  The combustion induces a strain field with greater connectivity. 

  
        (a)                                    (b) 

Fig. 1:  (a) Experimental configuration for simultaneous high-speed tomographic PIV and OH-LIF 
imaging measurements, (b) Time sequence of TPIV and OH-LIF measurements at 10 kHz in a turbulent 
partially-premixed DME/air jet flame at y/D = 20.  Jet axis is near the right-hand side of the probe 
volume.  Blue surfaces are isosurfaces of the compressive strain rate for s3 = -15,000 s-1.  Velocity 
vectors are shown in the same plane as the OH-LIF images (1 out of 16 in-plane vectors displayed). 
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The effects of combustion on the structure of the strain rate tensor were investigated using an 
analysis of the principal strain rates, s1, s2 and s3, which are defined such that .  The 
maximum and minimum principal strain rates, s1 and s3, correspond to the most extensive and 
compressive strain rate components, respectively.  The ratios of the three principal strain rates 
along with the sign of the intermediate strain rate, s2, provide insight into the local structure of 
the strain rate field.  The local state of the strain rate field was determined from the relative ratios 
of the three principal strain rates, ⁄ :1: ⁄ .  According to previous studies, the most 
probable ratios in isotropic turbulence are approximately 3:1:-4.  In the presence of shear, the 
relative strain rate ratios s1/s2 and s3/s2 tend to increase, indicating a more planar strain field in 
turbulent shear flows than in isotropic turbulence.  In the turbulent jet flames of our studies, the 
most probable values of strain rate ratios were approximately 8:1:-9.  These ratios signify that the 
extensive and compressive strain rates dominate over the intermediate strain rate.  Large strain 
rates in the reacting and non-reacting turbulent jets are preferentially sheet-forming with a single 
axis of compressive strain and two axes of extensive strain.  Probability density functions of the 
strain rate ratios conditioned on high strain rate regions, | | 5| |′, show a shift in the most 
probable value of strain rate ratios approaching those found in isotropic turbulence.   
 
Turbulent partially-premixed DME/air jet flames 

We continue to develop joint experimental and computational studies of a series of piloted 
partially-premixed DME/air jet flames that have differing degrees of localized extinction and are 
target flames for the TNF Workshop.  In recent studies, we performed comparisons of velocity, 
OH-LIF, and CH2O-LIF imaging measurements with large eddy simulations by C. Hasse (T. U. 
Freiberg) that used an LES flamelet-progress variable approach (LES-FPV).  Comparisons were 
facilitated by including simulations of the OH-LIF and CH2O-LIF signals in the flamelet library 
and using these results within the LES calculation. Overall, the simulations showed good 
agreement with the measured downstream evolution of the velocity, OH, and CH2O 
distributions.  Experimentally observed intermittent gaps between the OH and CH2O 
distributions were captured by the LES-FPV calculations.  The separation of these species varies 
as a function of strain rate, which is captured within the flamelet library.  We continue to 
investigate this issue further.  We are also refining the formaldehyde LIF measurements and 

    

Fig. 2:  (a) Time sequences of velocity and strain rate in a turbulent air jet and partially-premixed 
CH4/air jet flame with comparable jet exit Reynolds numbers. Inter-frame time is 100 s.  
Measurements at y/D = 15 with the jet axis near the left-hand side of the 16.5 mm x 12.3 mm x 2.5 mm 
probe volume.  Blue surfaces are isosurfaces of the strain rate norm for |s| = 7,000 s-1.  (b) Time 
sequences of the number of clusters, Nc, in the strain rate field as a function of strain rate threshold.
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performing high-speed imaging measurements to study dynamics of localized extinction and re-
ignition.  An initial coupling of velocity, OH-LIF, and CH2O-LIF measurements with 
complementary species and temperature measurements by R. Barlow (Sandia) has been 
performed and further analysis is planned.  Plans for the next phase of coupling experiments with 
simulations include high-fidelity LES performed at Sandia by J. Oefelein. 

Future Plans 

The investigation of the structure and dynamics of flow-flame interactions in turbulent non-
premixed, premixed, and stratified modes of combustion will remain a major thrust in our 
research program.  In the near term, we plan to study the effects of combustion on the strain rate 
and vorticity fields in flames with and without localized extinction.  Our planned high-speed 
imaging effort includes optimization of TPIV analysis and further evaluation of uncertainties, 
methods for noise reduction, and the development of efficient methods for analyzing large sets of 
imaging data.  We will expand our high-speed imaging studies to turbulent counterflow flames 
and develop a joint experimental and computational investigation with LES calculations 
performed by J. Oefelein.  This collaboration will include the development of a framework for 
comparing measurements and simulations of turbulent flame dynamics. 

Plans for developing and improving diagnostic capabilities include continued investigations 
of x-ray diagnostic techniques, the development of simultaneous velocity and temperature 
measurements by combining PIV and 2-D CARS in collaboration with C. Kliewer (Sandia), and 
the quantification of CH2O-LIF measurements.  Improved CH2O-LIF measurements are needed 
to understand formaldehyde transport in turbulent DME flames and to resolve discrepancies in 
the formaldehyde concentrations that are predicted by different chemical kinetic mechanisms. 
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I. Program Scope 
The combustion chemistry of even simple fuels can be extremely complex, involving hundreds or 

thousands of kinetically significant species. The most reasonable way to deal with this complexity is to 
use a computer not only to numerically solve the kinetic model, but also to construct the kinetic model in 
the first place. Because these large models contain so many numerical parameters (e.g. rate coefficients, 
thermochemistry) one never has sufficient data to uniquely determine them all experimentally. Instead 
one must work in “predictive” mode, using theoretical values for many of the numbers in the model, and 
as appropriate refining the most sensitive numbers through experiments. Predictive chemical kinetics is 
exactly what is needed for computer-aided design of combustion systems based on proposed alternative 
fuels, particularly for early assessment of the value and viability of proposed new fuels. Our research 
effort is aimed at making accurate predictive chemical kinetics practical; this is a challenging goal which 
necessarily includes a range of science advances. Our research spans a wide range from quantum 
chemical calculations on individual molecules and elementary-step reactions, through the development of 
improved rate/thermo calculation procedures, the creation of algorithms and software for constructing and 
solving kinetic simulations, the invention of methods for model-reduction while maintaining error 
control, and finally comparisons with experiment. Many of the parameters in the models are derived from 
quantum chemistry, and the models are compared with experimental data measured in our lab or in 
collaboration with others.  

II. Recent Progress 

A. Elucidating Interesting Chemistry 

1. Sulfur and Nitrogen chemistry 
We recently added the capability to model organosulfur and organonitrogen chemistry to the 

Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG), and computed many [a] of the needed thermochemical and rate 
parameters using quantum chemistry (typically at the CBS-QB3 level, but more recently using the 
CCSD(T)-F12a method to achieve higher accuracy in enthalpies and barrier heights). While our database 
surely does not include all the chemistry of sulfur and nitrogen species yet, and some of the rate 
parameters have fairly large error bars, we were able to construct fairly good models for a variety of 
systems: 

1) Gas Phase Pyrolysis of several dialkyl sulfides (RSR).[b] Interestingly, we have recently 
found that tertiary alkyl sulfides follow a very different reaction path than primary and 
secondary sulfides, reacting primarily via thiols (RSH) rather than thioaldehydes (RCHS). 
Our computer-generated detailed models for sulfide pyrolysis are in quantitative agreement 
with multiple experiments. 

2) Reactions of dihexyl sulfide (RSR) in supercritical water [c]. While (as usual) the water 
mostly acts as an inert solvent, we found that thioaldehyde (RCHS) intermediates react 
rapidly with the water, altering the product distribution significantly. 

3) Pyrolysis of ethyl nitrite (RONO) in a Chen-type flash pyrolysis nozzle [8]. The original 
model predictions were inconsistent with the experimental data measured by Suits and Field, 
but the discrepancy was resolved by considering a roaming-radical reaction. 

4) Selective oxidation of alkenes by N2O.[d] Ab initio rates are in agreement with experiments 
by Klavs Jensen’s group. 
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5) Pyrolysis and ignition of ethyl amine (RNH2). Model is in semi-quantitative agreement with 
experiments by Hanson and Davidson.    

2. Hydrocarbon ignition/combustion 

Together with Stephen Klippenstein, Michael Burke, and Franklin Goldsmith we have made a 
significant advance in understanding phase 1 ignition, which we find is actually is two stages: an 
exponential growth phase we call stage 1A followed by a more complicated phase where the chemistry is 
nonlinear we call stage 1B. Both stages are sensitive to only a handful of reactions, suggesting that it may 
be possible to understand and model low-temperature ignition without recourse to the very large kinetic 
models used currently, and indeed for alkanes we are able to write simple analytical expressions for 
ignition delay in terms of a few rate parameters.[e] We are currently pursuing a similar approach to 
understand phase 2 ignition chemistry.  
 For several years we have been developing a detailed model for the synthetic jet fuel JP-10, 
which is a fused ring tricyclic molecule. There were several technical issues which had to be overcome, 
for example how to compute the rates of intramolecular disproportionation of the biradical intermediates, 
and how to estimate the thermochemistry and reaction rates of a variety of bicyclic intermediates. This 
year we completed that study, developing a model which accurately predicts the pyrolysis and high-
temperature oxidation/ignition of this complicated fuel.[11] 
 For several years we have been measuring and computing the chemistry of vinyl radical (C2H3), 
which is the key species at the branch point between clean combustion (to CO2) and soot formation. Very 
recently we directly measured the rate coefficient for vinyl + butadiene, a proposed route to benzene 
formation, which is an order of magnitude slower than published estimates.[f] 
 

3. Criegee Intermediate Chemistry 
In recent years we measured and computed several reactions of the smallest Criegee Intermediate 
CH2OO.[6,g,h]  This year we measured and so corrected [h] the too-high rate of the CH2OO + CH2OO 
reaction reported in a paper published in Nature Chemistry. 

B. Methodology for Computer-Aided Kinetic Modeling 
A major focus of this research project continues to be the development of advanced methods for 

automatically constructing, reducing, and solving combustion simulations.[1,4] We are constantly adding 
functionality and additional types of chemistry to the open-source Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG) 
software package. We are in the process of distributing a new version of RMG including S,N,Si chemistry 
in addition to the C,H,O chemistry in the prior release. 

This computer-aided kinetic modeling approach is having a broad impact. With the Brezinsky 
group we modeled how alkene chemistry depends on the position of the double bond, an issue relevant to 
biodiesel combustion.[10] We continue to distribute the mechanism construction software to many 
research groups, and to train and support the new users. In the past two years researchers from Chicago, 
Belgium, China, France, Germany, Japan, and Saudi Arabia have visited my group for training in how to 
use the RMG software. Several companies are also now using the software, several energy and 
petrochemical companies but also other industries including Intel and Proctor & Gamble. Developers 
outside of my research group have begun to add functionality to this open-source software; among the 
most active developers are researchers at Northeastern University and the University of Ghent. These 
independently funded external efforts leverage the funding provided by this program. 

 

C. Quantum Calculations of Reaction Rates and Thermochemistry 
Historically, the accuracy of rate and equilibrium calculations for combustion were almost always 

limited by the uncertainties in the computed potential energy surface, due to the need to use approximate 
electronic structure methods and small basis sets. Modern quantum chemistry methods, such as explicitly-
correlated coupled-cluster methods (e.g. CCSD(T)-F12) have made it practical to significantly reduce 
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these errors in computed PES’s and molecular enthalpies. As the energy calculations improve, we find 
that the accuracy of our equilibrium and rate calculations is now often limited by other aspects of the 
overall calculation. This has led us (and many others, including Don Truhlar and Stephen Klippenstein) to 
invest significant efforts in improving on the traditional rate and thermochemistry computation 
methodology, which is based on several approximations which are not really accurate.   

Over the past two years we focused on developing an alternative method for rate calculations, which 
avoids many of the approximations associated with traditional TST calculations. We created and 
distributed an efficient software implementation [i] of the new RPMD method for computing reaction 
rates. We demonstrated that RPMD is an attractive way for computing accurate rates and isotope-effects 
for systems too large for exact quantum rate calculations (i.e. bigger than H+CH4), but small enough that 
constructing a fairly accurate full-dimensional PES is practical. To test and demonstrate the new rate-
calculation method we used this new software, often in collaboration with Hua Guo, to compute rate 
coefficients for several reactions of the type X + CH4 (e.g. X=OH, O, Cl, H, D, Mu).[2,3,5,7] Overall, the 
tests demonstrated that RPMD is relatively easy to use and that it is pretty accurate; its main drawback is 
that it requires a full PES, not just the PES at/near the stationary points required by conventional 
transition state theory (TST).  

We recently found that the RPMD method also works well for barrierless insertion reactions.[9] It 
would be interesting to see if this method will also work well for roaming radical reactions.  

During our calculations of this relatively small set of relatively simple reactions, we ran into several 
cases where there are unexpectedly large differences between the rate computed by RPMD and by a 
standard TST approach.[5,7,j] It appears that the anharmonic shape of the PES near the saddle point leads 
to pretty large (~ factor of 4) errors in rates computed using the conventional canonical variational 
transition-state-theory. Anharmonicity is apparently even more important for rate calculations than 
previously appreciated, and methodology for dealing with this needs improvement. 
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Quantum Dynamics of Elementary Chemical Reactions 
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Program scope 

 To understand the quantum dynamics of elementary chemical reactions in the gas phase. 

Recent progress 

 We continue to push for the application of the ring-polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) method 
for computing rate coefficients for gas phase bimolecular reactions. Recent collaborations with Yury 
Suleimanov in Bill Green’s group at MIT have explored the applicability of this method in complex-forming 
reactions.

1-2
 Our tests on several simple insertion reactions showed that the RPMD method is capable of 

yeilding accurate rate coefficients.  

 One of our major research activities has been the development of accurate multi-dimensional 
global potential energy surfaces (PESs) for elementary chemical reactions. Using our recently proposed 
permutation invariant polynomial-neural network (PIP-NN) approach,

3-4
 we have constructed PESs for 

tetra-atomic,
5-7

 penta-atomic,
8-11

 and hexa-atomic systems.
12

 The PIP-NN approach uses low-order PIPs of 
the Morse variable of internuclear distances

13-14
 as symmetry functions, which replacing the coordinates 

as the input layer of the NN. It rigorously enforces the permutation symmetry, and is simple to implement 
and efficient to evaluate. The root mean square error (RMSE) of the fitting is typically on the order of a 
few meV or less. In a recent implementation for the acetylene-vinylidene isomerization PES, for example, 
the RMSE was less than 10 cm

-1
 and the calculated highly excited vibrational levels approached 

spectroscopic accuracy.
7
 In another application, the reactive PES for the NH4 system was developed with 

an RMSE of 27 cm
-1

, which includes not only the hydrogen abstraction channel, but also the hydrogen 
exchange channel.

8
 

 These high fidelity fits of high-level ab initio points allowed us to 
examine various issues in molecular spectroscopy and reaction dynamics 
of elementary reactions. In addition to the classical unimolecular process 
mentioned above (isomerization between HCCH and H2CC),

7
 we have 

recently reported an accurate PES for the simplest Criegee intermediate 
(CH2OO).

10
 The ro-vibrational energy levels and intensities calculated on 

this PES were found to agree with experiment very well,
10, 15

 which helped 
us to understand the vibrational dynamics of this elusive species. On the 
reaction dynamics side, we have focused on mode specificity of both bi 
and uni-molecular reactions. For uni-molecular processes, we investigated 
the HOCO/HCO2 → H + CO2 dissociation reactions and their deuterated 
counterpart facilitated by tunneling,

16-18
 in collaboration with Al Wagner 

at Argonne and Bob Continetti at UCSD. The bimolecular systems include 
the X + H2O ↔ HX + OH (X=F, Cl)

19-22
 and the H + NH3 ↔ H2 + NH2 

reactions.
23-24

 We have also examined mode specificity of some ion-
molecule reactions,

25
 using accurate PESs.

6, 9
 The observed mode specificity and product energy disposal 

in these reactions can be largely explained by the recently proposed Sudden Vector Projection model,
26-29

 
which has been successfully used to predict mode specificity and bond selectivity in gas phase and gas-
surface rections.

30
 Figure 1 shows the cover of J. Chin. Chem. Soc. on our featured review on the SVP 

model applied to the X + CH4 → HX + CH3 reactions. 

 In addition to the dynamics of reactions mentioned above, we have explored the dynamics of 
photodissociation of several prototypical systems. In collaboration with David Yarkony at Johns Hopkins, 
the non-adiabatic dynamics in ammonia has been systematically elucidated.

31-33
 In particular, we have 

 
Figure 1. Cover of JCCS on our 

featured review on the SVP model.  
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computed the OH(A/X) branching ratio with the parent molecule in 
ground and excited vibrational levels prior to photolysis, using highly 
accurate coupled PESs. Excellent agreement with experimental results has 
been achieved, as shown in Fig. 2. The resolution of the NH2 internal 
states in our model allows a re-interpretation of the experimental data.

33
 

In addition, we have teamed up with Richard Dawes at Missouri 
University of Science and Technology to resolve the controversy 
concerning the measured absorption spectra in the UV photodissociation 
of the simplest Criegee intermediate (CH2OO).

34
   

 To achieve the ultimate state-to-state characterization of 
bimolecular reactions, we have devoted some effort to development of 
new methodologies. In particular, we have implemented a transition 
state wave packet (TSWP) approach to state-to-state reaction dynamics 
recently proposed by Uwe Manthe and coworkers.

36
 This TSWP method 

has been demonstrated to be accurate and efficient in computing the integral and differential cross 
sections for a prototypical atom-diatom reaction (H + D2 → HD + D).

37
 It has recently been extended to the 

J=0 state-to-state dynamics of the H + H2O → H2 + OH reaction,
38

 and F + H2O → HF + OH reaction.
39

 

 Finally, we have been involved in several other PES,
40

 spectroscopic,
41

 kinetic,
42-43

 and dynamic 
studies.

44-48
 Some of the studies are collaborations with Gabor Czako, Richard Dawes, Joaquin Espinosa-

Garcia, Kopin Liu, Z. Sun, Al Viggiano, Minghui Yang, and Daiqian Xie. The details of these studies are not 
provided here due to space limitations. 

Future plans 

 In the next year, we plan to continue to pursue our proposed research in the areas of chemical 
dynamics and kinetics. The focus will be placed on the following areas: i). further develop an efficient 
method to obtain state-to-state scattering information for bimolecular reactions involving four atoms; ii). 
to construct accurate PESs for such reactions, and iii). to perform quantum scattering and quasi-classical 
trajectory calculations on these PESs. 
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Gas-Phase Molecular Dynamics:  High Resolution Spectroscopy and Collision 

Dynamics of Transient Species 
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Program Scope 

This research is carried out as part of the Gas-Phase Molecular Dynamics program in the Chemistry 

Department at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Chemical intermediates in the elementary gas-phase 

reactions involved in combustion chemistry are investigated by high resolution spectroscopic tools.  

Production, reaction, and energy transfer processes are investigated by transient, double resonance, 

polarization and saturation spectroscopies, with an emphasis on technique development and connection 

with theory, as well as specific molecular properties.   

Recent Progress 

A.  Speed-dependent kinetics of saturation recovery 

Rotational energy transfer within the ground vibrational level of CN (X 
2
Σ

+
) has been investigated by 

Doppler-resolved saturation recovery transient spectroscopy.[1]  A single rotational state from a thermal 

ensemble of CN (X) radicals was bleached by a visible, ns dye laser pulse.  The prompt depletion and 

collisional recovery of population was monitored with single-collision time resolution and Doppler-

resolved spectral resolution using transient frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopy on the A 
2
Π – X 

2
Σ

+
 

(1-0) band.  The kinetics of saturation recovery kinetics for selected rotational states in v=0 is isomorphic 

to the thermalization of a single level populated in an otherwise empty manifold of rotational states, an 

experimentally challenging initial condition to generate for ground state molecules.  Thermal rate 

constants for population recovery (analogous to total removal rate constants in a more conventional single 

level kinetics measurement) were determined for selected rotational states colliding with He and Ar.  The 

values of the thermal rate constants are consistent with quantum scattering calculations,[1-2] but up to a 

factor of 2 slower than reported in earlier work, [3-4] and with a qualitatively different rotational state 

dependence.  Despite the thermal velocity distribution of the inert collision partner and the lack of 

velocity selection in the saturation step, the Doppler spectrum of the depletion shows rapid translational 

cooling below room temperature during early stages of the recovery.  This is a consequence of the non-

thermal averaging of speed-dependent relaxation cross sections for Doppler-selected velocity groups, in 
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competition with velocity randomizing collisions.[1]  Comparisons with new quantum scattering 

calculations on Ar + CN(X) by P. Dagdigian have been essential, and the differences between He and Ar 

collision partners have also been investigated by quasiclassical trajectory calculations, focusing on the 

behavior of CN in high rotational states. 

B.  Saturation Transfer and Depolarization in CN (X) 

The saturation recovery measurements made with parallel and perpendicular polarization of bleach and 

probe beams can be combined in different linear combinations to give both transient depletion of 

population and transient alignment of the hole.  The population relaxation probes the rotational energy 

transfer, and the alignment relaxation is sensitive to elastic depolarization and inelastic polarization 

transfer.  The alignment of the depletion signals from low rotational states of CN were additionally found 

to display polarization quantum beats at 

the frequencies of the CN (X) state 

hyperfine splittings, as shown in Figure 1. 

This may at first seem startling, since the 

oscillations can be considered as a 

coherent evolution of the molecules that 

are missing from an otherwise thermal 

and incoherent ensemble. On further 

consideration, however, the initial 

alignment of the hole must be 

complementary to the aligned excited 

state molecules, and the calculated (red 

line) fit to the quantum beat pattern 

shown in Figure 1 requires as adjustable 

parameters only the overall amplitude and 

decay rate shown in blue, and an initial 

alignment amplitude resulting from 

partially saturated excitation by linearly polarized light.  The phases, frequencies and relative magnitudes 

of the oscillations are fixed by known hyperfine constants of the CN(X) state and angular momentum 

coupling factors, with no detectable collisional damping.         

After accounting for the periodic hyperfine depolarization, the initial relative rates of alignment decay and 

population depletion recovery probe the effect of elastic depolarization, i.e., collisions that change M 

without changing J.  The elastic depolarization rates are determined to be smaller than the inelastic 
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Figure 1.  Hyperfine polarization quantum beats in CN (X) 

depletion recovery.  Unresolved hyperfine levels of a single J state 

are initially aligned by linearly polarized depletion, then dephase. 
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rotational energy transfer rates for low J states, and become increasingly negligible at higher J states of 

CN(X, v=0), in good qualitative accord with quantum scattering calculations performed by Paul 

Dagdigian as part of this collaboration. 

  

Future Work  

A.  Intersystem crossing in CH2 induced by O2 (
3Σg

-) 

The collision-induced intersystem crossing (ISC) between singlet a and triplet X states of  CH2, induced 

by nonreactive singlet collision partners is dominated by a gateway state mechanism involving a few pairs 

of accidentally perturbed rotational levels with mixed singlet/triplet character. Interaction of triplet O2 

with singlet CH2 can proceed by a spin-allowed mechanism, not dependent on accidental perturbations.  

The complicated potential surfaces of CH2O2 furthermore connect multiple low-energy product channels 

including energetically accessible singlet and triplet states of the Criegee intermediate.  We have 

measured quenching kinetics of selected rotational states of singlet CH2 in samples containing controlled 

amounts of ketene photolytic precursor, Ar and O2 in order to investigate the reversible ISC process.  In 

the absence of O2, the relaxation is double exponential, with distinguishable kinetics for ortho and para 

states of CH2, a mark of the stronger coupling of para states with the more nearly isoenergetic (030) 

vibrational level of the X 
3
B2 state of CH2. The interaction of singlet CH2 with molecular O2 accesses an 

excited triplet state of CH2O2, which intersects the lowest triplet surface, leading nonreactively to O2 + 

triplet CH2.  The initial decay rate of selected rotational states of CH2 is accelerated by O2, but the relative 

amplitude of the slow decay is also enhanced by O2, suggesting a continued role for reversible population 

of vibrationally excited triplet CH2 in the overall mechanism.  Kinetic modeling studies are in progress, as 

are spectroscopic searches for infrared probe transitions suitable for monitoring vibrationally excited 

triplet methylene, as discussed in the abstract of T. Sears.       

B. Sub-Doppler saturation recovery in CN radicals 

Future studies with sub-Doppler saturation recovery kinetics, probed by independently tunable sub-

Doppler probe spectroscopy can more directly address the conditions under which velocity changing 

collisions contribute to pressure broadened line shapes, and modify the Doppler-shift-selected relaxation 

rates.  Preliminary work performed with one laser, split into counterpropagating amplitude modulated 

bleach and frequency modulated probe beams, has shown that the dark recovery rate of a sub-Doppler 

bleach signal is dominated by rotationally inelastic collisions, at least for low rotational states. One-color 

saturation spectroscopy is generally sensitive to the collision dynamics on both upper and lower potential 

energy surfaces, complicating the interpretation of the saturation recovery kinetics.  The use of hyperfine 

crossover resonances, (a three-level, one color, double resonance condition) selectively isolates upper or 
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lower state effects, but only for low rotational states where crossover resonances have significant 

intensity, and only for the Doppler-free velocity group near line-center. Using an independently tunable 

and rapidly extinguished bleach laser will allow analogous measurements of sub-Doppler saturation 

recovery for different velocity groups and any rotational state, and specifically sensitive to either A state 

or X state collisions, for example, with pump laser saturation on the (2-0) band and the probe laser 

measurement by either gain on the (2-1) band or absorption on the (1-0) band of the red A-X system. 

Having access to a range of rotational states will be important, as the relative contribution of velocity 

changing collisions is expected to increase as the rotational spacing increases and the inelastic cross 

sections decrease. Comparison with scattering calculations on realistic potentials will be an important part 

of the program.  
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SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM 

In this program, we seek to understand the detailed chemistry of combustion through a unique scheme of 

diagnostics development and experimental studies of simple flames. Our goal is to provide reliable 

experimental data on the chemical composition of laboratory-scale model flames through state-of-the-art 

diagnostics. The experiments are designed to serve as benchmarks for the development and validation of 

detailed chemical kinetic models. In particular, we study laminar premixed flames, which are stabilized 

on a flat-flame burner under a reduced pressure of ~15-30 Torr and laminar opposed-flow diffusion 

flames at low and atmospheric pressure. We implement mainly mass spectrometry and our experimental 

data in the form of species identification and quantification serve as stringent tests for the development 

and validation of any detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms. Over the past years, the overall objective of 

this program has been to elucidate the chemistry of soot precursors and the formation of unwanted 

byproducts in incomplete combustion in flames fueled by hydrocarbons and oxygenates. Studying this 

complex combustion chemistry with an unprecedented level of detail requires determining the chemical 

structures and concentrations of species sampled from sooting or nearly-sooting model flames.  

 

PROGRESS REPORT 

Soot Precursor Formation and Limitations of the Stabilomer Grid: Collaborating with the groups of 

H.A. Michelsen (Sandia), K.R. Wilson (Berkeley), and A. Violi (Michigan) we have gained new insight 

into the mechanisms of PAH growth and soot formation. The experimental approach involves aerosol-

mass spectrometry in conjunction with vacuum-ultraviolet photoionization of volatile species vaporizing 

from particles sampled from an Ar-diluted C2H2/O2 counter-flow diffusion flame at nearly atmospheric 

pressure (700 Torr). The aerosol mass spectra contain a large distribution of peaks, highlighting the 

importance of small building blocks and odd-carbon numbered species. A variety of chemical species 

were detected that, based on the traditional classification of PAHs by their thermodynamic stability, were 

unexpected. Also, the experimental results suggested that species of higher masses can build up 

concentration ahead of species of lower masses, suggesting that a single monotonic growth mechanism is 

not enough to describe PAH formation processes. 

Combustion Chemistry of Alcohols: Experimental and Modeled Structure of a Premixed 2-

Methylbutanol Flame: In a collaborative effort together with the group of Sarathy (KAUST), we 
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determined the experimental and modeled structure of a flame fueled by 2-methylbutanol. In the 

experiment, a total of 55 species were identified and subsequently quantitative mole fraction profiles as 

function of distance from the burner surface were determined and compared to an independently 

assembled detailed flame chemistry model to assess its predictive capabilities. Discrepancies between 

experimental and modeling results were used to suggest areas where improvement of the kinetic model 

would be needed. 

Formation of Oxygenated and Hydrocarbon Intermediates in Premixed Combustion of 2-

Methylfuran: We have collaborated with the group of Kohse-Höinghaus (Bielefeld) to determine the 

detailed chemical structure of a premixed laminar 2-MF flame. Mole fraction profiles of 60 intermediate, 

reactant, and product species were measured in order to assess the pollutant potential of this possible 

next-generation biofuel. Special emphasis was paid towards the fuel’s ability to form aromatic and 

oxygenated intermediates during incomplete combustion processes, with the latter species representing a 

variety of different classes including alcohols, ethers, enols, ketones, aldehydes, acids, and ketenes. 

Whenever possible the experimental data were compared to the results of model calculations, but it 

should be noted that many newly detected species were not included in the calculations. The experimental 

data provided guidance towards to development of a next-generation 2-MF combustion chemistry model. 

Dimethyl ether (DME) Low-Temperature Oxidation in a Jet-Stirred Reactor: In collaboration with 

the groups of Jasper (Sandia), Leone (Berkeley), Yu (Princeton), Sarathy (KAUST), Dagaut (Orleans), 

Taatjes (Sandia), and Kohse-Höinghaus (Bielefeld) we reported the detection and identification of the 

keto-hydroperoxide hydroperoxymethyl formate (HPMF) and other partially oxidized intermediate 

species arising from the low-temperature (540 K) oxidation of dimethyl ether (DME). These observations 

were made possible by coupling a jet-stirred reactor with molecular-beam sampling capabilities, operated 

near atmospheric pressure, to a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer that employs single-photon 

ionization via tunable synchrotron-generated vacuum-ultraviolet radiation. We showed that the theoretical 

characterization of multiple conformeric structures of some intermediates is required when interpreting 

the experimentally observed ionization thresholds.  

 

OUTLOOK 

Low-Temperature Oxidation in a Jet-Stirred Reactor: We will continue to explore the reaction 

network of low-temperature oxidation processes by using the above mentioned jet-stirred reactor with 

molecular-beam sampling capabilities. Our work on DME will continue with efforts to provide 

quantitative mole fraction profiles as function of the reactor temperature of the previously identified 

intermediates. This information is critically needed to improve the combustion chemistry models for low-

temperature oxidation. Future work will focus on the low-temperature oxidation of n-pentane. Preliminary 
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mass spectra were recorded and the data reduction, i.e. species identification and quantification, is 

currently work in progress.  

Experimental Studies on the Molecular-Growth Chemistry of Soot Precursors in 

Combustion Environments: With benzene formation in combustion processes now well understood, 

the objective of this part of the research program has shifted towards the molecular-growth chemistry 

from small combustion intermediates to larger PAH’s. The underlying chemistry will be investigated by a 

combination of different experiments. The centerpiece of all experiments is a simple, i.e. laminar, 

premixed or opposed-flow flame, and analyzing the chemical composition of such model flames will 

provide guidance and benchmarks needed to improve and test theoretical models describing soot-

formation chemistry with predictive capabilities. We plan to investigate the chemical composition of 

these flames in unprecedented detail by flame-sampling mass spectrometry with electron ionization (EI), 

resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), single-photon VUV ionization, and gas 

chromatography (GC/MS).  

Although our current set-up allows for a pressure between 30 and 700 Torr, sampling from sooting flames 

at atmospheric pressure will eventually lead to clogging of the small opening (a few m) in the 

microprobe. We therefore propose to rebuild the mass spectrometer and to add an additional stage of 

pumping.  

The systems proposed to study are flames fueled by allene/propyne (C3H4), and the C4 fuels, butane and 

iso-butane (C4H10), 1-butene and iso-butene (C4H8), 1,3-butadiene (1,3-C4H6), and n-pentane (C5H12). 

These fuels are of special interest, because these molecules are potential precursors for the resonance-

stabilized propargyl, allyl, and i-C4H5 radicals. Contributions towards PAH growth via resonantly 

stabilized free radicals should be enhanced in these flames, thus making them a perfect test case for 

further model development. 
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I. Program Scope 

This program involves two complementary activities: (1) development and application of cw laser 
absorption methods for the measurement of concentration time-histories and fundamental spectroscopic 
parameters for species of interest in combustion; and (2) shock tube studies of reaction kinetics relevant to 
combustion.  Species recently investigated in the spectroscopic portion of the research include 
formaldehyde and acetaldehyde.  New diagnostics developments include the first use of CW Cavity 
Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy (CEAS) for ultra-sensitive species detection in a shock tube, applied 
here to CH4, C2H2 and CO.  Recent reaction kinetics work has advanced on two fronts.  First, we have 
made direct high-temperature shock tube/laser absorption measurements of the reaction rate constants for 
OH + aldehydes and alcohols, including formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde, n-butyraldehyde, 
ethanol, and tert-butanol.  Second, we have investigated the decomposition of cyclohexene, which is 
commonly used in single-pulse shock tube studies as a chemical thermometer. 

II. Recent Progress: Spectroscopy 

Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy (CEAS) 

A new technique for ultra-sensitive species detection in a shock tube has been developed, applied 
here to IR active species. As a primary example, the concentration of CO was monitored using mid-IR 
quantum cascade laser absorption near 4.56 mm, targeting the R(13) transition of the CO fundamental 
rovibrational band. The implementation of the CO laser absorption diagnostic was combined with an off-
axis CEAS setup. CEAS uses a pair of highly reflective CaF2 mirrors (98.9% reflectivity at 4.56μm) to 
form an optical cavity in the shock tube, thereby increasing the effective path length for absorption 
measurements. The transmitted beams after each reflection are collected with a lens onto a single TE-
cooled photovoltaic HgCdTe detector. The beams are arranged in an off-axis pattern (a narrow ellipse 
with the short axis aligned with the shock tube longitudinal direction) to suppress the mode-cavity 
coupling noise. Usually the laser is rapidly scanned by varying the injection current using a 50 kHz 
sinusoidal waveform, to further suppress the coupling noise while also eliminating the influence from 
broadband interference absorption and thermal emission.  Under typical experimental conditions, a 
minimum detectable absorbance of 2 x10-3 can be achieved, which corresponds to a detection limit of 
0.11ppm at 1500 K and 1.5 atm.  See Figure 1. 

Using this method, a direct measurement for the rate constant of the acetone dissociation reaction 
(CH3COCH3 = CH3CO + CH3) was conducted behind reflected shock waves.  By investigating the clean 
pyrolysis of less than 20ppm acetone in argon, the current experiment eliminated the influence from 
secondary reactions and temperature change. For the first time, the acetone dissociation rate constant (k1) 
was directly measured over 5.5 orders of magnitude with a high degree of accuracy: k1 (1004 – 1494 K, 
1.6 atm) = 4.39x1055 T-11.394 exp(-52140K/T) +/- 24% s-1 as shown in Figure 2.  This result was seen to 
agree with most previous studies, and has bridged the gap between their temperature and pressure 
conditions. The current work serves to illustrate the significant potential of using the CEAS technique in 
shock tube kinetics studies.  

II. Recent Progress: Chemical Kinetics 

Rate Constant Measurements of the Reactions of C1-C4 Aldehydes with OH 

The overall rate constants for the reactions of hydroxyl radicals with a series of aldehydes, 
including formaldehyde (Figure 3), acetaldehyde (Figure 4), propionaldehyde and n-butyraldehyde, were 
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studied under pseudo-first-order conditions behind reflected shock waves at temperatures of 950 - 1400 K 
and pressures of 1 - 2 atm. OH radicals were produced by rapid thermal decomposition of tert-butyl 
hydroperoxide, and OH time-histories were monitored by narrow-linewidth UV laser absorption near 
306.7 nm. The overall rate constants were inferred by fitting simulated OH profiles to the measured OH 
time histories using detailed mechanisms, though the OH decay was nearly first-order.  
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Figure 1 (left).  Example CO time-history in the pyrolysis of acetone/Ar mixtures: a low temperature case 
of 1.00% acetone/Ar at 1024 K, 1.75 atm.  Figure 2 (right).  Arrhenius plot for the reaction CH3COCH3 = 
CH3CO + CH3 .  Both figures adapted from Wang et al. in press. 

No pressure dependence was observed in these measurements. The measured rate constant for the 
formaldehyde + OH reaction is consistent with previous experimental studies. For C2-C4 aldehydes + 
OH, this study provides the first direct rate constant measurement at high temperatures. More general rate 
constant expressions covering a much wider temperature range (200 - 1600 K) were also determined by 
combining current measurements with existing low temperature data in the literature.   

 

   

Figure 3 (left). Arrhenius plot of CH2O+OH = products. Figure 4 (right). Arrhenius plot of CH3CHO+OH 
= products. Both figures adapted from Wang et al. (2015). 
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Rate Constant Measurement of the Reaction of CH2O + H 
The rate constant of the H-abstraction reaction of formaldehyde (CH2O) by hydrogen atoms (H), 

CH2O + H = H2 + HCO, has been studied behind reflected shock waves using a sensitive mid-IR laser 
absorption diagnostic for CO, over temperatures of 1304 - 2006 K and at pressures near 1 atm. C2H5I was 
used as an H-atom precursor and 1,3,5-trioxane as the CH2O precursor, to generate a well-controlled 
CH2O/H reacting system. By designing the experiments to maintain relatively constant H-atom 
concentrations, the current study significantly boosted the measurement sensitivity of the target reaction 
and suppressed the influences of interfering reactions. The measured CH2O + H rate constant can be 
expressed in modified Arrhenius form as kCH2O+H  (1304 – 2006 K, 1 atm) = 3.43 x 106(T/K)2.34exp(-1508 
K/T) cm3mol-1s-1, with uncertainty limits estimated to be +18/-26%. See Figure 5.  A transition-state-
theory (TST) calculation, using the CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12 level of theory, is in good agreement with 
the shock tube measurement and extended the temperature range of the current study to 200 - 3000 K, 
over which a modified Arrhenius fit of the rate constant can be expressed as kCH2O+H  (200 – 3000 K) = 
5.86 x 103(T/K)3.13exp(-762 K/T) cm3mol-1s-1. 
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Figure 5.  Arrhenius plot for the rate constant of CH2O + H between 1000 - 4000 K 
 

III. Future Work 

Spectroscopic experimental work continues on a development of the multi-color IR-UV aldehyde 
laser absorption diagnostic; exploration of mid- and far-IR detection of acetylene and larger alkenes (e.g., 
propene, n-butene and i-butene), respectively, and development of the CEAS method for ultra-sensitive 
species detection.  Reaction kinetics studies will focus on measurement of the rate constants for the 
reactions of methyl radicals + aldehydes, and formation pathways of aldehydes during the oxidation of 
oxygenate fuel components.   
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Program Scope 

 
The goal of this program is to calculate accurate potential energy surfaces for both reactive and 
non-reactive systems. Our approach is to use state-of-the-art electronic structure methods 
(CASPT2, MR-CI, CCSD(T), etc.) to characterize multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces. 
Depending on the nature of the problem, the calculations may focus on local regions of a 
potential surface or may cover the surface more globally.  A second aspect of this program is the 
development of techniques to fit multi-dimensional potential surfaces to convenient, global, 
analytic functions suitable for use in dynamics calculations.  
 

Recent Progress 
 
Nitromethane Decomposition:  
 
This year in, collaboration with Klippenstein, Jasper, Ruscic and Tranter, we completed a 
combined theoretical/experimental study of the decomposition of nitromethane, focusing on the 
competition between direct dissociation to methyl radical plus NO2 and the roaming-type  
isomerization to methyl nitrite, followed by dissociation of the nitrite. High level electronic  

 

structure calculations were used to characterize the key 
stationary points, the results of which are summarized in 
Figure 1. These stationary points have been previously 
examined in several recent theoretical studies1-3, however the 
present calculations are at a significantly higher level of 
theory than all previous calculations. One significant 
consequence of this use of higher level electronic structure 
theory is that the roaming saddle point is found to have a CN 
distance ~0.5 Å smaller than in any of the previous 
calculations. 

Figure 1 The branching ratios between roaming isomerization and 
direct dissociation of nitromethane were calculated using both statistical and dynamical 
approaches. Rigid body trajectories (RBT) were employed for the dynamical calculations. The 
RBT calculations required fitting quasirandom, six dimensional, grids of approximately 90,000, 
(7o,10e)-CASPT2/aug-cc-pvdz energies to an analytic, potential function of nine Morse 
variables. One dimensional correction potentials were then developed along MEP’s for nitrogen 
addition and cis oxygen addition to correct for limitations in the size of the basis set, the size of 
the active space and geometry relaxation. 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the interaction energy between the rigid CH3 and NO2 fragments on the 
roaming dividing surface separating CH3NO2 from CH3ONO. The plotting plane here contains 
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of the NO2 fragment. A proper evaluation of the roaming flux must consider the full range of 
paths as is done in both the present RBT and statistical theory calculations.  
 
The calculated branching ratio between roaming and direct dissociation is shown in Figure 3 
along with the previous theoretical results of Homayoon et al1. The results show good agreement  

 

between the statistical and RBT calculations with the statistical 
calculation overestimating the branching at high energies and 
underestimating at low energies. The full dimensional 
trajectory calculations of Homayoon et al1 show significantly 
more roaming than the present calculations. This is surprising 
because, owing to a combination of lower level electronic 
structure calculations and errors in the fitting of the nine 
dimensional potential energy surface, their zero point corrected 
roaming saddle point lies 0.23 kcal/mol above the radical 
asymptote rather than 1 kcal/mole below as in the present  

Figure 3 calculations. Presumably most, if not all, of the roaming in the  
Homayoon et al1 calculations come from trajectories violating zero point conservation in the 
roaming region. The present RBT calculations avoid this problem as only the low frequency 
transitional modes are treated classically. The high frequency conserved modes are treated as 
harmonic oscillators (including zero point). This is a general problem in the application of full 
dimensional trajectory calculations to threshold phenomena such as roaming. 
 
Roaming Mechanisms for Decomposition of Aldehydes:  
 
Recently reported photodissociation experiments4 led to the conclusion that the roaming 
mechanism is more important for ethyl aldehyde than for acetaldehyde. We have characterized 
roaming saddle point for the series acetaldehyde, ethyl aldehyde, iso-propyl aldehyde and tert-
butyl aldehyde. The saddle point energies, relative to the corresponding radical asymptotes, are    
-1.2, -2.3, -3.2 and -3.9 kcal/mol respectively. Thus as the size of the roaming fragments 
increase, long range, dispersion forces lower the energies of the saddle points thus increasing the 
importance of the roaming mechanisms.  
  

 

the nitrogen atom and is perpendicular to the C2 axis of NO2. 
The blue contours depict regions with energies below that of 
the CH3+NO2 asymptote. The roaming saddle points 
correspond to the symmetrical minima directly above and 
below the nitrogen atom. Note that in this plot the roaming 
saddle points appear as minima because the reaction 
coordinate is perpendicular to the plotting coordinates. The 
plot illustrates that although there are well defined first order 
saddle points for roaming, there is a considerable range of 
orientations and separations for which the roaming can take 
place at energies below the asymptotic energy of CH3 + NO2.  

Figure 2 Indeed purely attractive roaming paths exist even in the plane  
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Future Plans 

 
We plan to continue our studies of R+O2 reactions including 3CH2+O2 and roaming radical 
pathways.  
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Scope of the Project: To expand knowledge of transient species such as radicals relevant to 
combustion chemistry and other areas including catalysis, new theoretical methods are needed for 
reliable computer-based prediction of their properties. The two main areas of relevant theory are 
electronic structure methods and techniques for chemical dynamics. Within electronic structure theory, 
focus centers on the development of new density functional theory methods and new wave function 
theories. Examples of current activity include the introduction of combinatorial design strategies for 
density functionals, and new approaches to orbital optimized wave function methods. In chemical 
dynamics, recent progress and planned activity centers on the development of tractable semi-classical 
dynamics approaches that can address non-adiabatic processes. The focus is on turning semi-classical 
theory into a practical way of adding quantum effects to classical molecular dynamics simulations of 
large, complex molecular systems. Newly developed theoretical methods, as well as existing 
approaches, are employed to study prototype radical reactions, often in collaboration with 
experimental efforts. These studies help to deepen understanding of the role of reactive intermediates 
in diverse areas of chemistry. They also sometimes reveal frontiers where new theoretical 
developments are needed in order to permit better calculations in the future. 
 
Recent Progress 
Due to length limitations, only a selection of projects can be summarized here. 

Density functionals.  Head-Gordon and co-workers have been seeking the limit of transferable 
accuracy that can be achieved with generalized gradient approximations (GGA’s) and corrections for 
long-range dispersion interactions. They introduced a novel “survival of the most transferable” 
(SOMT) procedure to achieve this goal. SOMT is a combinatorial design protocol that involves 
training a very large numbers of functionals using roughly half the data, and then selecting the 
functional that performs best on the remaining data (with the fewest parameters). A new range-
separated hybrid van der Waals corrected GGA functional was trained based on the SOMT protocol. 
The functional, named ωB97X-V, contains only 10 parameters (e.g. versus 15 for the 2008 functional, 
ωB97X-D, or about 30 for M06-2X) and reduces RMS errors in non-bonded interactions by about 
40% relative to ωB97X-D, while matching its performance for thermochemistry. The SOMT approach 
is in principle extensible to the much more difficult problem of designing a meta GGA (MGGA). The 
major challenge is an astronomical increase in the dimension of the search space. Making reasonable 
choices about which parameters to consider to include or exclude, it increases from roughly 216 in the 
case of the ωB97X-V functional to approximately 240 in the case of the meta GGA.  A partial search of 
the MGGA functional space has led to the very recent development of the B97M-V functional, which 
has only 12 adjustable parameters (vs 34 for M06-L, which is in the same class).  On some 2500 test 
cases, B97M-V is able to reduce the RMS errors of the best existing alternative MGGAs by nearly 
30% for thermochemistry and nearly 50% for non-bonded interactions. 

Semi-classical dynamics.  It has been well established for many years that semi-classical (SC) 
theory provides a very good description of essentially all quantum effects in molecular dynamics, and 
the outstanding challenge has been to what extent one can implement it efficiently enough to make it 
routinely useful.  Recent progress by Miller included the most accurate and efficient approach to date 
for implementing the SC initial value representation (IVR) for molecular dynamics. The key to the 
efficiency is in use of a time-dependent Monte Carlo sampling function for evaluating the phase space 
average over initial conditions of classical trajectories that are the ‘input’ to the SC theory. Efforts 
were also begun at finding a general and dynamically consistent way for treating the electronic and 
nuclear degrees of freedom in non-adiabatic processes by classical molecular dynamics. The two 
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essential steps for this are (1) to find a consistent way for describing the electronic (as well as nuclear) 
degrees of freedom by classical mechanics (currently by the Meyer-Miller (MM) ‘electronic oscillator’ 
model), and (2) to be able to extract quantum state information for the electronic states from such a 
description, where the ‘symmetrical quasi-classical’ (SQC) model was used. Both of these approaches 
have a long history but have never been used in concert before in this way. They have given 
remarkably good results for a series of standard non-adiabatic problems, even being able to describe 
‘quantum coherence’ effects within a standard classical MD simulation. 

Computational studies of chemical properties and reactivity. (i) In collaboration with 
experimental measurements from the Ahmed and Leone groups at LBNL, the photodissociation of 
glycerol has been explored. The key intermediate is a triplex between vinyl alcohol radical cation, 
water and formaldehyde. (ii) Stimulated by experiments of Leone and collaborators, the reaction of 
methylidyne (CH) with acrolein (CH2CHCHO) was studied using various ab initio and Diffusion 
Monte Carlo methods. In agreement with experiment, the dominant product channel was found to be 
the formation of C4H6 systems + H with leading products of furan + H and 1,3-butadienal + H. (iii) A 
collaborative study between the Lester and Frenklach groups employing uncertainty quantification 
(UQ) to improve quantum chemical predictions by using the Bound-to-Bound Data Collaboration 
Framework has been completed, showing promise for problem-specific improvement of double hybrid 
density functionals. 
 
Future Plans: (i) Density functionals: The new combinatorial design approach will be extended to 
range separated hybrid van der Waals functionals in the meta GGA class.  This offers the possibility of 
significantly higher accuracy than either ωB97X-V or B97M-V, possibly without many if any 
additional parameters.  A further possible extension is to double hybrid functionals, possibly including 
orbital optimization. (ii) Semiclassical dynamics: It is planned to further pursue the recent work that 
has proved so encouraging for having a general and robust classical simulation model for treating 
electronically non-adiabatic processes, including further investigation of the fundamental theoretical 
model, as well as to its application to specific processes. (iii) Computational studies of chemical 
properties and reactivity: It is planned to characterize the reaction pathways associated with the 
Criegee intermediate, CH3CHOO, by combining diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) with ab initio 
molecular dynamics simulations.  Other potential systems of interest include energetics, spectroscopy, 
and dynamics of RO2 radicals in the context of low temperature reactions, and larger polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbon species, and their ions, including clustering effects. 
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 Time-resolved infrared diode laser absorption is used in our laboratory to 

study the kinetics and product channel dynamics of chemical reactions of 

importance in the gas-phase combustion chemistry of nitrogen-containing species. 

This program is aimed at improving the kinetic database of reactions crucial to 

modeling of combustion processes, with emphasis on NOx chemistry. When feasible, 

we perform quantitative measurement of both total rate constants and product 

branching ratios. 

 

 

1) HCNO Photochemistry 

 

 In previous years, we have extensively studied the kinetics of radical-molecule 

reactions involving HCNO, fulminic acid, which is produced in combustion chemistry 

primarily by the HCCO + NO reaction. In the last two years, we have studied the 

photochemistry of this molecule. We have determined the following UV absorption 

cross sections for HCNO: 

σ (193 nm) = (5.65 ± 0.48) × 10-19 cm2 molecule-1. 

σ (248 nm) = (1.52 ± 0.15) × 10-19 cm2 molecule-1. 

σ (266 nm) = 1.42 × 10-19 cm2 molecule-1. 

 

We then used infrared spectroscopy to detect and quantify several product species, 

including HCN, DCN, CO2, CO, DCN, NH, and HNCO. Last year’s (2014) report 

described measurements of the 248-nm photolysis yields. Subsequently, we have 

extended the measurements to 193 nm. At 193 nm, the following channels are 

energetically possible: 

 
HCNO + hν (193 nm)      O + HCN   (1a)   

                                       H + (NCO)      (1b)     

 OH + CN     (1c)     

 CO + NH (a1) (1d) 

 HNCO                   (1e) 

 CH + NO               (1f)      
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Channels (1a)-(1e) were accessible at 248 nm, but (1f) is not; it requires a higher 

energy photon. 

 In order to suppress and/or redirect secondary chemistry, additional reagents 

were often added. Details are given in the relevant publications, but briefly, reactive 

species such as CN, NCO, and CH can react with HCNO, producing some of the same 

products as we detect. CH is a particular problem, as it is highly reactive, and the 

products of CH + HCNO are unknown. We first showed that channel (1f) is 

insignificant by including 15NO in the reaction mixture. Under those conditions, the 

following reactions occur: 

 

CH + 15NO   → 15NCO + H   (2a) 

→ HC15N + 18O   (2b) 

15NCO + 15NO →15N15NO + CO   (3a)  

   → 15N15N + CO2   (3b) 

 

We then detect the double labeled 15N15NO molecule by infrared spectroscopy. We 

found no transient signal attributable to 15N15NO, indicating that channel (1f) is 

very minor. Based on an upper limit for a detectable transient signals, and 

consideration of the branching ratios into (2a) and (3a), we estimated an upper limit 

for 1f <0.02. At that point, we can use the same techniques used in our previous 

study at 248-nm to deal with other secondary reactions. For example, if channel 

(1b) is active, any NCO produced can react with HCNO: 

 

 NCO + HCNO  HCN + CO + NO  (4) 

 

which would interfere with our HCN detection experiment. Addition of NO reagent 

can suppress this reaction, as NCO+NO is fast and does not produce HCN. CN 

radicals in channel (1c) are more problematic, however: 

 

 CN + HCNO  NO + HCCN   (5) 

 HCCN + NO  HCN + NCO   (6) 

 

By including 15NO reagent, the HCN produced in reaction (6) is HC15N. Our infrared 

probe then detects unlabeled HCN, which then entirely originates from photolysis 

channel (1a). 

 To quantify channel (1b), we included 15N18O reagents, resulting in the 

following:  

 

NCO + 15N18O →N15N18O + CO  (7a)  

   → N15N + OC18O  (7b) 

 

We then detect the OC18O molecule. CO2 can also be produced by 
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CN + HCNO    NO + HCCN  (5) 

HCCN + 15N18O   HC15N + NC18O  (8) 

NC18O + 15N18O →N15N18O + C18O  (9a)  

   → N15N + 18OC18O  (9b) 

But this produces double-labeled CO2, which is spectroscopically distinct. 

 

To quantify channel (1c), we detected DCN produced upon addition of C2D6: 

 

 CN + C2D6  C2D5 + DCN   (10) 

 

 

Results are as follows: 

 

Quantum Yields for HCNO Photolysis at 248 and 193nm 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen, the primary difference between the 193 nm and 248 nm yields is 

that channel (1b), H + (NCO), is much less important at 193 nm, while channel (1d), 

NH+CO, is somewhat more important.  

 

2) Reactions of Hydroxymethyl Radical 

 

 In last year’s report, we noted that the CN radical primarily abstracts an 

alkyl hydrogen atom when it reacts with methanol: 

 

 CN + CH3OH → HCN + CH2OH    (11a) 

   → HCN + CH3O    (11b) 

 

Where we found that the yield of (11a) is ~0.8-0.9, while that of (11b) is only ~0.08. 

This reaction therefore represents a clean source of hydroxymethyl (CH2OH), using 

ICN as a CN precursor at 248 or 266 nm. CH2OH can then react with NO, as 

follows: 

 

 CH2OH + NO  → HCNO + H2O    (12a) 

   → HCN + 2 OH    (12b) 

   → HNO + CH2O    (12c) 

Product Channel  (248 nm) (193nm) 

O + HCN  0.39  0.07 0.38 0.04 

H + (NCO) 0.21  0.04 0.070.02 

CN + OH 0.16 0.04  0.210.03 

NH + CO 0.05  0.03 0.090.04 

HNCO 0.050.02 0.020.01 

CH + NO   <0.02 

Total 0.86 0.77 
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   → HNCO + H2O    (12d) 

  (+M) → HOCH2NO    (12e) 

 

One previous experimental study found a fairly high rate constant, 2.5 × 10-11 cm3 

molecule-1 s-1, but only at 1 atm pressure. Rate constants at lower pressure are 

unknown; it is therefore possible that the collisionally stabilized adduct (12e) 

dominates. We are currently using transient infrared spectroscopy and ab initio 

calculations to study the product channels of this reaction. Preliminary 

experimental results indicate that no HCNO or HCN is formed, but a modest yield 

of HNO and a significant yield of HNCO is formed. Ab initio calculations show that 

the adduct (12e) may readily be formed, but high barriers must be crossed in order 

to form at least some of the bimolecular product channels. In particular, the 

hydrogen migration to form ONCHOH2, which would dissociate to form (12a), 

appears to be a high energy process. Surprisingly, a more complex multistep 

pathway leading to channel (12d) appears to have accessible barriers. Experimental 

work to quantify the HNCO product yield is ongoing. 
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Program Scope 
Predictive chemical computing requires hierarchical many-body methods of increasing accuracy for 

both electrons and vibrations. Such hierarchies are established, at least conceptually, as configuration-
interaction (CI), many-body perturbation (MP), and coupled-cluster (CC) methods, which all converge at 
the exact limit with increasing rank of a hierarchical series. These methods can generate results of which 
the convergence with respect to various parameters of calculations can be demonstrated and which can 
thus be predictive in the absence of experimental information.  

The wide use of the hierarchical electronic and vibrational many-body methods has, however, been 
hindered (1) by the immense cost of executing the calculations with these methods and, furthermore, the 
nonphysical rapid increase of the cost with increasing system or computer size; in other words, the con-
ventional matrix-algebra-based algorithms of these methods are fundamentally non-scalable, (2) by the 
complexity and cost of developing some of the high-rank members of these methods, and (3) by the slow 
convergence of electronic energies and wave functions with respect to one-electron basis set sizes, which 
further drives up the cost of execution. For applications to large molecules and solids, the additional diffi-
culties arise by the lack of (4) size consistency in some methods (whose energies and other observables 
scale non-physically with size) and of (5) efficient methods that work for metallic and superconducting 
states as well as for electronic and/or vibrational strong correlation.  

We aim to address all of these difficulties for electrons and vibrations with a view to establishing 
accurate and systematic computational methods for condensed-phase systems, which go beyond the usual 
density-functional approximations for electrons and harmonic approximation for vibrations.  
Recent Progress 
Publications  

Twenty (20) papers have resulted from this award since 2012, acknowledging this DOE support. 
They include a Feature Article in Journal of Physical Chemistry A with a cover art, an account in Account 
of Chemical Research, and a review in International Reviews in Physical Chemistry. One book chapter in 
Annual Reviews of Physical Chemistry has also resulted from this project. There are nine (9) additional 
papers that resulted from another DOE (SciDAC) support, acknowledging the latter. These two projects 
are mutually beneficial, but distinct from each other.  
Research Highlights I. Electronic Structure Theory 

Size-consistency theorems.7 Why do variational electron-correlation methods such as truncated 
CI methods tend to be non-size-consistent (non-size-extensive)? Why are size-consistent (size-extensive) 
methods such as MP and CC methods nonvariational? We conjecture that the variational and size-
consistent properties are mutually exclusive in an ab initio electron-correlation method (which thus ex-
cludes the Hartree–Fock and density-functional methods). We have analyzed key examples (truncated and 
full CI as well as variational and projection CC methods) that support the truth of this conjecture. 

Monte Carlo explicitly correlated MP2.8 In collaboration with J. Zhang and E. F. Valeev (Virgin-
ia Tech), we have proposed a stochastic algorithm that can compute the basis-set-incompleteness correc-
tion to the second-order many-body perturbation (MP2) energy of a polyatomic molecule. It evaluates the 
sum of two-, three-, and four-electron integrals over an explicit function of electron-electron distances by 
a Monte Carlo (MC) integration at an operation cost per MC step increasing only quadratically with size. 
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The method can reproduce the corrections to the MP2/cc-pVTZ energies of H2O, CH4, and C6H6 within a 
few mEh after several million MC steps. It circumvents the resolution-of-the-identity approximation to the 
nonfactorable three-electron integrals usually necessary in the conventional explicitly correlated (R12 or 
F12) methods. 

The aforementioned F12 method is based on the so-called “V” formula that is not variational with 
respect to the form of the correlation factor. It gives F12 corrections to total energies that are accurate, but 
F12 corrections to relative energies are found to be less reliable. We are thus extending this MC-MP2-F12 
method to a variational (“VBX”) formula, which gives more accurate F12 energy differences. Our prelim-
inary work shows that there are tens of up to six-electron integrals, which are to be evaluated brute-force 
by MC integration. 
Research Highlights II. Vibrational Structure Theory 

Stochastic XVSCF.2 We have developed a stochastic algorithm based on an Metropolis MC inte-
gration for the size-extensive vibrational self-consistent field methods, XVSCF(n) and XVSCF[n], for 
anharmonic molecular vibrations. The new MC-XVSCF methods substitute stochastic evaluations of a 
small number of high-dimensional integrals of functions of the potential energy surface (PES), which is 
sampled on demand, for diagrammatic equations involving high-order anharmonic force constants. This 
algorithm obviates the need to evaluate and store any high-dimensional partial derivatives of the potential 
and can be applied to the fully anharmonic PES without any Taylor-series approximation in an intrinsical-
ly parallelizable algorithm. The MC-XVSCF methods reproduce deterministic XVSCF calculations on 
the same Taylor-series PES in all energies, frequencies, and geometries. Calculations using the fully an-
harmonic PES evaluated on the fly with electronic structure methods report anharmonic effects on fre-
quencies and geometries of much greater magnitude than deterministic XVSCF calculations, reflecting an 
underestimation of anharmonic effects in a Taylor-series approximation to the PES. 

Stochastic XVMP2.4 A new quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method for anharmonic vibrational ze-
ro-point energies and transition frequencies is developed, which combines the diagrammatic vibrational 
many-body perturbation theory based on the Dyson equation with MC integration. The infinite sums of 
the diagrammatic and thus size-consistent first- and second-order anharmonic corrections to the energy 
and self-energy are expressed as sums of a few m- or 2m-dimensional integrals of wave functions and a 
PES (m is the vibrational degrees of freedom). Each of these integrals is computed as the integrand (in-
cluding the value of the PES) divided by the value of a judiciously chosen weight function evaluated on 
demand at geometries distributed randomly but according to the weight function via the Metropolis MC 
algorithm. In this way, the method completely avoids cumbersome evaluation and storage of high-order 
force constants necessary in the original formulation of the vibrational perturbation theory; it furthermore 
allows even higher-order force constants essentially up to an infinite order to be taken into account in a 
scalable, memory-efficient algorithm. The diagrammatic contributions to the frequency-dependent self-
energies that are stochastically evaluated at discrete frequencies can be reliably interpolated, allowing the 
self-consistent solutions to the Dyson equation to be obtained. This method, therefore, can compute di-
rectly and stochastically the transition frequencies of fundamentals and overtones as well as their relative 
intensities as pole strengths, without fixed-node errors that plague some QMC. It is shown that, for an 
identical PES, the new method reproduces the correct deter-
ministic values of the energies and frequencies within a few 
cm–1 and pole strengths within a few thousandths. With the 
values of a PES evaluated on the fly at random geometries, the 
new method captures a noticeably greater proportion of an-
harmonic effects. 

Normal-ordered vibrational Hamiltonian.3 The mo-
lecular electronic Hamiltonian has evolved from the first-
quantized to second-quantized form, and then to the third and 
most advanced, normal-ordered form, which is equivalent to 

Normal ordering of the quartic force con-
stant operator. 
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the corresponding Feynman–Goldstone diagrammatic form. Not only do normal ordering and associated 
Wick’s theorem expedite the evaluation of the expectation values of operators, they also serve as a rigor-
ous mathematical basis of size-consistency arguments. Whereas normal ordering for boson creation and 
annihilation operators and second-quantized (but not normal-ordered) vibrational Hamiltonians are well 
documented, a normal-ordered vibrational Hamiltonian does not seem to be fully discussed in the litera-
ture. Here, we present the most compact form of such a Hamiltonian for anharmonic molecular vibrations 
on a Taylor-series PES in the style of the normal-ordered electronic counterpart1 widely used in deriving 
equations of ab initio electronic structure theories.  We then demonstrate how it can be used to rapidly 
define XVSCF methods and XVMP methods using the Møller–Plesset 
partitioning of the Hamiltonian. 

XVCC and EOM-XVCC. Diagrammatically size-consistent and 
basis-set-free vibrational coupled-cluster (XVCC) theory for both zero-
point energies and transition frequencies, the latter through the equa-
tion-of-motion (EOM) formalism, is defined for an nth-order Taylor-
series PES. Quantum-field-theoretical tools (the rules of normal-
ordered second quantization3 and Feynman–Goldstone diagrams) for 
deriving their working equations are established. The equations of 
XVCC and EOM-XVCC including up to the mth-order excitation op-
erators are derived and implemented with the aid of computer algebra 
in the range of 1 ≤ m ≤ 8. The calculated zero-point energies and fre-
quencies of fundamentals, overtones, and combinations as well as 
Fermi-resonant modes display rapid and nearly monotonic conver-
gence with m towards the exact values for the PES. The theory with the 
same excitation rank as the truncation order of the Taylor-series PES 
(m = n) seems to strike the best cost-accuracy balance, achieving the 
accuracy of a few tenths of cm–1 for transitions involving (m – 3) 
modes and of a few cm–1 for those involving (m – 2) modes.  The rela-
tionships between XVCC and the vibrational coupled-cluster theories 
of Prasad and coworkers and of Christiansen and coworkers as well as 
the XVSCF and XVMP2 theories are also elucidated. The manuscript 
is being finalized for publication. 
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I. Project Scope 

There is a continuing need to develop new, cutting edge theoretical and computational electronic structure 

methods to support the study of complex potential energy surfaces (PESs).  While standard methods of 

computational chemistry are usually adequate for studying the ground electronic states of molecular species 

near their equilibrium geometries, reaction intermediates, transition states and excited states generally require 

advanced methods that take into account their multiconfigurational nature.  Multireference (MRPT) and 

quasidegenerate (QDPT) perturbation theories have been demonstrated to be efficient and effective for the 

description of electron correlation in essentially arbitrarily complex molecules.  Recent work demonstrated 

that the mathematically robust and physically correct structures in our MRPT, called Generalized van Vleck 

Perturbation Theory (GVVPT), are amenable to highly efficient algorithms.  Specifically, second- and third-

order approximations of GVVPT (i.e., GVVPT2 and GVVPT3) utilize routines in common with our efficient 

macroconfiguration-based, configuration-driven MRCISD1.  Consequently, theoretical and computational 

development can proceed by first addressing the structurally simpler equivalent CI problem.  Chemical 

problems that are not addressed readily by other theoretical methods become accessible to MRPT or QDPT: 

problems such as the descriptions of large regions of excited electronic state PESs of polyatomics, especially 

when the characters of the excited states are doubly excited relative to the ground state, and the 

characterizations of multiple PESs of the same symmetry in close proximity.  Within the scope of this grant, 

we apply these theoretical techniques primarily to combustion-relevant Group 15 and 16 oxides, and to 

develop their descriptions of derivative and spin-orbit nonadiabatic couplings. 

II. Recent Progress 

A.1. GVVPT2 Molecular Derivatives and Nonadiabatic Coupling Terms.  The fully variational Lagrangian 

functional formalism2 provided, in past reporting periods, the framework to construct analytical formulas 

for GVVPT23, LoP1 and MRCISD4 molecular gradients and nonadiabatic coupling terms. Efforts to scale-up 

beyond transformation-based approaches, to iterative techniques, continue to be faced with puzzling 

convergence issues that manifest themselves in the need to use unfeasibly large Lanczos or Arnoldi 

subspaces.  In the past year, our analysis shows that the source of the instability is either due to the use of 

numerical techniques appropriate to convex surfaces (e.g. the Lagrangian multiplier approach or, 

equivalently, constrained variational approach) to an inherently non-convex surface5 or due to particularly 

large near-null spaces6.  It appears that this class of problem has not been previously addressed (or at least 

not widely discussed) in the molecular electronic structure literature.  In words, the problem is that none of 

the wave function parameters (with the exception of the rather trivial configuration amplitudes of the 

effective Hamiltonian) are stationary with respect to energy.  This contrasts strongly with the situation in 

MRCISD, in which the MCSCF parameters are non-stationary (with respect to the MRCISD energy), but 

the CI amplitudes are not only stationary but strict minima. 

Efforts to understand the topology of the space of wave function parameters for GVVPT2 has led to the 

development of randomized single valued decomposition7 approaches to electronic structure.  In completed 

studies, we have shown that randomized SVD produces meaningful and accurate solutions for an 

asymptotically stable (in the Lyapunov sense) series, such as produced by garden-variety, closed-shell MP2 

or even by a quartically confined hydrogen atom.  Work is underway to develop programs to support the 

large-scale (i.e., high dimensionality) vector spaces of relevance to GVVPT2. 

A.2. Relativistic Effects.  Two types of relativistic effects are considered within the scope of this project.  
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One is the scalar (or spin-free) contribution and the other is spin-orbit coupling.  The standard approach 

starts with approximations to the spin-free relativistic Hamiltonian (such as the second-order Douglas-

Kroll-Hess (DKH) approximation or the zero-order regular approximation (ZORA)), and grafts onto such 

calculations spin-orbit coupling (often using some approximation to the Breit-Pauli operator).  This 

protocol, while useful in many respects, is not entirely satisfactory.8  In past reporting periods, we realized 

a spin-free exact two-component (X2C)9 within our GVVPT2 approach.10  We have used it successfully on 

some highly problematic first- and second-row transition metal dimers (including the ever popular Cr2).  In 

particular, we have generated the first-ever complete potential energy curves of the lowest three states of 

Y2, which correlate to the same asymptotic atomic states.  Work during the preceding year examined 

ground- and low-lying potential energy curves of Ni2 and has begun on the very challenging lanthanoid 

dimers.  Our implementation of sf-X2C for MCSCF and GVVPT2 appears robust and, unless some hitherto 

unsuspected problem arises, can be considered completed. 

The situation with spin-dependent relativistic effects is much less clear.  Evidence suggests that a 

partitioning that is reminiscent of Douglas-Kroll-Hess, but with a different unperturbed operator, produces 

quite satisfactory results in low order.9  In the past two years, work has been refocused on producing an 

effective one-electron spin-orbit operator that is obtained from the Douglas-Koll-Hess-like representation 

of spin dependence.  It is conjectured that an effective one-electron spin-orbit operator can be developed 

that is related to the full spin-dependent DKH-like treatment in much the same manner that atomic mean 

field integrals11 (AMFI) are derived from the Breit-Pauli operator will be efficacious.  Calculation of the 

true one-electron contribution (i.e., essentially the pVp-type integral with the scalar product replaced by a 

vector product) using efficient Obara-Saika recursion has been refined in the preceding year for our 

software platform.  Issues with attaining accuracy of the p×V×p integrals, comparable to pVp, have delayed 

progress.  Particular attention is paid to the symmetry properties, as the effective one-electron integrals that 

include the two-electron contributions through AMFI, will have the same symmetries. 

B.1. Selenium Oxides GVVPT2 calculations on the monoselenium oxides (SeO, SeO2 and SeO3) and some 

of their dimers (Se2O3 and Se2O5) were completed earlier in the study and the results published.LoP3  These 

studies are complete, and wait either for experimental validation or further investigation should a 

discrepancy be found. 

B.2. Arsenic Oxides Based on the completed selenium 

oxide work, and earlier work on nitrogen oxides, 

studies of plausible oxides containing one or two 

arsenic were performed.LoP4  The studies followed 

much the same protocol as did the selenium oxides 

study.  Specifically, geometries were optimized as the 

B3LYP level, with verification of suitability against 

GVVPT2 and CR-CC(2,3)12 for a select number of 

compounds, followed by single point energy 

calculations using GVVPT2, with comparison with 

CR-CC(2,3) for a number of the more traditionally 

bound isomers.   

The active orbitals for the dimeric arsenic oxides were 

divided into two subgroups.  The high (single point) 

energy occupied orbitals and the low energy unoccupied orbitals comprised the two groups.  The model 

space was generated by allowing all one and two electron excitations from the first to the second group.  

This procedure, which used our macroconfiguration-based configuration generation program, allowed us 

to generate a small active space than nonetheless spanned the most important configurations of a large 

number of orbitals.  Specifically, the energy calculations of the isomers and transition states of As2O3 used 

20 active orbitals (i.e., the 2s and 2p of O, and the 4s and 4p of As) which contained 28 electrons (28e, 20o) 
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that were distributed as G1 = (13-18a1 5a2 6-9b1 11-13b2, in C2v symmetry for isomer 1 (see Figure on 

previous page), 23-31a’ 10-14a”, in Cs symmetry for isomer 2, or simply 32-45a in C1 symmetry) and G2 = 

(19-20a1 6a2 10b1 14-15b2, in C2v symmetry, 32-35a’ 15-16a”, in Cs symmetry, or simply 46-51a in C1 

symmetry). For isomer 4 of As2O3, the MCSCF calculation used 17 active orbitals (i.e., the 2p of O, and 

the 4s and 4p of As) which contained 22 electrons (22e, 17o) that were distributed as G1 = (27-33a’ 9-12a”) 

and G2 = (34-38a’ 13a”), while in the GVVPT2 treatment, the oxygen 2s dominated molecular orbitals were 

correlated which introduced three additional orbitals into the GVVPT2 occupied space (24-26a”, in Cs 

symmetry).  GVVPT2 calculations were then performed allowing all one- and two-electron excitations 

from all active orbitals plus those from the lower energy occupied orbitals (i.e., “core”) to the higher energy 

unoccupied orbitals (i.e., “virtual”).  Excitations from the core to the active, as well as all semi-internal 

excitations, were also allowed at the GVVPT2 stage.  

B.3. Antimony Oxides The study of SbmOn (m=1,2; n=1, 3, 

5) was a major focus during the preceding year.  The studies 

followed the protocol developed for SemOn and AsmOn.  To 

begin, calculations validating the adequacy of B3LYP DFT 

geometries, relative to GVVPT2, CR-CC(2,3) and the few 

experimental results available, for select compounds were 

performed.  Again, it was found that B3LYP geometries 

were quite reasonable and were used for the remainder of 

the calculations. The SDB-aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was used 

for antimony atoms and the corresponding aug-cc-pVTZ for 

oxygen atoms.  SbO and SbO2 were unremarkable, with 

bond lengths of 1.821 and 1.834 Å, respectively.  In 

comparison, the corresponding bond lengths in arsenic were 

1.637 and 1.644 Å.  However, the relatively large size of Sb 

led to a marked difference in the case of the trioxides.  

Namely, SbO3 shows pronounced elongation of the Sb–O 

bonds (to over 1.9 Å), to the extent that an O2 moiety (with bond length of 1.504 Å) is seen to form.  Since 

the dominant bonding motifs in the diantimony oxides (as was the case for selenium oxides and arsenic 

oxides) are arrangements of 2 and 3 oxygens attached to a metalloid center, the formation of pseudo-

molecular O2 provides more varied structures than found for the lighter elements.  Moreover, increased 

proclivity to form Sb–Sb bonds is also observed. 
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III. Future Work 

We expect continued progress in both the advancement of nuclear derivative and relativistic effects for 

GVVPT2 and MRCISD in applications to primarily Group 15 and 16 oxides.  The highest priority vis-à-

vis GVVPT2 continues to be resolution of the scale-up issue for gradients, which has proven itself to be a 

surprisingly difficult problem.  Progress on scale-up of determination of the GVVPT2 nonadiabatic 

coupling matrix elements should follow rapidly, since the response matrix is identical between GVVPT2 

gradients and nonadiabatic couplings.  Using the in-house configuration-driven UGA code, spin-dependent 

Douglas-Kroll-Hess-like effective one-electron spin-orbit coupling matrix elements will be optimized for 

use in our program suite (“undmol”).  Together with the recently realized inclusion of spin-free exact two-

component (X2C) treatment of kinematic effects, robust relativistic MRCISD and GVVPT2 computer 

programs, appropriate for much of the periodic table, will be pursued.  As production computer codes 

become available, we intend to refine the AsmOn potential energy surfaces, but foresee continued emphasis 

on the SbmOn surfaces.  All-electron relativistic calculations will replace earlier work using ECPs.  

Similarly, our studies on O3, HO3 and the NO+NO surfaces, which were examined earlier by us at the 

GVVPT2 level using energy only calculations, will be re-examined as the new spin-orbit and nonadiabatic 

coupling codes become available.  Once GVVPT2 derivative codes are optimized, an interface to the quasi-

classical Newton-X dynamics code will be built.  Plans are to consider dynamical and kinematical features 

of the surfaces. 
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I. Program Scope 

Elementary chemical kinetics calculations aid in the interpretation of experimental rate 
measurements and inform the development of comprehensive and detailed models of combustion. The 
predictive accuracy of chemical kinetics calculations is improving and generally approaching so-called 
“kinetic accuracy,” defined as a factor of 2 in the calculated rate coefficient. This term may be 
compared with the 1990s realization of “chemical accuracy” (~1 kcal/mol) in thermochemistry, when 
calculated thermochemistry began to be accurate enough to be used alongside experimental values. A 
similar situation is emerging in chemical kinetics thanks to ongoing improvements in computational 
power and theoretical methods. The principal goal of this project is to develop and validate new 
theoretical methods designed to broaden the applicability and improve the accuracy of theoretical 
chemical kinetics and to aid in the realization of kinetic accuracy for applications throughout 
combustion. The model developments we are presently focused on are: (1) predicting pressure 
dependence in elementary reactions using detailed master equation models of energy transfer informed 
by classical trajectories, (2) characterizing spin-forbidden kinetics using both multistate trajectory 
methods and statistical theories, and (3) predicting anharmonic vibrational properties for polyatomic 
molecules at combustion temperatures via Monte Carlo phase space integration. 

 
II. Recent Progress 

The pressure-dependent unimolecular kinetics of CH4 + He and C2H3 + He were calculated in 
collaboration with Harding, Miller, and Klippenstein (Argonne). This work involved a combination of 
quantum chemistry, transition state theory, classical trajectory, and master equation methods. A 
detailed model for the collisional energy transfer function P(E,J;E',J') was developed, which, unlike 
the well known single exponential down model, features: explicit angular momentum dependence, 
“long tail” collisions in both ΔE and ΔJ, and nonseparability of ΔE and ΔJ. The information required 
to parameterize such a model was obtained by calculating low-order moments of P using classical 
trajectories, against which the parameters of the model for P were optimized. Calculated rate 
coefficients obtained via this first-principles approach agreed with available experimental values 
within ~20%, which is similar to the reported accuracy of the experimental rates. 

In other work, P(E,J;E' = 97% of the dissociation threshold of NO2,J' = 0) for NO2 + Ar was 
calculated as part of a joint theoretical/experimental study with Dave Chandler (Sandia). Both 
determinations of P showed biexponential (“long tail”) behavior, although the theoretical value for the 
long tail range parameter (275 cm–1) was ~3x larger than the experimental value. The source of this 
discrepancy is unclear and may be related to the calculations’ neglect of excited electronic states. 

We have used direct dynamics trajectories to study collisional energy transfer for CH4 + He, 
Ne, and H2, C2H5 + He, and C2H6 + He. These results were used to test the accuracy of the pairwise 
approximation for the interaction potential. We further tested the accuracy of using pairwise 
interaction potentials obtained for CH4 + M for systems larger than methane, i.e., we tested the 
accuracy of using methane’s interaction parameters as universal CxHy + M interaction parameters. For 
the saturated and lightly unsaturated systems we considered, results obtained using the universal CxHy 
+ M potentials were found to agree with direct dynamics results within the statistical uncertainties of 
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the calculations. The resulting universal potentials are very efficient relative to direct dynamics and 
may be used to study systems with dozens of C atoms. 

We used the universal CxHy + M potentials to evaluate Troe’s collision efficiency (and an 
approximation to it) for seven atomic and diatomic baths and for molecules and radicals as large as 
octane. In total, 266 systems were studied, including normal, branched, cyclic, and unsaturated 
hydrocarbon molecules, as well as hydrocarbon radicals interacting with the seven baths. These 
collision efficiencies are simple functions of the first moment of the energy transferred in deactivating 
collisions, <ΔEd>. We also considered the rotational collision efficiency for several systems by 
calculating the first moment of the angular momentum transferred in deactivating collisions, <ΔJd>. 
Trends in the collision efficiencies with respect to the bath gas, its temperature, and the size and 
chemical structure of the hydrocarbon target were quantified and discussed. 

We have carried out direct dynamics collisional energy transfer trajectory calculations, where 
the potential energy surface was calculated using MP2 and double-ζ basis sets. The quality of the MP2 
potentials was validated by comparing cuts through the interaction potential with those from higher-
level quantum chemistry methods and then optimizing details of the basis set and/or scaling the 
correlation energy. This MP2-based approach accurately reproduces anisotropies in the interaction 
potentials while remaining efficient enough for the trajectory calculations. This approach is 
particularly useful for systems with strongly anisotropic interaction potentials, such as CH4 + H2O. 
Collisional energy transfer for the CH4 + H2O system was studied in detail, and the results for this bath 
were compared with those for atomic and diatomic baths. The collision efficiency of water relative to 
argon was found to depend on temperature and to vary from 3 at 300 K to 7 at 2000 K. We found that 
water completely equilibrated rotations only at low temperatures, and that none of the other baths 
completely equilibrated rotations at any of the temperatures considered. Nonetheless, low-pressure rate 
coefficients calculated using a model that assumes statistically equilibrated rotations were shown to be 
accurate at combustion temperatures. At low temperatures and for He, however, weak-collider-in-J 
effects were found to reduce the predicted low-pressure-limit rate coefficients by a factor of 2. 

Several methods for predicting Lennard-Jones parameters for use as transport parameters in 
chemical kinetics models and for calculating collision rates in elementary kinetics were tested. The 
“one-dimensional minimization” method was found to be both accurate and efficient. In this method, 
the two interacting species are randomly oriented with respect to one another, and the interaction 
potential is minimized for this fixed orientation. The process is repeated for several orientations, and 
the resulting set of minimum energies and optimized center-of-mass separations are then averaged to 
obtain the Lennard-Jones parameters. Collision rates predicted using this method agree well with those 
based on tabulated parameters (typically within ~10%) for a wide variety of systems. 

Dilute gas binary diffusion coefficients of H, H2, and 4 n-alkanes in N2 were calculated 
“exactly” (but within the classical approximation) using full-dimensional classical trajectories and the 
CxHy + N2 potentials described above. The calculated diffusion coefficients were found to agree with 
Manion’s (NIST) measured values for the n-alkanes in N2 to with a few percent. Diffusion coefficients 
are often approximated using Lennard-Jones parameters in combustion models, and the exact classical 
results were used to test the severity of this approximation for such applications. For most systems at 
combustion temperatures, the Lennard-Jones approximation is likely accurate within ~15%. For 
weakly interacting systems, however, more realistic treatments of the repulsive wall are required. For 
systems at low temperatures, the neglect of anisotropy may introduce non-negligible errors. 

With Richard Dawes (MST), the high-pressure limit rate coefficient for the spin-forbidden 
reaction O + CO → CO2 was characterized in detail using a combination of high-level ab initio 
calculations, diabatic potential energy surface fitting, and electronically nonadiabatic trajectory 
calculations. The dynamic weighted MRCI method with a large basis set and near full valence active 
space was used to characterize the lowest-energy singlet and two lowest-energy triplet surfaces. The 
interpolated moving least squares (IMLS) method was used to fit accurate global analytic 
representations of the MRCI surfaces along with geometry-dependent calculated spin-orbit coupling 
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surfaces. The coherent switches with decay of mixing (CSDM) semiclassical trajectory method was 
then used to calculate spin-forbidden rate coefficients corresponding to the high pressure limit. 
Dynamical details of the coupled-state trajectories were used to analyze the appropriateness of typical 
assumptions appearing in spin-forbidden statistical models. A semiclassical statistical theory that 
includes models for electronic decoherence and multidimensional electronic transitions was developed 
and applied to this system. The rates obtained via the new statistical theory agree quantitatively with 
the CSDM results, so long as consistent thresholds are used, whereas a Landau-Zener-based statistical 
rate differs by ~2x. 

Efficient and accurate strategies for performing classical Monte Carlo phase space integrals 
(MCPSI) for calculating vibrational properties at combustion temperatures have been developed. We 
quantified that classical phase space integration could be done more efficiently using natural (z-matrix, 
curvilinear) coordinates instead of Cartesian normal mode coordinates. The classical MCPSI results 
are fairly accurate at combustion temperatures and can be made quantitative via simple Pitzer-Gwinn 
corrections to the classical anharmonic partition functions. To better enable practical MCPSI 
calculations for large molecular systems, we have approximated the full-dimensional phase space 
integral via a hierarchy of expressions based on so-called “n-mode intrinsic” state densities. The 2-
mode (pairwise) intrinsic state density, for example, is defined for a pair of vibrational coordinates as 
the vibrational state density not represented by the convolution of the one-dimensional state densities 
for each of the coordinates. The low-order state densities used to define the intrinsics are evaluated via 
MCPSI and contain all of the anharmonicity within the modes considered, and so the method may be 
applied to nonlocal motions such as torsions. The full-dimensional state density is then approximated 
via convolutions of the intrinsic state densities. We found that very accurate full-dimensional 
anharmonic state densities could be recovered by considering only pairwise intrinsic state densities. 
The computational cost scales much better with respect to the size of the system via this pairwise 
approximation relative to full-dimensional MCPSI. 
 
III. Future Work 

We will continue the development and application of predictive models for pressure-
dependent chemical kinetics. These calculations require the development of both direct dynamics and 
fitted potential surface strategies for accurately describing the full-dimensional target–bath systems. 
We will extend the types of species considered to include those with halogen and oxygen atoms. 
Enhanced energy transfer for halogens and alcohols has been reported, and the trajectory studies will 
be used to elucidate the dynamical mechanisms of these enhancements. Several applications to 
combustion-relevant systems will be carried out. This work continues the collaboration with Miller 
and Klippenstein at Argonne.  

The MCPSI method for calculating vibrational anharmonicity will continue to be applied and 
developed. We will focus on systems where the accuracy of existing vibrational anharmonicity 
approaches is not known, such as those involving constrained torsions and rings. We will also adapt 
our curvilinear n-mode MCPSI strategies for calculating classical fluxes through transition state 
dividing surfaces, where care must be taken when projecting out the curvilinear reaction coordinate. 

We propose to continue to develop and validate theoretical methods for studying electronic 
state transitions in chemistry. We will continue to use short-time multistate trajectories to calculate 
improved spin-forbidden transition probabilities that, unlike the Landau-Zener approximation, include 
multidimensional dynamical and (de)coherence effects. These multidimensional transition 
probabilities will be used in statistical calculations, where complex reactions with competing spin-
forbidden and spin-allowed pathways can be accurately studied. 

 
IV. AITSTME  

The AITSTME project (PI: Klippenstein, Argonne) is part of the Predictive Theory and 
Modeling component of the Materials Genome Initiative and supports the integration of several 
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chemical kinetics codes actively being developed at Argonne and Sandia. We have used our 
AITSTME funding to develop two published codes. DiNT (sandia.gov/~ajasper/dint/) is a general 
trajectory code capable of nonadiabatic trajectory calculations (including those for the spin-forbidden 
kinetics) as well as collisional energy transfer calculations. OneDMin (sandia.gov/~ajasper/onedmin/) is 
a code for efficiently approximating Lennard-Jones parameters from full-dimensional interaction 
potentials via the “one-dimensional minimization” method described. In the next year, we will 
continue to develop several codes, with the AITSTME-funded goals of generalizing and documenting 
them such that they can usefully be made available online. 
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1. Program Scope 
 

The major goals of this project are to explore experimentally in crossed molecular beams experiments the 
reaction dynamics and potential energy surfaces (PESs) of hydrocarbon molecules and their corres-
ponding radical species, which are relevant to combustion processes. The reactions are initiated under 
single collision conditions by crossing two supersonic reactant beams containing radicals and/or closed 
shell species under a well-defined collision energy and intersection angle. By recording angular-resolved 
time of flight (TOF) spectra, we obtain information on the reaction products, intermediates involved, 
branching ratios of competing reaction channels, reaction energetics, and on the underlying reaction 
mechanisms. These data are of crucial importance to comprehend the formation of two key classes of 
molecules in combustion processes: resonantly stabilized free radicals (RSFRs) and (substituted) polycyc-
lic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).  
 

2.    Recent Progress 
2.1. Formation of Resonantly Stabilized Free Radicals (RSFRs) in Crossed Beams 
 

We expanded our studies on the formation of resonantly stabilized free radicals (RSFR) and explored the 
C6H5 and C7H7 potential energy surfaces (PES) via the reactions of dicarbon molecules with C4H6 (1-
butyne, 2-butyne, 1,2-butadiene) [P14] and C4H6 isomers (isoprene, 1-methyl-1,3-butadiene) [P13, P15], 
respectively, under single collision conditions. Besides the synthesis of the aromatic and resonantly 
stabilized free benzyl (C6H5CH2) radical [P13], these reactions revealed the synthesis of acyclic doublet 
radicals, which are isomers of the thermodynamically more stable phenyl and benzyl radicals, respec-
tively. These studies were conducted in collaboration with Prof. Mebel (Florida International University) 
to investigate these bimolecular reactions computationally. The experimental and computational studies 
on the formation of resonantly stabilized free radicals (RSFR) under single collision conditions have been 
reviewed in P28.   
 

2.2. Formation of (Methylsubstituted) Bicyclic Aromatic Molecules in Crossed Beams 
 

Considering our unique capabilities to synthesize bicyclic PAH molecules indene (C9H8), naphthalene 
(C10H8), and dihydronaphthalene (C10H10) via reactions of the phenyl radical (C6H5) with unsaturated C3 
(methylacetylene, allene) and C4 hydrocarbons (vinylacetylene, 1,3-butadiene) under single collision 
conditions, we have expanded our studies to the next level and investigated the formation of (di)methyl-
substituted PAHs with indene and naphthalene cores (Figure 1) [P12, P16, P17, P19-P22, P24, P27, P30]. 
For this, we generated intense supersonic beams of meta and para tolyl (2- and 4-methylphenyl) radicals 
(C6H4CH3) via photodissociation of m- and p-chlorotoluene (2- and 4-chlorotoluene) at 193 nm and 
probed the reactions with unsaturated C3 to C5 hydrocarbons. The bimolecular reactions of these phenyl-
type radicals with C4 and C5 hydrocarbons were found to synthesize polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs) with naphthalene and 1,4-dihydronaphthalene cores in exoergic and entrance barrier-less 
reactions under single collision conditions. The reaction mechanism involves the initial formation of a 
van-der-Waals complex and addition of the phenyl-type radical to the C1 position of a vinyl-type group 
through a submerged barrier. Our investigations suggest that in the hydrocarbon reactant, the vinyl-type 
group must be in conjugation to a -C≡CH or -HC=CH2 group to form a resonantly stabilized free radical 
(RSFR) intermediate, which eventually isomerizes to a cyclic intermediate followed by hydrogen loss and 
aromatization (PAH formation). The studies were conducted in collaboration with Prof. Mebel (Florida 
International University) and Prof. Morakuma (Emory) to investigate the bimolecular reactions compu-
tationally.   
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Figure 1: (Di)methylsubstituted PAHs with indene, naphthalene, and dihydronaphthalene cores formed in 
the reactions of phenyl-type radicals with C3 to C4 hydrocarbons.  
 

2.3. Destruction of Aromatic Molecules - Photoionization Studies at the ALS 
 

To yield further insights into the chemistry of the phenyl radical – the key growth species leading to PAH 
formation - under combustion relevant conditions, it is important to unravel not only the molecular 
growth pathways from reactions with (unsaturated) hydrocarbons, but also the destruction pathways of the 
phenyl radical upon reaction with molecular oxygen. Here, we expanded our collaboration with Musa 
Ahmed (LBNL) at the Chemical Dynamics Beamline and probed the outcome of the key reactions of the 
phenyl radical degradation by molecular oxygen in a high temperature ‘chemical reactor’ (P23). The 
reaction is  conducted in a supersonic molecular beam through reaction of pyrolytically generated phenyl 
radicals (C6H5) with oxygen  inside a heated silicon carbide tube (‘chemical reactor’). The products 
formed are then photoionized by vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light from the Advanced Light Source at 
various photon energies from 7 to 11 eV to record photoionization efficiency (PIE) curves. Based on 
known PIE curves of known/calibrated isomers, the recorded PIE curves are then simulated to extract the 
nature of the products formed and their branching ratios over a range of combustion-relevant reaction 
vessel temperatures and pressures to extract the overall reaction channels. 
 

2.4. Growth of Aromatic Molecules - Photoionization Studies at the ALS 
 
 

Despite the popularity of the HACA mechanism in PAH formation, this mechanism has not been verified 
experimentally to date under controlled experimental conditions. Exploiting a ‘chemical reactor’ to simu-
late combustion conditions, we exposed for the first time that the HACA mechanism can produce the pro-
totype PAHs naphthalene (C10H8) (P18), indene (C9H8), and acenaphthylene (C12H8) (P26) via reactions 
of phenyl (C6H5), benzyl (C6H5CH2), and naphthyl radicals (C10H7) with acetylene (Figure 2). Note that 
neither anthracene nor phenanthrene have been detected as products of the reaction of naphthyl radicals 
with acetylene proposing that the HACA mechanisms is much less ‘versatile’ toward the formation of 
more complex PAHs than previously postulated thus opening up alternative reaction pathways such as a 
vinylacetylene-mediated synthesis of complex PAHs in combustion flames (P21). Our experiments at the 
Advanced Light Source have been also expanded to elucidate the formation of nitrogen-substituted 
aromatic molecules such as pyridine (P29) and (iso)quinolone (P25) as their simplest representatives. 
 

naphthalene indene acenaphthylene

NN
N

pyridine quinoline isoquinoline
 

Figure 2: Structures of PAHs and nitrogen-bearing aromatic systems synthesized in the pyrolytic reactor. 
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3. Future Plans 
 
 

We are planning to explore the formation of tricyclic PAHs carrying six- and five-membered rings such 
as anthracene/phenanthrene and fluorene under single collision conditions via reactions of bicyclic 
aromatic radicals like naphthyl and indenyl with C2 to C4 hydrocarbons (acetylene, methylacetylene, 
allene, vinylacetylene) in collaboration with Prof. Mebel. Further, we continue the elucidation of the 
destruction (oxidation) of PAH-based radicals such as naphthyl and indenyl in the pyrolysis reactor in 
collaboration with Musa Ahmed (LBNL) at the Chemical Dynamics Beamline. 
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PROGRAM SCOPE:  
 
Highly excited vibration-rotation dynamics of small molecular species, including those 
approaching the threshold of reaction, are crucial to understanding fundamental processes 
important for combustion.  Our goal is to develop theoretical tools to analyze  spectra and 
dynamics of  these highly excited systems.  A persistent theme is the use of effective 
spectroscopic fitting Hamiltonians to make the link between experimental data and theoretical 
dynamical analysis.  A recent new line of research has begun to explore small quantum systems 
(such as a single combustion molecule) in interaction with a quantum environment.   There are 
three main areas currently under investigation.  (I) The  role of bifurcations and the birth of new 
modes in bifurcations from the low energy normal modes  (II) Quantum dynamics of small 
systems entangled with an environment, divided into two main areas:  (A) Quantum 
thermodynamics, free energy, and the entropy of the universe; and (B) Environmental monitoring 
and measurement in competition with thermalization.  I address each of these below.   
 
 
RECENT PROGRESS AND FUTURE PLANS.    Our current research is pursuing the three 
main areas described above, with a natural division into I, IIA, and IIB.   
 
 
I. CRITICAL POINTS BIFURCATION ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVE SPECTROSCOPIC 
HAMILTONIANS.    
 
This work continues with Dr. Vivian Tyng.  Ref. 2 was done in collaboration with DOE 
Combustion PI Hua Guo of the University of New Mexico.   
 
Our emphasis on the critical points bifurcation analysis of effective spectroscopic Hamiltonians  
has continued in recent years [2,5].  In a project  conducted with Dr. Vivian Tyng, we are 
completing our first bifurcation analysis for a rotation-vibration effective Hamiltonian, using a 
recent spectroscopic Hamiltonian for CO2  fit to experimental data.    
 
We have in hand the successful critical points analysis of rotation-vibration dynamics of CO2 on 
the effective Hamiltonian fit to experimental data.  The analysis gives relatively simple, 
intelligible dynamics, comparable to but significantly extending what has been obtained with pure 
vibrational dynamics.   At J = 0 there is only the bifurcation tree of normal modes and Fermi 
resonance modes.  Then, as J increases, we find a principal "Coriolis mode" that bifurcates out of 
one of the Fermi resonance modes at very low J, with further finer branching of the tree into 
Coriolis modes with increasing J.  
 
The challenge to completing this work has been the physical interpretation of the results of the 
critical points analysis.  What is the physical nature of the rotation-vibration motion in the new 
bifurcation rotation-vibration “modes” of the molecule?   The natural starting point is the standard 
picture of the rotation-vibration motion of a symmetric top.  In the new Coriolis modes of CO2 
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determined in the bifurcation analysis, things will be somewhat but not altogether different from 
the symmetric top; and also with some similarities to the asymmetric top. 
 
 
II.  QUANTUM DYNAMICS OF SMALL MOLECULAR SYSTEMS ENTANGLED 
WITH AN ENVIRONMENT.   
 
We have focused for many years on the dynamics of highly excited molecular systems in 
isolation.  This has been necessary to achieve significant advances in understanding the dynamics 
of strongly coupled, anharmonic molecules.   Recently we have begun to turn our attention to   
embedding these systems in an environment.   This inevitably is essential to understanding the 
behavior of highly excited molecules in the combustion context.    A proper full quantum 
description requires treatment of  “entanglement” (in a strictly defined quantum sense) of the 
system in some kind of environment, described quantum mechanically in terms of a Hamiltonian 
operator, with system-environment interaction.   The behavior of small quantum entangled 
systems is of great interest in many areas of fundamental and applied physics and physical 
chemistry.  The particular questions we have begun investigating fall first in the domain of  
“quantum thermodynamics” of  small molecular systems; and then more generally in the domain 
of “monitoring of the system by the environment” including both “measurement” and 
“thermalization.”  Quantum thermodynamics  is of obvious relevance to combustion systems, 
where small molecular species are embedded in a thermal, in general non-equilibrium  
environment.  Environmental monitoring is less familiar and is detailed below.  With former 
postdoc George Barnes, now at Siena College, one paper has been published in J. Chem. Phys. 
[3] and another is near completion [4].  A paper is in progress with graduate student Philip 
Lotshaw [6].   
 
 
IIA.  QUANTUM THERMODYNAMICS 
 
Thermal behavior in a small quantum entangled system-environment.  
 
In the first of these papers  [3], simulations were performed of a small quantum system 
interacting with a quantum environment.  The system consists of various initial states of two 
harmonic oscillators coupled to give normal modes.  The environment is “designed” by its level 
pattern  to have a thermodynamic temperature.  A random coupling causes the system and 
environment to become entangled in the course of time evolution. We examine the time-
dependent quantum behavior of various initially prepared pure states as the oscillator system 
interacts with the quantum environment.  The total system + environment “universe”' is in a pure 
state described by the density matrix ρse.   The statistical behavior of the system is described by 
the reduced density matrix (RDM)  ρs = Trace ρse.  Visual insight into the dynamics of the system 
is obtained by examining spatial density distributions of the system RDM  ρs.  
 
Approach to a Boltzmann distribution is observed, and effective fitted temperatures close to the 
designed temperature are obtained.   All initial pure states of the system are driven to equilibrium 
at very similar rates, with quick loss of memory of the initial state.  The time evolution of the von 
Neumann entropy is calculated as a measure of equilibration and of quantum coherence and gives 
reasonable results.  This is gratifying, but not unexpected.  The next topic goes well beyond these 
“classical thermodynamics” results.    
 
Entropy of the universe, free energy, and the second law.     
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In a paper nearing completion with Dr. Barnes [4], we are investigating the fundamental meaning 
of the second law of thermodynamics in the context of quantum thermodynamics.  The well-
known standard statement of the second law in “classical thermodynamics” is that the entropy of 
the universe is always increasing in a spontaneous process:  ∆Suniv > 0.  The problem with this is 
that the standard quantum definition of  entropy due to von Neumann yields SvN = 0 for a pure 
quantum state.  That means if we consider a small system-environment “universe” to be in a pure 
quantum state, as is the case in our simulations, the von Neumann entropy of the universe SvN

univ 
is always zero!  This seems like a perverse state of affairs.  We take the view that there is an 
obvious conflict with standard “classical” thermodynamics.  To our surprise, this conflict does 
not seem to have been addressed  widely  in the small-systems quantum thermodynamics 
community.    We have devised an alternative definition of the entropy of the universe that has 
the potential to be in accord with the second law.  For a model  quantum system becoming 
entangled with a quantum environment, we perform simulations of time dependent dynamics.  
We have tested the new definition of the entropy of the universe against the standard 
thermodynamic relation ∆Fsys = - T ∆Suniv, calculating the properties of the system using the 
reduced density matrix and standard von Neumann entropy.   Good agreement between the two 
sides is obtained, showing the compatibility of a definition of entropy for the pure state of a 
universe with the  statements of the second law and the concept of free energy.     
 
Excess entropy production in time-dependent quantum states. 
 
As stated above, for reasonable systems the free energy change and the change in the entropy of 
the universe match well via the approximate equality∆Fsys = - T ∆Suniv  in the simulations,  in 
accord with standard thermodynamics.  This raises the interesting question of whether it is 
possible to have deviations in quantum systems from this “classical” thermodynamic behavior.  
The reason for suspecting this might be the case is that classical thermodynamics is based on the 
notion of the microcanonical ensemble, which is predicated upon a fixed, well-defined energy (or 
energy shell).   However, in quantum mechanics it is of course possible to have time-dependent 
states which do not have a well-defined energy i.e. have an energy uncertainty ∆Ε governed by 
the time-energy uncertainty relation.  One might therefore suspect that time-dependent states 
would have behavior in which the entropy of the universe deviates from the “classical 
microcanonical” relation ∆Fsys = - T ∆Suniv.  In simulations we have found that this is indeed the 
case, with excess entropy production i.e.   T ∆Suniv > - ∆Fsys .   We have found that this is indeed 
the case.  Moreover, we find a near-linear relation between the excess entropy production and the 
quantum energy uncertainty  i.e. ∆Suniv(excess)  ~ ∆Ε.  This work is now being prepared for 
publication [6].   An interesting future question is the following.  In situations where there is a 
mismatch between the entropy change ∆Suniv and the free energy change - ∆Fsys , which quantity 
serves as the true measure of spontaneity?  We are working to define model systems where there 
might be a mismatch and where this question can be answered computationally.   
 
 
IIB.  ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT IN COMPETITION 
WITH THERMALIZATION IN SMALL MOLECULES IN A THERMAL 
ENVIRONMENT.     
 
Work in the foundations of quantum mechanics in recent years has focused on the “quantum 
measurement problem.”  This is the question of why we see certain “real-world” outcomes 
instead of bizarre outcomes that nonetheless are perfectly reasonable within the basic quantum 
formalism.  The outstanding exemplar of this is the “Schrodinger cat” which is always observed 
to be either dead or alive, rather than in some superposition of both dead and alive.  The 
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explanation that has emerged invokes the idea of “decoherence” of the system as it becomes 
entangled with the environment (e.g. the recent widely-used book “Decoherence and the 
Quantum-to-Classical Transition” by M. Schlosshauer).  Thus, an initial superposition Dead + 
Alive becomes entangled with the environment and decoheres into Dead and Alive entangled 
branches of system + environment.  In effect, the environment, through random interactions with 
the system, essentially monitors or measures the system.   
 
An aspect of this which has received very little attention involves competition between 
thermalization and measurement by the environment.  Thus, a system in a certain superposition 
has some degrees of freedom that become thermalized, while other degrees of freedom remain 
unthermalized and essentially in the process of environmental monitoring maintain their initial 
“form” or “structure.”  We are investigating this competition in simulations of small molecules in 
a thermal environment – e.g. H2O in a hot environment, a model with an obvious relation to 
combustion systems.  Generally, nonlinear molecular  systems with strong resonance couplings, 
such as coupled stretch normal modes in 2:2 resonance, or 2:1 Fermi resonance systems, have 
marked phase space structure, including stable and unstable modes born in bifurcations.  There 
are many examples of these species of relevance in combustion that are good candidates for 
investigation in our simulations.   
 
 
Recent papers, published or referenced above, related to DOE supported research: 
 
1. G.L. Barnes and M.E. Kellman, “Visualizing the Zero Order Basis of the Spectroscopic 
Hamiltonian,” J. Chem. Phys. 136, 024114 (2012). 
 
2. J. Ma, D. Xu, H. Guo, V. Tyng, and M.E. Kellman, “Isotope effect in normal-to-local transition 
of acetylene bending modes”  J. Chem. Phys. 136, 014304 (2012). 
 
3. G.L. Barnes and M.E. Kellman, “Time Dependent Quantum Thermodynamics of a Coupled 
Quantum Oscillator System in a Small Thermal Environment,”  J. Chem. Phys. 139, 214108 
(2013). 
 
4. G.L. Barnes and M.E. Kellman, “Quantum Thermodynamics, Entropy of the Universe, Free 
Energy, and the Second Law” manuscript in preparation.   
 
5.  V. Tyng and M.E. Kellman, “Rotation-Vibration Dynamics of CO2  from the Effective 
Spectroscopic Hamiltonian” manuscript in preparation. 
 
6.  P. Lotshaw and M.E. Kellman, “Excess Entropy Production in Time-Dependent Quantum 
Thermodynamics of Molecular Systems” manuscript in preparation. 
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Program Scope 
This program focuses on the development of innovative laser-based techniques for measuring 

temperature and concentrations of important combustion species as well as the investigation of 
fundamental physical and chemical processes that directly affect quantitative application of these 
techniques. Our development efforts focus on crossed-beam approaches such as time-resolved nonlinear 
wave-mixing. A critical aspect of our research includes the study of fundamental spectroscopy, energy 
transfer, and photochemical processes. This aspect of the research is essential to the development of 
accurate models and quantitative application of techniques to the complex environments encountered in 
combustion systems. These investigations use custom-built tunable picosecond (ps) and commercial 
femtosecond lasers, which enable efficient nonlinear excitation, provide high temporal resolution for 
pump/probe studies of collisional processes, and are amenable to detailed physical models of laser-
molecule interactions. 

 
Recent Progress 
In the previous year, we have extended our recent developments of both multidimensional and 
supercontinuum based coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) measurements.  Accurate time- 
and spatially resolved measurement of temperature remains a critical focus of combustion diagnostics. 
The local temperature field and gradient not only govern chemical reaction rates but also physical 
quantities such as gas expansion and heat transfer.  CARS has been applied for concentration 
measurements and ro-vibrational thermometry in gas-phase applications for more than three decades, and 
is often held as the gold standard optical technique for the non-intrusive determination of temperature in 

gas-phase systems, but the technique has only 
recently been extended from point-wise 
measurement to multi-dimensional spatially 
correlated measurements in our lab.    

1D-CARS imaging of head-on-
quenching flame wall interactions:  Extending 
CARS measurements to single-laser-shot imaging 
modalities allows for the measurement of 
spatially correlated data, such as the instantaneous 
thermal gradient.  Further, one of the key 
advantages of the coherent nature of the CARS 
signal is the ability to probe very near to 
scattering interfaces such as a burner nozzle or 
wall.  Whereas linear optical techniques such as 
filtered Raleigh/Raman scattering may provide 
excellent thermometry and species concentrations 
in combustion, these techniques fail near 
scattering objects such as a burner surface, near a 
wall, or in sooting environments.  In collaboration 
with Prof. Andreas Dreizler (TU Darmstadt) we 
have continued the study the flame-wall 
interaction by time-resolved probing of turbulent 

 
Figure 1. Evaluated temperature profiles from 
100 1D-CARS single shots taken in a 
stoichiometric flame at an ignition delay time 
(∆t=-2.7 ms) prior to flame interaction with the 
wall.  
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combusting flows impinging and quenching upon a metal surface.   Both steady-state and time-resolved 
ignition delay studies were performed to study fluctuations of the instantaneous thermal gradient upon 
surface quenching of the combustion reaction in a Reynolds number 5,000 turbulent methane / air flame 
impinging on a cool steel surface.  This data benchmark will greatly guide model development and 
understanding of interaction of flames with walls for the head-on-quenching canonical configuration.  

Ultrabroadband CARS for combustion studies: Over the years, many complex dual-pump 
CARS schemes have been developed with the aim of detecting up to a few molecular species 
simultaneously, specific to the laser frequencies employed.  Similarly, CARS schemes have been 
developed to simultaneously probe more than one manifold of a molecule, such as the pure-rotational and 
Q-branch of N2 with the aim of improved accuracy in mode-specific thermometry.  Last year, we 
demonstrated a capability for crossed beam ultrabroadband CARS, allowing for high spatial and spectral 
resolution, and the simultaneous detection of pure-rotational, and vibrational O-, Q-, and S-branches of 
any molecules present in significant concentration (>1%) with Raman-active transitions up to 4200 cm-1.  
The 45 femtosecond output of our laser is sent through a hollow-core fiber filled with Argon inducing a 
significant amount of spectral broadening primarily through self phase modulation.  This pulse is then 
compressed to ~7 fs using negatively chirped optics.  The two-beam CARS phase matching scheme 

 
Figure 2. Simultaneous coherent Raman temperature imaging and wideband chemical detection in a 
fuel-rich premixed hydrocarbon flat flame (ethylene/air Φ=2.35), available from ultrashort (7fs) 
impulsive excitation. (a) Single-row spectrum originating from a position ~2 mm from the burner 
surface. (b) Single-row spectrum originating from a position ~1 mm from the burner surface. (c) 
Recorded CCD-frame of species-specific Raman resonances, monitored over a ~3 mm distance 
along the burner central symmetry axis starting from the burner surface. (d) Recorded CCD-frame 
in a non-resonant gas (Argon), displaying the bandwidth excitation efficiency across the spatial 
domain. (e) Extracted temperature versus position. (f) Robust CARS thermometry is performed on 
the high-resolution N2 pure-rotational S-branch. 
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ensures that the ultrashort pump and Stokes fields are automatically overlapped temporally, while 
allowing for the high spatial resolution of a crossed probe technique.  Recently, we have performed 
ultrabroadband CARS measurements in a standardized sooting flat flame, and some of these results are 
shown in Figure 2.  These measurements served two purposes.  Firstly, we demonstrated that the 
supercontinuum-based CARS technique can be applied in a flame to measure many species 
simultaneously. Secondly, the measurements served to benchmark the new technique against a known 
standard flame, to assign a level of accuracy and precision to the method and spectral fitting routines.   

Future Work 
Measurements of side-wall-quenching flame-wall interactions.  Head-on-quenching and side-

wall quenching are the two canonical configurations for studying 
flame-wall interactions for which significant efforts have been made 
in the numerical simulation community.  Having successfully 
demonstrated a benchmarking thermometry dataset for head-on-
quenching within the thermal boundary layer using the fs/ps 1D-
CARS technique, we will continue to the second canonical burner 
configuration for assessing flame-wall interactions.  In further 
collaboration with Andreas Dreizler (Darmstadt, Germany) we will 
probe a side-wall-quenching process as a function of ignition delay 
time to assess flame structures and fluctuations within the thermal 
boundary layer of this second important class of quenching induced 
by flame-wall interactions.  Figure 3 shows a photograph of the flame 
to be studied in this collaboration.  A V-shaped flame produced by a 
rod-stabilized burner will impings on a cooled steel wall.  Varying 
amounts of turbulence will be studied at Reynolds number Re=5,000 
by insertion of a turbulence grid in the jet nozzle consisting of small 
diameter holes.  While 1D-CARS measurements in the wall-normal 

direction were sufficient for studying the head-on-quenching configuration, the implementation of 2D-
CARS will be required in this side-wall-quenching system. 

Multiplexing 2D-CARS with particle imaging velocimetry (PIV). With the recent development 
of the first 2D-CARS measurements in our lab, our plan is to begin multiplexing the diagnostic with other 
techniques to gain access to joint statistics not previously attainable, such as the instantaneous thermal 
field and flow field obtained by combining 2D-CARS with PIV measurements, respectively.  While other 
attempts have been made in the past to measure these two scalar fields simultaneously, none have the 
accuracy and precision achievable in CARS measurements.  Collaborating with Dr. Jonathan Frank (CRF, 
Sandia), we will perform joint PIV and 2D-CARS in turbulent DME flames of current interest in 
Jonathan’s lab.  Planar CARS measurements before and after the addition of the PIV seeding particles 
will ensure the negligible effects of the seed particles on the combustion process.  Initially, we will utilize 
the four time synchronized picosecond YAG lasers in our lab to provide four PIV frames per 2D-CARS 
frame.  Although, in the future these diagnostics may be employed at multi-kHz repetition rates with 
upgraded laser repetition rate.  The datasets garnered will serve as benchmarks of high accuracy for 
comparison to numerical simulations of turbulent combustion, and will thus aid in the endeavor to 
understand interactions between flame turbulence and chemistry. 

Direct measurement of N2-Fuel and N2-H2O broadening coefficients. With the successful 
development of the time-domain technique for acquiring high-accuracy S-branch broadening coefficients, 
demonstrated thus far for the N2-N2 and N2-H2 collisional systems, we propose to continue the 
collaboration with Per-Erik Bengtsson of Lund University, Sweden, to tackle the relative paucity of 
broadening coefficient data in the literature for air-fuel collisional systems. Initial studies will focus on 
the collisional broadening of N2 and O2 when perturbed by DME, ethane, ethylene, propane, and 
propylene. Accurate broadening models must be developed for these collisional environments, especially 
at elevated pressures. We will alter our current time-domain CARS code to implement these new 

 
Figure 3. Photograph of the 
rod stabilized V-shaped 
flame impinging on a metal 
wall.   
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linewidth libraries and test the validity of the model in our newly constructed high-pressure, high-
temperature cell.  

Collaborative implementation of 2-beam 1D and 2D fs/ps rotational CARS (Collaboration with 
Barlow). With the implementation of our hybrid fs/ps rotational CARS system and the continued 
development of both 1D and 2D rotational CARS, opportunity to leverage the technique for other 
programs within the CRF exists. In general, the combined Rayleigh/Raman measurements performed in 
Rob Barlow’s lab are not capable of probing near a burner surface or bluff body because of scattering of 
the laser beams interfering with the Rayleigh measurement. However, accurate measurements of thermal 
boundary layers on burner surfaces are needed in order to understand mechanisms of flame stabilization 
and provide boundary conditions for computational simulations. We plan initial experiments to obtain 
single-laser-shot 1D and possibly 2D temperature measurements close to the bluff body flame stabilizer in 
the annular premixed burner recently constructed in his laboratory. Access to the region within 5 mm of 
the surface is not possible with the current setup, but in the 2-beam CARS arrangement, the instantaneous 
temperature field may be acquired to within microns of the surface. 

Improved precision in species concentration measurements for ultrabroadband CARS.  While 
we have demonstrated high accuracy and surprisingly good precision (< 1% fluctuations) in thermometry 
utilizing supercontinuum-based CARS, the ultimate purpose of developing this technique is for enhanced 
simultaneous relative species concentration measurements.  There is still significant room for 
improvement in the precision of relative species concentration measurements, for which the single-laser-
shot precision varies depending on the separation of Raman transition frequencies.  We plan to implement 
a simultaneous referencing technique for monitoring the single-shot nonlinear excitation profile of the 
chaotic supercontinuum source.  This will be implemented in one of two ways.  The nonresonant signal 
may be separated through polarization and used as a single-laser shot reference of the excitation 
bandwidth.  Alternatively, the pump/Stokes and probe beams could be refocused into a high pressure cell 
filled with a nonresonant gas such as Argon.  The single-shot spectrum taken in this gas may serve as a 
reference for the nonlinear excitation profile.  
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Program Scope 
 

The focus of this program is the theoretical estimation of the kinetics of elementary 
reactions of importance in combustion chemistry. The research involves a combination of ab 
initio electronic structure calculations, variational transition state theory (TST), classical 
trajectory simulations, and master equation calculations. We apply these methods to reactions of 
importance in various aspects of combustion chemistry including (i) polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbon (PAH) formation, (ii) hydrocarbon oxidation, and (iii) NOx chemistry. The specific 
reactions studied are generally motivated by our interactions with combustion modeling efforts. 
We are also interested in a detailed understanding of the limits of validity of and, where feasible, 
improvements in the accuracy of specific implementations of transition state theory. Detailed 
comparisons with experiment and with other theoretical methods are used to explore and 
improve the predictive properties of the transition state theory models. Dynamics simulations are 
performed as a means for testing the statistical assumptions, for exploring reaction mechanisms, 
and for generating theoretical estimates where statistical predictions are clearly inadequate. 
Master equation simulations are used to study the pressure dependence of the kinetics and to 
obtain phenomenological rate coefficients for use in kinetic modeling. 

A new component of this effort involves the development of an expert state-of-the-art, 
open-source, user-friendly ab initio transition-state-theory-based master equation (AITSTME) 
software package for predicting the thermal kinetics of gas phase reactions. Separate funding for 
this effort is provided by the Predictive Theory and Modeling Component of the Materials 
Genome Initiative. 

 
Recent Progress 
  
Formalism: 
PAPER: Our recent AITSTME program development efforts focussed on exploring, expanding, 
and improving the utility of the PAPER (Predictive Automated Phenomonelogical Elementary 
Rates) program package. New features were added related to the treatment of hot reactions and 
of energy transfer. Testing through numerous applications helped resolve various difficulties. 
Various minor improvements were designed to improve the input and outputs. The proper 
treatment of species that become unstable at high temperatures is unclear. We are currently 
exploring the feasibility of internal eigensystem based extrapolations as a means for directly 
producing the requisite artifical rate constants. This code is now a central part of essentially all of 
our applications studies and its major improvements in utility have led us (together with Mebel) 
to grand new visions for PAH kinetics modeling.  
 
2DME: We have also now developed and implemented a two-dimensional master equation 
(2DME) approach (with Jasper, Harding, and Miller). Our code implementing this formalism 
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was built off our old VariFlex software package (rather than PAPER) because VariFlex already 
includes the requisite framework for evaluating quantities at the E and J resolved level. An initial 
application of this approach, which was performed as part of the Argonne-Sandia Consortium on 
High Pressure Combustion Chemistry, demonstrated the utility of coupling trajectory simulations 
of the collisional kernel for transition in energy and angular momentum, with the 2DME. 
Completely a priori predictions for the pressure dependence of the CH3 + H, C2H2 + H, and C2H3 
dissociation reactions were found to agree with the extant experimental data to within 20%. We 
are currently in the process of improving this 2DME code to facilitate its routine use. A further 
application to the H + O2 (+M) recombination, which is perhaps the most important 
recombination reaction in combustion, suggests unexpected deviations from prior models, while 
still accurately reproducing the experimental data. These revisions may have important 
ramifications for extrapolation of combustion models outside their validation range. 
 
C2H5OH Uncertainty: In collaboration with Zheng (USTC), global uncertainty and sensitivity 
analysis was applied to the propagation of the uncertainties from the input parameters (e.g., 
barrier heights, frequencies, and collisional energy transfer parameters) to the rate constants 
computed with the AITSTME method for the decomposition of ethanol. This case study provides 
a systematic exploration of the effect of temperature and pressure on the parametric uncertainties 
in RRKM/master equation calculations for a prototypical single-well multiple-channel 
dissociation. Notably, the competition between dissociation to the lower energy channel and 
collisional excitation has dramatic effects on the predicted uncertaintes for the rate to form the 
higher energy products, with uncertainties of a factor of 100 or more predicted for lower 
pressures. These large uncertainties are related to the need for large-scale single collision 
induced transitions in energy in order to produce the higher energy products in the low pressure 
limit. 
 
Hydrocarbon Growth Studies: 
C3H3 Dissociation: The importance of propargyl radical to hydrocarbon growth in high 
temperature environments is related to its exceptional thermal and chemical stability, which 
results in remarkably high concentrations in the steady-state environment of flames. The 
increased importance of the propargyl radical relative to other resonantly stabilized radicals is 
related to the difficulty of further dehydrogenation of propargyl. Nevertheless, its thermal 
decomposition may still provide the dominant loss channel and a proper delineation of 
propargyl’s role in combustion chemistry requires accurate estimates for its decomposition 
kinetics. 

In collaboration with Jasper and Miller, we have studied C3H3 dissociation kinetics with 
the ab initio transition state theory based master equation (AITSTME) method. The potential 
energy surface (PES) for the decomposition of propargyl was first mapped at a high level of 
theory (building on earlier work of Mebel) with a combination of coupled cluster and 
multireference perturbation calculations. Variational transition state theory was then used to 
predict the microcanonical rate coefficients, which are subsequently implemented within the 
multiple-well multiple-channel master equation. The sensitivity of the thermal rate predictions to 
the energy transfer parameters was explored. The predictions for the thermal decomposition rate 
coefficient are in good agreement with the limited experimental data. Modified Arrhenius 
representations of the rate constants are reported for utility in combustion modeling. 
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Xylyl Dissocation: Xylyl radical chemistry plays a dominant role in the overall combustion 
chemistry of xylene, an important aromatic surrogate molecule in real fuels. In collaboration 
with Cavallotti (Milan) and Sivaramakrishnan and Michael, we explored the decomposition of o-
xylyl radicals both theoretically and experimentally. A PES for the decomposition of o-xylyl as 
well as for isomerization to its meta and para isomers was determined at the CBS-QB3//M06-
2X/6-311+G(d,p) level. The full PES is composed of 20 wells connected by 32 transition states. 
Master equation simulations were performed to determine channel specific rate constants for the 
decomposition of o-, m-, and p-xylyl for a wide range of temperatures and pressures. The 
simulations predict that the main products of decomposition are o-xylylene + H, p-xylylene + H, 
styrene + H, phenyl + C2H4 and fulvenallene + CH3, with H channels accounting for about 80% 
of the decomposition products. It was also found that ortho-meta-para isomerization is a fast 
process, with a rate that is competitive with that of decomposition. 
 
Future Directions 
 

Our future work will continue to focus on (i) the further development of PAPER and (ii) 
the application of this code to the prediction of the kinetics for reactions of key importance in 
combustion chemistry. Our various applications will continue to involve coupling with state-of-
the-art electronic structure methods in collaboration with Harding and detailed comparisons with 
experiment as available. 

Various new code development efforts are planned. In collaboration with Jasper, we are 
currently improving our implementation of the 2-dimensional master equation and of its coupling 
with codes for performing trajectory simulations of energy transfer. We are also exploring the 
feasibility of developing master equations that describe the conversion of internal energy through 
a sequence of multiple bimolecular reactions. Further considerations of anharmonic torsional, 
linear bending, and umbrella modes and their coupling are also planned. Currently, we are 
developing a method for treating the coupling of torsional and umbrella motions with the 
transitional modes for barrierless reactions. We have recently implemented a direct conversion of 
the partition functions evaluated with the PAPER package into standard polynomial 
representations of the thermodynamic data, which will facilitate a planned exploration of 
anharmonic effects on the thermodynamic properties for the full set of core combustion species. 

The current ease of converting ab initio data to phenomenological rate coefficients has 
led Mebel and myself to a grand vision of mapping the full PAH kinetics for the first few rings. 
Most prior ab initio kinetics work for PAHs has devoted considerable effort to mapping out the 
potential energy surfaces, but then generally considered high pressure kinetics estimates, at best. 
The first stage of our effort will simply involve the conversion of all this detailed PES data into 
meaningful kinetic estimates via the PAPER program package. Further work will explore 
refinements of the various AITSTME models to improve the accuracy of their predicted kinetics. 
As a first step in this project we are collaborating with Mebel on a detailed study of the role of 
the HACA mechanism in the conversion from one to two rings. Harding, Jasper, Miller, and 
Sivaramakrishnan are also contributing to this effort. 
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Program Scope 
The goal of this project is to explore the fundamental effects of high pressure (P) on the chemical kinetics of 

combustion and to use that knowledge in the development of accurate models for combustion chemistry at the high 
pressures of current and future engines. We design and implement novel experiments, theory, and modeling to probe 
high-pressure combustion kinetics from elementary reactions, to submechanisms, to flames. The work focuses on 
integrating modeling, experiment, and theory (MET) through feedback loops at all levels of chemical complexity. 
We are currently developing and testing the methodology for small alkanes, alcohols, and ethers as key prototype 
fuels. The consortium expands and enhances collaborations between Argonne’s Dynamics in the Gas Phase Group 
and the Combustion Chemistry Group in Sandia’s Combustion Research Facility. 
 
Recent Progress 
High-Repetition Rate Shock Tube (HRRST): Based on experience gained in initial experimental campaigns at the 
Advanced Photon Source (APS) and Advanced Light Source (ALS) a number of modifications to the HRRST have 
been made. These include a new differentially pumped interface between the HRRST and a new Kasedorf TOF-MS. 
The former facilitates replacement of the nozzle that forms the end of the shock tube. An additional sensor close to 
the nozzle more precisely measures the incident shock velocity close to the nozzle, allowing mass spectra from 
many experiments to be accurately aligned temporally prior to 
signal averaging. The new TOF-MS allows the mass spectra to 
be acquired at 150 kHz (up to ~ 200 amu with a mass resolution 
of ~1300), tripling the temporal resolution available from the 
original instrument, which will result in more accurate kinetic 
measurements in the crucial first 100 µs of reaction. Finally, the 
HRRST and new TOF-MS have been mounted on independent 
frames that incorporate the key electronics. These have been 
designed to fit into the tight spaces at the ALS and simplify 
shipping and setup of the equipment. A recent publication [23] 
discusses the analysis of PIMS data acquired at the ALS, 
including a discussion of the number of spectra that have to be 
averaged to obtain sufficient S/N for peaks of various intensities.  

Oxidation Chemistry of Ethers. The radical chain-branching 
chemistry of QOOH species is critical to our understanding of 
low-T autoignition. QOOH is a carbon-centered radical 
intermediate formed by internal H abstraction in peroxy species 
(RO2), following the oxidation of a fuel radical (R). In an effort 
to focus on the effects of fuel structure on reactivity, we have 
initiated studies of the low-T autoignition chemistry of linear, 
cyclic, and branched ether compounds. We have collected 
preliminary photoionization mass spectrometry (PIMS) data on 
the oxidation of tetrahydrofuran (THF), 2-methyl THF 
(2MTHF), and 3-methyl THF (3MTHF), at pressures ranging 
from 10 Torr to 2 atm (cf. Fig. 1). The experiments reveal rich 
oxidation chemistry with many competing reaction channels, 
such as HO2 and OH elimination, β-scission and ring-opening 

 
Fig. 1: Time-resolved ion signals in the 
oxidation of THF, 2MTHF, and 3MTHF at P 
= 10 Torr, T = 600 K. The mass scale for 
THF is shifted by 14 amu to align the parent 
ion peaks. Four analogous product ions are 
highlighted: P-14 (formed by β-scission), P-
2 (HO2 elimination), P+14 (OH elimination), 
and P+30 (most likely by QOOH oxidation 
pathways). 
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pathways, and evidence of QOOH oxidation pathways. In particular, we identified product ions at the mass of parent 
compound + 30 amu in the reactions of all three cyclic ethers we studied. These products, which have P-dependent 
yields, likely arise from second O2 addition to QOOH and can therefore be used as sensitive probes of QOOH + O2 
chemistry. We also performed the first PIMS experiments on the oxidation of dimethyl ether (DME) for P up to 1 
atm and T up to 650 K. The oxidation chemistry is dominated by the formation of QOOH (•CH2OCH2OOH) and its 
decomposition, mainly producing formaldehyde and OH. Several minor products (methyl formate, formic acid, and 
HOCH2OOH) are also observed. Complementary master-equation based theoretical work is nearing completion.  

Propane Oxidation. We completed an extensive experimental and computational investigation of propane oxidation 
in the low-T autoignition regime (J. Phys. Chem. A, submitted). Using time-resolved tunable VUV PIMS at the ALS, 
we identified numerous reaction intermediates and stable products of n- and i-propyl radical oxidation at P = 4 Torr 
and T = 530 – 670 K. Of these, we measured absolute concentration time profiles for nine chemical species, 
including the first time-resolved measurements of four different reaction channels that form oxygenated products 
acetone, propanal, oxetane, and methyloxirane, all in conjunction with the OH radical. To aid in the interpretation of 
our experimental results, we extended the recently developed multi-scale informatics (MSI) approach, which treats 
theoretical and experimental uncertainties on an even footing, to the relatively complex case of propane oxidation. 
This powerful modeling method combines diverse sets of experimental and computational results (our MPIMS data, 
earlier measurements of propyl radical decays and OH and HO2 production, ab initio electronic structure 
calculations, and master equation kinetics) to optimize a propane oxidation mechanism that includes primary and 
secondary chemistry. The newly optimized mechanism reconciles earlier discrepancies in the measured OH yields 
from propane oxidation, suggests a previously unrecognized role for QOOH + O2 chemistry in low temperature OH 
observations, and identifies the recombinations reactions of propyl peroxy (RO2) radicals, as the main gateway 
processes to the secondary chemistry in propane oxidation under these conditions. 

OH + 2-butene. We undertook a combined experimental and 
theoretical study of the reaction of OH with 2-butene, the 
smallest alkene with structural isomers (J. Phys. Chem. A, 
submitted). Using laser-induced fluorescence OH detection, we 
probed the complex P- and T-dependent competition between 
multiple reaction channels in the “intermediate” temperature 
regime (400 – 800 K) for P = 1 – 20 atm. Our experiments 
served as benchmarks for master equation-based chemical 
kinetics calculations (cf. Fig. 2), which used ab initio calculated 
OH + 2-butene potential energy surfaces.  

D + C3H8, OH + C3H8/n-C4H10/iso-C4H10: In high temperature 
combustion chemistry, H/OH + fuel abstraction reactions are 
often the dominant fuel-destruction steps, leading to the 
formation of a fuel radical and either H2 or H2O as the co-
product. The vast majority of experimental studies of these 
reactions have probed the decay of the radical reactant to obtain 
total bimolecular rate constants. In recent work, we used atomic 
resonance absorption spectrometry (ARAS) to probe product H-
atoms in the reactions of D with C3H8, and OH with C3H8, n-
C4H10, and i-C4H10 at high temperatures (>900 K) in a shock 
tube. Kinetic simulations indicated that the H-atom profiles are 
sensitive to the abstraction rate constant at a specific C-H bond, 
thereby allowing for the determination of channel-specific 
abstraction rate constants. In combination with prior published 
total rate constants, the present results yield direct experimental determinations of abstraction branching ratios.  

Decomposition of Nascent Radicals: The rates of formation and decay of radicals is central to the modeling of 
global combustion properties. Standard kinetic modeling presumes that the formation and decay of the radicals are 
decoupled, with decomposition occuring from a thermal ensemble on a timescale that is longer than that for internal 
energy relaxation. However, at high temperatures, and/or for radicals that are formed rovibrationally hot (via 
exothermic reactions, for example) a significant fraction of the radicals will dissociate during the timescale for 
internal energy relaxation. This “directly dissociative” fraction can have a significant effect on the overall kinetics. 
For example, abstraction by H or OH from formaldehyde produces excited HCO, which can either be collisionally 

 
Fig 2. Measured (symbols) and calculated 
(lines) high-P limit rate coefficients for H 
abstraction, OH addition, and back 
dissociation in the reaction of OH with cis-2-
butene and trans-2-butene.  
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thermalized or alternatively, directly decompose to H + CO. The inclusion of a direct decomposition fraction for 
formaldehyde abstraction reactions can have large consequences because of the important role of HCO in 
combustion modeling. Theoretical calculations have been performed to quantify the probability of direct 
dissociation of HCO when it is formed ro-vibrationally excited from hydrogen abstractions in OH and H + CH2O. 
These direct dissociation probabilities were then included in combustion models to simulate laminar flame speeds of 
simple C1-C2 fuels. Preliminary modeling results indicate that flame speed predictions are sensitive to the newly 
considered hot direct decomposition of HCO, with significantly increased flame speeds predicted. These results 
indicate the need to revisit descriptions of radical decompositions in current combustion models, and in studies of 
the elementary reaction kinetics of HCO at high temperatures. Theory/modeling studies are in progress to 
characterize these effects for a set of combustion relevant weakly bound radicals (C2H3, C2H5, CH2OH, etc.).  

A Priori Predictive Pressure Dependence: We have developed and applied a completely a priori procedure for 
predicting the pressure dependence of reaction rates. The procedure involves a coupling of trajectory simulations of 
the collisional induced transitions in energy, E, and angular momentum, J, with solutions to the 2-dimensional 
master equation (in E and J) employing ab initio transition state theory predictions for the microcanonical rate 
constants. A priori results for the CH4 and C2H3 systems were found to agree with the experimental data to within 
their error bars for a wide range of conditions. 

Future Directions  
High-P PIMS Construction. The main challenge to extending time-resolved PIMS to elevated pressures is that 
higher sample P must be coupled with higher reactant dilution, because reactant concentrations must remain low to 
avoid radical-radical processes. In contrast to low-P experiments, the relative mole fraction of reactants at high P 
must be on the order of ppb, pushing the sensitivity limits of conventional mass spectrometry. We have recently 
designed and begun the construction of an improved high-P MPIMS apparatus, based on an innovative mass 
spectrometer design. In the new apparatus, photoionization occurs in a high-density region of the supersonic 
sampling expansion, followed by gentle electrostatic ion guides that afford high ion collection efficiency without 
inducing additional molecular collisions. We expect the new apparatus to be constructed and commissioned at 
Sandia this summer, and to be coupled to the Advanced Light Source within a year, with an anticipated factor of 
~100 increase in detection sensitivity over the current high-pressure PIMS prototype. 
Low-Temperature Autoignition Chemistry. We plan to continue our studies of autoignition chemistry aimed at 
understanding the relationship between fuel structure and reactivity. We will broaden the recent propane and butane 
oxidation experiments to larger branched alkanes, neo-pentane and iso-octane, in an effort to improve the fidelity of 
ignition models for traditional fuels. The QOOH reaction pathways often produce cyclic ethers and other 
oxygenated species in combination with hydroxyl radicals. The complementary methods of laboratory-based OH 
LIF detection and synchrotron-based MPIMS will help elucidate these competing QOOH pathways. 

Ethers are an important class of potential biofuels and additives, which also commonly arise as intermediates in 
the overall fuel oxidation. Thus, we are planning to examine the pyrolytic and oxidative chemistry at elevated 
pressures for a variety of dioxanes and methylated furans. These experiments will be performed with both the 
HRRST and with PIMS and LIF detection in flow reactors. In the case of cyclic ethers, we plan to use partially 
deuterated THF, which will allow us to distinguish between the many possible internal H shifts and β-scission 
pathways. Similarly, the use of deuterated DME will help identify some of the reaction products by separating 
overlapping ion signals. In addition, we will probe the OH and HO2 radical products from DME, THF, and methyl-
substituted THF oxidation to complement the PIMS data. An HRRST study of the high pressure pyrolysis of DME 
will pay particular attention to the kinetic role of roaming radical pathways. 

Radical Abstractions: We plan to extend our technique for obtaining channel specific rate constants in H-atom 
abstractions to simple oxygenated molecules. We also envision that this technique will directly probe the nascent 
decompositions of the radicals. Abstraction using a thermal source for OH-radicals (TBHP) or O-atoms (O3) will be 
used as a means to form the radical of interest in the shock tube. H/D/O-ARAS and/or OH-multipass absorption will 
then used to make time-resolved measurements of the radical decomposition. Experiment, theory, and modeling will 
be used to probe the relevance of direct decompositions of weakly bound radicals in combustion kinetics. 
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1 Scope of the project

The goal of our research is to develop predictive theoretical methods, which can provide crucial
quantitative data (e.g., rate constants, branching ratios, heats of formation), identify new channels
and refine reaction mechanisms. Specifically, we are developing tools for computational studies of
spin-forbidden and non-adiabatic pathways of reactions relevant to combustion, and applying these
tools to study electronic structure, reactions, and spectroscopy of open-shell and electronically
excited species involved in these processes.

2 Summary of recent major accomplishments

During the past year, we conducted several computational studies of open-shell and electronically
excited species. The common theme in these studies is interactions between states of different char-
acter and intersections between the corresponding potential energy surfaces. We also continued to
develop and benchmark computational methods for modeling electronic structure and spectroscopy
of open-shell species. Particular emphasis was placed on determining spectroscopic signatures of
transient species, to facilitate comparisons with experimental data. In 2014-2015, the DOE support
was acknowledged in two papers.1,2 Two manuscripts are in the final stage of preparation. Some
of the recent results are highlighted below.

2.1 Formalism and computer codes for calculating spin-orbit couplings for EOM-
CC wave functions

We have developed a formalism and an implementation for calculating spin-orbit couplings (SOCs)
within EOM-CCSD (equation-of-motion coupled-cluster methods with single and double substi-
tutions) for the following variants of EOM-CCSD: EOM-CC for excitation energies (EOM-EE),
EOM-CC with spin-flip (EOM-SF), EOM-CC for ionization potentials (EOM-IP) and electron at-
tachment (EOM-EA). We employ a perturbative approach in which SOCs are computed as matrix
elements of the respective part of the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian using zero-order non-relativistic wave
functions. We follow the expectation-value approach rater than the response theory formulation
for property calculations. Both the full two-electron treatment and the mean-field approximation
(a partial account of the two-electron contributions) have been implemented and benchmarked us-
ing several small molecules containing elements up to the fourth row of the periodic table. The
benchmark results illustrate excellent performance of the perturbative treatment and the mean-
field approximation (see Table 1). When used with an appropriate basis set, the errors against
experiment are below 5%. The findings regarding basis set requirements are in agreement with
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previous studies. The impact of different correlation treatment in zero-order wave functions was
analyzed. Overall, EOM-IP-CCSD, EOM-EA-CCSD, EOM-EE-CCSD, and EOM-SF-CCSD wave
functions yield SOCs which agree well with each other (and with the experimental values when
available). Using an EOM approach that provides a more balanced description of the target states
yields more accurate results. The manuscript presenting this work is finalized for publication. The
code will be released in the upcoming 4.3 release of Q-Chem.

Table 1: Spin-orbit splittings (cm−1) in selected doublet radicals computed by various EOM-CCSD
methods using cc-pCVTZ.
System Exp.a EOM-EA EOM-IPb EOM-EEb

1el+2el SOMF 1el+2el SOMF 1el+2el SOMF

CF 77.1 76.28 74.93 78.66 79.32 77.00 76.48
O+

2 200.3 204.17 201.37 194.86 195.60 195.13 193.70
NO 123.1 124.16 122.12 122.11 122.74 121.85 120.90
PO 224.0 232.97 232.21 215.96 216.52 223.87 223.76
NS 222.9 227.93 226.84 242.28 242.85 231.46 231.09
PS 321.9 330.44 330.01 327.76 328.35 327.92 328.11

a Experimental values are taken from Klein and Gauss, J. Chem. Phys. 129 194106 (2008).
b ROHF reference.

2.2 Dyson orbitals and absolute cross sections for photoionization
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Figure 1: Absolute photoionization cross section
for propene. Two states are accessed in this energy
range. Theoretical values (solid and dashed black
lines) are in excellent agreement with the experimen-
tal measurements (red dots). In most cases that we
investigated, the theoretical curves are within 20%
from the experimental ones, however, several systems
show much larger discrepancies. We are currently in-
vestigating what are the reasons for disagreement.

Dyson orbital is a one-electron quantity “connecting” N and N -1 electron states:

φd(1) =
√
N

∫
ΨI(1, 2, . . . , N)ΨF (2, . . . , N)d2 . . . dN (1)

It is a rigorous generalization of a Koopmans picture to correlated many-electron wave functions.
Qualitatively, Dyson orbital describes the state of an ionized electron. Quantitatively, it enters
the expressions for photoelectron transition matrix elements that define total and differential cross
sections. We developed a production-level efficient code for computing Dyson orbitals using various
EOM-CC wave functions. We also performed extensive benchmarks of absolute photoionization
cross sections against an experimental database (Dr. Osborn, private communication) using our
simple model for cross sections (matrix elements between Dyson orbitals and a plane wave describing
the outgoing electron). We computed cross sections for more than 100 closed-shell molecules.
Overall, the agreement is rather good, however, several cases show larger discrepancies. One
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obvious limitation of the model, which we plan to address in a near future, is including ionization
via resonances.

2.3 Insights into non-adiabatic couplings

Figure 7 shows the CASSCF couplings between the ME!S1
and ME!S1! states and "!" along the two cuts (all values are
normalized to their respective values at X = Y = 0). For the
displacement along the short axis (X = 0 cut), we observe a
nearly perfect correlation between "NAC"·!E and "!";
however, the behavior along the Y = 0 cut is more complex.
"!" shows relatively small variations, and so does NAC. The
!ne details, however, are not reproduced. For example, for the
ME!S1 pair (right panel of Figure 6), NAC shows up to a 1.6

times increase at the displaced geometries, whereas "!"
remains nearly constant. We note that the di"erence between
the Hellman!Feynman part and the full NAC is very small, as
illustrated for the Y = 0 cut in the SI.
To better understand these trends, we consider the individual

components of NAC along the X = 0 (Figure 8) and Y = 0
(Figure 9) scans. The NAC vector can be described as intra-
and intermolecular carbon!carbon displacements; the leading
components are shown in Figures 8 and 9. We observe that, for

Figure 7. "!" and interstate properties for the ME!S1 (left) and ME!S1! (right) transitions computed using CASSCF.

Figure 8. Leading components of NAC along the X = 0 scan for the ME!S1 (left) and ME!S1! (right) transitions.
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Figure 2: ||γ|| and interstate couplings (NAC·∆E)
computed using CASSCF wave functions between
the 1ME (multi-exciton, 1TT) and S1 states in a
stacked ethylene dimer. The respective values are
normalized to their values at the perfectly stacked
geometry. As the fragments are displaced along the
short molecular axis, the states acquire their pure
asymptotic character and become formally doubly
excited with respect to each other. The coupling
decreases accordingly. As expected, large values of
||γ|| are required for large couplings. However, finer
variations in couplings may be lost.

Non-adiabatic coupling (NAC) matrix elements are required for computing rates of non-adiabatic
transitions. Since NAC is a one-electron operator, it can be computed from one-particle transition
density matrix:

1

EI − EJ
< ΨI |Hx|ΨJ >=

1

∆IJ

∑
pq

Hx
pqγ

IJ
pq ≤

1

∆IJ
||Hx|| · ||γIJ || (2)

where
γIJpq ≡< ΨI |p+q|ΨJ > (3)

We realized that ||γ||, norm of transition one-particle transition density matrix, can be used as
a crude proxy for NAC,2 owing to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality above. More generally, ||γ||
quantifies the degree of one-electron character in the I → F transition and can be exploited to
monitor changes in the states upon structural changes (Fig. 2). This tool has been used to
investigate the effect of morphology on singlet fission rates. It also provides a simple metric for
analyzing the type of an electronic transition.2

2.4 Multiple potential energy surfaces and conical intersections

Accurate description of conical intersections is a challenging task for electronic structure methods
as it requires balanced description of interacting states. Using a simple model system, PSB3, we
investigated the performance of various approaches in the vicinity of a conical intersection,1 see
Fig. 3 (left). We considered multi-reference methods, such as CASSCF, MR-CI with and without
Davidson correction, various flavors of MR-PT, as well as spin-flip methods. We found that a
balanced description of dynamical and non-dynamical correlation is essential for reproducing the
location and energy of conical intersections. As illustrated in Fig. 3 (right), dynamical correlation
stabilizes the S1 state along the entire path and, also, stabilizes the S0 energy of all structures
relative to the equilibrium cis and trans structures. While it is not surprising that the CASSCF
surfaces are quite far from the reference MR-CISD(Q), the discrepancies between various MR-
PT methods are disconcerting. Overall, the performance of XMCQDPT2 is solid, whereas the
CASPT2 methods exhibit artifacts in the regions of exact degeneracies. EOM-SF-CCSD provides
a qualitatively accurate description of the two PES, however, the triples correction (dT) is needed
for quantitatively accurate profiles that are in good agreement with MRCISD+Q.
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PSB3 also reproduces several features of the S0 potential
energy surface of opsin-embedded rPSB. In both chromo-
phores, a loop constructed with the branching plane vectors
and encompassing the CI passes through regions of di!erent
electronic character (see the bottom of Figure 1 and the
legend).19,20 In one region, the molecule has its positive charge
fully localized on the Schi!-base-containing moiety, similar to
the S0 reactant (cis-PSB3) and the product (trans-PSB3); thus,
the underlying wave function has predominantly a covalent/
diradical character (!DIR). In the other region, the positive
charge is almost completely translocated to the other end of the
molecule (the allyl group in the case of PSB3, or the !-ionone-
containing moiety in the case of rPSB). In this region the wave
function is predominantly of charge-transfer character (!CT). A
schematic representation of the S0 energy surface around the CI
point is given in Figure 1a. Moreover, in both PSB310 and
rPSB,19 each region also hosts a transition state (TS) that could
mediate thermal (i.e., proceeding on the ground state)
isomerization of the chromophore. One TS (TSDIR) lies in
the !DIR region and, therefore, corresponds to the homolytic
cleavage of the isomerizing double bond. The other TS (TSCT)
is in the !CT region and is reached by heterolytic cleavage of
the double bond. Both TSs are ca. 90° twisted, similar to the
CI, and the main structural di!erence between TSDIR, TSCT,
and the CI is along the bond length alternation (BLA)
coordinate (see Scheme 1B), with the CI situated between the
two TSs at the CASSCF level of theory.
The S0 CASSCF energy surface near the CI of PSB3 was

characterized by mapping the surface along three potential
energy paths (see Figure 1).10 The "rst path (the BLA path)
connects the two TSs and intercepts the CI point shown in
Scheme 1B. The other two paths are minimum energy paths

(MEPs) connecting cis-PSB3 to trans-PSB3 through TSDIR and
TSCT (MEPDIR and MEPCT paths, respectively). The MEPCT
path, therefore, starts and ends in the !DIR regions while
intersecting the !CT region, whereas the MEPDIR path is
con"ned to the !DIR region of the S0 surface (therefore, the
molecule maintains a covalent/diradical character in the S0 state
along this path). The two-root SA-CASSCF/6-31G* energy
pro"les and the corresponding wave functions along the three
paths are shown in Figure 2. Details regarding the generation of
these paths are provided in the Methods section.
Owing to the complexity of its potential energy surfaces,

sensitivity to the methodology, as well as small molecular size
and chemical relevance as a model for rPSB, PSB3 is a useful
benchmark system for testing di!erent computational methods.
In the present contribution, we extend previous benchmark
studies to include single-reference EOM-CC methods.21!24

The EOM-CC (or linear response CC) methods allow one to

Scheme 1. (A) The Structures of the 11-cis-Retinal
Protonated Schi! Base (rPSB) Connected to the Lys296
Residue in Bovine Rhodopsin and Its Reduced Model, the
cis-Penta-2,4-dieniminium Cation (PSB3) and (B) Selected
CASSCF/6-31G* Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths in
Ångstroms and C1!C2!C3!C4 Dihedrals in Degrees) for
the cis-PSB3, trans-PSB3, TSCT, TSDIR, and the CIa,b

aThe resonance formula also provides a qualitative representation of
the singlet electron pairing and charge distribution. bThe CI structure
shown is the one intercepted by the Bond Length Alternation (BLA)
coordinate.

Figure 1. Top. Schematic two-dimensional cut of the S0 potential
energy surface of PSB3. The two coordinates can be described as bond
length alternation (BLA) and the C2!C3 twisting reaction coordinate
(RC), respectively. The region in which the wave function has
predominantly a charge-transfer character ("CT) is displayed in brown,
whereas the part corresponding to a covalent/diradical wave function
("DIR) is displayed in green. The electronic structure of the two
transition states is illustrated by a bubble diagram showing the values
of the CASSCF Mulliken charges along the backbone (charges
summed onto heavy atoms). The three paths used in the present study
(the BLA, MEPCT, and MEPDIR paths) are shown by dashed lines on
the surface. Bottom left. A schematic magni"cation of the S0/S1 CI
region. A loop centered around the CI and constructed using the
branching plane vectors parallel to the BLA and RC coordinates is
shown by the red dashed line on the S0 surface. The angle #
corresponds to the 0!2$ coordinate de"ning the position along the
circular loop. Bottom right. The S0 and S1 CASSCF energies (colored
according to the dominant electronic con"guration) as well as the S0
charge transfer character (gray area) along the angle # following the
loop around the CI. The charge-transfer character is determined by
summing the CASSCF Mulliken charges on the allyl (i.e., the C5H2!
C4H!C3H!) fragment of the PSB3. The energies and charge transfer
character are obtained from ref 10.
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from the FC point (after just a small relaxation in the BLA
shown in Figure 2A bottom). This isomerization leads to an S1
minimum that is !70° twisted with respect to the FC point
(MINCIS or MINTRANS). This single bond isomerization is
associated with a very limited change in the BLA (Figure 2A
bottom), but with a signi!cant charge transfer across the C1!
C2 bond such that the molecule has the positive charge almost
fully localized on the !C2H"C3H!C4H"C5H2 moiety
(Figure 4B bottom). Therefore, the MINCIS or MINTRANS
structures may be seen as single-bond TICT states correspond-
ing to real and, in principle, "uorescent S1 intermediates.
Finally, we !nd from a comparison of Figures 3A and 4A that
along MEPCIS the single bond and double bond isomerizations
are almost independent (the dihedral around the C2"C3
double bond remains planar while single bond isomerization
occurs), but the same is not true for MEPTRANS. This last
observation is also related to the fact that TSTRANS has a larger
torsional deformation in both the C1!C2 single and C2"C3
double bond than TSCIS.
In summary, we found several di#erences between the

CASSCF and CASPT2 paths. The main di#erence along the
MEPCIS and MEPTRANS paths is the existence of a LE region on
the S1 CASPT2 PES of PSB3 near the FC point which is absent
in CASSCF. This corresponds to a di#erence in topology of the
potential energy surface and is, therefore, of mechanistic
signi!cance. Such a region must have a signi!cant e#ect on the
initial relaxation dynamics along the BLA coordinate from the
FC point, as observed in several studies.14,19,20 However, it is
noteworthy to mention that even along the CASPT2 path the
BLA does decrease signi!cantly, as in CASSCF, once the
molecule leaves the LE region. The LE region in CASPT2 also
introduces an S1 barrier for isomerization along the C2"C3
double bond, instead favoring a torsional deformation along the

C1"C2 single bond. As mentioned above, this is consistent
with what was found by Valsson et al.20 and Send et al.22 in
di#erent rPSB models. However, it is important to stress that
such single bond deformation does not lead to a degeneracy of
the S1 and S0 states and may be considered photochemically
(but not photophysically) of a limited importance. Indeed, note
that a removal of the path segments dominated by single bond
deformation from the energy pro!le of Figure 1B would
produce, after splicing the remaining segments, composite
CASPT2 energy pro!les topologically similar to the CASSCF
pro!les of Figure 1A. Finally, we !nd that di#erences in the CI
structures at the CASSCF and CASPT2 level (and especially in
the CIBLA structure) leads to a di#erent shape of the CI seam at
the two levels of theory.

Dynamic Electron Correlation E!ects on the CASSCF
Reference PES. In this section, we perform MRCI, MRPT2,
and EOM-CC single point calculations along the composite
CASSCF path comprising MEPCIS, CI seam, and MEPTRANS.
Figure 5 displays the energy pro!les along the composite path

(we display only one variant of each method that performs
better than the rest. For !gures including all tested methods
please see Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information,
SI). We !nd that dynamic electron correlation stabilizes the S1
state along the entire path and, also, stabilizes the S0 energy of
all structures relative to the equilibrium cis- and trans-PSB3
structures. Near the cis-PSB3 and trans-PSB3 FC regions (see
left and right insets in Figure 5), we notice that the clearly
barrierless CASSCF S1 path becomes "atter upon introduction
of dynamic electron correlation or even develops an S1 barrier,
forming a minimum. This is most noticeable at the CASPT2
(IPEA = 0.25) level of theory, but the e#ect is present with
other MRPT2, MRCISD+Q, and EOM-CC methods as well.

Figure 4. (A) N"C1"C2"C3 dihedral along the CASSCF (top) and
CASPT2 (bottom) composite paths. The dashed vertical lines are used
to distinguish the three paths: (from left to right) MEPCIS, CI seam,
and MEPTRANS. (B) Charge transfer character across the C1"C2 bond
along the CASSCF and CASPT2 composite paths.

Figure 5. CASSCF (red), MRCISD+Q (black), QD-NEVPT2
(orange), XMCQDPT2/F(!ns) (green), CASPT2 (IPEA = 0.25)
(blue), and SF-CCSD(dT) (violet) energy pro!les along the
composite CASSCF path comprising MEPCIS, CI seam, and
MEPTRANS. The energies are relative to the trans-PSB3 S0 energy.
The insets show an expansion of the 10 points nearest to each of the
cis- and trans-PSB3 structures and of the CI seam.
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Figure 3: Left: Schematic two-dimensional cut of the ground-state potential energy surface of PSB3. The
two coordinates can be described as bond length alternation (BLA) and the C2-C3 twisting reaction coordi-
nate (RC). Around the intersection, the wave function changes its character from charge-transfer (brown) to
diradical (green). Three different paths around the intersection (dashed lines) are shown by the dashed lines
on the surface. Right: CASSCF (red), MRCISD+Q (black), QD-NEVPT2 (orange), XMCQDPT2 (green),
CASPT2 (blue), and SF-CCSD(dT) (violet) energy profiles along the composite CASSCF path comprising
MEPCIS , CI seam, and MEPTRANS . The insets show an expansion of the 10 points nearest to each of the
cis- and trans-PSB3 structures and of the CI seam.

3 Current developments and future plans

Currently, we are improving the methodology for calculating cross sections from Dyson orbitals by
developing tools for including resonance channels. We are also investigating the sources of discrep-
ancies between theory and experiment. This is conducted in collaboration with the experimental
groups (Kaiser, Osborn) and theoreticians (Stanton). Other projects include computational studies
of several radicals relevant to combustion and spin-forbidden channels in the reactions of oxygen
with unsaturated hydrocarbons.
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I. Program Scope 
The hydroxyl radical, a key oxidant in combustion, is generally detected by laser-induced 

fluorescence on the A2Σ+–X2Π band system.  Sensitive, state-selective ionization detection of 
OH radicals offers additional advantages, and thus this laboratory is expanding its efforts to 
develop and apply a robust 1+1′ ionization scheme that combines OH A-X excitation with VUV 
ionization via autoionizing Rydberg states.  Carbonyl oxides, important intermediates in 
tropospheric hydrocarbon oxidation and some combustion reactions, are also being examined to 
determine their intrinsic stability and explore dynamical pathways involving multiple potential 
energy surfaces that result from UV excitation.  Lastly, reactive intermediates produced in low 
temperature combustion of alkanes, including QOOH, are being investigated using novel 
spectroscopic and dynamical methods. 

II. Recent Progress 

A. Velocity map imaging studies related to Criegee intermediates 
Our initial velocity map imaging (VMI) study focused on the photodissociation of CH2I2 at 

248 nm,1 which is of renewed interest because subsequent reaction of CH2I photofragments with 
O2 is being utilized to generate the simplest Criegee intermediate CH2OO for laboratory studies.2  
In our VMI study, the I*(2P1/2) products are detected by 2+1 REMPI at 313 nm; background one-
color I* signal from 313 nm photolysis/ionization alone is subtracted.  The resultant image 
arising from 248 nm photolysis is reconstructed to obtain the velocity and angular distributions 
of the I* products as well as the corresponding kinetic energy release to products and anisotropy 
parameter.  The dominant feature in the total kinetic energy distribution has a sizable breadth and 
average translational energy of 2100 cm-1, which corresponds to only 14% of the available 
energy.  This leaves the remaining 86% channeled into the internal excitation of the CH2I 
cofragment, where 〈Eint〉 = 12,700 cm-1 (36.3 kcal mol-1).  This is in accord with a previous 
investigation of IR emission from CH2I fragments produced with a combination of I and I* 
cofragments.3  Depending on experimental conditions, some internal excitation of the CH2I 
fragments could be carried over into CH2OO in a near thermo-neutral process.4 

Our next VMI study focused on the UV photodissociation dynamics of the simplest Criegee 
intermediate CH2OO.5,6  Initially, we characterized the velocity and angular distributions of O 1D 
photofragments following UV excitation of jet-cooled CH2OO on the B1Aʹ ← X1Aʹ transition at 
308, 330, and 360 nm.5  A representative image and corresponding total kinetic energy release 
(TKER) distribution resulting from 360 nm photolysis is shown in Figure 1.  The anisotropic 
angular distributions observed at each wavelength are indicative of prompt dissociation, which is 
rapid compared with the ps timescale for rotation of the Criegee intermediate.  The 
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experimentally derived anisotropy parameter β also 
yields the orientation of the transition dipole moment 
(TDM) with respect to the O 1D recoil along the O-O 
bond axis.  Complementary electronic structure 
calculations yield a theoretically derived TDM 
orientation in good accord with experiment, showing 
that the angular distribution of the O 1D products is a 
reflection of the π* ← π character of the electronic 
transition associated with the COO group. 

The TKER distributions indicate a high degree of 
vibrational excitation in the H2CO products, 
originating from changes in the equilibrium structure 
for CH2OO X1Aʹ compared to H2CO X1A1.  In 
particular, a harmonic normal mode analysis suggests 
significant C-O stretch excitation.  After accounting 
for the different excitation energies, the TKER 
distributions are found to have a common 
termination, providing an initial estimate for the 
CH2OO X1Aʹ dissociation energy (D0 ≤ 54 kcal  
mol-1).  Some rotational excitation of the H2CO X1A1 
fragments is also anticipated based on an impulsive 
model, which would lower this estimate. 

In a collaborative theoretical study, Samanta  
et al.7 predicted that electronic excitation of CH2OO 

X1Aʹ to the excited B1A′ state will result in dissociation via multiple coupled potentials to two 
spin-allowed product channels: H2CO X1A1 + O 1D and H2CO a3A″ + O 3P.  This prompted our 
experimental VMI study of the higher energy H2CO a3A″ + O 3P channel.8  Again, anisotropic 
angular distributions of the O 3P products are obtained at 330 and 350 nm, indicative of rapid 
(sub-ps) dissociation, along with broad and unstructured total kinetic energy distributions that 
reflect the internal excitation of the H2CO a3A″ co-fragment.  A harmonic normal mode analysis 
indicates that the CH2 wag and C-O stretch modes of the H2CO a3A″ fragment will be 
significantly excited upon dissociation.  The termination of the TKER distribution at each UV 
wavelength establishes the energy required to yield H2CO a3A″ + O 3P products of ca. 76 kcal 
mol-1, corresponding to a threshold excitation of 378 nm.  This, in turn, is utilized with the 
singlet-triplet spacings in formaldehyde and oxygen atoms to deduce the energy required to 
reach the H2CO X1A1 + O 1D asymptotic limit.  The latter provides an upper limit for the 
dissociation energy from CH2OO X1A′ to H2CO X1A1 + O 1D of D0 ≤ 49 kcal mol-1, which is in 
good accord with theoretical predictions. 

Scanning the UV excitation laser, while detecting O 1D or O 3P products, yields action 
spectra.  The O 3P action spectrum8 for CH2OO peaks at shorter wavelength (∼330 nm) and falls 
off more rapidly on the long wavelength side than the previously reported CH2OO B-X 
absorption spectrum under similar jet-cooled conditions.6  These spectral changes arise from the 
close proximity of the energetic threshold for the H2CO a3A″ + O 3P product channel at 378 nm.  
Modeling suggests that the O 3P product yield steadily increases toward shorter wavelength over 

Figure 1  Velocity map image with derived total 
kinetic energy release (TKER) and anisotropy 
parameter (β) distributions for O 1D products 
resulting from photolysis of CH2OO at 360 nm.  
The angle χ between the TDM of CH2OO and 
the recoil velocity of the O-atom fragment is 
evaluated from the anisotropy parameter. 
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the region spanned by the UV absorption spectrum of CH2OO, thereby distorting the shape of the 
O 3P action spectrum.  On the other hand, the O 1D action spectrum5 appears to follow the 
absorption spectrum of jet-cooled CH2OO more closely,6 indicating that H2CO X1A1 + O 1D is 
the dominant product channel. 

Analogous VMI experiments are in progress on the UV photodissociation dynamics of a 
prototypical alkyl-substituted Criegee intermediate CH3CHOO, yielding both CH3CHO X1A′ +  
O 1D and CH3CHO a3A + O 3P products.  Again, anisotropic angular and TKER distributions are 
obtained, in accord with rapid (sub-ps) photodissociation dynamics and vibrationally excited 
CH3CHO products.  In this case, an even more pronounced threshold for the onset of O 3P 
products is observed at ca. 320 nm. 

B. A new spectroscopic window on hydroxyl radicals using UV+VUV resonant ionization 

Recently, we demonstrated a new 1+1′ resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) 
scheme for detection of OH X2Π radicals utilizing a broad range of intermediate A2Σ+ (v=1, 2) 
levels.9,10  Subsequent fixed-frequency VUV excitation at 118 nm (10.5 eV) accesses the OH 
[A3Π, 3d], v=0 Rydberg state prior to rapid Auger decay and ionization.  This REMPI scheme 
has already been utilized for detection of OH X2Π products from unimolecular decay of 
energized Criegee intermediates.11,12  In addition, a very recent VMI study is using this 1+1′ 
ionization scheme to obtain the kinetic energy release to OH products following IR activation of 
syn-CH3CHOO.13 

III. Future Work 

Future studies will expand our investigation of the 1+1′ REMPI detection scheme for OH 
X2Π radicals.  The planned research focuses on understanding the ionization step by separating 
the VUV excitation and autoionzation processes using tunable VUV radiation and photoelectron 
velocity map imaging.  We also plan to utilize this novel OH detection scheme in VMI studies of 
photochemical and unimolecular reactions.  Ongoing studies of carbonyl oxides will explore the 
dissociation dynamics of methyl-substituted Criegee intermediates upon UV excitation.  Lastly, a 
new line of research is being initiated to generate and stabilize QOOH intermediates in a pulsed 
supersonic expansion.   
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I. Program Scope 
The goal of the proposed research is to create computational flame diagnostics that are 

rigorous numerical algorithms to detect critical flame features, including ignition, local 
extinction/re-ignition, and premixed reaction fronts and non-premixed flamelet, and to 
understand the underlying physicochemical processes controlling limit flame phenomena, flame 
stabilization, turbulence-chemistry interactions and pollutant emissions etc. Diagnostics based on 
chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) [i] are performed for direct numerical simulations 
(DNS) of a variety of turbulent flames using non-stiff reduced mechanisms for transportation 
fuels (collaboration with J.H. Chen at Sandia) to extract salient physical information from the 
complex flow fields. 

II. Recent Progress 
A. Reduced mechanisms and reduction methods for engine fuels 

Reduced mechanisms for a variety of engine fuels, including ethanol, DME, n-dodecane 
have been developed for high-fidelity flame simulations, including both large eddy simulations 
(LES) and DNS, at engine-relevant conditions. The reduction is primarily based on directed 
relation graph (DRG), sensitivity analysis and analytically solved linearized quasi steady state 
approximations. Chemical stiffness is dynamically removed such that the highly efficient explicit 
solvers can be employed in DNS [ii]. Specifically, a 28-species reduced mechanism is developed 
for ethanol/air with NOx formation and was applied in Sandia’s 2-D and 3-D DNS of HCCI and 
spark assisted compression ignition (SACI) [7]. A reduced mechanism for DME with 30 
transported species is developed [9] and employed in Sandia’s DNS of laminar and turbulent 
lifted flames, temporal jet flame, and homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI). A 106-
species skeletal mechanism for n-dodecane is developed and employed in RANS and LES of 
lifted diesel spray flames in collaboration with S. Som at Argonne National Laboratory and 
employed by other research groups in the engine combustion network (ECN).  

Rigorous error control is critical for model reduction methods while the challenges result 
from the highly nonlinear couplings among different reaction pathways. While the DRG method 
can effectively control the worst case error in skeletal mechanisms, error propagation in further 
reduced models can be highly complex. A linearized error propagation (LEP) model based on 
Jacobian analysis is developed to quantify the reduction error propagating into high 
concentration species due to the elimination of the species in low concentrations. The reduction 
is based on 0-D steady-state perfectly stirred reactors (PSR) involving both ignition and 
extinction states. Validation result in Fig. 1 shows that the LEP based reduction method can 
effectively control the worst case errors in major species of interest. Furthermore, it is shown that 
the skeletal mechanism derived from PSR can be extended to more complex flames in that the 
PSR S-curve covers both ignition and extinction chemistry.   
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To achieve high efficiency in flame simulations, DAC methods based on DRG are 
developed to expedite time integration of chemically reacting systems based on the DRG method 
[3,5,11,13]. DAC is integrated with the Strang splitting scheme and a second order accuracy in 
time-integration is achieved and demonstrated in 1-D freely propagating premixed laminar 
flames of methane-air. Speedup factors of about 30 are achieved for simulations of HCCI 
combustion of iso-octane/air in a partially stirred reactor [3].  

DRG-based DAC is further extended to 
the method of species time scale and rate 
analysis (TSRA) by modeling error 
propagation in major species. The TSRA 
method is applied to auto-ignition of methane-
air and n-heptane-air mixtures over a wide 
range of initial temperatures and pressures. 
Ignition is accurately predicted, including the 
negative temperature coefficient (NTC) 
behavior for n-heptane.  

Multicomponent diffusion is involved 
in most practical combustion devices. For 
high-fidelity flame simulations, 
multicomponent diffusion models involve 
inversion of linear problems and can be highly 
time consuming when the number of species is 
large. A systematic strategy is developed to 
reduce multicomponent diffusion models by 
accurately accounting for the species whose 
diffusivities are important for flame responses, 
while approximating the diffusivities of the less important species [11]. The reduced models are 
investigated in planar premixed flames, counterflow diffusion flames, and ignition of droplet 
flames, showing significantly higher accuracy than that of the mixture-averaged model, while the 
computational cost was reduced by a factor of approximately 5 compared with the detailed multi-
component model for an n-heptane with 88 species. 

C. Computational flame diagnostics 
A bifurcation analysis (BA) is developed based on the description of extinction and 

ignition states as bifurcation points on the S-curves of steady state combustion, and the reactions 
important to ignition and extinction are identified based on their normalized contributions to the 
bifurcation points, defined as the bifurcation index (BI) [8]. BA is based on the full Jacobian of 
ordinary differential equations obtained for 0-D reactors and spatially discretized reacting flows. 
For 2-D and 3-D flame simulations, the full Jacobian becomes too large such that BA is not 
feasible. In such cases, CEMA is applied by focusing on the chemical Jacobian and the responses 
of the chemical properties of local mixtures to different flame features [10]. Both BA and CEMA 
are based on eigen-analyses to decouple the interactions among different processes.   

Identification of ignition and premixed fronts using CEMA are investigated in [i, 1, 10, 
12], and extinction behaviors of 1-D laminar counterflow flames and a 3-D DNS of turbulent 
non-premixed ethylene-air flame [iii] are investigated with CEMA to systematically identify 
local flame features involved during local extinction and re-ignition. Results on laminar flames 
show that mixtures in the reaction zone start to show explosive behavior, characterized by a 
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Figure 1. Worst case relative error in target 
species in PSR for 1-30atm, φ=1, Tin = 1000K, 
calculated using local skeletal models for 
ethylene-air based on USC-Mech II, derived with 
LEP, DRG, and DRGEP, respectively. 
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positive eigenvalue of the chemical Jacobian, when the flame approaches extinction, while only 
non-explosive mixtures are present in strongly burning flames at low strain rates. Thus the 
presence of explosive mixtures is a necessary condition to detect flame extinction. This criterion 
is employed to study the DNS data in [iii]. Local flame features, including strongly burning non-
premixed, near-extinction, post-extinction and premixed front zones are identified and shown in 
Fig. 2 and compared with 1-D premixed and non-premixed flamelets.  

Strongly
Burning

Near Extinction

Extinction

Premixed
front

(c) (d)

1-D

near-extinction zonetremixed front

(a) (b)

 
Figure 2. a) Isocontour of temperature, b) reciprocal explosive mode timescale, , c) scatter of  vs. 
progress variable in the premixed front zone, the pink box in a), and d) scatter of  vs. progress variable 
in the near-extinction zone, the red box in a), on the 2-D center plane at . The white isoline in 
b) indicates the stoichiometric surface. The solid lines in c) are unstrained 1-D premixed flame solutions, 
showing the presence of local premixed fronts in the DNS data. The large symbols in d) indicate 1-D non-
premixed flame solutions, showing the signature of non-premixed near-extinction flamelets. 

CEMA based diagnostics are also performed on Sandia’s 3-D DNS of a lifted DME jet 
flame at elevated pressure. Results show that non-premixed flames at strongly turbulent 
conditions can involve complex flame features, including local premixed fronts and local 
extinction and re-ignition, as also observed in the DNS in Fig. 2. CEMA-based diagnostics 
therefore provide reliable criteria to identify different flames features for adaptive combustion 
modeling. 
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I. Program Scope 
Nonlinear optical techniques such as laser-induced polarization spectroscopy (PS), resonant 

wave mixing (RWM), and electronic-resonance-enhanced (ERE) coherent anti-Stokes Raman 
scattering (CARS) are techniques that show great promise for sensitive measurements of transient gas-
phase species, and diagnostic applications of these techniques are being pursued actively at 
laboratories throughout the world.  The objective of this research program is to develop and test 
strategies for quantitative concentration and temperature measurements using nonlinear optical 
techniques in flames and plasmas.  We have continued our fundamental theoretical and experimental 
investigations of these techniques.  We have also initiated both theoretical and experimental efforts to 
investigate the potential of femtosecond (fs) laser systems for sensitive and accurate measurements in 
gas-phase media.  Our initial efforts have been focused on fs CARS, although the systems will be 
useful for a wide range of future diagnostic techniques involving two-photon transitions.  In the last 
year we have demonstrated the acquisition of single-shot temperature measurements at data rates of 5 
kHz in highly turbulent, swirl-stabilized methane-air flames.  The fs CARS measurements exhibited 
high signal-to-noise ratios and temperatures were extracted from nearly every laser shot.  We have 
also extended the dynamic range of the system by using a two-channel detection scheme. 

Over the past year we have continued our two-color PS measurements.  We developed and 
optimized a new laser system for the two-color PS measurements of nitric oxide featuring two 
injection-seeded optical parametric generator/pulsed dye amplifier (OPG/PDA) systems, both 
operating near 452 nm.  Collision-induced resonances were clearly observed with this system.  The 
effects of different buffer gases on the generation of the collision-induced resonances was investigated 
and a numerical code for calculation of the two-color PS spectra developed. 

We are investigating the physics of both fs CARS and two-color PS by direct numerical 
integration (DNI) of the time-dependent density matrix equations for the resonant interaction.  
Significantly fewer restrictive assumptions are required using this DNI approach compared with the 
assumptions required to obtain analytical solutions.  We are concentrating on the accurate simulation 
of two-photon processes, including Raman transitions, where numerous intermediate electronic levels 
contribute to the two-photon transition strength.  We have made significant progress in the last year on 
modeling two-color PS of atomic hydrogen, and are obtaining good agreement between experiment 
and modeling.  We have also developed a code for the modeling of two-color PS signals, including the 
generation of collision-induced resonances.   

II. Recent Progress 

A. Femtosecond CARS Calculations and Experiments 
The single-shot, chirped-pulse-probe (CPP) fs CARS system for temperature measurements is 

shown in Fig. 1.  Fs CARS offers several major potential advantages compared with nanosecond (ns) 
CARS; i.e., CARS as usually performed with nanosecond pump and Stokes lasers.  These potential 
advantages include an elimination of collisional effects in the signal generation and the capability of 
performing real-time temperature and species measurements at data rates of 1 kHz or greater as 
compared to 10-50 Hz for ns CARS.  Our Coherent ultrafast laser system operates at 5 kHz with a 
fundamental pulse width of 60 fs and energy of over 2 mJ.  The fundamental 800-nm pulse is Fourier-
transform-limited to within a few percent.  The fundamental 800-nm beam is used as the probe beam 
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for our CPP fs CARS experiments.  The 
greatly increased pulse energy of the chirped-
pulse-probe beam results in a significant 
increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
single-pulse measurements.   

The fundamental 800-nm pulse is 
Fourier-transform-limited to within a few 
percent.  The fundamental 800-nm beam is 
used as the probe beam for our chirped-pulse-
probe (CPP) fs CARS experiments as shown in 
Fig. 1.  The greatly increased pulse energy of 
the chirped-pulse-probe beam results in a 
significant increase in the signal-to-noise ratio 

of the single-pulse measurements.  During the past year we continued our analysis of single-laser-shot 
temperature measurements acquired at a data rate of 5 kHz in a highly turbulent, swirl-stabilized 
burner that has been characterized extensively at DLR Stuttgart.  Measurements were performed for a 
so-called “stable” case and for a case with significant thermoacoustic instabilities.  The CARS 
temperature measurements are in good agreement with previous single-shot Raman scattering 
measurements in the same flame.  A microphone was used to record pressure pulsations in the burner.  
Simultaneous acoustic measurements enabled phase-synchronization of the fs CARS measurements 
with the thermo-acoustic pulsations in the burner.  The rapid accumulation of statistically-converged 
datasets also supported a phase conditioned statistical analysis to study the time-evolving thermo-
chemical state over the course of a thermoacoustic cycle. The CARS measurements are described in 
P3 and in a pair of articles in preparation for submission to Combustion and Flame. 

The measurements in the DLR burner were quite successful in that on virtually every laser shot 
the signal level was high enough and the signal was clean enough such that a temperature could be 
determined by least squares fitting of theoretical spectra to the experimental spectra.  However, in 
regions of the burner where cold gas pockets were present the CARS signal was high enough to 
saturate the EMCCD detector.  To address this problem we borrowed a spectrometer and EMCCD 
camera from Andor and set up a two-channel detection system featuring a 90%T/10%R beamsplitter 
as shown in Fig. 2.  When the gas in the CARS probe volume was hot (>1000K), the signal in 
detection channel 1 was analyzed to determine the temperature.  When the gas in the CARS probe 
volume was cold (<1000K), the signal in detection channel 2 was analyzed to determine the 
temperature.  The experimental system and measurements in a hydrogen jet diffusion flame are 
discussed in paper P5. 

We have also begun to perform CPP fs CARS measurements of fuel species.  We performed 
measurements of methane, ethylene, 
and propane, and mixtures of these 
gases at room temperature for a range 
of pressures up to 10 bars.  
Measurements of methane and 
nitrogen in a swirling nonreacting flow 
were also performed by tuning the 
OPA pump beam output wavelength to 
640 nm so that the central Raman 
frequency shift was midway between 
N2 (2330 cm-1) and CH4 (2914 cm-1).  
The results of those measurements and 
the best-fit theoretical spectrum are 
shown in Fig. 3.  The methane spectral 
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Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of CPP fs CARS 
experiment. 

 

Figure 2.  Two-channel detection system for high-dynamic-
range, 5 kHz CPP fs CARS single-shot temperature 
measurements. 
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model does a very good job of simulating the 
experimental spectrum 

B. Polarization Spectroscopy and Six-
Wave Mixing:  Experiments and Modeling 
Efforts 

We developed and have continued to 
apply a new experimental apparatus for high-
spectral-resolution PS measurements.  The 
system features two OPG stages that injection 
seeded at the idler wavelength and pumped by 
the 355-nm third harmonic radiation from an 
injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser.  The signal 

radiation from OPGs is then amplified using two separate pulse dye amplifier stages.  During the last 
year we continued our experiments on two-color, single-photon PS of NO.  An energy level diagram 
for the generation and detection of collision-induced resonances is shown in Fig. 4, and experimental 
spectra are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for measurements of two-color NO PS for the buffer gases helium 
and argon, respectively.  The spectrum shown in Fig. 5 clearly shows transitions resulting from the 

transfer of anisotropy in the Zeeman state 
distribution during rotational transfer in 
either the lower or upper electronic levels 
for the transition.  The helium atom is light 
enough that it cannot alter the direction of 
the rotation significantly during a collision.  
For collisions with argon, however, the 
intensity of the collision-induced 
resonances is significantly decreased 
compared to the case of helium buffer gas.  

We are continuing our collaborative 
efforts with Dr. Thomas B. Settersten at 
Sandia’s Combustion Research Facility on 
six-wave mixing (6WM) spectroscopy and 
PS of atomic hydrogen.   

 
 

 

 
Figure 3.  CPP fs CARS spectrum of CH4 and N2. 

 
Figure 5.  Two-color NO polarization spectroscopy 
for 1% NO in helium buffer gas.  The pump beam 
is tuned to the R11(11.5) transition. 

 
Figure 6.  Two-color NO polarization spectroscopy 
for 1% NO in argon buffer gas.  The pump beam is 
tuned to the R11(11.5) transition. 

 
Figure 4.  Generation and detection of collision-induced 
resonances for two-color NO polarization spectroscopy.  
The pump beam is tuned to the R11(11.5) transition. 
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III. Future Work 
We will continue to perform fs CARS experiments in our laboratory using the Coherent ultrafast 

laser system.  Our studies of temperature measurements using CPP fs CARS will continue.  We 
continue to investigate the effect of laser system parameters on the CPP fs CARS spectrum to improve 
the temperature accuracy of the technique.  We will explore the potential for using CPP fs CARS for 
accurate concentration measurements for hydrocarbon species and other polyatomic molecules, a very 
hard species to measure using ns CARS.  We plan to design and fabricate a high-temperature, high-
pressure furnace for fundamental studies of temperature and species measurements.   

Our investigation of the physics of single-photon, two-color PS for species such as NO, and 
two-photon, two-color PS and 6WM for species such as CO will continue.  We have developed a new 
experimental apparatus for these measurements and collected extensive line shape and concentration 
data for atomic hydrogen, and are in the process of investigating collision-induced resonances for two-
color PS of NO.  We will be able to explore collisional effects on the PS and 6WM processes in much 
more detail using a low-pressure cell filled with NO and different buffer gases. We will continue to 
use the density matrix code to gain insight into the physics of the PS and 6WM processes.   

In the future we plan to introduce a dual-pump CARS variant of the technique for sensitive 
detection of three or more species along with the temperature measurement from both pure rotational 
and vibrational CARS.  We plan to combine the two-beam pure rotational CARS with a dual-beam 
CARS system where the vibrational spectra for H2 and N2 are detected simultaneously.   
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Program Scope 

In this project, we investigate complex chemical mechanisms of PAH formation, growth, 

and oxidation via theoretical studies of their critical elementary reactions. Our primary objectives 

include (i) to unravel reaction mechanisms through detailed, accurate, and reliable calculations of 

pertinent potential energy surfaces (PESs); (ii) to compute rate constants for individual reaction 

steps and total absolute reaction rate constants and product branching ratios depending on reaction 

conditions, such as collision energy or temperature and pressure; (iii) to characterize molecular, 

energetic, and spectroscopic parameters of various possible reaction intermediates and products 

including their enthalpies of formation, geometric structure, vibrational frequencies and rotational 

constants, as well as photoionization and photoexcitation spectra. To achieve these goals, we 

employ chemically accurate density functional and ab initio calculations (using CCSD(T)/CBS, 

G3, and explicitly correlated methods) of the PESs of these reactions which are then utilized for 

statistical (TST and RRKM/Master Equation) computations of absolute reaction rate constants 

and product branching ratios. 

Recent Progress 
Formation of methyl-substituted naphthalene, dihydronaphthalene, and indene. In a series 

of works combining theoretical calculations of potential energy surfaces and experimental crossed 

molecular beams studies in R. Kaiser’s group, we investigated the formation of methyl-

substituted naphthalene, dihydronaphthalene, and indene molecules via the reactions of tolyl 

radicals with C4H4, C4H6, and C5H8, and of phenyl radical with C5H8. For instance, the 

bimolecular reactions of phenyl-type radicals with the C4 and C5 hydrocarbons vinylacetylene 

and (methyl-substituted) 1,3-butadiene have been found to synthesize PAHs with naphthalene and 

1,4-dihydronaphthalene cores in exoergic and entrance barrierless reactions under single-collision 

conditions. The reaction mechanism involves the initial formation of a van der Waals complex 

and addition of a phenyl-type radical to the C1 position of a vinyl-type group through a 

submerged barrier. Investigations suggest that in the hydrocarbon reactant, the vinyl-type group 

must be in conjugation with a –C≡CH or –HC=CH2 group to form a resonantly stabilized free 

radical intermediate, which eventually isomerizes to a cyclic intermediate followed by hydrogen 

loss and aromatization (PAH formation). Also, the reactions of para-tolyl radicals with C3H4 

isomers allene and methylacetylene can produce methyl-indenes after overcoming moderate 

barriers in the entrance channel. 

Roaming dynamics in radical addition–elimination reactions. We have studied PESs for 

the reactions of chlorine atoms with butenes, the dynamics of which was probed experimentally in 

crossed beams by A. Suits’ group. The joint experimental and theoretical work has shown that 

these reactions involve formation of a transient strongly bound intermediate and the Cl addition–

HCl elimination pathway occurs from an abstraction-like Cl-H-C geometry rather than a 

conventional three-center or four-center transition state. The access to this geometry is attained by 

roaming excursions of the Cl atom from the initially formed adduct. In effect, the alkene π cloud 

serves to capture the Cl atom and hold it, allowing many subsequent opportunities for the 

energized intermediate to find a suitable approach to the abstraction geometry. These bimolecular 
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roaming reactions are closely related to the roaming radical dynamics recently discovered to play 

an important role in unimolecular reactions. 

Oxidation of graphene-edge six- and five-member rings by molecular oxygen. To gain 

qualitative and quantitative understanding of oxidation processes of large polycyclic aromatics, 

soot particles, and graphene edges, we carried out a theoretical study of the pyrenyl-O2 reaction 

system in collaboration with M. Frenklach’s group. Possible reaction pathways and their 

energetics were investigated using high-level G3-type ab initio calculations. The results were 

utilized in RRKM−Mater-Equation calculations of rate coefficients and relative product yields at 

temperatures and pressures relevant to combustion. Finally, the deduced oxidation mechanisms of 

six- and five-member rings and the computed rate coefficients were employed in kinetic Monte-

Carlo simulations of oxidation of a graphene “molecule” evolving in flame-like environments. 

The results of the ab initio calculations show that the reaction of the pyrenyl radical or of a 

pyrenyl radical-like structure in a larger PAH or a graphene sheet with two oxygen molecules is 

most likely to produce the phenathryl radical, C16H9 + 2O2 → C14H9 (phenanthryl) + CO + O + 

CO2, i.e., to destroy one six-member ring and form an arm-chair edge with a radical site on it. A 

C15H9-like radical with one five-member ring resulting from the reaction with a first O2 molecule 

would undergo oxidation with a second oxygen molecule attacking the five-member ring, which 

completely erases the five-member ring, rather than to be subjected to an H2/H assisted 

isomerization moving the radical site to a six-member ring. Therefore, two consequent oxidation 

reactions are not expected to produce relatively unstable structures with two five-member rings 

next to each other; such structures indeed are not usually observed in experiment. Among the 

major findings from the Monte-Carlo simulations are the following: The oxidation system 

exhibits two basic pathways, thermal decomposition and regeneration of oxyradicals. Their 

competition is temperature dependent, with the former dominating at higher and the latter at lower 

temperatures. The overall oxidation of the graphene substrate is computed to be time dependent, 

with the initial rates consistent with the known experimental data.  

Future Plans 
 During sabbatical leave at the Argonne National Lab, the PI’s collaboration with S. 

Klippenstein and other members of S. Pratt’s group led to initiation of a research project aimed on 

the generation of reliable temperature- and pressure-dependent rate constants for various 

mechanisms of PAH formation and growth. Potential energy surfaces and molecular parameters 

for the reactions producing naphthalene and indene computed by the PI’s group or taken from the 

literature are utilized in RRKM-Master Equation calculations of rate constants at temperatures 

and pressures relevant to combustion using the latest version of the PAPER code developed by 

Klippenstein and coworkers. The rate constants will be included in the latest combustion models 

in collaboration with R. Sivaramakrishnan and J. Miller. Within this project, we will first explore 

all possible pathways to the two-ring PAHs, naphthalene and indene, and then eventually extend 

the studies to the formation of smaller RSFR, the first aromatic ring, a further PAH growth, and 

PAH oxidation. In the meantime, we will continue the calculations of PESs for oxidation of large 

aromatic radicals (for instance, oxidation of pyrenyl with OH) and our collaborations with R. 

Kaiser’s and M. Ahmed’s groups on the studies of combustion-relevant bimolecular reactions in 

crossed beams and in the pyrolytic reactor at LBNL, and with A. Suits’ group on the roaming 

dynamics of Cl reactions with hydrocarbons.  
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     The scope of the program is to measure, with the ANL flash photolysis reflected shock 

tube technique, high-temperature thermal rate constants for use in high temperature 

combustion. This year we have concentrated on reactions where [H] is a product and is 

measured by atomic resonance absorption spectrometry (ARAS). 

 

     In recent studies from this laboratory [1], it was shown that the highly sensitive H-

ARAS technique can be used to directly determine bimolecular rate constants by 

observing the formation of product H-atoms. Unstable radicals, that can decompose to 

give atomic species like H (T > 1000K), can be formed as a product of these bimolecular 

reactions. H-atom formations from radicals are nearly instantaneous, and they will 

therefore be a marker for the rate-limiting reaction of interest.  

 

     Using this approach, unambiguous rate constants determinations were obtained [1,2] 

for difficult to isolate “slow” H-abstractions in CH3 + CH3OH/C2H6. 

 

CH3 + CH3OH → CH4 + CH2O + H                                                          (1) 

CH3 + C2H6 → CH4 + C2H4 + H                                                                (2) 

 

 In either of these cases the formation of H-atoms from either CH3O or CH2OH 

dissociations, giving CH2O + H in (1) or C2H5 giving C2H4 + H in (2), allows direct 

determinations for k1 and k2 because the radical dissociations (CH2OH/CH3O in reaction 

(1) and C2H5 in reaction (2)) are instantaneous (at T>1000 K) in comparison to the slow, 

rate-limiting methyl abstractions. As mentioned earlier, reaction (1) and (2) are 

abstractions.  

 

     The technique described above was also used to measure rate constants for,  

 

CH3 + C2H4 → Products + H                                                                     (3) 

CH3 + C2H2 → C3H4 + H                                                                           (4) 

 

In reaction (3), H-atoms are formed from two competing processes at high temperatures 

(>1000 K); addition-elimination to directly form C3H6 as a co-product and abstraction to 

form CH4 and C2H3 with the rapid dissociation of vinyl being the ultimate source for H-

atoms. The measured experimental rate constants for the sum of the two processes are in 

remarkably good agreement with recent theoretical predictions [3]. Interestingly, in the 

case of CH3 + C2H2 the measured H-atoms are a direct marker for the addition-

elimination process on the C3H5 PES and in good agreement with theory [4]. These 
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experimental determinations for reactions (3) and (4) are also the first direct 

determinations at combustion relevant temperatures (>1000 K). 
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Figure 1: [○] – k3 from present experiments Figure 2: [●] – k4 from present experiments 

[…] -  Theory from ref. 3.                            [─] – Theory from ref. 4. 

 

     The above-described method can also be applied to measure channel-specific rate 

constants for OH radical abstractions. The caveat in the measurements is that in these 

simple alkanes at high temperatures, specific alkyl radicals (formed by abstraction) 

instantaneously dissociate to either an H-atom and an alkene or a CH3 radical and an 

alkene. Measurements of H-atoms therefore lead to a channel specific rate constant 

measurement. The additional constraint of total rate constant measurements made in 

earlier studies [5,6] then allows unambiguous direct determinations of branching ratios in 

high temperature abstractions. This approach is amenable for probing not just OH + 

Alkanes but other classes of abstractions such as H + Alkanes and CH3 + Alkanes. In 

these higher barrier abstractions non-Arrhenius effects and kinetic isotope effects are 

expected to be more pronounced, and thereby render Tully’s indirect technique less 

accurate. In the present study, we have used measurements of H-atoms in reactions of OH 

+ C3H8, n-C4H10, iso-C4H10, and D + C3H8, coupled with total rate constant 

measurements in prior studies [5,6,7] (under similar experimental conditions) to directly 

determine site-specific experimental abstraction branching ratios. The present branching 

ratio measurements are compared to previous experimental and theoretical estimates and 

also provide a basis for probing existing rate rules [6,8] for OH + Alkanes and H + 

Alkanes.  

 

     Abstraction at the two sites in simple alkanes such as C3H8 (primary and secondary 

sites), n-C4H10 (primary and secondary sites), and i-C4H10 (primary and tertiary sites) are 

known to produce unstable radicals that lead to H-atoms at only one unique site. For 

example, abstraction at the secondary site in C3H8 leads to i-C3H7 that instantaneously 

dissociates only to C3H6 and H-atoms, while abstraction at the primary site forms n-C3H7 

that dissociates exclusively to CH3 + C2H4 at typical combustion conditions [3]. Similarly, 

abstraction at the primary site in n-C4H10 and the tertiary site in i-C4H10 produce the n-

C4H9 and t-C4H9 radicals respectively, and these exclusively dissociate to H-atoms and 
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the corresponding alkenes [9]. The other abstraction sites in n-C4H10 and i-C4H10, the 

secondary and the primary sites respectively, form the s-C4H9 and i-C4H9 radicals that 

dissociate only to CH3-radicals and the corresponding alkenes.  

 

     Consequently, with prior knowledge of total abstraction rate constants in these 

molecules, H-atom product measurements can be used to obtain site specific rate 

constants, and, therefore, site specific branching ratios. This technique has been applied 

in the present study for H-atom abstractions by OH from C3H8, n-C4H10, and i-C4H10. 

With OH-multipass absorption as the diagnostic, total rate constants for the reactions 

 

OH + C3H8 → Products       (5) 

OH + n-C4H10 → Products       (6) 

OH + i-C4H10 → Products       (7) 

 

were measured [5] at high temperatures (800-1300 K). As discussed earlier, there are two 

unique abstraction sites in these molecules that lead to,  

 

OH + C3H8 → H2O + n-C3H7 → (H2O + CH3 + C2H4)   (5a)  

OH + C3H8 → H2O + i-C3H7 → (H2O + C3H6 + H)    (5b) 

OH + n-C4H10 → H2O + n-C4H9 → (H2O + 2C2H4 + H)   (6a) 

OH + n-C4H10 → H2O + s-C4H9 → (H2O + C3H6 + CH3)   (6b) 

OH + i-C4H10 → H2O + i-C4H9 → (H2O + C3H6 + CH3)   (7a) 

OH + i-C4H10 → H2O + t-C4H9 → (H2O + i-C4H8 + H)   (7b) 

 

Measuring H-atom formation in the present study, using H-atom ARAS as the diagnostic, 

leads to unambiguous determinations for the site-specific rate constants; k5b, k6a, and k7b. 

These site-specific rate constants in combination with the total rate constant constraints, 

under similar experimental conditions as the earlier experimental studies [5], provides 

direct determinations of the site-specific branching ratios in reactions 5, 6, and 7. The 

same concepts can also be applied to H-abstractions by D-atoms which represent 

surrogates for H + Alkanes at high temperatures and in the present case it could be 

unambiguously applied to D + C3H8. 
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I. Program Scope 
Combustion processes often produce solid carbon particles, i.e., soot. These particles may be oxidized 

to form gas-phase species or released into the exhaust stream, where they can be coated with liquid 
coatings. These coatings can be comprised of any of a number of components, including unburned fuel, 
lube oil, sulfuric acid, water, and other combustion by-products.1 The research program described here 
focuses on the development and use of diagnostics for soot particles in combustion environments and 
combustion exhaust plumes. The goal of this work is in situ measurements of volume fraction, size, 
composition, and morphology of combustion-generated particles with fast time response and high 
sensitivity. Measurement techniques are targeted for studies of soot formation and evolution and must be 
versatile enough to probe particles throughout their entire life cycle. Techniques are being developed for 
detection and characterization of particles in combustion environments from incipient particles that are 2-
10 nm in diameter and composed of condensed large organic species to mature soot particles composed of 
aggregates of carbonaceous primary particles resembling polycrystalline graphite. Diagnostics are also 
being developed for chemical studies of growth, pyrolysis, and oxidation within combustors and 
characterization of inhomogeneous particles in exhaust streams. 

II. Recent Progress 
Our work has focused on developing a detailed understanding of the chemical and physical 

mechanisms that influence the applicability of laser-based, x-ray, and mass spectrometric techniques for 
soot detection and characterization under a wide range of conditions. In recent work, we have developed, 
refined, and applied a range of diagnostic methods to investigate the formation, evolution, and oxidation 
of soot in atmospheric premixed flat and laminar diffusion flames. 

We are also working on a SISGR project led by Prof. Angela Violi to develop a validated predictive 
multiscale model to describe the chemical composition of soot nanoparticles in premixed and diffusion 
flames. This project closely couples experimental investigations of soot precursors and incipient particle 
characteristics with the development of a predictive model for the chemical composition of soot 
nanoparticles. The co-investigators on the project are Prof. Angela Violi (University of Michigan) for 
model development and Drs. Hope Michelsen (Sandia) and Nils Hansen (Sandia) in collaboration with 
Dr. Kevin Wilson (LBNL ALS) for experimental investigations.  

A. Characterizing the Effects of Soot Morphology on Laser-Induced Incandescence 
Clean, mature soot is composed of small “primary” particles of polycrystalline graphite 10-50 nm in 

diameter covalently bound into dendritic aggregates of varying size with branched-chain structures 
typically characterized by fractal dimensions of 1.7-1.9. Mature soot absorbs strongly and broadly across 
optical wavelength regions and is refractory with a sublimation temperature of ~4000 K. Less mature soot 
maintains some of its original hydrocarbon characteristics and includes significant hydrogen content. 
Laser-induced incandescence (LII) is a diagnostic technique that has been used extensively to measure 
soot-particle abundances and physical properties under a wide range of conditions. The implementation of 
LII exploits the refractory nature of the soot particles and involves heating soot particles in an intense 
laser field to temperatures as high as 4000 K and measuring the resulting incandescence from the hot 
particles. The signal magnitude is related to the particle volume fraction or mass. It is also nonlinearly 
dependent on the particle temperature. While laser absorption is responsible for heating the particle, 
conductive cooling is the dominant cooling mechanism under non-vacuum conditions when sublimation 
can be ignored. The balance of heating and cooling mechanisms determines particle temperature, which 
controls LII signal as a function of time. When a pulsed laser system is used to heat the particles, the LII 
signal decay rate after the laser pulse is often used to infer a primary-particle size, assuming that cooling 
is dominated by conduction, which is determined by the surface area to volume ratio. This approach 
requires a firm understanding of conductive-cooling rates and their dependence on particle size. 

We have employed a cw-laser system (rather than a nanosecond pulsed laser system) for particle 
heating to study the effects of aggregation on conductive cooling and LII signal production.2 The cw-laser 
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instrument is sensitive enough to detect single particles drifting through the laser beam over a time scale 
of ~10 µs. This approach enables classification of particles by size (via LII signal magnitude) and thus 
characterization of LII signal time evolution as a function of particle size. We generated soot in a co-flow 
diffusion flame with a fractal dimension of ~1.9. We size selected particles using a differential mobility 
analyzer (DMA). Particles with a single charge that make it through the DMA at a particular voltage will 
be smaller than particles with a double charge, which in turn will be smaller than particles with a triple 
charge. We also coated size selected particles with an oleic acid coating, which caused the aggregates to 
restructure (i.e., collapse), increasing their fractal dimension to a value of ~2.4. We sent these particles 
through a thermal denuder, which removes the coating while maintaining the fractal dimension at ~2.4. 

Aggregation effects modify the average particle-surface area available to interact directly with the 
bath gas and thus influence conductive-cooling rates. Shielding of some primary particles within an 
aggregate by other primary particles is predicted to cause large aggregates to have lower effective surface 
areas per primary particle than smaller aggregates.3 Restructured aggregates also have lower effective 
surface areas than fresh, dendritic particles.4 Our work indicates that this reduction in surface area 
decreases the conductive-cooling rate, which increases the net-heating rate when the particles enter the 
laser beam. The effect on LII signal is demonstrated in Fig. 1a, which shows that the leading edge of the 
LII signal moves to earlier times with increasing particle size and fractal dimension. We have developed a 
model that solves the energy- and mass-balance equations for particle temperature and size as a function 
of time and predicts LII signal using a modified Planck function. Results are demonstrated in Fig. 1a. The 
model also reproduces the scattering signal that was recorded simultaneously with the LII temporal 
profiles, as shown in Fig. 1b. In order to reproduce the experimental results with the model, we assumed a 
distribution of surface area exposure for the primary particles within an aggregate. In addition, 
reproducing the scattering signal required incorporating a mechanism for particle expansion during 
sublimation. Restructured particles expanded more vigorously than dendritic particles. 

 

  
Figure 1. Measured and modeled temporal profiles. 
Modeled (a) LII and (b) scattered temporal profiles 
(lines) are compared with average measured (a) LII and 
(b) temporal profiles (symbols) for fresh and 
restructured soot. The measured profiles represent 
averages from 50 particles for each case. The laser-
particle interaction profile (dotted line), used as input to 
the model, is also shown and is scaled to the top of the 
graph.   

Figure 2. X-ray spectra recorded at the carbon K edge. 
Top panel: NEXAFS spectra were recorded on soot 
samples collected from an atmospheric ethylene-air 
premixed flat flame at selected heights above the burner 
(HABs). Signatures of functional groups are labeled. 
Bottom panel: X-ray Raman spectra were recorded in 
situ in the flame produced by the same burner. The 
spectra are compared with a spectrum recorded in a 
laminar diffusion flame from a linear Hencken burner. 
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B. Probing Soot Formation, Graphitization, and Oxidation Using X-Ray Diagnostics 
Measurements of soot-particle size, morphology, fine structure, and composition form the foundation 

for our understanding of soot formation, graphitization, and oxidation in combustors and the basis for 
predictive soot-chemistry models. Numerous experimental techniques have been developed to probe the 
evolution of these parameters, but many of these methods involve extractive sampling, which leads to 
large perturbations of the chemistry under investigation. There is a need for diagnostics that can be used 
to characterize particles formed in the combustor without resorting to extractive sampling. We have 
initiated a collaboration with Drs. Ich Tran and Tony Van Buuren (LLNL) to exploit x-ray techniques for 
in situ measurements of soot physical and chemical characteristics. We are using Small-Angle X-ray 
Scattering (SAXS) for particle size, Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) for particle fine structure, and 
spontaneous X-ray Raman Spectroscopy (XRS) for particle composition information. We are comparing 
these diagnostics to techniques using extractive sampling, such as Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer 
(SMPS) measurements for particle size, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) for particle fine 
structure, and Near-Edge X-ray Absorption Fine-structure Spectroscopy (NEXAFS) and Aerosol Mass 
Spectrometry (AMS) for particle composition information. We are also collaborating with ALS beamline 
scientists Drs. Zhu, Hexemer, and Schaible for SAXS/WAXS and Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 
Lightsource (SSRL) beamline scientists Drs. Weng, Nordlund, and Sokaras for XRS. 

We have designed and built several burners to study soot formation, graphitization, and oxidation 
under premixed and diffusion-controlled conditions. These burners were designed for compatibility with 
x-ray diagnostics, given constraints of synchrotron hutch, beam, and detector configurations. Figure 2a 
shows ex situ NEXAFS spectra recorded on soot samples collected from an ethylene-fueled premixed flat 
flame produced by a mini-McKenna burner, a smaller version of a common research burner. The spectra 
were recorded at the carbon K edge and demonstrate features indicative of aromatic and aliphatic 
hydrocarbons and oxygen-containing functional groups. The results suggest that aromaticity increases and 
oxygenation decreases with increasing height above the burner (HAB), which is consistent with oxygen 
depletion and particle graphitization as the flame evolves. Such measurements are more powerful if made 
in situ without perturbing the flame. Figure 2b shows in situ XRS spectra recorded with the same flame 
configuration as that used to generate the soot probed by the NEXAFS spectra shown in Fig 2a. These 
spectra were recorded on Beamline 6-2 at the SSRL using the Si(111) monochromator, which delivers 
photons at ~6.5 keV with a flux of 2×1013 photons/s and energy resolution of 0.85 eV.5 The detector was a 
Johann-type crystal spectrometer 40 spherically bent and diced Si(110) crystals positioned on a 1-m 
Rowland circle and subtending a solid angle of 1.9% of 4π sr.5 The signal was recorded on a silicon drift 
detector that was used to reduce background by spectrally discriminating against diffuse scatter. Because 
both the incident beam and signal were in the hard x-ray regime, the experiment could be performed at 
atmospheric pressure without excessive loss of signal. The photon energy of the incident beam was 
scanned, and the detection wavelength was fixed. The transition energy is recorded as the energy 
difference between the incident and detected photons.  

The most striking features in the spectra shown in Fig. 2b are those attributable to gas-phase CO and 
CO2 in the flame. This result is similar to the measurements of NEXAFS spectra recorded in a low-
pressure methane diffusion flame by Frank et al.6 Figure 2b demonstrates that CO and CO2 increase with 
increasing HAB as the combustion moves toward completion. The underlying features of the soot 
particles and precursors are difficult to discern in these spectra, but there is some evidence of aromatic 
hydrocarbons at ~287 eV, in the shoulder of the CO peak. This feature is not obvious in the spectrum 
taken in a diffusion flame. This observation requires more investigation for confirmation. 

III. Future Work 
Future work will refine and expand on the x-ray measurements demonstrated in Fig. 2. We will 

continue to develop laser-based diagnostics that can be used to probe particle size, morphology, and 
composition and apply these in situ diagnostics to study soot evolution and oxidation in flames. These 
diagnostics will be complemented by ex situ diagnostics, such as AMS, TEM, and SMPS, making an 
effort to deploy all of these diagnostics on selected combustion systems. Our goal is to eventually apply 
these diagnostics to combustion systems at higher pressure with an emphasis on working with the 
modeling community to facilitate model development and validation. 
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I.  Program Scope 
 
The goal of this program is the development of theoretical methods and models for describing 
the dynamics of chemical reactions, with specific interest for application to polyatomic 
molecular systems of special interest and relevance.  There is interest in developing the most 
rigorous possible theoretical approaches and also in more approximate treatments that are more 
readily applicable to complex systems. 
 
II.  Recent Progress 
 
Effort in recent years has focused on finding ways to add quantum mechanical effects to classical 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which are now so ubiquitously applied to all types of 
dynamical processes in complex molecular systems, e.g., chemical reactions in clusters, nano-
structures, molecules on or in solids, bio-molecular systems, etc.  Since quantum effects in 
transitions between different electronic states can obviously be very significant, one of the most 
important applications of semiclassical (SC) approaches1-3 is to these non-adiabatic processes.  
The first approach that allowed both nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom (DOFs) to be 
treated by SC, or even classical methods, in a unified and completely consistent fashion was the 
model introduced by Meyer and Miller4 (MM), in which each electronic state is characterized by 
a classical DOF (a harmonic oscillator).  [Stock and Thoss5 (ST) later showed this to be an exact 
representation of a vibronic system.]  A variety of applications of this approach has 
demonstrated its usefulness.6-8 
 
In the MM model each electronic state k is characterized by a pair of classical action-angle 
variables (nk, qk), and if (P, R) are the nuclear momenta and coordinates, the MM classical 
Hamiltonian for the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom is 

    𝐻 𝑷,𝑹,𝒏,𝒒 =     
𝑷!

2𝜇 + 𝑛!   𝐻!! 𝑹
!

!!!

+ 2 𝑛! + 𝛾 𝑛! ′ + 𝛾   cos 𝑞! − 𝑞! ′   𝐻!! ′ 𝑹
!

!!! ′!!

 

(1) 

where, as indicated, the 𝐹×𝐹 diabatic electronic matrix 𝐻!! ′ 𝑹  is a function of the nuclear 
coordinates and assumed to come from many-electron ‘quantum chemistry.’  (There is an 
equivalent adiabatic version of this Hamiltonian, but the diabatic version is somewhat simpler to 
describe.)  The electronic and nuclear dynamics are determined by computing classical 
trajectories from this Hamiltonian (by integrating Hamilton’s equations) for electronic and 
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nuclear degrees of freedom.  This was the primary goal of the MM approach:  to have a 
consistent dynamical description of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom that treated them 
in an equivalent framework.  
 
The parameter γ in Eq. (1) was at first equal to 0 in MM’s heuristic derivation of this 
Hamiltonian, but on the basis of semiclassical considerations (a Langer-like modification) they 
then took it to be ½, effectively providing the zero point energy of each electronic degree of 
freedom.  Stock later found9 in some of his applications that better results were obtained by 
choosing γ < ½ (suggesting a ‘best value’ of ~ 1/4), so as to incorporate only a fraction of the 
zero point energy.  Within the quasi-classical approach we take it to be an empirical parameter 
with a value between 0 and ½; there is theoretical justification for choosing it to be ( 3 −1) / 2  ~ 
0.366, a value we find to give good results in our symmetrical windowing treatment. 
 
The most significant recent development to the topic has been to realize that a modified version 
of the venerable ‘quasi-classical’ (QC) model for state-to-state quantum transitions provides a 
surprisingly good description of electronically non-adiabatic processes using the MM model for 
the electronic DOFs. The new aspect of the QC approach is that he initial, as well as the final, 
values of the classical action variables are ‘quantized’ (approximately) by assigning their 
corresponding classical action variables to histogram ‘boxes’, an approach referred to as 
symmetrical quasi-classical (SQC).  It is straightforward to apply this approach to any molecular 
system for which a classical molecular dynamics simulation is feasible.  
 
More details of this MM/SQC approach are described in ref. 10, which also presents the results 
of its application to a number of examples that demonstrate its performance.  These were 
presented in last year’s abstract.  Since then, application has been made to a spin-boson-like 
model11 of electron transfer, also with excellent results12.  It is especially noteworthy that the 
‘Marcus inverted region’ of electron transfer is described correctly by the MM/SQC approach, 
something that a number of other classical-like models have a difficulty with.  Fig. 1a 
corresponds to the symmetric case  (energetic bias 𝜖 = 0).  In Fig. 1b the non-adiabatic coupling 
is held fixed at ∆= 5×10!! (at the lower end in Fig. 1a), and the energetic bias 𝜖 is varied in 
order to illustrate the ET rate dependence on exothermicity/bias and the inverted regime known 
from Marcus Theory.  Again, the MM/SQC calculations show excellent agreement with MT—
here, over about 3 orders of magnitude variation in ET rates.    
 
Application has also been made to a model13 of coupled proton-electron transfer in a condensed 
phase.  A reduced density matrix (RDM) approach was used in ref. 13 to calculate the explicit 
time-dependence of the donor state populations (rather than to calculate thermal rate constants); 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the MM/SQC approach, 𝑃!←! 𝑡  is calculated for each of 
four models a-d, respectively, treated in ref. 13.  The MM/SQC results shown in Figs. 2a and 2b 
show nearly perfect agreement with the RDM results, while those in Figs. 2c and 2d exhibit 
some deviation from the RDM results, but are still in reasonable qualitative agreement (the 
population differences being ~ 10-20% at most).  One has to assume that these deviations are due 
to the limitations of the MM/SQC approach, but the RDM methodology is also not exact, so one 
cannot necessarily rule out the possibility that part of the discrepancy is attributable to the 
limitations of the RDM technique.  In any event, the MM/SQC approach does a reasonable job 
overall of capturing the characteristics of the PCET dynamics exhibited by these models.   
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          (a)                                                                                         (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: (a) MM/SQC electron transfer (ET) rates (+) versus Marcus Theory (MT) rates (--) and PLDM 
(partial linearized density matrix) results (!) of ref.11.  The non-adiabatic coupling ∆ is varied keeping a 
fixed energetic bias 𝜖 = 0. (b) same as (a) but with fixed non-adiabatic coupling ∆ while varying 
energetic bias 𝜖 to illustrate the rate inversion predicted by Marcus Theory.  (The PLDM result of ref 11 
is not displayed since it is essentially in exact agreement with Marcus Theory.)    
 
       (a)                               (b)                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
        (c)                                        (d)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2:  Time-dependent survival probability 𝑃!←! 𝑡   of the upper/donor electronic state (state 1) while 
it decays to the acceptor state (state 2) after photoexcitation from the ground state (state 0) for the proton-
coupled electron transfer (PCET); MM/SQC results (—), reduced density matrix (RDM) results (--) of 
ref. 13. 
 
III.  Future Plans 
Since this quasi-classical model has proved quite reliable for describing electronically non-
adiabatic dynamics in these simple model problems, work is in progress to extend its application 
to more general and complex non-adiabatic processes. 
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I. Program Scope 

We investigate the microscopic mechanisms for inelastic collisions of molecules with large 
amounts of internal energy using high-resolution transient IR absorption probing.  Collisional energy 
transfer is ubiquitous in gas-phase chemistry and impacts overall reaction rates and branching ratios.  This 
is particularly true for high energy molecules that are more likely to undergo chemical transformations.  
Currently, there are no first-principle theories of collisional energy transfer for high energy molecules and 
the lack of fundamental knowledge often results in cursory and insufficient treatments in reactive models.  
A goal of my research program is to gain new insights into the microscopic details of relatively large 
complex molecules at high energy as they undergo quenching collisions and redistribute their energy.  This 
data provides important benchmarks for the development of new models that account for energy 
partitioning in molecular collisions. 

We use state-resolved transient IR absorption to characterize the energy transfer pathways that are 
responsible for the collisional cooling of high energy molecules.  Direct probing of high energy molecules 
is challenging due to their transient nature, poorly defined spectral signatures and high state densities.  Our 
approach is to develop a molecular level understanding by focusing instead on the small energy-accepting 
bath molecules that undergo collisions with high energy molecules.  We measure the population changes 
for individual rotational and vibrational states that are induced by collisions and the nascent translational 
temperatures of the scattered molecules.  With this technique, we have performed in-depth spectroscopic 
studies that provide a greater understanding of high energy molecules and their collisional energy transfer.  
In the past decade, we made a major stride forward by developing the means to characterize the transient 
behavior for the full range of rotational states for the scattered molecules.[1]  Previous measurements had 
been limited to only the highest energy states, thereby giving information about the “strongest” collisions.  
Having eyes to also see the so-called “weak” collisions gives us access to characterize the entire energy 
transfer distribution with unprecedented detail. 

In the current grant period, we have made use of new experimental capabilities based on 
incorporating two new generation mid-IR light sources into our high-resolution transient absorption 
spectrometers.[2]  One is a tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO) and the other is a quantum cascade 
laser (QCL).  The OPO and QCL offer a number of advantages for high resolution transient IR absorption 
studies.  They provide continuous and broad tuning ranges, a high degree of frequency and amplitude 
stability and relatively high output powers.  Our IR tuning range now covers =2.5-3.9 m (OPO) and 4.2-
4.5 m (QCL and lead salt diode), thereby providing the tools needs to investigate more complex molecules 
that quench high energy molecules.  This year we have investigated collisional energy transfer for which 
methane and ammonia are quenchers of high energy molecules.  For both of these studies we have used 
highly vibrationally excited pyrazine (C4H4N2, E=38000 cm-1) as a benchmark donor molecule, thereby 
enabling comparisons of different quencher gases previously studied in our laboratories.     

Our ability to measure the full distribution of scattered molecules allows us to ask fundamental 
questions about the underlying molecular features that are responsible for observed energy transfer 
behavior.  In the past year, we have targeted 3 studies:  1) a full characterization of the vibration-to-
rotation/translation energy transfer pathway for pyrazine(E)/methane collisions, 2) determination of the 
dynamics for vibration-to-vibration energy transfer in pyrazine(E)/methane collisions and 3) transient IR 
absorption detection of ammonia.  Our recent progress in these studies is described below.  
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II. Recent Progress 

A. Collisions of high energy molecules and methane: pyrazine (E=38000 cm-1) + CH4 
 

Methane is the simplest hydrocarbon and knowledge of its energy transfer dynamics will lead to a greater 
understanding of hydrocarbon energy flow in combustion.  We have measured the state-resolved scattering 
dynamics for methane/pyrazine(E) collisions using high-resolution transient IR absorption at =3.3 m 
using the output of a cw OPO.  Vibrationally excited pyrazine is prepared by pulsed 266 nm light.  Nascent 
rotational and translational energy profiles for scattered methane molecules were measured for the ground 
vibrationless state (0000), and for two vibrationally excited bending states, 2 at 1533 cm-1 (0100) and 4 
at 1311 cm-1 (0001).  The IR probe transitions involve one-quantum excitation of the 3 asymmetric stretch 
(Fig. 1a).  The primary quenching pathway involves (pyrazine vibration)-to-(methane rotation/translation) 
energy transfer, denoted here as (V-RT).  Quantitative rate measurements for combined elastic and inelastic 
collisions show that the (V-RT) pathway accounts for 93% of methane/pyrazine(E) collisions, while the 
individual (V-V) pathways each account for 3-4% of collisions.   
 
Despite being the simplest hydrocarbon, methane’s IR spectroscopy requires some explanation.  When 
methane does not rotate or vibrate, it is a spherical top with rotational energies given by BJ(J+1).  For all 
other ro-vibrational states, vibration-rotation coupling and centrifugal distortion of spherical symmetry split 
the (2J+1)2 degeneracy, resulting in numerous states for each J and numerous IR transitions.  Nuclear spin 
statistics lead to groups of states with A, E and F type symmetry.  Each rotational state is identified by J 
and a symmetry number.  Transient IR probing involves one quantum absorption of the 3 stretching mode.   
 
Vibration-to-Rotation/Translational Energy Transfer:  Nascent J-dependent translational energy 
distributions were determined from measurements of transient Doppler-broadened line profiles of CH4 
(0000) as shown in Fig 1b-d.  Fractional absorption data were collected at t=1 s following pyrazine 
excitation for a number of states with J=0-15 (up to Erot=1250 cm-1).  Transient signals for low-J states (with 
thermal population at 300 K) show negative-going depletion at line center and positive-going appearance  

Fig. 1.  Wavelength-dependent transient IR absorption signals for CH4 J=3 following collisions with 
highly vibrationally excited pyrazine (E=38000 cm-1).  Ro-vibrational transitions of the 3 
asymmetric stretch at =3.3 m are used to probe rotational states of CH4 (0000).  Nascent Doppler-
broadened line profiles yield J-specific translational energies and populations. 

 
of scattered molecules in the Doppler-broadened wings.  The nascent appearance temperatures (center of 
mass frame) range from 530 K to 780 K for methane states with J=0-15 (Fig 2a).  No significant J-
dependence is observed for this range of J states.  The nascent rotational distribution of scattered methane 
(0000) has a temperature of Trot=480 K (Fig. 2b), showing that methane gains modest amounts of rotational 
energy through collisions with high energy pyrazine.  The nascent recoil energy measurements show that 
the V-RT pathway occurs via an impulsive mechanism with the majority of product energy in the form of 
translation.  The modest rotational energy gains are likely correlated to the spherical shape of methane and 
its relatively small moment of inertia.  IR fluorescence studies report that the average energy transfer value 
for methane/pyrazine(E) collisions is 6 times larger than with neon.  Our state resolved data show that both 
translational and rotational energy contribute to the enhanced quenching efficiency of methane relative to 
that for collisional quenching by atoms of comparable mass and attractive interactions.   
 

d) Doppler profile and fit
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Fig. 2.  Nascent translational and rotational energy distributions for scattered methane (0000) 
immediately following collisions with pyrazine (E=37,900 cm-1). 

 
Vibration-to-Vibration Energy Transfer:  We have also measured the extent to which vibration-to-
vibration energy transfer takes place in quenching collisions of pyrazine(E) with methane.   Our studies so 
far have focused on the 2 and 4 bending modes of methane.  Lack of transient signals for the 1 and 3 
states suggest minor contributions from collisions that excite the higher frequency stretching modes in 
methane.  Scattering profiles for the excited bending modes were measured for the J=6 state of (0100) and 
a number of rotational states for (0001).  The nascent translational energy distributions for both vibrational 
states have temperatures of T= 244-348 K (Fig 3).  The data for the (0100) state do not exhibit any J-
dependent trends.  It is clear from these results that vibrational excitation of methane from collisions with 
pyrazine(E) takes place without any appreciable translational energy release.   

         
 

Fig. 3.  Nascent Doppler-broadened line profiles for vibrationally excited bending modes of 
scattered methane.   

 
The nascent rotational distribution for vibrationally excited methane in the (0001) state has a rotational 
temperature of Trot=233 K, showing that essentially no rotational energy is exchanged in (V-V) collisions.  
The initial (0000) rotational distribution at 300 K is mapped onto the vibrationally excited state with only 
minor Erot values, if any.  Together, the low values of recoil and rotational energy provide strong evidence 
for near-resonant (V-V) energy transfer that occurs via long-range attractive interactions.  Both of the 
methane vibrational modes have energies that are nearly resonant with pyrazine.  The pyrazine 12 
vibrational mode at 1522 cm-1 [3] is close to the methane (0100) mode at 1533 cm-1 while the pyrazine 21 
mode at 1337 cm-1 is close to the methane (0001) mode at 1311 cm-1. 
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Fig. 4.  Nascent rotational distribution for vibrationally excited scattered methane (0001) following 
collisions with pyrazine(E).   

 
Comparisons of the methane/pyrazine(E) scattering dynamics to those of CO2, HOD and DCl with pyrazine 
reveal a number of similarities:  the (V-RT) pathway is the primary energy transfer channel; the angular 
momentum (not rotational energy) of the scattered energy-acceptor molecules is a key indicator for 
predicting J-dependence of recoil energy. 
 

B. High-resolution transient detection of ammonia as an energy quencher 
A new set of studies are now underway to investigate collisional energy transfer of high energy molecules 
with ammonia.  One of our goals is to learn about energy transfer mechanisms for more complex molecules 
beyond diatomic and triatomic molecules, for which vibrational modes are expected to play an increasingly 
important role.  Ammonia gives us the opportunity to explore how vibrational energy loss pathways in high 
energy are affected by the presence of a dipole moment in energy acceptor.  We are interested in learning 
how near-resonant energy transfer, product branching ratios and collision rate constants are affected.     

III. Future Work 

Our future goals include writing up our methane results and our recent studies on HCl collisions.  We will 
continue our studies on the energy transfer dynamics in collisions of highly excited molecules with NH3.  
We are also interested in establishing the importance of energy resonance effects in the relaxation of highly 
excited molecules.  We will do this by studying collisions of sequentially-deuterated methane.[4]   
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I. Program Scope
The goal of this research program is to improve fundamental understanding of reacting flow, thereby advancing
the state of the art in predictive modeling of combustion. The work involves:

• Developing numerical methods for the efficient solution of reacting flow systems of equations with detailed
kinetics and transport, massively parallel codes for computing large scale reacting flow with detailed kinetics,
and techniques for analysis of multidimensional reacting flow.

• Using computations to investigate the structure and dynamics of flames using detailed chemical kinetics.

• Developing numerical methods for uncertainty quantification (UQ) in reacting flow computations.

• Estimation of uncertain chemical model parameters, and calibration/validation of reacting flow models,
based on experimental data and computational predictions.

• UQ studies in computations of chemical systems and reacting flow.

In the following, recent progress and future plans in this overall area are discussed.

II. Recent Progress

A. Statistical Inference of Reaction Rate Coefficients
In order to construct meaningful probability density functions (PDFs) on uncertain Arrhenius-rate parameters of
chemical kinetic mechanisms, in the absence of actual data from previous measurements but given other constraint
information in the form of moments on parameters, we had developed in recent years a general “data free inference”
(DFI) computational strategy to infer uncertain parameters given constraints in lieu of data. DFI is a computational
strategy rooted in the maximum entropy principle (MaxEnt) and relying on an approximate Bayesian computation
(ABC) approach to enforce constraints of interest. We have so far published demonstrations of DFI for the infer-
ence of parameters of a simple single-step global methane-air model given nominal values and error bars on these
parameters. Elsewhere, we extended the method to use summary statistics on functions of the parameters.

We have recently applied DFI for the inference of kinetic rate parameters in an H2-O2 mechanism. Specif-
ically, we have focused to begin with on the Arrhenius rate parameters of one reaction, R2: H+O2→OH+O,
relying on published summary statistics on the reaction rate k(T ) over a range of initial temperature. The experi-
ment [MHB90] employed shock-tube ignition measurements of OH concentration over time, over a range of initial
conditions. Based on sensitivity of OH to other rate constants, we included the uncertainty in the pre-exponential
rate constant of the reaction R1: OH+H2→H2O+H as a nuisance parameter. This is a challenging application of
DFI, given the fact that we’re trying to replicate details in the fitting of high-dimensional experimental data. Even
with coarse sampling over the relevant initial temperature range and associated time histories, there is a lot of data,
rendering the DFI Markov chain on data space high-dimensional and therefore computaionally challenging. Thus,
we spent significant effort on speeding up the algorithm. This included construction of a mixed Padé-Legendre
polynomial surrogate for [OH](t,T0,k1,k2) to allow fast evaluation of predicted OH time response. Given ob-
served robust nearly-Gaussian posteriors, we also employed importance sampling and Gauss-Hermite quadrature
for evaluation of the summary statistics for any proposed data set, thereby avoiding an inner Markov chain on
model parameters. Overall, these improvements lead to orders of magnitude in speedup of the algorithm. Given
the structure of available information on uncertainty in lnk(T ) from the experiment, the application of DFI to this
problem lead to the need for significant regularization, which we achieved by imposing strict informative priors
on a subset of the parameters. This allowed inference of uncertain parameters resulting in statistics on lnk(T )
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that match given summary statistics from the experiment. Nonetheless, this degree of regularization is not desire-
able. We are continuing to work on this going forward in an effort to explore avenues allowing a lower degree of
regularization and less informative priors.

B. Estimation of Model Error in Chemical Models
Working with K. Sargsyan, we extended our earlier demonstrations for estimation of model error in the context
of model-to-model calibration, to encompass methane-air mixture ignition over a range of initial temperature and
equivalence ratio. We calibrated a single-step irreversible global reaction for methane oxidation in air, based
on predictions of ignition time, relative to corresponding predictions from GRImech3.0. The broad range of
initial conditions exposed the shortcomings of the simple model, thereby exhibiting a significant degree of model
error. Our embedded model error approach, relying on a density estimation setting, provided desired results.
Specifically, uncertainty in calibrated model parameters translated into a range of uncertainty in predicted ignition
time that is consistent with the discrepancy from the detailed model, in an `2-sense, over the range of initial
conditions. We also extended the construction to allow for data noise. In this way, we demonstrated calibration
of benchmark polynomial forward models with synthetic noisy data from more complex models, while estimating
both model-error and data-noise induced uncertainty in model parameters and associated uncertain predictions.
We demonstrated the ability of the method to disambiguate between these two sources of error, where, in the limit
of large amounts of data, or small data noise, we observe the decay of the data-noise induced uncertainty, being left
with the non-decaying model-error component. Demonstrations of this capability in chemical models is pending.

C. Uncertainty Quantification in Large Eddy Simulation of Turbulent Combustion
Working with J. Oefelein and G. Lacaze we have continued to work on UQ in large-eddy simulation (LES) of
turbulent combustion. We focused on a turbulent non-premixed hydrocarbon flame stabilized on a bluff-body,
and considered uncertainty in the Smagorinsky coefficient and the turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers. Input
uncertainties were modeled using polynomial chaos expansions (PCEs) and propagated through the LES computa-
tions using sparse-quadrature sampling. Random sampling of the resulting PCEs was used to obtain marginal joint
distributions of output quantities of interest (QoIs). The PCEs were also used to estimate global sensitivity coef-
ficients for various QoIs on the three LES parameters. The resulting probability densities and sensitivity indices
provided insight into the mechanics of the flow field and the LES solver. This study also indicated the need for
higher degrees of precision in the estimation of QoIs that are turbulent statistics, as errors due to finite sample size
translate into non-smooth behavior in the input-output map and present a challenge for accurate representation of
uncertainty using PCEs.

We also worked jointly with Lacaze and Oefelein on the statistical calibration of a 2-step chemical model for
n-dodecane oxidation to be used in LES computations. We used a reference detailed mechanism [NPP14] for
n-dodecane, with 255 species and 2,289 reactions as the basis for calibration. The Arrhenius parameters of one of
the reactions in the 2-step model, namely the reaction step accounting for incomplete oxidation of n-dodecane into
CO, were written as functions of equivalence ratio and temperature, and the parameters defining this functional
dependence were the object of calibration. We built a polynomial chaos (PC) surrogate model for ignition time
predictions from the 2-step model, and used it in statistical model-to-model calibration relative to the detailed
model predictions, thereby providing estimation of the parameters of interest with quantified uncertainty. These
will be used subsequently for associated LES predictions of Diesel engine injection, with quantified uncertainty.
The current implementation relies on conventional data-error noise structures, and does not account for model
error. Future implementations will account for model-error as outlined above.

D. Chemical Model Reduction under Uncertainty
Chemical model reduction methods rely on a starting detailed mechanism as a reference/gold-standard, in relation
to which simplified mechanisms are judged. Yet, given uncertainties in detailed chemical models of complex
fuels, it is clear that some accounting for uncertainty is required in the analysis and reduction strategies. We have
recently brought together chemical model analysis and reduction methods that make use of computational singular
perturbation (CSP) analysis, and UQ methods, to address this issue. Our approach relies on random sampling
of prescribed uncertain parameters of the detailed model. For every such sample, the conventional deterministic
CSP model analysis and reduction strategy is run, arriving at a simplified mechanism. Assembling all samples,
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we arrive at an estimated probability for each reaction to be included in the simplified model. Thus, given chosen
thresholds on these probabilities, we arrive at the sought-after simplified model accounting for uncertainty. We
have developed algorithms and software for handling the analysis and reduction for large numbers of samples, and
have demonstrated the performance of the algorithm on both methane and n-butane detailed mechanisms. Further
work is in progress to produce a spectrum of simplified mechanisms of different degrees of fidelity, and to develop
reliable error measures accounting for uncertainty in parameters of both detailed and simplified models.

III. Future Plans

A. Intrusive UQ in Chemical Systems
We have previously addressed the question of stability of intrusive UQ methods in chemical systems from mul-
tiple perspectives. We demonstrated the utility of a positivity-preserving filtering approach that employs iterative
reduction of the probability of negative states when it exceeds a given threshold, thereby stabilizing time inte-
gration of the stochastic Galerkin system. This method, however, had limited utility outside a narrow range of
operating conditions. We also outlined an alternate approach that pursues positivity at specific quadrature points.
The evaluation of this approach is in progress. In the meantime, we envision utility of yet another approach that
we plan to evaluate going forward. Specifically, we aim to address the problem by detecting spurious positive
eigenvalues, and then adaptively modifying the source term of the chemical system so as to eliminate them. The
hope is that this approach, by targeting more finely-tuned adjustment of the source term, may be more globally
effective in stabilizing the computations. The essential guide for identifying spurious positive eigenvalues is our
observation in previous work that there is a connection between the sampled eigenvalues of the uncertain system
and non-spurious eigenvalues of the stochastic Galerkin system. This relationship provides a potential means of
identifying the unwanted spurious positive eigenvalues.

B. Dynamical Analysis in Stochastic Chemical Systems
Stochastic chemical systems are of interest in applications ranging from biology to catalytic gas kinetics at nano-
structured surfaces. Conventional methods for dynamical analysis and model reduction in continuum level chem-
ical systems are, however, not applicable in micro/nano-scale stochastic chemical systems, as necessary Jacobian
eigenanalysis tools are stymied by the stochastic nature of the chemical source terms. Accordingly, there is inter-
est in the development of an adequate framework for analysis and reduction of stochastic chemical systems. We
have outlined in previous work initial steps along this path, where we used random dynamical system theory to
reformulate stochastic differential equations in a manner that allowed the definition and quantification of stochastic
slow manifolds. Going forward, we plan to develop means of projecting stochastic source terms onto underlying
nominal slow manifold structures, allowing potential means of selectively eliminating fast stochastic processes.
Developing an appropriate geometrical structure for both fast and slow subspaces, and corresponding means of
projection onto these subspaces, will enable generalized analyis and reduction of stochastic chemical systems.

C. Estimation of Model Error in Chemical Systems
Our formulation for estimation of model error has been demonstrated in both noise-free and noisy data environ-
ments, in the context of algebraic model problems. We also demonstrated the construction with noise-free data
from a detailed chemistry model, which was used to estimate model error in a simple/global chemistry model for
methane-air ignition. The next challenge is to extend the chemical model demonstration to the noisy-data context,
where detailed model predictions will be corrupted by noise for algorithm demonstration purposes. Our present
demonstrations with noisy data in algebraic model problems have relied on computational efficiencies realized due
to the linearity of the fit model in the parameters, a property that will not be generally true for the chemical context.
We will address this challenge relying either on approximate Bayesian computation or on marginalized likelihoods
with one-dimensional kernel density estimation (KDE) procedures.

D. UQ in LES of Turbulent Combustion
Going forward in the LES-UQ context, we have two main near-term goals. To begin with, we will extend the
current work by addressing the matter of sampling noise in the estimation of turbulent flow statistics. Establishing
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a requisite order for estimation of PC surrogates with good accuracy for turbulent flow statistics needs to be done in
a context where sampling errors are well understood and are small enough. This will be done employing extensive
averaging over longer time horizons, which will require significant computational resources. Second, we will
extend the current n-dodecane model-to-model calibration to include model error, thereby allowing calibration
with meaningful levels of predictive uncertainty in ignition time over requisite ranges of operating conditions.

E. Statistical Inference of Reaction Rate Constants
We will extend our current demonstration of DFI in H2-O2 chemistry to deal with the need for significant regular-
ization via informative priors. This situation is possibly the result of a number of issues including the degree of
information in the available statistics, the degree of uncertainty in nuisance parameters, the number of operating
conditions and data points, or the structure of the high-dimensional markov chain monte carlo (MCMC) procedure.
We are in the process of examining these issues, and will explore potential remedies where appropriate.

F. Chemical Model Reduction under Uncertainty
We will continue current developments on model reduction under uncertainty, focusing on n-butane kinetics. This
demonstration will involve significant computational challenges, in terms of: (1) run/analysis times for large
numbers of random samples; (2) establishing convergence and robust reduction results; and (3) in conducting
a-posteriori error-estimation studies.
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 This report summarizes the results from our research program for elucidation of 
spectroscopy, kinetics and structural dynamics of combustion radicals. The experimental 
apparatus is based on the powerfully synergistic combination of i) high resolution IR 
difference frequency light generation, ii) slit discharge sources for formation of jet cooled 
radicals, and iii) high sensitivity detection with direct laser absorption methods near the 
quantum shot noise limit. The key advantage of such methods is that such highly reactive 
radical transients can be made at relatively high pressures/temperatures characteristic of 
combustion conditions, and yet with the resulting reactive species cooled within several mm 
(5-10 s) down to T 10-15K in the slit supersonic expansion for maximal spectroscopic 
simplification. Selected highlights from work over the last year are summarized below.    
  

I. Propargyl Radical: Sub-Doppler Rovibrational/Spin-Rotation Spectroscopy 
The formation of benzene molecules from reaction of two propargyl radical (H2CCCH) has 
been recently observed in synchrotron based VUV photoionization mass spectrometry in low 
pressure flames, which showcases the special importance of such C3 propargyl radical 
species in the early growth stages to form larger aromatic structures. This provides particular 
motivation for detailed understanding of the high resolution spectroscopy and dynamics of 
propargyl radical, in order to facilitate both unambiguous identification and direct laser based 
concentration measurements in further experimental studies of such aggregation processes. 
We have obtained first sub-Doppler infrared spectra of jet cooled propargyl radical in the 
CCH stretch region, based on formation and rapid cooling in a slit supersonic jet discharge 
source. The extensive delocalization of this unpaired electron over the entire radical 
framework proves to be a particularly interesting issue, which 
has attracted attention from both theoretical and experimental 
perspectives. The localization or delocalization of this unpair 
electron result in electronic structure corresponding to either 
the propargyl form (H2CCCH) or the nominally allenyl 
form (H2CCCH), with a paired electron localized at the 
methylenic or acetylenic carbon atom, respectively. However, 
there is evidence that a more balanced intermediate resonance 
structure [H2CCCH  H2CCCH] may be the appropriate 
description for this system, for which the probability density 
distribution of the unpaired electron can influence the 
geometry of the radical and vice versa. In our present study, 
the rovibrational transitions of the acetylenic CH stretching 
mode of propargyl radical in the vicinity of 3326 cm-1 has 
been investigated in a discharge slit jet expansion under 
supersonically cooled conditions and with sub-Doppler 
resolution (~60 MHz).  The density of collisions in the slit jet 
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discharge expansion result in efficient rotational cooling of the hot propargyl radical down to 
the lowest two para/ortho nuclear spin states Ka=0, 1, with fully Boltzmann distributions in J 
well characterized by Trot = 17 K. Sub-Doppler resolution in the slit jet expansion geometry 
permits first glimpses into fine-structure electron spin-rotation dynamics in propargyl radical 
for the CH stretching mode, as well as partial hyperfine information on Fermi contact 
interactions for the two sets of distinguishable H nuclei. By way of example, a cascaded P 
branch view of rotational asymmetry doublet and spin-rotation structure are shown in the 
figure below, centering on the Ka = 0  0 transitions for each J. The spin rotation structure is 
fully resolved at low J and merges into an inhomogeneously fine and hyperfine structure 
broadened line with increasing J. Due to indistinguishability of the methylenic H atoms, the 
nuclear spin statistical weights are 3:1 for Ka = 0:1, respectively, which makes transitions in 
the Ka = 0  0 manifold predominant.  
 
II. Spectroscopy and Dynamics of Jet-cooled Polyynes in a Slit Supersonic Discharge: 
Sub-Doppler Infrared Studies of Diacetylene HCCCCH 

Fundamental, bending (6,7,8,9), and CC-stretch (2, 3) hot band spectra in the 
antisymmetric CH stretch (4) region near 3330 cm-1 have been observed and analyzed for jet 
cooled diacetylene (HCC-CCH) under sub-Doppler conditions. Diacetylene is generated in 
situ in the throat of a pulsed supersonic slit expansion by discharge dissociation of acetylene 
to form ethynyl (CCH) + H, followed by radical attack (HCCH + CC-H) to form HCC-
CCH + H. The combination of i) sub-Doppler line widths and ii) absence of spectral 
congestion permit rotational structure and Coriolis interactions in the   CH stretch 
fundamental to be observed and analyzed with improved precision. Of particular dynamical 
interest, the spectra reveal diacteylene formation in highly excited internal vibrational states. 
Specifically, multiple    and    hot bands built on the 4 CH stretch fundamental 
are observed, due to doubly degenerate bending vibrations [cis CC-H bend (6), trans C-
CC bend (7), trans CC-H bend (8) and cis C-CC bend (9)], as well as a heretofore 
unobserved   band assigned to excitation of the 2 or 23 CC stretch. Boltzmann 
analysis yields populations consistent with a universally cold rotations (Trot  15 5 K) and 
yet superthermal vibrations (Tvib  85-430 K), the latter range of which is quite anomalously 
high for the high collision densities in a slit jet expansion. In order to elucidate a possible 
physical mechanism for this excess vibrational 
excitation, high level ab initio 
MOLPRO/CCSD(T) calculations have been 
pursued with explicitly correlated basis sets (VnZ-
f12; n=2,3) and extrapolated to the complete basis 
set (CBS) limit. The results suggest that this 
extensive hot band structure observed arises from 
i) highly exothermic CCH + HCCH addition to 
yield a strongly bent HCCHCCH radical 
intermediate (H = -62.6 kcal/mole), followed by 
ii) rapid fragmentation over a submerged 
transition state barrier (H = -18.9 kcal/mole) to 
form vibrationally hot diacetylene + H products 
(H = -25.6 kcal/mol), and consistent with 
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crossed molecular beam studies by Kaiser et al.1 In further support, RRKM fragmentation 
rates for this complex are calculated, which exceed collision frequencies in the slit jet 
expansion and suggest near unity quantum efficiency for diacetylene formation. 

Diacetylene (H-CC-CCH), the smallest member of the polyyne family, represents 
an ubiquitous species in combustion/pyrolysis chemistry What makes these linear polyynes 
so chemically interesting is the fact that they form so readily via chain reaction addition with 
CCH ethynyl radical, e.g., i) HCCH + CCH  [H-CC(H)-CCH]  H-CC-CCH + H, 
augmented by ii) H + HCCH  H2 + CCH.  It is worth noting here that the intermediate 
species of reaction i) is not a high energy transition state but rather an extremely stable 
radical adduct, > 60 kcals/mol lower in energy than HCCH + CCH reactants, with little or no 
barrier and therefore resulting in insertion on nearly every collision. This process can 
therefore continue by subsequent exothermic attack of CCH into one of the diacetylene CC 
bond, which then forms even higher order polyynes 
such as triacetylene, tetraacetylene, etc. Indeed, such 
chain reaction kinetics are extremely rapid under non-
oxidizing flame conditions, and therefore diacetylene is 
thought to be a crucial intermediate in the formation of 
soot particles. The fundamental anti-symmetric CH 
stretching mode (4) and its many hot combination 
bands in the region of 3333 cm-1 of di-acetylene (C4H2) 
have been reinvestigated under sub-Doppler jet cooled 
conditions in a pulsed supersonic slit discharge. Single 
quantum hot bands (  ) due to all 4 degenerate 
bending vibrations (specifically, the cis CC-H bend 
(6), trans C-CC bend (7), trans CC-H bend (8) and cis C-CC bend (9)) are observed 
in conjunction with the 4 CH stretch fundamental and successfully analyzed. In addition, a 
clear    hot band built on the strong 4 fundamental is observed and unambiguously 
assigned to single quantum excitation of the low frequency C-C symmetric stretch (3). 
Furthermore, the combination of i) sub-Doppler line widths and ii) absence of spectral 
congestion in the slit jet permit weak Coriolis perturbation structure in the 4 CH stretch 
fundamental to be observed and analyzed for the first time. The observation of such 
extensive hot band structure even under jet cooled slit conditions underscores the presence of 
highly non-equilibrium dynamics in rovibrational degrees of freedom, with a cold rotational 
temperature (Trot = 15 K) common to all lower states and yet a highly superthermal 
vibrational temperature on the order of 358(16) K. From a dynamical perspective, a simple 
Boltzmann population analysis suggests that effective vibrational “temperatures” to be over > 
20-25-fold higher than rotation. Indeed, such dramatic levels of bend excitation can be 
ascribed to i) a highly bent precursor HCCCCH framework, which, as suggested by ab initio 
MOLPRO (CCSD(T)/vdzf12) calculations, tend to funnel energy selectively  into low 
frequency bending coordinates, augmented by ii) far less efficient cooling of vibrations vs. 
rotations in the normal 2D pinhole expansion. 

 
III. Symmetric CH Stretch Spectroscopy of Jet-cooled Hydroxymethyl Radical 

Hydroxyalkyl radicals, ROH, represent some of the simplest oxyhydrocarbon radical 
species and yet crucial intermediates in combustion and atmospheric chemistry models. The 
simplest of these, hydroxymethyl (CH2OH), is predicted to have a slightly non-planar 
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equilibrium structure with a low barrier across a Cs transition state due to OH internal 
rotation.2-4 Of particular dynamical interest is the evidence for strong coupling between the 
CH2 flip and COH torsional coordinate, which makes the spectra challenging to analyze 
without complete rotational resolution yet also provides potentially much more informative 
with respect to isomerization barrier heights. From a simple freshman chemistry perspective, 
this coupling arises from valence electron repulsion of radical and lone pair orbitals, amplified 
by a “soft” barrier between sp2 and sp3 hybridization of the C radical center. Hydroxymethyl 
radical, CH2OH, plays a critically role as a reactive intermediate in combustion. In addition to 
fundamental combustion processes, hydroxymethyl radical is an important intermediate for 
oxidative reactions occurring in the troposphere. For example, atmospheric scrubbing 
reactions of alkanes, alkenes, and alcohols all involve hydroxymethyl radical as a reactive 
intermediate. We have made substantial progress with spectral searches for CH2OH in the 
symmetric CH2 stretch region in a methanol doped He/Ne discharge. At sub-Doppler 
resolution, CH2OH reveals a surprisingly intense spectrum, with typical S/N of 20:1, and Ka = 
0  0 A-type rotational assignments, which provide first precision molecular constants for 
this oxyradical species. The transitions are fit to a Watson A-reduced symmetric top 
Hamiltonian to yield first precision experimental values for the ground state rotational 
constants as well as improved values for the symmetric stretch rotational constants and 
vibrational band origin. The results both complement and substantially augment previous 
spectral efforts5 as well as offer high resolution predictions for astronomical detection of 
CH2OH radical in the mm-wave region.  
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Scope of the Project: In this program a diverse approach to researching combustion chemistry is 
taken by applying a variety of techniques to study radical spectroscopy and dynamics. It is 
motivated in part by the need to develop and refine reaction mechanisms for combustion as more 
fuel variations are explored and combustion under various temperature and pressure regimes is 
considered. This experimental program characterizes key properties of free radicals including bond 
dissociation energies, orbital energetics, electron affinities, spectroscopy of low-lying electronic 
states, primary photochemistry, and reaction dynamics.  Laser spectroscopic methods and vacuum 
ultraviolet (VUV) light from the Chemical Dynamics Beamline of the Advanced Light Source are 
used to selectively investigate individual processes involved in formation and reaction of radicals.  
These studies facilitate a detailed understanding of the role of free radicals in reaction mechanisms 
that govern diverse processes such as low-temperature autoignition, the oxidation of aromatic 
hydrocarbons, and the growth of complex molecules such as PAH’s in flames.    
 
Recent Progress 
 Experimental investigations using synchrotron photoionization mass spectrometry 
considered several reactions of CH and C2H with straight-chain molecules that result in formation 
of cyclic species. Specifically, it was found that the reaction between CH and acrolein proceeds via 
addition and H-loss to yield C4H4O products with an isomeric composition of (60 ± 12)% 1,3-
butadienal and (17 ± 10)% furan (cyclic compound). Moreover, further evidence has been obtained 
that shows cyclization reactions compete favorably with direct H-loss that gives straight-chain 
products. For example, the reaction of CH with 1,3-butadiene, which has a structural motif 
identical to that of acrolein, yields cyclopentadiene in an analogous pathway to the furan formation 
in the CH + acrolein reaction. In addition, recent work showed that C2H reacts with 1,3-butadiene 
to give approximately 57±30% fulvene (a five-membered ring cyclic isomer of C6H6). 
 Utilizing synchrotron photoionization mass spectrometry, the reaction of I atoms with 
squalene and squalane sub-micron aerosol droplets explored the reactivity of C=C double bonds in 
the heterogeneous phase. Because of uphill energetics, the I atom reaction rates in the gas phase 
with both saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons are vanishingly small (via either H abstraction 
or I addition).  In the heterogeneous aerosol phase, there is also no evidence of product formation 
for I atoms with squalane droplets (no C=C bonds).  In contrast, squalene droplets (6 C=C bonds) 
react with I atoms, most likely by I addition to the double bond, followed by radical abstraction 
with neighboring molecules. The reactive uptake coefficient for I atoms with squalene, γeff = (1.20 
± 0.52) x 10-4, is three orders of magnitude greater than the limit placed on the reaction with 
squalane. The increased reactivity is attributed to trapping, diffusion, and consequent reactivity in 
the unsaturated particles due to multiple interactions in the aerosol phase. 
 The kinetics and products of model heterogeneous reaction systems of OH + Oleic acid, 
linoleic acid, linolenic acid, each containing 1, 2, 3, C=C double bonds, respectively, are 
investigated to explore further the reactivity of droplets composed of unsaturated molecules. The 
acid molecules are similar in structure to long chain alkyl esters found in biodiesel fuel and can 
represent model systems to examine the fundamental heterogeneous reactions between 
hydrocarbon droplets and gas phase radicals and molecules.  In a 10% mixture of O2 in N2 in the 
flow reactor, the effective reactive uptake coefficients (γeff) are all larger than unity (measured by 
the loss of the parent aerosol molecules), providing clear evidence for particle-phase chain 
chemistry. Values of γeff for oleic, linoleic and linolenic acid are 1.72 ± 0.08, 3.75 ± 0.18 and 5.73 
± 0.14, respectively.  
 A high temperature (500-1100 K) jet stirred reactor system  has recently been constructed 
and interfaced for the first time to the sampling cone and time-of-flight mass spectroscopy 
arrangement of the Sandia flame apparatus at the Advanced Light Source. This experimental 
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arrangement presents a unique approach to monitor chemical transformations with tunable 
photoionization spectroscopy in well-defined conditions comparable to those in combustion 
engines. Oxidation studies of n-butane, partially deuterated n-butane and dimethyl ether have 
revealed new insights into the oxidation mechanism of these species. In addition to corroborating 
the observations of previous experiments at the synchrotron in China, which showed production of 
a ketohydroperoxide intermediate species in the n-butane oxidation reaction, the use of deuterated 
butane in the experiments performed here provides potential evidence for the Korcek mechanism 
of decomposition of the intermediate ketohydroperoxide species into acid, ketone and aldehyde 
pairs, via the observation of the fully deuterated acetone product.  
 Recently, a table-top soft x-ray transient absorption method utilizing high-harmonic 
generation to produce XUV and soft x-ray pulses with sub-40 fs duration has been applied to 
capture ultrafast gas-phase photochemical dynamics of radicals. The technique has been applied to 
probe the formation and electronic structure of halomethyl radicals, CH2Br and CH2I, from the UV 
photodissociation of dihalomethanes, CH2IBr and CH2I2. The investigated radicals are the simplest 
of the haloalkyl radicals (R-CX, X=Br,I), which can act as key reactive intermediates in 
combustion chemistry or in the case of CH2I as a precursor for a Criegee intermediate. The 
transient soft x-ray spectra of these radicals reveal spectroscopic transitions corresponding to the 
frontier singly-occupied molecular orbitals (SOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals 
(LUMO) of the radicals via the 3d and 4d core orbitals of Br and I, respectively. In this way, a key 
new result is the measurement of the SOMO-LUMO splittings in radical species.  

In the second component of this program, the spectroscopy and dynamics of free radicals 
that play a key role in combustion are investigated using three complementary, state-of-the-art 
experiments. Slow Electron Velocity-Map Imaging of cryogenically cooled anions (cryo-SEVI) 
yields precise electron affinities, vibrational frequencies, and term values of low-lying states for 
radicals that are generated by negative ion photodetachment. Negative ion photodetachment also 
forms the basis of the fast radical beam (FRBM) instrument, in which neutral free radicals 
generated in this manner are photodissociated, with the kinetic energy and angular distributions of 
the various photofragment channels analyzed using sophisticated coincidence detection techniques. 
The photodissociation processes of radicals generated by flash pyrolysis are investigated using a 
molecular beam instrument with a rotating mass spectrometer as a detector.  
 Highly resolved photoelectron spectra of the α- and β- naphthyl radicals have recently 
been measured on the cryo-SEVI instrument, yielding new spectroscopic information on the 
ground and low-lying states of these polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon radicals.  Preliminary results 
have been obtained for the anthracenyl radical, as well.     

The photodissociation of thiophenoxy radicals was investigated at 248 nm (5.0 eV), 
193nm (6.4eV), and 157nm (7.9eV) on the FRBM instrument. There are two major competing 
dissociation channels leading to SH + C6H4 (o-benzyne) and CS + C5H5 (cyclopentadienyl) with a 
minor contribution of S + C6H5 (phenyl). Dissociation proceeds by internal conversion from the 
initially prepared excited state to the ground electronic state followed by statistical dissociation. 
Calculations show that SH loss involves a single isomerization step followed by simple bond 
fission. For both SH and S loss, C-S bond cleavage proceeds without an exit barrier. By contrast, 
the CS loss pathway entails multiple transition states and minima as it undergoes five-membered 
ring formation and presents a small barrier with respect to products.   

Three-body dissociation of ozone at 193 and 157 nm was also investigated on the FRBM 
instrument. Dalitz plots10 show how the translational energy released in photodissociation is 
partitioned among the three fragments. At both wavelengths, but more noticeably at 157 nm, the 
plots comprise three spots centered on the symmetry axes. Events along those axes correspond to 
equal energy partitioning in two of the recoiling O atoms, consistent with a synchronous concerted 
mechanism in which the two O-O bonds in ozone dissociate symmetrically and at the same time. 
 The photodissociation of the phenyl radical was re-investigated on the molecular beam 
instrument.  In previous work, it was found that at 248 nm, the only observed channel was 
production of C6H4 (ortho-benzyne) + H, the lowest energy channel. At 193 nm, however, an 
additional channel, C4H3 + C2H2, was observed and found to be the dominant channel. However, 
recent calculations by Mebel and co-workers13 have shown that if dissociation at 193 nm is a 
statistical ground state process, then very little of this isomer should be produced and H-atom loss 
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should dominate.  With this in mind, the photodissociation of C6H5 was revisited to see how 
sensitive the product branching was to experimental conditions. Source conditions in the flash 
pyrolysis radical source were optimized to reduce the internal temperature of the radicals, and the 
experiment was run at considerably lower photodissociation laser fluences to minimize the 
likelihood of two-photon processes. Under these conditions, both channels were still observed at 
193 nm, but it was found that the H-atom channel was in fact dominant, with branching between 
the two channels consistent with the expected results for statistical ground state dissociation. 
 
Future Plans: In future experiments, a laser system and apparatus is being introduced to produce 
275-300 eV photons, which will access the carbon K shell directly and allow the investigation of 
fundamental hydrocarbon radicals such as CH3, allyl, and phenyl without the need for a halogen 
tag. By utilizing UV-pump, soft x-ray probe transient absorption spectroscopy in the 275-285 eV 
range, the spectral signature of vibrationally-excited radical produced by photodissociation will be 
investigated and the “hot band” character of the core-to-SOMO transitions in the x-ray spectra will 
be revealed. In this way, radical spectroscopy will provide fertile ground for assessing the first 
carbon K edge dynamics experiments in the ultrafast regime. In complementary future 
experiments, time-resolved x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy will also be used to track the core 
level electronic structure and ultrafast dissociation dynamics of molecules like CH3I through I 4d 
core-ionization. While the ground state potential of the I 4d-1 inner shell vacancy state may be 
estimated by theory, x-ray transitions from repulsive excited dissociative states to excited core 
hole states are completely uncharacterized. The energetics and dynamics of these transitions will 
reveal the effect of fundamental chemical processes such as bond-breaking on the core-level 
electronic structure.  
 The three instruments available to the second part of the effort will provide an integrated 
experimental platform for the study of free radical spectroscopy and dissociation experiments.  
During the coming year, the cryo-SEVI instrument will generate high resolution spectra for larger 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon radicals, RO2 species, and other radicals whose photodissociation 
dynamics will be investigated on the FRBM and molecular beam instruments.  A “soft ionization” 
electron impact ionizer has recently been installed on the molecular beam instrument in order to 
reduce dissociative ionization; this will facilitate interpretation of radical photodissociation 
experiments.  FRBM experiments will focus on the photodissociation of the t-butyl peroxy radical, 
as part of our programmatic goal to map out the spectroscopy and dissociation dynamics of 
radicals that play a key role in low temperature combustion and autoignition.  
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I.    Program Scope:  

 

  High-resolution vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photoionization and photoelectron spectroscopy 

has a distinguished history of providing accurate spectroscopic and energetic data for neutral 

molecules and their cations.  Through the cation thermochemical cycle, ionization energies (IEs) 

and 0 K appearance energies (AEs) of dissociative photoionization processes thus obtained, can 

provide 0 K bond dissociation energies (D0’s) and 0 K heats of formation (Hf0’s) for both neutrals 

and cations.  This program is aimed to provide the most accurate spectroscopic and thermochemical 

data with quantified uncertainties for key combustion radicals to serve as experimental benchmarks 

for the further development of more accurate quantum computation packages.  We plan to 

coordinate with the Thermochemical Network (TN) approach to establish comprehensive values for 

the Active Thermochemical Tables (ATcT) and to devote our experimental effort for the 

measurement of radical systems that are identified as weak links by the ATcT analysis.  The high-

resolution rotationally resolved photoionization and photoelectron spectra obtained for key 

combustion intermediates should allow the design of more reliable detection schemes of these 

radicals in mechanistic chemical studies by using the VUV photoionization mass spectrometric 

techniques. 

 

II.  Recent Progress: 

 We have recently demonstrated a high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopic method based 

on VUV laser velocity-map imaging (VMI) measurements of threshold photoelectrons (TPEs).  

This VUV- VMI-TPE method achieves a photoelectron resolution comparable to that observed in 

pulsed field ionization-photoelectron (PFI-PE) measurements.  Since VUV-VMI-TPE measure-

ments can be made using a relatively high dc electric field, its detection sensitive is believe to be 

higher than the PFI-PE scheme.  

 

A. VUV-VMI-TPE measurements of CH2Cl and CH2Br  

 By employing the VUV-VMI-TPE method, we have measured the high-resolution 

photoelectron spectra of chloromethyl (CH2Cl) and bromomethyl (CH2Br) radicals.  The 

halogenated methyl radicals play an important role in catalytic depletion of the ozone layer.  In the 

earth troposphere, CH2Cl and CH2Br radicals are generated by the atmospheric reactions between 

hydroxyl radical (OH) and CH3Cl and CH3Br, which are generated by marine organisms in the 

ocean and subsequently released into the atmosphere.   

  The simulation of the VUV-VMI-TPE spectra for CH2Cl
+
 is consistent with the selection 

rules: ∆Ka = odd and ∆Kc = even and odd; and gives a rotational temperature of 40K for the CH2Cl 

sample.  The simulation also gives the IE(CH2Cl) = 70546 ± 4 cm
-1

 (8.7466 ± 0.0005 eV).  A 

similar simulation exercise for the VUV-VMI-TPE origin band for CH2Br
+
 yields the IE(CH2Br) = 

69464 ± 4 cm
-1

 (8.6124 ± 0.0005 eV).  The analysis of the VUV-VMI-TPE spectra of CH2Cl and 

CH2Br also provides the C-Cl and C-Br stretching frequencies for CH2Cl and CH2Br to be 1040 ± 2 

and 844 ± 2 cm
-1

, respectively.  We have also obtained IE predictions at the CCSDTQ/CBS level of 
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theory.  IE predictions: IE(CH2Cl) = 8.767 eV and IE(CH2Br) = 8.611 eV.  This work is being 

prepared for publication. 

 

B.  Development of the VUV-VUV-VMI-PI apparatus  

When a polyatomic molecule absorbs a photon at a VUV range of  7 eV, but below its IE, 

photodissociation is usually the major decay pathway.  Since the detection of neutral 

photofragments by mass spectrometric techniques necessitates the ionization of the photofragments 

prior to their detection, the attainable detection sensitivity for neutral photofragments is 

significantly lower than that achieved by the direct detection of photoions. As a result, the 

investigations of molecular photodissociation processes in the VUV range have received much less 

attention than photoionization and photoelectron studies.  Even for simple atmospheric molecules, 

such as CO, N2, and CO2, the photoproduct branching ratios measured as a function of VUV 

photodissociation energy were mostly unavailable previously. 

During the past three years, we have developed a VUV-VUV-VMI-PI apparatus and 

demonstrated that the VUV photodissociation of simple gaseous molecules can be investigated to 

the state-to-state detail by employing the two-color VUVI photodissociation-pump and VUVII 

photoionization-probe approach.  The VUV-VUV-VMI-PI apparatus consists of a supersonic 

molecular beam production system, a VMI detection system, and two independently tunable VUV 

lasers.  When one of the photofragments is an atom (X = N, C, and O), high detection sensitivities 

of these atomic photoproducts can be achieved via the VUV-UV or VUV-VIS (1 + 1') 

photoionization or the VUV-excited autoionizing-Rydberg method.  The direct determination of 

spin-orbit state distributions of atomic photoproducts, such as C(
3
P2,1,0) and O(

3
P2,1,0), has been 

demonstrated.  Highly sensitive state-selected detection of molecular photofragments can also be 

achieved via the two-color UV-VUV or VIS-VUV photoionization method.  

 

C.   Discovery of the C + O2 channel in VUV photodissociation of CO2 

  

Figure 1.  Schematic diagram showing possible 

CO2 photodissociation pathways, leading to the 

direct formation of C(
3
P) + O2(X

3
g

-
) 

photoproducts.   

Figure 2.  C(
3
P2) VMI-PI images and 

corresponding total kinetic energy release 

(TKER) spectra.  

 

 Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a final product in hydrocarbon combustion, and is known to play an 

important role in the Earth’s atmosphere as a major greenhouse gas, which is related to global 
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warming.  In a recent experiment by employing the VUV-VUV-VMI-PI apparatus, we have 

discovered that O2 can be produced directly in VUV photodissociation of CO2.  Figure 1 shows the 

schematic potential energy diagram and ball stick model (C: grey; O: red) of the dissociation 

pathways leading to the formation of C(
3
P) + O2(X

3
g

-
) photoproducts.  The singlet ground state 

potential energy pathway (Pathway 1) is predicted to be a feasible pathway by ab initio calculations 

to involve the formation a cyclic [c-CO2(
1
A1)] and a linear [COO(

1
Σ

+
)] intermediates situated at 

6.03 and 7.13 eV above the CO2(X
1
Σg

+
) ground state.  Pathway 2 illustrates the roaming 

mechanism.  The photoexcitation of CO2 is indicated by the upward pointing arrows to CO2 

absorption bands manifested by the C(
3
P2) photofragment excitation spectrum in the energy range 

of 11.655 to 12.212 eV (upper inset of Fig. 1).   

 Figure 2 shows the total kinetic energy release (TKER) distributions for the formation of 

C(
3
P) + O2(X

3
g

-
; v) converted from the VMI-PI images of C(

3
P2) (shown in the insets of individual 

TKER spectra).  The simulations (red curves in Fig. 2) indicate that the threshold energies observed 

are consistent with the known thermochemical threshold of 11.44 eV for the formation of the C(
3
P) 

+ O2(X
3
g

-
) channel.  Furthermore, the measured TKER spectra indicate that O2(X

3
g

-
) 

photofragments are formed in v = 0-3 states with significant rotational excitation. 

 

III. Research plan   

  With the advances in experimental methodologies and the significant increase of usable 

vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) laser intensities achieved in our laboratory, we plan to perform high-

resolution photoionization, photoelectron, and photodissociation studies of selected oxygen-

containing hydrocarbon radical species, including alkyloxy radicals (RO), alkylperoxy radicals 

(ROO), hydroperoxyalkyl radicals (QOOH), and Creigee intermediates.  These radicals are known 

to play a central role in the low-temperature oxidation of hydrocarbons and combustion of biofuels.  

The chemistry of ROO and QOOH radicals are believed to be responsible for the chain branching 

and engine knock, which is a limiting factor on the efficiency of internal combustion engines.  Our 

first experimental effort will be focused on VUV laser PFI and VMI measurements of methoxy 

radical (CH3O), phenoxy radical (C6H5O), hydroxymethyl radical (CH2OH), hydroperoxyl radical 

(HOO), methylperoxy radical (CH3OO), ethylperoxy radical (C2H5OO), CH2OO, and CH3CHOO.  

Since the IR spectra for many of these species, such as CH3O, CH2OH, CH3OO, CH2OO, and 

CH3CHOO, are also known, these radicals are excellent candidates for IR-VUV-PFI and IR-VUV-

VMI measurements, which are expected to yield rotationally resolved state-to-state PFI-PE and 

PFI-PI spectra of these radicals.  In addition to yielding highly precise thermochemical and 

spectroscopic data for these radical systems, the high-resolution PFI and VMI studies should also 

provide reliable spectroscopic information on photoionization transitions for designing sensitive 

detection schemes for the identification of these radicals in mechanistic chemical studies by using 

photoionization mass spectrometric techniques. 
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Program Scope
Application of the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) technique within the Diagnostics and Reacting Flows program

at the CRF is based on two primary objectives. The first is to establish a set of high-fidelity first-principles com-
putational benchmarks that identically match the geometry and operating conditions of selected experimental target
flames. The second is to establish a scientific foundation for advanced model development that effectively bridges the
gap between the idealized jet flame processes studied under this program and application relevant processes exhibited
at the device scale. The goal is to provide direct one-to-one correspondence between measured and modeled results
at conditions unattainable using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) by performing a series of detailed simulations
that progressively incorporate the fully coupled dynamic behavior of reacting flows with detailed thermodynamics,
transport, chemistry, and realistic spectra of turbulence. Our primary focal point is the series of flames that have been
studied as part of the Experimental Reacting Flow Research program in collaboration with Barlow and Frank. This
represents a direct extension of joint activities being pursued as part of the International Workshop on Measurement
and Computation of Turbulent (Non)premixed Flames [1] (i.e., the “TNF Workshop”). Complementary information
from highly specialized LES calculations, combined with detailed laser-based measurements, provide new opportu-
nities to understand the central physics of turbulence-chemistry interactions in realistic parameter spaces and for the
development of accurate predictive models for turbulent combustion. After achieving an adequate level of validation,
results from high-fidelity LES provide fundamental information that cannot be measured and a strong link between
theory, experiments, and relevant applications. The insights gained provide a basic science foundation for development
of models and simulation techniques for state-of-the-art transportation, propulsion, and power devices such as internal
combustion engines (e.g., reciprocating, gas turbine, liquid rockets).

Recent Progress
Understanding turbulent scalar mixing in the context of LES still presents many challenges. This is largely due to

the fact that calculations of a given flow are performed over a wide range of resolutions, and the unsteady “structural”
evolution of the flow varies significantly as a function of resolution. It becomes unclear, under these circumstances,
how to quantitatively determine what the optimal resolution is that adequately reproduces the correct resolved-scale
structural dynamics for a given combustion closure. Finding this optimum (e.g., the balance between computational
cost and resolution) is compounded by the fact that most flows of interest are highly inhomogeneous. Thus, a variety of
different scales, at different locations in the flow, come into play. As part of an effort to investigate these issues, we have
recently performed a detailed analysis of the flow topologies and turbulence scales in the jet-in-cross-flow experiment
of Su and Mungal [2]. The analysis was performed using LES over a progressive set of spatial and temporal resolutions
with well controlled boundary conditions. This enabled quantitative agreement with the first and second moments of
turbulence statistics measured in the experiment. A major focal point was the comprehensive characterization of key
turbulence scales and their evolution. Time-resolved probes were used with long sampling periods to obtain maps
of the integral scales, Taylor microscales, and turbulent kinetic energy spectra. Scalar-fluctuation scales were also
quantified. In the near-field, coherent structures were identified, both in physical and spectral space. Along the jet
centerline, turbulence scales were shown to grow according to a classical one-third power law. However, the derived
maps of turbulence scales reveal strong inhomogeneities in the flow. From the modeling perspective, these insights
are useful toward determining optimal resolution requirements, which in turn will improve numerical predictions in
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a) b)

Figure 1. Instantaneous three-dimensional LES showing the structural characteristics of the flow field. a) The blue isocontour represents Q = 0.02,
the red represents C = 0.25, and yellow represents C = 0.01. b) Cutting planes are colored by ∇C (with red and yellow isocontours the same as a).

similar types of flow. Details related to this study are given by Ruiz, Lacaze, and Oefelein [2]. A concise summary is
given here as follows.

The experiment is performed at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature in an updraft wind tunnel with air
as the cross-flow fluid and nitrogen mixed with acetone as the jet fluid. The cross-flow is laminar upstream of the jet,
with a peak velocity of 2.96 m/s. The diameter of the jet nozzle is d = 4.53 mm, and the length of the injector tube is
70 d, which is long enough for a fully developed turbulent boundary layer to form. The bulk jet velocity is 16.9 m/s,
which produces a velocity ratio of 5.7, and jet Reynolds number is 5000. The jet is seeded with approximately 10-
percent of acetone by volume for diagnostic purposes. To seed the acetone vapor into the jet flow, the jet fluid is passed
through a bubbler containing liquid acetone. During the experimental runs, the acetone level in the bubbler and the
seeding efficiency slowly diminishes. Even though the post-processing procedure of the raw PLIF signals accounts
for this concentration drift, the penetration of the jet turns out to be sensitive to this drift through small changes in
momentum-flux ratio. Thus, we account for this in the LES using a multicomponent treatment of the equation of state,
thermodynamics, and transport properties. LES was performed using the mixed dynamic Smagorinsky model with the
RAPTOR code developed by Oefelein [4]. Turbulence statistics (mean and RMS of velocity and scalar-mixing) were
found to be independent of the LES filter width with a uniform grid spacing of d/15 and a domain size of (Lx/d, Ly/d,
Lz/d) = (33, 33, 40). The total grid density used was 190 × 106 cells and statistics were acquired using a sampling
period of 20 flow-through times.

Figure 1 shows the instantaneous three-dimensional structure of the flow field from LES (in the same orientation
as given by Su and Mungal [2]). In 1a), the blue isocontour represents a “Q-criterion” value of Q = 0.02, the red
isocontour represents a concentration of C = 0.25, and the yellow isocontour represents C = 0.01. The Q-criterion is
the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor. Positive isosurfaces of Q identify flow regions containing more
vorticity than strain. This essentially filters out the vorticity sheets to reveal the underlying coherent structures. A
wide range of turbulence scales are captured by the simulation, especially along the jet trajectory. Coherent structures
also form in the boundary layer downstream of the jet. This shows that even though the boundary layer is initially
laminar, vortical structures develop in the disturbed portion downstream. Figure 1b) shows cutting planes colored by
the gradient in concentration, ∇C, along with the same red and yellow isocontours shown in Fig. 1a). The cutting
planes are located at y/d = 20 and x/d = 7. The x/d = 7 plane has an inclination angle of 5-degrees. Strong gradients
are observed in the near-field, especially at the interface between the jet and the cross-flow, which shows a convoluted
shape. In the wake region, the footprint of the counter-rotating vortex-pair is observed with two distinct alleys in the
x/d = 7 plane (the two lobes of the kidney shape cross this plane). In the y/d = 20 plane, broadband mixing can be
observed, with stronger gradients present at the outer envelope of the jet.

LES and experimental measurements of mean velocity, mean concentration, Reynolds stress tensor, and the turbu-
lent scalar flux have been compared and errors have been quantified. Figure 2 shows an example of the agreement with
the experimental data. Here, the time-averaged profiles of velocity magnitude in the jet center plane are shown. The
detailed validation and corresponding analysis confirm that LES is a good instrument for predicting complex three-
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dimensional turbulent flows. After achieving a detailed level of validation, further analysis was performed to extract
key turbulence scales, their origin, and dynamic evolution in the flow. Measuring these types of quantities is currently
not attainable using experimental diagnostics due to constraints in resolution. Four quantities were mapped: 1) integral
scales, 2) Taylor microscales, 3) turbulent energy spectra, and 4) scalar gradient thicknesses. The dynamic quantities
(1-3) exhibited a similar spatial evolution. These scales were observed to first grow at various rates before breakdown
of the jet turbulence, then a one-third power law was observed along the jet trajectory and consistently within the
wake. For the scalar fluctuations and gradients (4), the observed trend was different. A sharp linear evolution of the
gradient thickness occurred before the complete destabilization of the jet. This was followed by a secondary, almost
constant evolution further downstream, which indicates that excessive stretching of the mesh from the injection point
to the far-field can introduce significant errors in the mixing field by filtering out key turbulent flow structures present
in the wake of the jet.
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Figure 2. Time-averaged profiles of the velocity magnitude
in the jet center plane.

Observations such as those made above highlight the need to
understand how LES represents various flow structures as a func-
tion of resolution. Similarly, the insights gained can be used to
design more optimal grids that resolve the relevant flow structures
correctly. For example, the trajectory of the jet can be estimated
using the momentum flux ratio. An optimal initial grid size at the
injector exit can be determined that is fine enough to resolve the
vorticity thickness. Then, if scalar transport is not the dominant fo-
cal point, one may use a 1/3 power law to stretch the grid to make
it consistent with the evolution of turbulent flow structures in the
wake of the jet. If scalar transport is important and scalar gradients
must be captured, a stretching rate smaller than (y/d)1/3 is required
to maintain good resolution of scalar fields. Smaller cells, however,
should be placed at the outer edge of the jet to capture the interac-
tion between the jet and the cross-flow, which gives rise to small
vortical structures that inject energy into the TKE spectrum.

Future work on this topic will focus on two aspects: 1) using
coarser grid sizes, we will study the impact of filtering a posteri-
ori on the resolved scales of turbulence, their interaction, and the
subsequent errors on turbulent mixing predictions, and 2) we will
devise an optimal mesh with local cell sizes following the spatial
evolution of turbulence scales using the maps derived in the current
work. This will enable one to determine whether the same level
of accuracy can be obtained at a significantly lower cost. Similar
analyses under reacting flow conditions would also bring crucial
insights into the effects of LES filtering on the predictive accuracy
of different classes of combustion closures.

Future Plans
We will continue to use the foundational approach and framework described above with emphasis placed on three

interrelated areas of research: 1) Maintain close coordination between LES and the experimental reacting flow research
program with emphasis on the collaborative activities of the TNF Workshop to advance our fundamental understanding
of turbulent reacting flows. 2) Maintain a significant effort in the development of quality assessment and uncertainty
quantification (UQ) techniques for LES aimed at understanding and controlling the myriad of errors that complicate the
development and validation of predictive models. 3) Continue to develop advanced models and simulation techniques
aimed at accurate prediction of flame behavior across a broad range of combustion modes, regimes, and fuels. Tasks
related to research area 1 will be pursued through close collaborations with Barlow and Frank et al. following the
proposed series of experiments outlined in their respective abstracts. Tasks related to research area 2 will be pursued
through close collaborations with Najm et al. (e.g., see Najm’s abstract). Tasks related to research area 3 will continue
to focus on advanced model development in a manner that effectively bridges the gap between the idealized jet flame
processes studied under this program and application relevant processes exhibited at the device scale.
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PROGRAM SCOPE 

 The goal of this program is to elucidate mechanisms of elementary combustion reactions 

through the use of multiplexed optical spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. We developed a 

technique known as time-resolved multiplexed photoionization mass spectrometry (MPIMS), 

which is used to sensitively and selectively probe unimolecular and bimolecular reactions.  This 

work is in collaboration with Craig Taatjes, Leonid Sheps and has been utilized through 

collaboration by many scientists from other institutions in the US and abroad.  The Sandia-

designed MPIMS instrument utilizes tunable vacuum ultraviolet light from the Advanced Light 

Source synchrotron at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory for sensitive, isomer-specific 

ionization of reactant and product molecules sampled from chemical reactions.   

As a complementary approach, we utilize time-resolved Fourier transform spectroscopy 

(TR-FTS) to probe multiple reactants and products with broad spectral coverage ( > 1000 cm
-1

), 

moderate spectral resolution (0.1 cm
-1

), and a wide range of temporal resolution (ns – ms).  The 

inherently multiplexed nature of TR-FTS makes it possible to simultaneously measure product 

branching ratios, internal energy distributions, energy transfer, and spectroscopy of radical 

intermediates.  Together with total rate coefficients, this additional information provides further 

constraints upon and insights into the potential energy surfaces that control chemical reactivity.  

Because of its broadband nature, the TR-FTS technique provides a global view of chemical 

reactions and energy transfer processes that would be difficult to achieve with narrow-band, 

laser-based detection techniques.   

 

RECENT PROGRESS 

Isomer-resolved mass spectrometry 

 The multiplexed chemical kinetics photoionization mass spectrometer operates both at 

Sandia National Laboratories (using a discharge lamp to create VUV radiation), and at the 

Chemical Dynamics Beamline of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron of LBNL.  The 

chemical reactor is based on the Gutman design,
1
 which allows the study of photodissociation 

and bimolecular reactions at pressures of 1 – 10 Torr and temperatures of 300 – 1000 K. 

During past 3-year period, we have applied this apparatus to a broad array of chemical 

problems, including studies of biofuel oxidation, reactions relevant to Saturn’s moon Titan, the 

chemistry of carbonyl oxides (Criegee Intermediates), autoignition chemistry, and fundamental 

studies of photoionization dynamics and absolute cross sections.   

 

Direct observation and kinetics of a hydroperoxyalkyl radical (QOOH) 

Autoignition chemistry as a part of low-temperature combustion is critical to improved 

efficiency and lower pollution in all advanced engine concepts, be they spark ignition (gasoline), 

compression ignition (diesel), or stratified charge compression ignition (SCCI) engines.  The 

need to have predictive models of this process requires experimental knowledge of how the 

chemical mechanisms in autoignition are influenced by pressure, temperature, and fuel structure.  

For decades, hydroperoxyalkyl radicals, known as QOOH radicals, have been known to be 
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pivotal reaction intermediates in autoignition, in which their unimolecular or bimolecular 

reactions control whether chain termination, propagation, or branching will dominate in low-

temperature combustion.  However, no QOOH radical had ever been detected directly, and this 

lack of direct probing had hampered efforts to understand their chemistry. 

Why are QOOH radicals so hard to detect?  These molecules are formed from peroxy 

radicals (ROO) via internal H atom abstraction that converts the oxygen-centered peroxy 

radical to a carbon centered QOOH radical.  For many hydrocarbons, the ROO isomer is more 

stable than the QOOH isomer, but the latter is much more reactive.  Therefore QOOH radicals 

usually have very low steady-state concentrations despite being key reactive intermediates.   

We have detected a QOOH radical in the Cl-initiated oxidation of cycloheptadiene (c-

C7H10), measured its photoionization spectrum, and the kinetics of its formation and 

consumption via reactions with O2.
2
  This particular hydrocarbon represents a class of 

unsaturated, conjugated hydrocarbons, of which 1,3-butadiene (H2C=CHCH=CH2) and 

isoprene (2-methyl 1,3-butadiene) are smaller analogs.  Because cycloheptadiene can form 

resonance stabilized R and QOOH radicals, but the ROO radical is not resonance stabilized, 

this QOOH radical is more stable than its peroxy radical isomers.  We have shown that this 

QOOH is present in sufficient concentration to detect, and that the rate coefficient for its 

reaction with O2 is 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than the few known QOOH + O2 analogs.  

This study combined experiments at the ALS and Sandia with electronic structure and master 

equation modeling of the reaction in collaboration with Judit Zádor.   

 

Threshold photoelectron spectrum of the benzyl radical (C6H5-CH2) 

The benzyl radical is a resonance stabilized radical involved in the combustion of toluene 

and other aromatic species.  Benzyl radical was formed by the pyrolysis of bibenzyl in a 

microtubular reactor at the VUV beamline of the Swiss Light Source, and interrogated with 

imaging photoelectron photoion coincidence spectroscopy.  We have recently published a new 

threshold photoelectron spectrum that contains contributions from at least three electronic states 

of the benzyl cation.
3
  The X  (

1
A1)  X (

2
B1), �̃�

+
 (

3
B2)  X (

2
B1), and �̃�+

 (
1
B2)  X (

2
B1) are 

clearly identified and the singlet-triplet splitting of benzyl cation is measured to be 1.928(7) eV.   

Photoelectron spectroscopy provides access to both optically allowed and optically 

forbidden states of the cation, and hence provides a more complete view of electronic and 

vibrational structure for comparison with high-level ab initio calculations.  In collaboration with 

Judit Zádor, we have calculated the lowest 5 electronic states in the singlet and triplet manifolds, 

and computed Franck-Condon factors (FCF) to simulate the photoelectron spectrum.  Although 

the lowest two electronic states are simulated perfectly (within our resolution), the next two 

electronic states are more difficult, perhaps due to the influence of low-frequency internal rotors 

that are not well treated in FCF calculations using Cartesian normal modes (the straightforward 

and standard approach).  In collaboration with Kent Ervin, University of Nevada, Reno, we are 

attempting to model these spectra with a more realistic treatment of free and nearly free rotors 

using a new approach developed UNR. 

 

CRF-PEPICO (Combustion Reactions Followed by Photoelectron Photoion Coincidence 

Spectroscopy) 

We and others have made great use of photoionization spectroscopy as a tool for 

quantitative chemical analysis in complex chemical environments such as flames and time-

evolving chemical reactions.  Coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (or other 
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multiplexed mass spectrometry), the technique provides an efficient method to sort a chemical 

mixture first by m/z ratio, and further by ionization energy and spectral shape at each m/z ratio 

for isomer identification.  However, all techniques have their limits, and in some cases, mixtures 

of three or more isomers can be difficult or impossible to quantify by this technique.   

In the absence of resonances, the photoionization spectrum is essentially the integral of 

the photoelectron spectrum of a molecule.  Detecting peaks in a photoelectron spectrum provides 

a better molecular fingerprint than the thresholds of a photoionization spectrum.  However, 

photoelectron spectroscopy (where only electrons are detected) has rarely been applied to 

mixtures of neutral species because it is difficult to correlate multiple overlapping photoelectron 

spectra with each cation present in a system.  For most of the reactions we study, this approach 

would be hopeless due to the large number of molecular species present. 

Photoelectron photoion coincidence (PEPICO) spectroscopy is one solution to this 

problem, providing an independent photoelectron spectrum for each cation m/z ratio.  In 

collaboration with Prof. Bálint Sztáray of the University of the Pacific, we have recently shown
4
 

that modern imaging PEPICO spectroscopy can be used to separate mixtures of many 

components with significantly increased fidelity compared to photoionization spectroscopy.   

We have built a new set of ion / electron optics designed to provide velocity map imaging 

of both cations and electrons in PEPICO, but with several new goals that have not traditionally 

been a focus of PEPICO instruments:  1) high mass resolution, 2) high dynamic range, 3) a large 

number of individually addressable electrodes providing focusing flexibility.  We have tested 

this new concept at the Swiss Light Source in collaboration with Andras Bodi and Patrick 

Hemberger.  The initial results are promising, in that we have obtained time-resolved kinetics 

signals that provide 2
nd

 order rate coefficients in agreement with literature vales, and our concept 

for rejection of false coincidences seems to be successful.   

 

Future Plans 

These prototype experiments will soon be completed, after which we will begin 

construction of the CRF-PEPICO spectrometer for use at Sandia and the Advanced Light Source, 

which should enable better molecular fingerprints to help resolve chemical reaction mechanisms 

that are beyond our capabilities at present. 
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PROGRAM SCOPE 

Our work focuses on the theoretical characterization of the gas phase structures, energies and 
reactivities of the molecular constituents of asphaltenes contained in oil sand and oil shale.  
Asphaltenes represent an untapped source of hydrocarbon fuel in North America; however, 
information about the molecular nature of these deposits has only recently become available. 
Theoretical and experimental evidence suggests that asphaltenes are composed of aromatic 
molecules that contain 4-10 fused ring cores, with alkyl chain arms extending from the core. 
Sulfur and nitrogen are also present. Very little is known about the reaction pathways, 
combustion efficiency and reactivity of these heteroaromatic species. We are currently 
characterizing the combustion and pyrolysis reaction channels available to asphaltene 
constituents such as thiophene and methyl thiophene. 

RECENT PROGRESS - FY 2014 HIGHLIGHTS 

Ground and low-lying valence excited states of didehydrothiophene diradicals: A 
multireference comparison study 
 
High-level multireference theories (MCSCF, MRCISD, MRCISD+Q and MRAQCC at ccpVdz and 
ccpVtz levels) using an active space of 8 eight electrons (for 2,5DDTH) and ten electrons in eight 
orbitals (for all other isomers), CAS(8,8) and CAS(10,8), were employed to investigate the 
ground and low-lying excited states of all four didehydrothiophenes (DDTHs). Both state 
averaged and single state reference MCSCF wave functions were used for high symmetrical 
structures, C2V. These computational methods consistently predict the singlet state as the 
ground state and with a singlet-triplet (S-T) adiabatic energy gap of 15-23 kcal/mol indicative of 
through bonds coupling. The 2,3-DDTH presents the highest S-T splitting energies of 23.53 
kcal/mol at MRAQCC/ccpVtz. The remaining DDTHs have quite similar S-T splitting energies ~ 16 
kcal/mol at MRAQCC/ccpVtz. A comparison between different multireference methods reveals 
a competitive performance between MRAQCC and MR-CISD+Q. The lowest energy isomer is 
2,3-didehydrothiophene on the basis of the computed total electronic energies 
(MRAQCC/ccpVtz and MRCISD+Q/ccpVtz) and the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(3df,2p) single points 
energies of the MRAQCC/ccpVtz optimized geometries. The 2,3-DDTH isomer has the strongest 
C-C bond, close to ethyne C-C triple bond. However, an examination of the electronic structure 
and NBO analysis show 2,3 and 2,5-DDTH to have the lowest and highest diradical character, 
respectively. Similar to o-benzyne, the latter can be considered a strained alkyne. In general, 
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the singlet-triplet splitting energies of all didehydrothiophenes are smaller than in the benzynes 
suggesting them to be more reactive systems. This work is in preparation for submission to the 
Journal of Physical Chemistry A. 

 

A First Principle Study of the Thermal Decomposition of (4-Methylcyclohexane)methanol, 
C8H15OH – Is the Formation of Formaldehyde a Possibility? 
 
On January 9, 2014 (4-methylcyclohexane)methanol (4-MCHM) was inadvertently released into 
the Elk River in Charleston, West Virginia. Very little is known about the effect of MCHM on 
human health and initial news reports suggested that MCHM breaks down to form 
formaldehyde. We have investigated the probable initial steps of the thermal decomposition 
pathways of 4-MCHM and examined possible formation of formaldehyde using various 
quantum chemical methods such as B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p), MP2/6-311++G(d,p), CCSD(T)/6-
31G(d,p), G3B3, G4, G4MP2 and CBS-QB3. For the reaction, 2 2CH OH CH O H• •→ + , the W1BD 
theory was also employed. The C-C bond rupture between the cyclohexane ring and the 
methanol group in 4-MCHM is a predicted precursor of the thermal decomposition of 4-MCHM 
and requires 87 kcal/mol for bond homolysis at CS-QB3 level.  

OH

CH2OH 87.09 kcal/mol

 
HCH2OH OCH2 28.88 kcal/mol  OH

115.97 kcal/molHOCH2

 
The production of formaldehyde and methylcylcohexyl arising from the decomposition of 4-
MCHM is found to be endothermic ( 115 /fH kcal mol∆ = ) and is unlikely to occur at ambient 
temperature without any specific catalyst. The enthalpy of the decomposition reaction of the 4-
methylcylcohexylmethanol in 4-methylcyclohexane and formaldehyde stable species is about 
23 kcal mol-1 at 298.15K. 
OH

22.96 kcal/molOCH2

 
The total atomization energy at 0K and enthalpy of formation of 4-MCHM at 298.15K calculated 
at the same level of theory (CBS-QB3) amount to 2555 and -322 kcal/mol, respectively.  This 
work is in preparation for submission to the Journal of Physical Chemistry A. 
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Singlet Oxygen (2+4) Cycloaddition to Heteroaromatic Compounds 

The 2+4 cycloaddition reactions of singlet molecular oxygen (1△g) with a series of aromatic 
heterocyclic compounds were investigated at both the MP2/6-311++G(d, p) and B3LYP/6-
311++G(d, p) levels of theory. Several factors related to heteroaromatic ring structure were 
determined to affect the activation energy of the cycloaddition and the stability of the 
corresponding endoperoxide products.  Such factors include: (1) the position of methyl 
substitution; (2) the number of methyl substituents; (3) the alkyl chain length of substituents; 
(4) the electronic structure of substituents and; (5) the type of heteroatom in the ring. In total, 
fourteen 2+4 cycloaddition routes were examined and in each case the mechanism is 
concerted. The order of reactivity toward O2 (1△g) was determined to be: 2,3,4,5-
tetramethylthiophene > 2,3,5-trimethylthiophene > 2,5-dimethylthiophene  >  2-
methylthiophene > 2-ethylthiophene > 2-propylthiophene > 3-methylthiophene > thiophene > 
benzothiophene > dibenzothiophene; and  furan > pyrrole > thiophene > benzene. The stability 
of the endoperoxide products follows a similar trend. Each of the reaction pathways is initiated 
by the formation of a pre-reactive complex, formed by a van der Waals interaction between a C 
atom on the ring and an O atom on O2. To the best of our knowledge, this type of VDW pre-
reactive complex has not been identified in previous studies of cycloaddition reactions of 
singlet oxygen with arenes. 

Jahn-Teller Stabilization in POSS Cations: Octatert-butyl and Octachloro silsesquioxanes 
Si8O12(C(CH3)3)8

+ and Si8O12Cl8
+ 

Polyoligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) are molecules containing a rigid, cubic inorganic core 
Si8O12 with Si atoms attached to organic or inorganic peripheral groups. These compounds have 
found many applications in polymer chemistry as they impart thermal stability when mixed 
with organic polymers to form nanostructured organic-inorganic hybrids. We have investigate 
the symmetry breaking mechanism in cubic octatert-butyl silsesquioxane and octachloro 
silsesquioxane monocations (Si8O12(C(CH3)3)8

+ and Si8O12Cl8+) applying density functional theory 
(DFT) and group theory. Under Oh symmetry, these ions possess 2T2g and 2Eg electronic states 
and undergo different symmetry breaking mechanisms. The ground states of Si8O12(C(CH3)3)8

+ 
and Si8O12Cl8+ belong to the C3V and D4h point groups and are characterized by Jahn-Teller 
stabilization energies of 3959 and 1328 cm-1; respectively, at the B3LYP/def2-SVP level of 
theory. The symmetry distortion mechanism in Si8O12Cl8+ is Jahn-Teller type, whereas in 
Si8O12(C(CH3)3)8

+ the distortion is a combination of both Jahn-Teller and pseudo-Jahn-Teller 
effects. The distortion force acting in Si8O12(C(CH3)3)8

+ is mainly localized on one Si-(tert-butyl) 
group while in Si8O12Cl8+ it is concentrated on the oxygen atoms. In these ionic compounds, the 
main distortion forces acting on the Si8O12 core arise from the coupling between the electronic 
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state and the vibrational modes; identified as 9t2g+1eg+3a2u for the Si8O12(C(CH3)3)8
+ and 

1eg+2eg for Si8O12Cl8+. This work has been published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry A. 

 

FUTURE WORK 

Work is currently underway to characterize the electrocyclizations of penta–, hepta– and octa–
diyne as well as the ground and excited states of heteroaromatic diradicals such as thiophene, 
fulvene and pyrrole. We are also pursuing a complete characterization of the singlet and triplet 
surfaces of the electrocyclization reaction of (Z)-hexa-1,3,5-triene leading to p-benzyne as well 
as a characterization of the endo and exo-dig radical cyclization reactions. 
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The Dynamics of Large-Amplitude Motion in Energized Molecules 
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I.  Program Scope 
 Chemical reactions involve large-amplitude nuclear motion along the reaction coordinate that 
serves to distinguish reactants from products.  Some reactions, such as roaming reactions and reactions 
proceeding through a loose transition state, involve more than one large amplitude degree of freedom.  In 
principle, the exact quantum nuclear dynamics may be calculated, but such calculations are limited by 
practical considerations to a few degrees of freedom.  Thus in larger systems, one must define the active 
degrees of freedom and separate them in some way from the other degrees of freedom.  In this project, we 
use large-amplitude motion in bound model systems to investigate the coupling of large-amplitude 
degrees of freedom to other nuclear degrees of freedom [1-13].  This approach allows us to use the 
precision and power of high-resolution molecular spectroscopy to probe the specific coupling 
mechanisms involved, and to apply the associated theoretical tools.  In addition to slit-jet spectra at the 
University of Akron [5, 7], this project involves collaboration with Michel Herman of the Université 
Libre de Bruxelles  [1, 6], and with Brant Billinghurst at the Canadian Light Source (CLS) [12]. 

II. Recent Progress 

A. Vibrational Conical Intersections  
In this work, sets of seven conical intersections between vibrationally adiabatic surfaces have 

been found in both CH3OH and CH3SH, but arranged in very different patterns in the two molecules (Fig. 
1).  The implications for spectroscopy and dynamics are discussed. 

Fig. 1. Relative model frequencies of the two asymmetric CH stretch vibrations in (a) methanol and (b) methyl 
mercaptan, represented as surfaces in the 2-dimensional coordinate space of the COH bend angle ρ and the torsional 
angle γ.  The model (Eq. (1)) was fit to ab initio frequencies (CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ) computed at geometries 
optimized with respect to the other ten internal coordinates.  To enhance viewability, the large variations of the 
average frequency V0γ and of the underlying electronic energy Unγ are suppressed.  The locations of the global 
minima in the electronic potential are indicated by white dots, and the torsional saddle points by black dots. 
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Conical intersections (CIs) between electronic potential energy surfaces are widespread 
throughout electronic spectroscopy and are responsible for ultrafast electronic relaxation in diverse 
circumstances. Whereas these electronic surfaces represent the adiabatic separation of electronic and 
nuclear motions under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, it is also possible in some cases to make an 
(approximate) adiabatic separation of fast and slow vibrational motions.  In such cases, the motion of the 
high frequency vibrations, which might include hydride stretches, can be solved quantum mechanically at 
each molecular geometry along the low-frequency, large-amplitude torsional or bending coordinates.  
These slower motions are then solved in the effective potential that is the sum of the electronic potential 
plus the variation of the high-frequency vibrational energies in the large-amplitude space.  

In the electronic context, the 1st-order Jahn-Teller effect necessarily results in a CI at the 
symmetric geometry.  Zwanziger and Grant1 studied E⊗e systems in which both 1st- and 2nd-order Jahn-
Teller couplings are present, the former scaling linearly with the deviation ρ from the C3v reference 
geometry and the latter scaling quadratically.  They showed that there are necessarily four CIs between 
the coupled electronic surfaces, one at the C3v reference geometry and three more at distorted geometries 
of Cs symmetry at the values of ρ where the magnitudes of the linear and quadratic couplings become 
equal.   

This same formalism applies also to the purely vibrational context, where the adiabatic separation 
is not between degenerate Born-Oppenheimer electronic states and a degenerate vibrational mode, but 
now between a high frequency degenerate vibrational state in the electronic ground state and a pair of 
large-amplitude low-frequency modes [11].  Specifically, we consider the vibronic surfaces formed by 
considering the energies of the asymmetric CH stretch vibrations as a function of the torsional angle γ and 
the CXH bend angle ρ, where X = O, S.   The C3v reference geometry occurs at ρ = 0 where the CXH 
group is linear.  In this reference geometry, the two asymmetric CH stretch vibrations become degenerate 
(E), and the large-amplitude coordinates ρ and γ together become a degenerate CXH bending coordinate 
(e).  One significant difference encountered when applying the E⊗e formalism to these vibrationally 
adiabatic surfaces is that the equilibrium geometry is now far from the C3v reference geometry (ρ = 71˚ in 
CH3OH and ρ = 83˚ in CH3SH) rather than close to it as is typically the case for Jahn-Teller coupling 
between electronic surfaces.  We follow Viel and Eisfeld’s treatment of the electronic Jahn-Teller effect, 
which includes higher-order coupling terms.2  The adiabatic energies of the two asymmetric CH stretches 
are 

. (1)
 

Here the Fourier parameters Unγ describe the electronic potential, Vnγ describe the diagonal parts of the CH 
vibrational Hamiltonian, and the Wnγ represent the 1st- 2nd- and 4th-order Jahn-Teller couplings.  Each of 
these Fourier parameters is a high-order power series in ρ.  This analytical form (Fig. 1) fits the ab initio 
data with an RMS error <0.4 cm-1.  Thus classic Jahn-Teller theory provides an excellent description of 
the global adiabatic behavior of the CH stretch vibrations, providing a beautiful conceptual link between 
the domains of vibrational and electronic spectroscopy. 

Fig. 1 reveals the presence of seven conical intersections in each molecule, one occurring in the 
C3v reference geometry (ρ = 0˚).  In methanol, six additional CIs occur in eclipsed conformations (Cs) at ρ 
= 62˚ and 92˚.   The three CI’s at ρ = 62˚ are close to the torsional saddle point at ρ = 71˚, within the 
range of the zero-point COH bending amplitude, and therefore accessible to the dynamics at relatively 
low energies.  The pattern is very different in CH3SH, where CIs occur in both staggered and eclipsed 
conformations.  Remarkably, the staggered CIs are almost coincident with the three equivalent minima of 
the electronic potential.  

When the dimensionality of the low-frequency coordinate space is 3 or more, then the CIs 
become seams or hyper-seams of CIs.  When the methanol CO stretch coordinate rCO is included along 

E± = V 0γ +U 0γ( )+ V 3γ +U 3γ( )cos3γ + V 6γ +U 6γ( )cos6γ

± W 1γ( )2 + W 2γ( )2 + W 4γ( )2 +2W 1γ W 2γ +W 4γ( )cos3γ +2W 2γW 4γ cos6γ{ }
1
2
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with γ and ρ to form a 3-dimensional low-frequency coordinate space, we find that the CI’s at ρ = 62˚ and 
92˚ belong to the same seam of CIs.  A significant length of the seam is accessible to the dynamics in the 
lowest quantum states of the large-amplitude motion.   

These conical intersections illuminate the role of geometric phase in methanol.  Since four CIs are 
enclosed by the MEP for a 2π torsional rotation, the Zwanziger and Grant theorem1 predicts a geometric 
phase of +1 in agreement with the findings of Xu et al.3  One might also consider additional adiabatic 
paths enclosing an odd number of CIs, say 1 or 3, which would have geometric phase of -1.  However, 
rather then following an adiabatic path when it approaches the eclipsed geometry, there is reason to 
believe that the system will likely follow a diabatic path, jumping between the two surfaces in Fig. 1(a).  
Following the limiting cases of Xu et al.3, there are three qualitatively different diabatizations, each of 
which corresponds to a different geometric phase.    

The CIs have the potential to impact both unimolecular and intermolecular dynamics.  In 
methanol, Xu et al.3 have shown that the vibrational characters of the ν2 and ν9 CH stretches change 
sharply over a small range of the torsional angle near the eclipsed conformation.  The presence of nearby 
CIs explains this behavior and will allow quantitative predictions of non-adiabatic processes (surface 
hopping) near the eclipsed geometry.  In general, in the context of either intramolecular or collision-
induced dynamics, the CIs provide a connection between the vibrationally adiabatic surfaces.  Therefore, 
one should expect acceleration of energy transfer processes in localized regions around the CIs.  Just as 
electronic conical intersections are now known to be ubiquitous throughout electronic spectroscopy, 
vibrational conical intersections may also be widespread, consequently impacting the vibrational 
dynamics in diverse chemical systems. 

B.  Six-Fold Internal Rotation 

CH3NO2 is a benchmark system for nearly free internal rotation in a 6-fold potential and for the 
coupling to other small-amplitude vibrations.  Since many internal rotor states are populated at room 
temperature, CH3NO2 offers an opportunity to study a manifold of large-amplitude states built on the CH 
stretches.  As noted above, such combination states hold the key to unlocking the interactions between 
large- and small-amplitude degrees of freedom.  Rotationally resolved infrared spectra of CH3NO2 have 
been recorded using Far-infrared Beamline at Canadian Light Source on a high resolution Bruker IFS 
125HR spectrometer. The observed infrared spectra, in the range 400 - 1000 cm-1, are recorded at a 
nominal resolution of 0.00096 cm-1.  Together with previous spectra from EMSL at the Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory, high-resolution spectra of five bands have been obtained: the in-plane NO2 wag 
(475.2 cm-1), the out-of-plane NO2 wag (604.9 cm-1), NO symmetric bend (657.1 cm-1) for CN-stretch and 
at for CN-stretch (917.2 cm-1), and the NO asymmetric stretch (1582.9 cm-1).  Our first paper on the 475.2 
cm-1 band has now appeared on-line [12], and others are in preparation.  

C.  Two-Dimensional Large-Amplitude Motion and Coupling to CH Stretches 

In molecules with two large-amplitude vibrations (LAV), the LAV’s are coupled both to each 
other and to the other small-amplitude vibrations (SAV) such as CH stretches.  Our ab initio calculations 
on CH3NH2, CH3OH2

+, and CH3CH2· have shown that the couplings connecting the torsion (α) and 
inversion (τ) are very similar across these systems despite the wide variation in the tunneling barriers.  In 
all three cases, the dominant torsion-inversion coupling term is V1,3τ cos3α  with V1,3 in the range 280 to 
450 cm-1.  For CH3NH2 and CH3CH2⋅, we find that the torsion-inversion coupling to the CH stretch force 
constants has a very similar pattern, but that the pattern for the charged species CH3OH2

+ is very different 
[13].  The variation of the 2-D tunneling patterns in CH stretch excited states has been investigated across 
the series methanol, methylamine, 2-methylmalonaldehyde and 5-methyltropolone [5, 8].  In the latter 
two molecules, the second LAV is proton transfer rather than inversion. 
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V. Future Plans 
 The analysis and interpretation of the nitromethane work will continue, focusing on the 
torsionally excited states.  Spectra of CH3SH at CLS are planned to confirm the calculated vibrational CIs 
in that system.  The quantum dynamics associated with vibrational CIs will be investigated. 
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I. Program Scope 

This research program focuses on new generations of ab initio electronic structure methods 
and computer codes exploiting the exponential wave function ansätze of single- and multi-reference 
coupled-cluster (CC) theories, which can provide an accurate description of chemical reaction path-
ways, especially those involving radicals, biradicals, and significant bond rearrangements, molecular 
electronic excitations, challenging cases of electronic near-degeneracies, and properties other than 
energy. The goal is to design and apply affordable approaches that enable precise modeling of mo-
lecular processes and properties relevant to combustion, catalysis, and photochemistry. The emphasis 
is on the development of methods that offer high accuracy, ease of use, and lower computational costs 
compared to other approaches that aim at similar precision, so that one can study complex molecular 
problems with dozens or hundreds of atoms, in addition to smaller systems, in a predictive and sys-
tematically improvable manner, supporting existing experiments or in the absence of experimental 
information. Methods pursued in this program can effectively utilize modern multi-node, multi-core 
computer architectures and are well suited for pursuing novel coding strategies, such as automated and 
parallel computer implementations. The most promising electronic structure approaches developed in 
this program are shared at no cost with the community through the GAMESS package. Some of the 
best methods discovered in this program are also available in NWChem. 
II. Recent Progress (2012 – 2014 and January 1 – April 2, 2015) 

We have generalized the previously developed biorthogonal moment expansions, which in the 
past resulted in the left-eigenstate completely renormalized (CR) CC and equation-of-motion (EOM) 
CC approaches [1,3,4,6,7,11,13,15,17,19], so that we can now correct the CC/EOMCC energies ob-
tained with the conventional as well as unconventional truncations in the cluster operator T and the 
EOM excitation operator Rμ for essentially any category of electron correlation effects of interest 
[4,5,8]. The resulting CC(P;Q) formalism [4,5,8] enables one to contemplate a wide variety of novel, 
computationally efficient ab initio schemes for high accuracy calculations of ground- and excited-state 
potential energy surfaces (PESs). Among them is the CC(t;3), CC(t,q;3), CC(t,q;3,4), etc. hierarchy, in 
which energies obtained in the active-space CC/EOMCC calculations, such as CCSDt/EOMCCSDt or 
CCSDtq/EOMCCSDtq [4,19], which recover much of the non-dynamical and some dynamical elec-
tron correlation effects, are corrected for the higher-order, primarily dynamical, correlations, such as 
certain classes of triples (‘3’) or triples and quadruples (‘3,4’) missing in the active-space CC/EOMCC 
considerations [4,5,8]. Potential advantages of the CC(P;Q) formalism were illustrated by the CC(t;3) 
calculations for several multi-reference (MR) problems, including bond breaking in HF, F2, and F2

+, 
automerization of cyclobutadiene, isomerization of bicyclo[1.1.0]butane to trans-buta-1,3-diene, and 
singlet-triplet gaps in the methylene, trimethylenemethane (TMM), and (HFH)- biradicals [4,5,8]. We 
showed that CC(t;3) greatly improves the CCSD(T), CCSD(2)T, -CCSD(T), CR-CC(2,3), CCSDt, 
and CCSD(T)-h results, providing PESs and singlet-triplet gaps that agree with the parent CCSDT 
data to within small fractions of a millihartree for total energies and small fractions of kcal/mol for 
relative energies at the tiny fraction of the costs of the CCSDT computations, which are competitive 
with the MRCC and Quantum Monte Carlo calculations for the benchmarked systems. 

We have extended the idea of the active-space EOMCC methods to the doubly electron-at-
tached (DEA) and doubly ionized (DIP) formalisms, which are applicable to open-shell species with 
two electrons outside the closed-shell cores, particularly to the electronic spectra of biradicals and 
single bond breaking, without invoking complicated steps of genuine MRCC theories. In particular, 
we reported the development of the full and active-space DEA- and DIP-EOMCC methods with up to 
4-particle–2-hole (4p2h) and 4-hole–2-particle (4h2p) excitations [10,16]. By examining bond break-
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ing in F2 and low-lying singlet and triplet states in CH2, (HFH)-, and TMM, we demonstrated that the 
DEA- and DIP-EOMCC methods with an active-space treatment of 4p2h and 4h2p excitations repro-
duce the results of the analogous full calculations at the tiny fraction of the computer effort, allowing 
us to calculate the singlet-triplet and singlet-singlet gaps in biradicals to within fractions of kcal/mol 
[10,16]. We also showed that the DEA- and DIP-EOMCC approaches with the full and active-space 
treatments of 4p2h and 4h2p excitations provide results which are practically insensitive to the choice 
of the underlying molecular orbital (MO) basis, including orbitals of the target N-electron species and 
their (N/2)-electron counterparts [16]. This should be contrasted with the DEA/DIP EOMCC meth-
ods truncated at 3p1h/3h1p excitations, which are less accurate and more sensitive to the choice of 
MO basis [16]. We have also continued working on the EA and IP EOMCC methodologies [2,18,19]. 
In particular, we reported the scalar relativistic IP- and EA-EOMCC calculations with up to 3h2p and 
3p2h excitations, using the second-order Douglass-Kroll-Hess Hamiltonian, along with the 
corresponding SAC-CI calculations, for the electronic spectra of the CuCl4

2- and CuBr4
2- complexes 

[2], providing an accurate assignment of the observed strong bands and weaker shoulder transitions for 
the first time, and showing how special relativity affects excitation energies and nuclear geometries. 
We have also started exploring the utility of the IP-EOMCC methodology in applications involving 
transition metal nanoparticles. In particular, we used the scalar relativistic IP-EOMCC approaches, 
correlating valence and semi-core electrons and including up to 3h2p terms in the ionizing operator, to 
provide an accurate assignment of peaks and shoulders in the experimental photoelectron spectrum of 
Au3

- for the first time [18]. We demonstrated that one has to correlate semi-core electrons, in addition 
to the valence ones, use larger basis sets, and include the higher-order 3h2p effects to obtain 
meaningful results. We showed that geometry relaxation during electron ejection from Au3

- contrib-
utes to the peak widths, in addition to multiple electronic states behind a given spectral feature. 

We implemented the rigorously size-intensive modification of the previously developed (see 
[4,19] for reviews) CR-EOMCC(2,3) approach, termed -CR-EOMCC(2,3) [1], which corrects the 
EOMCCSD energies for the effects of triple excitations using the non-iterative N7 steps similar to 
CCSD(T), CR-CC(2,3), and CC(t;3), offering great improvements in the EOMCCSD results. The -
CR-EOMCC(2,3) codes, along with the extension of the EOMCCSD routines to open shells [17], have 
been incorporated in GAMESS as additions to a variety of the CC and EOMCC options that we devel-
oped for GAMESS in the past. We used the -CR-EOMCC(2,3) approach to examine shifts in the 
* excitation energy in cis-7-hydroxyquinoline (cis-7HQ) induced by hydrogen bonding with envi-
ronment, on the order of 500-2000 cm-1, along with the corresponding excitation energies, on the order 
of 30,000 cm-1, obtained in the frozen-density embedding theory (FDET) and supermolecular time-de-
pendent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations, and in experiment [1]. We demonstrated that 
the -CR-EOMCC(2,3) and FDET spectral shifts agree with one another and with experiment to 
within 100 cm-1 or 15 % on average, whereas the analogous shifts obtained in the supermolecular 
TDDFT calculations do not agree with the -CR-EOMCC(2,3) data, producing large errors (39% on 
average). We reported the unprecedented -CR-EOMCC(2,3) computations showing that the previ-
ously postulated doubly excited state of azulene below the ionization threshold and mediating the 
1+2’multi-photon ionization that leads to a clear Rydberg fingerprint exists [11], proving a crucial role 
of doubly excited states in the Rydberg fingerprint spectroscopy. We also applied CR-EOMCC(2,3) 
and its ground-state CR-CC(2,3) counterpart to several singlet and triplet PESs corresponding to the 
dissociation of the water molecule into OH and H, showing that the black-box CR-CC(2,3) and CR-
EOMCC(2,3) methods are as accurate as or more accurate than the expert MRCC approaches [17]. 

We have continued applying our CR-CC methods to important chemical problems relevant to 
combustion and catalysis, including accurate modeling of JP-10 (exo-tetrahydrodicyclopentadiene) 
high temperature oxidation, which has benefitted from the use of CR-CC(2,3) [3], and unprecedented 
scalar relativistic CR-CC(2,3) computations for the aerobic oxidation of methanol to formic acid on 
the Au8

- nano-particles [13]. In the latter case, we did not only obtain a definitive description of the 
relevant catalytic reaction pathway, but we also used the CR-CC(2,3) results to benchmark representa-
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tive DFT approaches, demonstrating that most of them fail. In the same spirit, we used parallel 
CCSD(T) codes in GAMESS based on our algorithms to evaluate performance of various DFT func-
tionals in the examination of reaction mechanisms of Cu(I)-catalyzed indole synthesis and click 
chemistry of iodoalkynes and azides [14]. We also helped to incorporate our successful CR-CC(2,3) 
methodology, as a substitute for CCSD(T), into a correlation consistent composite approach (ccCA) 
for thermodynamic properties and reaction paths [6]. The new ccCA-CC(2,3) method, implemented in 
GAMESS, produces a mean absolute deviation of 1.7 kcal/mol for predicted heats of formation at 298 
K, based on calibration with the G2/97 set of 148 molecules, while significantly improving perfor-
mance of the CCSD(T)-based ccCA approaches in calculations for the more demanding radical and 
biradical species [6]. We also used our EOMCCSD codes, along with the MC-QDPT2 approach and 
TDDFT, to provide insights into the electronic structure of the low-lying excited states of methylco-
balamin, showing that its S1 state is a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (and not a *) transition [9]. 

Some additional algorithmic advances in the reporting period include the development of effi-
cient parallel numerical derivatives for fast geometry optimizations and vibrational frequency calcula-
tions at any level of CC/EOMCC theory through the utilization of modern multi-node, multi-core 
computer architectures. We used the resulting codes, combined with a parallel implementation of 
CCSD(T) in GAMESS, to optimize the geometries of the low-energy structures of the neutral Au8 
particle, answering one of the key questions in catalysis involving smaller gold nano-particles, which 
is their planar vs. non-planar shape [12]. We examined the effects of geometry relaxation at the high 
ab initio CCSD(T) level and of the combined effects of the basis set and core-valence correlations, 
comparing the results with MP2 and DFT. Our best CCSD(T) computations favor the planar configu-
ration of Au8, with the next three non-planar structures separated by 4–6 kcal/mol [12]. We also 
demonstrated how our CR-CC ideas and algorithms, developed in the context of quantum chemistry, 
can be used to extend the CC theory with singles, doubles, and a non-iterative treatment of triples to 
the three-body interactions emerging in the nuclear structure considerations [15]. 

We have continued our work on the development and applications of the local correlation 
CCSD, CCSD(T), and CR-CC(2,3) approaches, and their multi-level extensions, which exist under the 
umbrella of ‘cluster-in-molecule’ (CIM) methods [7,19]. The resulting CIM-CCSD, CIM-CCSD(T), 
and CIM-CR-CC(2,3) methods, and their CIM-MPn analogs enable high-accuracy calculations for 
systems with hundreds of correlated electrons. Our CIM-CC and CIM-MP2 codes in GAMESS were 
released in May 2013. They are characterized by the linear scaling of the CPU time with the system 
size, when a single-level CIM-CC or CIM-MP2 approach is used, memory requirements that do not 
grow with the size of the system, coarse-grain parallelism, which can be further enhanced by the fine-
grain parallelism of each CIM subsystem calculation, and the purely non-iterative character of the 
local triples and other perturbative energy corrections. They enable one to fuse high- and low-level CC 
and MPn calculations without splitting large molecular systems into ad hoc fragments and saturating 
dangling bonds. Among the most successful applications of the CIM methodology were the unprece-
dented CR-CC(2,3)-level calculations for the Co-methyl bond dissociation in methylcobalamin, which 
allowed us to produce the Co-methyl bond breaking curve and the dissociation energy of ~38 
kcal/mol, where experiment gives 373 or 364 kcal/mol. DFT gave all kinds of values between -2 
and 41 kcal/mol and the largest CASPT2 calculation we could afford yielded ~54 kcal/mol [7]. 
III. Immediate Future Plans (2015/2016) 
- Further development of the active-space DEA and DIP EOMCC methods by examining various ways 
of selecting 3p1h/3h1p and 4p2h/4h2p excitations to obtain additional reductions in computer costs. 
- Further development of the CC(P;Q) formalism, especially, the CC(t;3) approach for excited states 
and the CC(t,q;3) and CC(t,q;3,4) methods with connected triple and quadruple excitations. 
- Intial steps toward implementing the triply electron-attached and triply ionized EOMCC methods 
aimed at triradicals and inorganic chromophores emerging out of a d3 electronic configuration, espe-
cially those investigated in the context of solar energy conversion schemes. 
- New studies of radical, biradical, and catalytic reactions and electronic and photo-detachment spec-
tra, including systems relevant to combustion and nano-particles and complexes relevant to catalysis. 
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1 Scope of the Research Program

The underlying theme of this work is the development of computational approaches which allow
our detailed knowledge of the chemical kinetics of combustion to be applied to the modeling and
simulation of combustion devices. The principal modeling approaches used are large-eddy simu-
lation (LES) to describe the flow and turbulence, and particle-based probability density function
(PDF) methods to treat the turbulence-chemistry interactions. Research is currently focused on 1)
the development and validation of a pre-partitioned adaptive chemistry (PPAC) approach for use
in LES-PDF simulations, in which individual particles evolve according to a reduced set of kinetic
equations tailored for their specific compositions, thereby significantly reducing both the time and
memory required for a computation with a given kinetic mechanism, and enabling affordable com-
putations with significantly more detailed chemistry descriptions, and 2) the analysis of turbulent
premixed counterflow flames using LES/PDF.

2 Recent Progress

The principal research results from this program are described in the publications listed in Section 4.
The following subsections detail the progress made on the focused topics mentioned above. Further
details are provided in Liang et al. (2015) and Pope and Tirunagari (2014).

2.1 An Adaptive Methodology to Implement Detailed Chemistry in LES/PDF

We have developed a pre-partitioned adaptive chemistry (PPAC) methodology tailored to LES/PDF
simulation, in which each particle is assigned a specialized reduced representation and chemical
model tailored to their individual composition. Instead of performing chemical reduction at runtime
to determine the optimal set of equations to use for a given particle, an analysis of the composition
space region likely accessed during the turbulent flow simulation is performed using simple Partially
Stirred Reactor (PaSR) computations. The PPAC approach relies on an a priori partitioning of
the composition space into a user-specified number of regions, over which suitable reduced chemical
representations and chemical models are identified. This is done automatically using the Directed
Relation Graph with Error Propagation (DRGEP) method, extended to simultaneously eliminate
non-important species and reactions. A computational particle in the LES/PDF simulation evolves
according to, and carries only the variables present in the reduced representation corresponding to
the composition space region it belongs to, thereby simultaneously reducing both the CPU time
and memory cost of the simulation. This region is identified using a low-dimensional binary tree
search algorithm, thereby keeping the run-time overhead associated with the adaptive approach to
a minimum. An overview of PPAC is provided in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Overview of the adaptive strategy. The composition space is partitioned into NR regions (R1

to R4 in the figure above), for which specific reduced kinetic models M1 to M4 are developed. At the
beginning of the time step, particle n, represented by the black circle, has the reduced representation
based on model M1. Its composition evolves through a mixing fractional step and a reaction fractional

step. During mixing, the reduced representation φ
(n)
J=1 is mixed according to the specified mixing model

to obtain the composition after mixing Φ(n),m (2). Because of the mixing process, the representation
after mixing, Φ(n),m, has moved to region R4, which is determined from classification in the partition

(3). Φ(n),m is reduced to the appropriate representation, φ
(n),m
J=4 (4), then integrated in time according

to the reduced model M4 (5) to yield the particle composition at the end of the time step: φ
(n)
J=4(t+∆t).

In LES/PDF, only reduced representations φJ are stored and transported.
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Figure 2: Relative number of species n̄ included in the re-
duced models as a function of the observed error on temper-
ature εT in a non-premixed propane/air PaSR. Comparison
between the non-adaptive case (NR = 1, DRGEP only, red
squares) and the adaptive cases (NR = 30) without RCCE
(blue diamonds) and with the addition of RCCE (black tri-
angles).

The methodology has been tested in
non-premixed PaSR configurations using
a variety of fuels and kinetic mechanisms,
including propane [1] and dodecane [2].
The results show that in each case, the
observed errors in PaSR simulation us-
ing the adaptive framework are well con-
trolled by a user-specified error tolerance,
and can be reduced well below acceptable
levels. While the methodology does not
exactly conserve elements or enthalpy, the
error in theses conserved quantities is very
small. Figure 2 illustrates the benefits of
using the PPAC-DRGEP approach com-
pared to DRGEP alone for a propane/air
case, with a factor of two decrease ob-
served in the number of species included
in the reduced model to achieve a given
simulation error (similar CPU gains are
also obtained).
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To further decrease CPU and memory costs, PPAC-DRGEP has been combined with the rate-
controlled constraint equilibrium methodology previously developed by Hiremath et al. [3], in which
particle compositions are expressed in terms of a small number of represented species. While the
procedure introduces an additional source of error due to the additional RCCE reconstruction step,
the overall performance of the PPAC strategy is still significantly improved, with for example, an
additional 30% reduction observed in the number of variables needed to achieve a given simulation
error (Fig. 2.)

2.2 LES/PDF Calculations of Turbulent Premixed Counterflow Flames

Figure 3: Effect of hot product stream temperature,
Tb, on the lean turbulent premixed counterflow flame
at bulk strain rate of 1400s−1, turbulent Reynolds
number of 1050, and reactant equivalence ratio of 0.7
– conditional mean progress variable as a function of
distance from the GMLI, ∆. Lines: simulations, dots:
experiments [4].

LES/PDF simulations of the turbulent pre-
mixed counterflow flame experimentally stud-
ied by Coriton et al. [4] have been performed
and analyzed. The counterflow burner consists
of two opposed nozzles, one emitting fresh pre-
mixed reactants, CH4/O2/N2, the other, hot
stoichiometric combustion products. Four crit-
ical parameters are identified in this flame,
which are the bulk strain rate, Kbulk, the
turbulent Reynolds number of the reactant
stream, Ret, the equivalence ratio of the re-
actant stream, φu, and the temperature of the
hot product stream, Tb. The instantaneous cen-
terline profiles of OH mass fraction are used
to identify the interface between the two coun-
terflowing streams referred to as the Gas Mix-
ing Layer interface (GMLI), and the turbulent
flame region using a binary reaction progress
variable, c. The results are then analyzed in the
reference frame attached to the GMLI. In this
analysis, the conditional mean progress vari-
able, 〈c|∆〉, denotes the probability of detecting the combustion products from the turbulent flame
at a distance ∆ from the GMLI. The probability of localized extinction at the GMLI is therefore
given by 1− 〈c|∆ = 0〉.

Figure 3 shows the profiles of conditional mean progress variable, 〈c|∆〉, as a function of distance
from the GMLI, ∆, for the lean turbulent premixed flame for varying Tb but at fixed values of Kbulk

and Ret. The localized extinction increases as Tb decreases. The probabilities of localized extinction
at the GMLI in the simulations for Tb = 1950 K, 1850 K, 1800 K, and 1700 K are approximately
16%, 24%, 80% and 100%, respectively. The corresponding experimental values are 20%, 40%, 80%
and 96%, respectively. Clearly, Tb has a significant effect on the profiles of 〈c|∆〉 for the lean flame,
and the simulations are able to predict the experimental trends well. In contrast to the behavior
shown in Fig. 3, the stoichiometric turbulent premixed flame exhibits essentially no sensitivity to
Tb. Both the experiments and simulations predict the probability of localized extinction at the
GMLI to be approximately 10% for all values of Tb for this stoichiometric flame.
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3 Future Plans

The work in the near future will focus on the efficient implementation and characterization of the
PPAC adaptive strategy in LES/PDF code for turbulent flame simulation.

4 Publications from DOE Research 2012-2014

1. Y. Liang, S. B. Pope, and P. Pepiot (2015) “An adaptive methodology for the efficient implementation
of combustion chemistry in particle PDF methods”, Combust. Flame (submitted).

2. M. Mehta, R. O. Fox, and P. Pepiot. (2015) “Reduced chemical kinetics for the modeling of TiO2

nanoparticle synthesis in flame reactors”, Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. (submitted).
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correlation”, J. Fluid Mech. 757, R1, DOI:10.1017/jfm.2014.563.

4. K. Narayanaswamy, P. Pitsch, and P. Pepiot (2014) “A chemical mechanism for low to high temper-
ature oxidation of methylcyclohexane as a component of transportation fuel surrogates”, Combust.
Flame, in press, DOI:10.1016/j.combustflame.2014.10.013.
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PROGRAM SCOPE 
The study of molecular photoabsorption, photoionization, and photodissociation dynamics can provide 
considerable insight into how energy and angular momentum flow among the electronic, vibrational, and 
rotational degrees of freedom in isolated, highly energized molecules. This project involves the study of 
these dynamics in small molecules, with an emphasis on understanding the mechanisms of intramolecular 
energy flow and determining how these mechanisms influence decay rates and product branching ratios. 
Such studies also shed light on related collision processes such as dissociative recombination, providing a 
connection between spectroscopy and dynamics. In recent years, one focus of the project has been trying 
to understand the factors that determine and influence photoabsorption and photoionization cross sections, 
as well as dissociative ionization processes. The experimental approach combines a variety of laser-based 
techniques, including nonlinear methods to generate tunable vacuum ultraviolet light, and double-
resonance methods to prepare selected excited states of the species of interest. The detection methods 
include mass spectrometry, photoion- and photoelectron-imaging, and high-resolution photoelectron 
spectroscopy, which are used to characterize the decay processes of the selected excited states. In 
addition, synchrotron-based photoabsorption spectroscopy is now being used to provide high resolution 
spectra both above and below the ionization threshold, and synchrotron photoelectron-photoion 
coincidence experiments are being performed to characterize autoionization processes in small molecules 
and radicals.   
 
RECENT PROGRESS 
While much of the experimental work on this project is performed at Argonne, over the past year we have 
performed several experiments using synchrotron radiation, and we have spent a significant amount of 
time analyzing the resulting data. 
 
High-Resolution Photoabsorption Studies of Alkynes 
We have continued our project to study the photoabsorption spectra of a series of alkyne molecules using 
the Fourier-transform vacuum-ultraviolet spectrometer at the Soleil Synchrotron facility.  The goal of this 
work is to study shape resonant features close to the ionization threshold, and to try to generalize the 
behavior to broader classes of molecules. In addition, we are interested in how the understanding of the 
continuum portion of the spectrum can inform the analysis of the bound state spectrum through the 
concept of continuity of oscillator strength through the ionization threshold. In our first beamtime at 
Soleil in 2013, we recorded room-temperature photoabsorption spectra between 6 and 12 eV for 
acetylene, propyne, 1-butyne, and 2-butyne, as well as jet-cooled spectra for acetylene and propyne. We 
completed and published our analysis of the propyne data this past year, presenting convincing evidence 
for previously unobserved/unassigned nf Rydberg series. The analysis was aided by calculations of the 
photoabsorption cross section just above the ionization threshold and a partial wave decomposition of the 
result performed by Robert Lucchese. As expected, absorption to εf continua is significant, suggesting 
that nf series should be observed below threshold as well. This past year, we have extended this approach 
and analysis to the spectra of 1- and 2-butyne. The HOMO of 1-butyne is very similar to that of propyne. 
Although the 1-butyne spectrum is not nearly as resolved as that of propyne, the two spectra show many 
similar features. In contrast, the HOMO of 2-butyne contains a significant fraction of ℓ = 3 character, and 
thus transitions to Rydberg series with ℓ = 4 character are expected. This expectation is supported by 
calculations showing the partial wave composition of the photoelectron wavefunction just above the 
ionization threshold. Our 2-butyne spectrum recorded at Soleil is better resolved than previous 
photoabsorption spectra, and we have reassigned a number of the features based on the new calculations. 
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In particular, we believe that there is 
significant evidence for both ℓ = 3 and 4 
Rydberg series. We have recently submitted 
a paper based on this analysis. 
 
This past year we also recorded new high-
resolution photoabsorption spectra at Soleil 
for 1- and 2-pentyne and 1-, 2-, and 3-
hexyne to see how the findings in 1- and 2-
butyne generalized to larger straight chain 
alkynes. Lucchese has also performed 
calculations of the photoabsorption 
spectrum and partial-wave composition of 
the ionization continua of these same 
species. As expected, there are considerable 
similarities among all of the 1-alkynes and 
propyne, as well as among all of the internal 
(2- and 3-) alkynes and 2-butyne. In 
particular,  ℓ = 3 partial waves are found to 
play a significant role in all of the 1-
alkynes, and ℓ = 3 and 4 partial waves are 
important in all of the internal alkynes. In 
addition, all of the internal alkynes appear 
to show an ℓ = 4 shape resonance just above 
the first ionization limit. We are currently 
finishing the analysis of the new data and 
preparing a manuscript for publication. 
 
 

Photoionization studies and photoionization cross sections 
We were also granted beamtime at the Soleil Synchrotron to perform photoelectron-photoion coincidence 
experiments on the photoionization of N2 just above the first ionization threshold in the region of the so-
called "cathedral" bands. The DESIRS Beamline at Soleil provides extremely high photon-energy 
resolution that is not currently available in the US, allowing us to perform unique new experiments. The 
cathedral bands (they resemble a gothic cathedral) result from complex resonances of Rydberg series 
converging to vibrationally excited levels of the ground state of the cation, Rydberg series converging to 
two different electronically excited states of the cation, and high vibrational levels of valence levels. The 
interaction amongst these levels and the large autoionization widths of some of them makes the 
assignment quite difficult. Indeed, numerous studies over the last 40 years have failed to result in a 
definitive assignment.  In our beamtime, we obtained very high resolution wavelength spectra of jet-
cooled N2 across these bands, recording photoelectron images at each energy. The wavelength resolution 
is sufficient to resolve or partially resolve rotational structure, which should simplify our analysis. We are 
currently analyzing the photoelectron angular distributions to see if they can help settle the assignment of 
these features that make up the cathedral. We hope to continue to receive beamtime at Soleil to use the 
combination of high-resolution excitation and photoelectron imaging to study the photoionization of the 
propargyl radical and other combustion species.  
 
Photodissociation via the first Rydberg state of methyl iodide 
In the past year, we performed a detailed study of the predissociation of CH3I following excitation within 
the !B  state, which corresponds to the first Rydberg bands between 192 nm and 202 nm. This work built 
on our earlier study of the photodissociation of CH3I at 193 nm, which used tunable vuv light to ionize the 
CH3 and I 2P3/2

 (I) and I 2P1/2 (I*) fragments. That work revealed a non-zero branching fraction for I 2P3/2, 
and a surprising translational energy distribution in which the I fragments were slower than the I* 
fragments. In our new study, we have used tunable ultraviolet light to excite individual vibronic bands of 

 
Figure 1. The photoabsorption spectrum of 2-butyne in the 
region of the lowest Rydberg bands. Our assignments show the 
presence of "new" Rydberg states at n = 4 and 5, 
corresponding to the first members of the nf and ng Rydberg 
series, respectively. Calculations of the photoabsorption cross 
section just above threshold shows significant contributions 
from ℓ = 3 and 4 partial waves, which is consistent with the 
presence of the corresponding states in the bound portion of 
the spectrum. The box corresponds to n = 3 levels with 
vibrational excitation in the C≡C stretching mode. 
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the !B  state, and determined how the I and I* branching fractions depend on the nature of the vibronic 
intermediate level. We have found a small I branching fraction for all of the bands excited, although in 
most cases this branching fraction is quite small (<0.04 ± 0.02). However, when the ν3 mode of the !B  
state was excited, the I branching fraction increased to 0.13 ± 0.02. The latter observation is consistent 
with the measurements of Gonzalez et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 135, 021102 (2011)], who first observed the 
production of I 2P3/2 following excitation of this mode. The new results suggest that the predissociation of 
the !B  state does not necessarily follow the simple reaction coordinate for C - I bond fission, but instead 
involves geometries on the potential surface away from C3v symmetry. More extensive calculations of the 
relevant potential surfaces would be helpful in understanding more details about the dissociation process.  
 
Pump-probe experiments at the LCLS 
This past May, I collaborated with the Atomic Physics Group at Argonne on a project that was carried out 
at the Linac Coherent Light Source this past May. These experiments used a two-color, time-resolved x-
ray technique to study the dynamics and electron transfer processes occurring during the relaxation 
following inner-shell excitation. These experiments were performed on xenon difluoride, but substantial 
data was also obtained on N2 and O2 that were present as background gases. In principle, the multi-
coincidence detector provided data that allows the correlation of different fragments (mass and charge 
states) with each other, allowing the reconstruction of the decay process. The goal of the work was to 
study the decay of a core hole generated on the Xe atom in XeF2, and the electronic relaxation that 
involves both the outer shells of the Xe atom and the electrons on the F atoms. The analysis of these data 
is quite complex, and is still underway. 
 
FUTURE PLANS 
I will complete the analysis of the photoabsorption data on the pentynes and hexynes, and will attempt to 
present a general picture of photoabsorption in the straight chain alkynes. At Argonne, I will also record 
photoelectron images for this series of alkynes at a photon energy of 10.48 eV to help aid the assignment 
of the Rydberg spectra. The angular distribution data obtained from the photoelectron images may also 
help identify contributions from high-ℓ partial waves. We will also attempt some new double-resonance 
experiments on selected alkynes using uv light to pump selected rotational levels of low-lying electronic 
states, followed by ionization with vuv light to access not only the electronic ground state of the cation, 
but electronically excited states as well. Photoelectron imaging will then be used to characterize these 
ionic states. Initial experiments will focus on acetylene, and progress to propyne and larger systems.  
 
This past year we were distracted away from our studies of the absolute photoionization cross sections of 
radicals and other reactive species. In the coming year, we will return to these studies with a re-
examination of some systems that we have attempted to study previously, including the benzyl and 
phenyl radicals. This past year we did examine a number of method to generate cold molecular beams of 
radicals efficiently, and we will return to that project as well.  
 
I will also work to complete the analysis of the new N2 photoelectron images, and try to provide a more 
definitive assignment of the features of the cathedral bands. I have applied for additional beamtime at the 
DESIRS beamline to use the same photoelectron-photoion coincidence imaging approach to record high 
resolution photoionization spectra of the propargyl radical. This spectrum is known to show strong 
electronically autoionizing resonances [T. Zhang et al. J. Chem. Phys. 124, 074302 (2006)], but these 
features have not been definitively assigned. The significantly higher resolution possible at Soleil may 
provide substantially better data on the important combustion radical. These data could also provide new 
information on the excited states of the propargyl cation. 
 
I will continue to collaborate with Christian Jungen on theoretical models of vibrational autoionization 
and dissociative recombination in polyatomic molecules. While we have made only slight progress this 
past year, we are still working on possible approaches to explain remaining discrepancies between 
experiment and theory for the dissociative recombination of H3

+ + e. On another front, we are also hoping 
to get information about the K matrix for photoabsorption in 2-butyne from Robert Lucchese. If the 
desired information can be extracted from his calculations, we should be able to analyze the K matrix and 
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see if there is evidence for the kinds of perturbations amongst higher-ℓ Rydberg states such as those we 
have assigned in the experimental spectrum. If successful, this effort would provide a new approach to 
connecting the continuum and bound-state portions of photoabsorption and photoionization spectra. 
 
I will participate in some new experiments at Soleil with Katherine Reid (Nottingham) and David Holland 
(Daresbury) in which high-resolution vuv light from the synchrotron will pump high Rydberg states of 
NO and NH3, and then laser light will ionize the states selected by the pump. Photoelectron-photoion 
imaging will be used to detect the products. While the initial experiments are mainly for proof-of-
principle, the ability to record photoelectron spectra of selected rotational levels should provide new 
insight into the photoionization dynamics of these species. 
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1. Scope of the Program 

I am developing a new program to use microwave and millimeter-wave rotational spectroscopy to probe 
stable and reactive species relevant to combustion chemistry, and to use this capability to study reaction 
dynamics and kinetics. Rotational spectroscopy is known for its unsurpassed resolution and precision in 
determining molecular structure. The program will be based on chirped-pulse Fourier transform 
millimeter-wave (CP-FTmmW) spectroscopy1-4, which is rapidly revolutionizing the field of molecular 
spectroscopy. The CP-FTmmW spectroscopy is capable acquiring ~10 GHz wide rotational spectra with 
sub-MHz resolution in several microseconds with meaningful relative intensities of the transitions of 
multiple reaction products. The technique is nearly universal (applicable to all polar species) chemical 
tool that is conformer- and state-specific, quantitative and non-destructive, and suitable for studies of 
stable and transient species.5-9 The versatility of the CP-FTmmW technique is sufficient to allow its 
application to a wide range of experiments in reaction dynamics and kinetics. 

2. Previous work 

While I am currently in the process of designing and setting up my laboratory at Argonne, I have 
previously been involved in a number of experiments that illustrate the capabilities of the technique. What 
follows are two examples of that past work.  

2.1. Pyrolysis reaction dynamics6, 7 

The thermal decomposition of ethyl nitrite, CH3CH2ONO, in a Chen-type flash pyrolysis reactor (Fig. 1) 
was studied using the CP-FTmmW spectroscopy. This decomposition is interesting because there are 
multiple fragmentation channels, and the branching fractions provide insight into the dissociation 
mechanism. 

 

Fig. 1. The schematic of the experimental setup. The 
molecules exiting the heated flash pyrolysis reactor 
expand supersonically into the vacuum and are probed 
by the mm-wave beam of the CP-FTmmW 
spectrometer. The molecules are cooled in the 
expansion to ~4 K rotational temperature, which 
simplifies the spectral assignment and improves the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the CP-FTmmW spectra. The 
frequency of the mm-wave beam is swept linearly in 
time (chirped) to polarize the species in the broad 
spectral range. The free induction decay (FID) at the 
species’ resonance frequencies is digitized by the 
spectrometer and Fourier-transformed to a frequency 
domain rotational spectrum. 
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In our experiment, the CH2O, CH3CHO and HNO products were detected and their branching ratios were 
measured at the reactor temperatures of 1000 – 1800 K.6 The experimentally determined branching ratios 
(Fig. 2) of the three products were compared to the results of the kinetic modeling (Fig. 3).7 In the model, 
the roaming reaction pathway CH3CH2ONO → CH3CHO + HNO can be effectively “switched on” (α = 
1) and “off” (α = 0). The rate of the roaming reaction is set to be proportional to that of the corresponding 
radical elimination reaction channel: k(CH3CH2ONO → CH3CHO + HNO) = α k(CH3CH2ONO → 
CH3CH2O + NO). The observed results are only in agreement with the model if the roaming reaction 
pathway is included in the model (α = 1). The CP-FTmmW spectroscopy was shown to be a unique tool 
for gauging the relative importance of the i) simple bond fission CH3CH2ONO → CH3CH2O + NO, ii) 
molecular elimination via a conventional tight transition state CH3CH2ONO → CH3CHO + HNO and iii) 
the roaming pathway CH3CH2ONO → CH3CHO + HNO in the thermal decomposition of ethyl nitrite.7 
Future work will make use of this ability to characterize multiple reaction channels and to understand 
relative importance of each of them. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Measured branching ratios of the CH2O, 
CH3CHO, and HNO products of the pyrolysis of 
CH3CH2ONO at various reactor temperatures.7  

Fig. 3. Kinetic modeling of the CH2O, CH3CHO, and 
HNO products branching performed using the Python 
version of the Reaction Mechanism Generator.7 

 

2.2. 193 nm photolysis of vinyl cyanide5 

Transition state is an important characteristic of a potential energy surface. The information on the 
transition states is encoded in the nascent vibrational state population distribution (VPD) of the product 
molecules. We have used CP-FTmmW spectroscopy to characterize the nascent VPD of HCN and NHC 
produced in photodissociation of vinyl cyanide, CH2CHCN, at 193 nm. In Fig. 4, well-resolved pure 
rotational transitions of HCN and HNC in many vibrational states, resulting from vinyl cyanide 
photolysis, are captured in a single broadband spectrum. More than 30 vibrational states are assigned. 
Several transition states are identified and their branching determined by comparing the measured VPDs 
to the results of ab initio calculations. The electric quadrupole constant (eQq)N is determined for each 
vibrational state. Because of the I = 1 nuclear spin of the 14N atom and its electric quadrupole interaction 
with the electric filed of the electrons in the molecule, the electric quadrupole constant (eQq)N is a 
valuable diagnostic for the HCN ↔ HNC isomerization dynamics. The (eQq)N for the states with up to 14 
quanta of bending in HCN and up to 6 in HNC, approaching the HCN ↔ HNC isomerization barrier, are 
determined. Some irregularities in the near-the-barrier (eQq)N behavior are observed and attributed to the 
resonances between the HCN and HNC levels. The effect of the resonances on the HCN ↔ HNC 
isomerization rate is being investigated. This example further illustrates the potential of the CP-FTmmW 
spectroscopy for reaction dynamics studies.  
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Fig. 4. CP-FTmmW spectrum of the vinyl cyanide (VCN) precursor molecules, and the HCN and HNC photolysis 
products. The VCN molecules entrained in Ar are expanded from a slit jet and photolyzed by the 193 nm laser. The 
vibrational states (v1 = C–H stretch, v2 = bend, v3 = C–N stretch) of HCN and HNC molecules are shown in round 
and square brackets, respectively, near their rotational lines. Two inserts illustrate the electric quadrupole hyperfine 
(eQq)N structure, with the corresponding assignment. The strongest transitions of the parent VCN molecule are 
labeled with JKaKc quantum numbers. Some VCN lines extend beyond the present plot and have the signal-to-noise 
ratio of more than 1000. The chirp covers the 84.5–97.0 GHz region, but only the region containing the HCN and 
HNC transitions is shown. The spectrum is a Fourier transform of the time domain trace, which is obtained by 
averaging 150,000 free induction decay traces. The data acquisition time is about 2 hours. 

 

3. Future work 

The CP-FTmmW spectroscopy will be used to experimentally determine the branching ratios of multiple 
reaction products and understanding the underlying reaction dynamics. The dynamics of both 
unimolecular and bimolecular reactions will be studied. Unimolecular photo- and thermal dissociation of 
acetaldehyde, acetone, esters, and carboxylic acids, which are important in combustion, will be 
investigated to gain understanding of the importance of the roaming dissociation channel in these 
reactions. Bimolecular reactions in a heated flash pyrolysis reactor or a flow tube reactor will also be 
studied. In particular, we are interested in the H-atom addition/elimination reactions with acetaldehyde, 
acetone, and other species that are important for combustion. In a carefully crafted experiment, the CP-
FTmmW spectroscopy is capable of detecting and quantifying the reaction intermediates. Finding the 
complexes of molecules with H-atoms and determining the branching between the different addition sites 
will be an important direction. Identifying the isomers of the intermediate species will be aided by ab 
initio calculations. When the measured products result from a complex network of reactions, kinetic 
modeling will be essential in guiding our understanding of the reaction dynamics at hand. An additional 
focus will be on the experimental determination of vibrational state population distributions in the 
reaction products. Interpretation of the nascent vibrational populations will help uncovering the transition 
sates that the system has passed through and the energy disposal into the products. The time-dependent 
versions of the above experimental approaches, in which the time-evolution of the product and vibrational 
state population distributions is experimentally determined, will also be pursued as a part of this program. 
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Program Scope 
Open shell species such as radicals and diradicals are central to reactive processes in com-

bustion and environmental chemistry.  Our program is concerned with photoinitiated reactions of 
hydroxyalkyl radicals and carbenes.  The goal is to investigate the detailed dynamics of disso-
ciation of free radicals and diradicals in which multiple pathways participate, including molecu-
lar rearrangements, and compare them with high-level calculations.  Studies include unimolecu-
lar reactions on the ground state as well as photodissociation dynamics on excited Rydberg and 
valence states that involve multiple potential energy surfaces.  

Recent Progress
I. Excitation and dissociation of hydroxymethylene 

Hydroxymethylene, the tautomer of formaldehyde, has been implicated in combustion and 
astrochemical processes, as well as an intermediate in the production of sugars, reactions of 
organometallic compounds, etc.  While the photoinitiated unimolecular reaction of formaldehyde 
has been studied extensively, much less is known experimentally about hydroxymethylene, the 
prototype hydroxycarbene.  Its lowest energy trans isomer was isolated in the matrix and cha-
racterized using IR and UV spectroscopy,1 and very recently, its IR spectrum was measured also 
in He droplets.2 The trans-HCOH isomer isomerizes via tunneling through a narrow barrier to 
formaldehyde in a cold Ar matrix with a half-life of ~ 2 hours, while HCOD remains stable.1  We 
reported the formation of hydroxymethylene as a significant product in the photodissociation of 
CH2OH in 2004,3 and later identified its trans- and cis-isomers.4 The trans-HCOH isomer lies 
18,264 ± 140 cm-1 above the zero point level of H2CO, and the cis-trans separation is 1550 ± 40 
cm-1.4  Accurate potential energy surfaces (PESs) are now available for the S0, S1 and T1 states 
that encompass the two tautomers, as well as the CO + H2 and H + HCO product channels and 
the transition states for the relevant processes.  

Our previous work has established that H2CO and HCOH(D) can be prepared in the gas-
phase by photodissociation of CH2OH(D) following excitation to the 3s, 3px, and 3pz Rydberg 
states. The product channels are reached via conical intersections along the O-H and C-H coor-
dinates, resulting in breaking of the O-H and C-H bonds.  Upon excitation to the origin band of 
3px (35,053 cm-1) and above, the cis isomer of HCOH is preferred over the lower energy trans 
isomer.   

In the past year, H(D) photofragment sliced velocity map images were recorded at several 
excitation energies of the 3px and 3pz Rydberg states of CH2OH and CH2OD (Eexc = 35,000-
44,500 cm-1). We use CH2OD to distinguish between the H2CO and HCOD cofragments by 
monitoring D and H products, respectively.  As the excitation energy of the CH2OH(D) precursor  
increases, the internal energy of the molecular products increases as well. With excitation of 
CH2OD to higher vibronic levels of 3pz, new, low kinetic energy (KE) features appear in the H 
and D fragment KE distributions (KEDs), whose widths increase with increasing excitation 
energy. The appearance thresholds of these H/D fragments coincide with the dissociation energy 
of formaldehyde to H(D) + H(D)CO.  
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Figure 1 displays H and D KE release plots obtained by 
sliced velocity map imaging following excitation of CH2OD 
to the 60

2 transition of 3pz. The D-fragment KEDs are corre-
lated with H2CO cofragments, except for the small peak at 
low KE, which originates in secondary dissociation of HCOD. 
The H-photofragment KEDs, on the other hand, are correlated 
with HCOD cofragments, and their partially resolved peaks 
reflect vibrational excitation in HCOD.  The increased signal 
at the lowest KEs corresponds to fragments generated by 
secondary dissociation of either “hot” HCOD or H2CO pro-
ducts (or both).  As the excitation energy increases, the secon-
dary dissociation peak broadens and increases in integrated 
intensity, but its energy onset always corresponds to the H(D) 
+ HCO channel threshold. 
 
Figure 1: H and D-fragment KE release plots obtained by moni-
toring D (upper panel) and H (lower panel) following 3pz excitation 
of CH2OD to the 60

2 band (Eexc = 44,207 cm−1). Sticks in each panel 
indicate the KE onsets associated with H2CO, cis-HCOD, and H 
and D from secondary dissociation.  

 

D-fragment KEDs recorded at excitation energy below the threshold of secondary dissocia-
tion show that only a few of the H2CO cofragments are born with the high internal energies 
required for secondary dissociation, and this fraction does not increase at higher excitation ener-
gies. Therefore H2CO is not an important source of secondary H fragments.  In contrast, the H-
fragment KEDs show that a significant fraction of the HCOD cofragments possesses sufficient 
internal energies to dissociate to H(D) + D(H)CO.  Therefore, HCOD is the only source of the 
observed secondary D atoms and the main source of secondary H fragments.  Since the yields of 
the slow H and D secondary products are comparable, we conclude that they are generated pre-
dominantly by dissociation of vibrationally excited HCOD, and we propose that the major dis-
sociation pathway involves isomerization to HDCO followed by dissociation. 

High quality PESs now exist for the H2CO/HCOH system, but in contrast to the wealth of 
information available on dissociation from the H2CO global minimum, relatively little is known 
about the dissociation dynamics of HCOH.  We hope that our new results would inspire addi-
tional theoretical work on the H2CO/HCOH PES that includes trajectory calculations initiated 
from the global minima of trans- and cis-HCOH. 
II. Effect of conical intersections in hydroxymethyl radicals on product state distributions 

About a decade ago, Yarkony carried out conical intersection calculations on CH2OH and 
identified conical intersection seams along the O-H and C-H coordinates following excitation to 
the 3s and 3px states.5  He predicted that in conical intersections from the 3s state, most of the 
formaldehyde products would have high translational energies and fairly low internal energies, 
but a small fraction would sample the global minimum and have a broad, statistical-like, internal 
energy distribution.  He also predicted that cis- rather than trans-HCOH would be the predomi-
nant hydroxymethylene isomer.  These predictions are confirmed by our recent work, except that 
we find that the situation regarding HCOH production is more complicated.  In excitation to the 
3s state, the yield of HCOH(D) is fairly small, and because of its high rotational excitation it is 
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impossible to distinguish between the trans- and cis-isomers.  However, upon excitation to the 
3px origin band, the rotational excitation in the HCOH(D) isomers is reduced considerably and 
vibrational structure is observed.  This allowed us to show that the cis-isomer was preferentially 
produced and its relative population increased with increasing excitation energy. Nonetheless, 
the rotational excitation was still fairly high and obscured vibrational structure at high internal 
HCOH(D) energies.   

Our most recent work shows that another abrupt reduction in the HCOH(D) rotational exci-
tation occurs upon excitation to the higher-lying 3pz state, allowing the observation of distinct 
vibrational structure in HCOD fragments with high internal energies.  The vibrational excitation 
spans the full range of allowed internal energies, reaching up and above the dissociation limit of 
HCOH(D), as seen in Figures 1 and 2.  The loss of structure observed at very high internal ener-
gies can signify either increasing IVR leading to a higher density of states and/or a greater contri-
bution of triplet HCOH(D). 

H/D photofragment yield spectra of CH2OH(D) show that underlying the sharp 3pz vibronic 
bands there is structureless absorption to 3s and 3px.  This gives us an opportunity to observe dif-
ferences between the HCOD rovibrational state distributions at similar energies.  Figure 2 
presents a comparison of the H-fragment KEDs obtained at the 60

1 peak of 3pz (after background 
subtraction) and the one recorded ~70 cm-1 to the red, which corresponds to 3s/ 3px absorption. 
As expected, the latter displays a much greater rotational excitation that obscures much of the 
vibrational structure.   

 
 
 

Figure 2:  Comparison of cis-HCOD internal state 
distributions obtained via 3pz excitation of CH2OD to 
the 60

1 band (Eexc = 42,608 cm-1), and by excitation to 
the 3s/3px underlying background (Eexc=42,553 cm-1).  
Background contribution has been subtracted in the 
60

1 plot. Sticks indicate the KE onsets associated with 
cis-HCOD and H from secondary dissociation.  

 
 

These results indicate that the dissociation dynamics is not controlled solely by the 3s PES 
and its coupling to the ground state; rather, different dynamics ensues by passing through differ-
ent conical intersections.  In all cases the dissociation is fast; yet the resulting dynamics is differ-
rent.  It is not clear whether the 3pz and 3px states couple directly to the ground state, or whether 
sequential conical intersections link the upper states to the ground state and guide the dissocia-
ting flux in ways that affect significantly the products’ rovibrational state distributions.  Yarkony 
and co-workers are carrying out new theoretical calculations on a three-state PES that includes 
the participating Rydberg states, and these calculations should shed further light on the dissocia-
tion dynamics. 
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III.  Future work 
We plan to expand our study of the importance of conical intersections in the hydroxymethyl 

radical to include vibrationally induced photodissociation. This will be achieved by first exciting 
OH-stretch vibrations in CH2OH and its isotopologs followed by photodissociation. 

We have initiated studies of the state-specific dissociation and isomerization of HCOH on the 
ground and electronic excited states. To this end, experiments are now in progress to generate 
HCOH by pyrolysis of glyoxylic acid.1,2  We have adapted published methods of preparing the 
dry acid, introduced it to our pyrolysis source, and identified CO (via REMPI at ~ 230 nm) as a 
combined pyrolysis/photolysis fragment.  The CO product is rotationally and vibrationally 
excited, but it is not clear yet whether its source is the photolysis of glyoxylic acid or HCOH. 
This uncertainty has prompted us to examine more closely the pyrolysis and photolysis of glyo-
xylic acid by using sliced velocity map imaging.  Following pyrolysis of the acid, we have 
obtained 3+1REMPI spectra of  the CO2 product by using several intermediate Rydberg states, 
and we are planning next to characterize CO2 as product of UV photolysis. 
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ruedenberg@iastate.edu 
Scope 

Theoretical treatments of molecular reactions and their kinetics require accurate potential 
energy surfaces in non-equilibrium regions of coordinate space. A major challenge is the 
accurate calculation of the non-relativistic electron correlations when the dominant component of 
the electronic wave function is multi-configurational, which calls for a multi-configurational 
zeroth-order reference space, a requirement along many reaction paths. The recovery of this 
correlation energy is particularly challenging when it transpires that accurate contributions 
beyond second order perturbation theory and double excitations with respect to a many-
dimensional active reference space are required for the attainment of chemical accuracy.    

An advance towards this goal was made in this research group by the development of the 
method of correlation energy extrapolation by intrinsic scaling (CEEIS), which greatly reduces 
the number of excitations that have to be considered. This approach made it possible to recover 
contributions of up to eight-tuple excitations for quadruple-zeta basis sets in the diatomic 
molecules B2, C2, O2, F2 and in water. In combination with the extrapolation to the complete 
basis limit, several diatomic potential energy curves were obtained with an accuracy of about 0.1 
kcal/mol. 
 
Recent Work 

The CEEIS method has recently been generalized so that several states, notably the 
ground state and low excited states, can be calculated at the same time. In this approach, the 
extrapolation of the various states is based on state averaged excitations in terms of the natural 
orbitals of the virtual orbital space of a state averaged complete active reference space. This 
generalized CEEIS approach has been successful in diatomic molecules. It has now been used to 
obtain accurate knowledge about the ground state of the ozone molecule.  

The potential energy surface of this state of O3 is known to have three equivalent open 
minima and a theoretically predicted closed ring minimum, which has so far escaped all attempts 
at experimental creation. The ring isomer is surrounded by a substantial ridge in Cs symmetry on 
which three saddle points, each in C2v symmetry, provide transition states to the open minima. 
The ridge is the result of an avoided crossing between the 1A' ground state and an excited 1A' 
state. Notably, the two states touch each other along a closed one-dimensional conical 
intersection seam, which crosses the three C2v symmetry planes in intersections points close to 
the transition states. Very accurate quantitative information regarding the reaction path 
connecting the open minimum and the ring minimum and regarding the intersection is still 
outstanding. 
 Since the full valence space (“CAS”) has about 25000 configurations, the dimension of 
the quadruple excitation space from this reference space is too large even for the CEEIS 
approach. Reduced subspaces must therefore be judiciously chosen as references spaces for the 
generation of the correlating higher excitations. Since similar problems are to be expected for 
other systems where three atoms interact as closely with each other as in ozone, understanding 
the correlation in this molecule is of general interest. 
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 Based on an analysis of the configurations that are dominant along the reaction path from 
the open to the closed equilibrium structure, various reduced subspaces of the full valence space 
were selected as reference spaces for generating the correlating excitations. In all cases, the 
linear relationships, which are the basis for the CEEIS method, were confirmed to be valid and 
allowed CEEIS extrapolations with error bars of less than about 0.5 kcal/mol at the quadruple 
excitation level. On the other hand, the critical energy differences on the potential energy surface 
were found to be very sensitive to the choice of the reference spaces. For instance, the widely 
used omission of excitations from the valence 2s orbitals entailed changes of 4 kcal/mole for 
correlated energy differences between different geometries. The ring minimum was found to lie 
about 29 to 34 kcal/mol above the open minimum. The barrier between the two minima was 
found to be about 55 to 60 kcal/mol above the open minimum. 
 A rigorous method was developed for determining molecule-modified atomic minimal 
basis orbitals in terms of which strongly correlated molecular electronic wave functions can be 
exactly expressed. These quasi-atomic orbitals orbitals were found to maintain their character 
along a reaction path even when their interactions with other atoms change. The analysis of the 
ab initio density in terms of these orbitals identifies the relevant bonding interactions in a 
molecule as well as the changes of these interactions along a reaction path.  
 
Future Work 

Accurate potential energy curves will be determined for the excited states of C2 with 
higher multiplicities. Since the success of the CEEIS method appears to be based on the 
randomness of the small contributions from higher correlating excitations, the linear relations 
that have been found for correlation contributions from localized orbitals will be further explored 
with the aim of developing CEEIS-type extrapolations within the context of many-body 
expansions. 
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Program Scope 

The spiritus movens of this program is the need to provide the scientific community with accurate and 
reliable thermochemical information on chemical species that are relevant in combustion, or play 
prominent roles in related post–combustion environmental chemistry.  Detailed knowledge of 
thermodynamic parameters for a broad array of stable and ephemeral chemical species is pivotal to 
chemistry and essential in many industries.  In particular, the availability of accurate, reliable, and 
internally consistent thermochemical values is a conditio sine qua non in kinetics, reaction dynamics, 
formulation of plausible reaction mechanisms, and construction of predictive models of complex chemical 
environments.  Furthermore, the availability of accurate thermochemical values has historically been the 
prime driver for steady advancement of increasingly sophisticated electronic structure theories. 

The focus of this program is on bringing substantial innovations to the field of thermochemistry through 
the development of new methodologies, and utilizing them to systematically improve both the quality and 
quantity of available thermochemical data relevant to energy–producing processes.  In order to achieve 
the stated goals, this program has developed a novel approach that is centered on analyzing and optimally 
utilizing the information content of all available thermochemically relevant determinations.  The aim is 
not only to dynamically produce the best currently possible thermochemical parameters for the targeted 
chemical species, but also to allow efficient updates with new knowledge, properly propagating its 
consequences through all affected chemical species, as well as to provide critical tests of new 
experimental or theoretical data, and, when possible, to develop pointers to additional determinations that 
are most likely to efficiently improve the overall thermochemical knowledge base.  In order to provide a 
broad perspective of this area of science, the effort of this program is synergistically coordinated with 
related experimental and theoretical efforts within the Gas-Phase Chemical Dynamics Group at Argonne. 

Recent Progress 

Over the past year we have continued the development of various aspects of Active Thermochemical 
Tables (ATcT).  ATcT are a new paradigm of how to develop thermochemical values for stable, reactive, 
and transient chemical species by utilizing to the fullest all available experimental measurements as well 
as state-of-the-art theoretical data.  Intertwined dependencies that underpin virtually all thermochemistry 
were historically considered to be an intractable complication, leading to the adoption of a simplified 
sequential approach to thermochemistry, which produces sets of values that are plagued by hidden 
progenitor-progeny relationships and thus are impossible to update with new knowledge without 
introducing serious inconsistencies.  The success of ATcT is based on expressing the intertwined 
dependencies as a network of relationships that is amenable to mathematical and statistical manipulation.  
This effectively transforms the original problem into an asset that can be credited for the enhanced quality 
of the resulting thermochemistry.  ATcT analyzes the Thermochemical Network (TN), attempts to bring it 
into self consistency by identifying determinations with ‘optimistic’ uncertainties, and then finds a 
solution that maximizes the number of the interdependencies that can be simultaneously satisfied.   

One of the important recent results that we would like to highlight here are the values for the sequential 
bond dissociation enthalpies (at 298 K) and energies (at 0 K) of methane, ethane, and methanol, which 
were obtained by solving the latest ATcT TN (ver. 1.122, spanning over 1180 species and involving more 
than 19,000 determinations).  The results accurately quantify all possible C-H, C-C, O-H, and C-O bond 
dissociations in the targeted systems.  The 0 K values are indicated in Figure 1, and include, for the sake 
of completeness, the sequential bond energies of carbon dioxide and water.  The accurate knowledge of 
all of these bond dissociation energies maps equivalently onto the accurate knowledge of enthalpies of 
formation of the related CHn, n = 4 - 0 species (methane, methyl, methylene, methylidyne, and carbon 
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atom), C2Hn, n = 6 - 0 (ethane, ethyl, ethylene, ethylidene, vinyl, ethylidyne, acetylene, vinylidene, 
ethynyl, and ethynylene), COHn, n = 4 - 0 (methanol, hydroxymethyl, methoxy, formaldehyde, 
hydroxymethylene, formyl, isoformyl, and carbon monoxide), as well as OHn, n = 2 - 0 species (water, 
hydroxyl, oxygen atom) and carbon dioxide.  These species appear as reactants, products, or 
intermediates in elementary chemical reactions in a variety of environments, ranging from anthropic 
industrial activities to astrochemistry, and are hence of substantial general interest.  In particular, species 
from these groups play significant roles in combustion of even the simplest hydrocarbon fuels, and - due 
to the inherently hierarchical nature of Cn chemical reaction mechanisms - appear as important actors in 
virtually all combustion mechanisms.  The provenances of these ATcT enthalpies of formation, which are 
quite distributed and involve a large number of relevant determinations, were analyzed by variance 
decomposition, allowing their understanding in terms of principal contributions.  These ATcT results are 
the most accurate thermochemical values currently available for these species. 

As seen in Figure 1, the sequential removals of hydrogen atoms often alternate between a ‘normal’ and a 
remarkably low bond dissociation energy.  Due to the fact that the current results comprise a complete set 
of bond dissociation energies (and are significantly more accurate than prior values), the underlying 
reasons for alternations between high and low bond dissociation energies along the dissociation sequences 
can be rationalized both qualitatively and quantitatively.  For example, the C-H bond dissociation energy 
of methoxy is quite low, D0(H-CH2O) = 81.78 ± 0.35 kJ/mol, much lower (by 375.43 kJ/mol) than the C-
H bond dissociation energy in CH3, 457.21 ± 0.13 kJ/mol, and may, prima facie, appear as an aberration.  
It can be easily shown that the reason for its weakness is that the removal of a hydrogen from methoxy is 
simultaneously accompanied by a significant strengthening of the C-O bond, from 367.73 ± 0.35 kJ/mol 
in methoxy to 743.15 ± 0.15 kJ/mol in formaldehyde.  The ATcT results show that the strengthening of 
the C-O bond (by 375.42 kJ/mol) matches exactly (within the round-off error of 0.01 kJ/mol) the amount 
by which the C-H bond dissociation energy of methoxy is weaker than the C-H bond dissociation energy 
in methyl.  Similar quantitative rationalizations can be made for all other C-H bond dissociation energies 
in all three systems studied here.  With all these bond energies obtained in a consistent fashion, the study 
provides a number of interesting insights, including the relative strengths of the , first , and second  
C-C bond, and sheds some light on the peculiar bonding in C2, indicating that additional bonding (if any) 
beyond the two suspended  bonds adds negligibly to the C2 bond strength, in contrast to recent proposals 
that this species has a quadruple C-C bond (two , , and ‘inverted’ ).  These and other insights are 
discussed in the rather voluminous paper appearing in J. Phys. Chem. A (DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpca.5b01346). 

Of the other activities here we will briefly mention the IUPAC Task Group on Radical Electrode 
Potentials, which adopted ATcT to optimize a set of standard electrode potentials involving radicals in 
aqueous solution and produce IUPAC-recommended values; this collaboration is an excellent example of 
the application of ATcT outside gas-phase combustion-related thermochemistry.  Also, in collaboration 
with P. Glarborg, we have extended to chlorine our earlier study of flame inhibition by bromine. 

Future Plans 

Future plans of this program pivot around further development and expansion of the Active 
Thermochemical Tables approach, continuing to provide accurate thermochemistry, and driving targeted 
thermochemically-relevant theoretical and experimental investigations of radicals and transient species 
that are intimately related to combustion and post-combustion atmospheric processes.  A significant part 
of the effort during the forthcoming period will be devoted to continued ‘finalization’ and dissemination 
of the resulting ATcT thermochemistry.  A crucial component of the ‘finalization’ of results for groups of 
related chemical species consists of testing and analyzing their TN dependencies (in part by using the 
newly developed variance/covariance decomposition approach) as well as enhancing the accuracy of their 
partition functions (by gradually replacing them with new NRRAO partition functions), and, when 
suggested by ATcT analyses, adding new high-quality results (either virtual, i.e. computational, or actual, 
i.e. experimental) to coerce the resulting thermochemistry toward stable, ‘release quality’ values.  This 
iterative process frequently results in an expansion of the number of species that are described by the 
current TN, which is an added benefit.  Another important component in the future plans is the 
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Figure 1. ATcT values in kJ/mol for all possible 
sequential bond dissociation energies at 0 K, D0, 
of methane, ethane, methanol, water, and carbon 
dioxide. For the equivalent 298.15 K BDEs (bond 
dissociation enthalpies) and the related enthalpies 
of formation of all CHn, C2Hn, COHn, COn, and 
OHn chemical species, see Ruscic, J. Phys. Chem. 
A 119 (2015) DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpca.5b01346  
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continuation of the current effort of designing and producing a computer–generated web site that will 
display the current ATcT thermochemistry, as well as all pertinent metadata, with rigorous archival 
capability.  The pertinent metadata relates to documenting the provenance for every recommended 
thermochemical value.  Finally, a signifant long-term component of future progress consists in developing 
the next generation of ATcT software.  This will be based on a thorough redesign of the current ATcT 
kernel, with the aim of making the sotware not only streamlined and more efficient, but also allowing 
sufficient flexibility that will enable the adoption and utilization of emerging computing technologies as 
they become available. 

This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of 
Chemical Sciences, Geosciences, and Biosciences, under Contract No. DE–AC02–06CH11357.  
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Program Scope 

This research is carried out as part of the Gas-Phase Molecular Dynamics program in the 

Chemistry Department at Brookhaven National Laboratory.  High-resolution spectroscopic methods, 

augmented by theoretical and computational work, are used to investigate the structure, collision dynamics 

and chemical behavior of intermediates in the elementary gas-phase reactions involved in combustion 

chemistry.  There is an emphasis on new technique development with the aim of improving both the 

sensitivity and resolution of spectroscopic measurements. 

I  Recent Progress 
 A. Sub-Doppler frequency comb-stabilized spectroscopy 

Doppler-free transition frequencies for �� and �� hot bands have been measured in the  �� + �� 

band of acetylene using saturation dip spectroscopy with an extended cavity diode laser referenced to a 

frequency comb.  Extensive modifications to the spectrometer during the past 12 months have improved the 

data quality, typically by an order of magnitude, enabling the measurement of weaker transitons.  The 

frequency accuracy of the measured transitions, as judged from line shape model fits and the spectrometer 

stability, is better than 50 kHz, while the statistical precision of the measurements is 10-20× better than 

this.  This is some 2-3 orders of magnitude 

improvement on the accuracy and precision of 

previous line positions derived from the 

analysis of high-resolution Fourier transform 

infrared absorption spectra.  An example of the 

recent data is shown in figure 1.  The 

vibration-rotation levels of acetylene are 

probably the most extensively studied of any 

tetra-atomic molecule and recent work by 

Perry and Herman[1] used a polyad-based 

model to describe the levels to energies well 

above these accessed here (~7500 cm-1) based 

on fitting to all spectroscopic data available at 

the time. Due to the extensive vibrational and 

vibration-rotation coupling in the upper states of 

the measured transitions, the upper energy levels 

cannot be well represented by a simple J(J+1) 

polynomial expansion. To identify perturbations in these levels, the upper state energies were determined, 

using known[1] lower state level positions then were fit to a polynomial expansion in the rotational 

quantum numbers to identify outliers. Figure 2 illustrates the results; there are clear localized perturbations 

Figure 1: Sub-Doppler measurement of the R(12)f transition in the 
v4=1 hot band. The asterisks are the experimental points and the line 
a result of line shape fit to determine the line center 
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in certain rotational levels that have not previously been identified, but which are brought out by the 

analysis.  These perturbations derive from local avoided crossings of levels of the same J in the polyad 

eigenvalues and the Perry-Herman model gets the pattern of shifts qualitatively, but not quantitatively, 

correct. The importance of the measurements is that they 

open up a way of accessing the positions of high bending 

vibration and angular momentum that are very difficult to 

access in other ways. 

 

  B. Line Shape Studies  

The Voigt profile has long been used as the standard 

line shape model for data bases since it is simple to 

implement and fairly accurate.  However, with ever-

increasing measurement accuracy, and demands from users 

for more accurate modeling, an IUPAC task force has 

recommended a new line shape model, the Hartmann-Tran 

Profile (HTP), be adopted [2].  We have recently recorded 

and analyzed an extensive set of frequency comb-referenced 

line shape data for acetylene using the alternative precision 

line profile models, SDV and QSDV [3, 4]. To compare these 

results to what may be achieved using the new HTP model, 

we have added to the original data, frequency measured the 

positions of a number of hot band lines underlying the main line of interest (P(11) of v1+v3), and developed 

a new multi-spectrum HTP fitting code in MATLAB.  The results bring out some interesting aspects of 

multi-spectrum line shape fits to very precise data and quantify the errors associated with inaccurately 

accounting for weak underlying contaminating lines, such as those from hot band transitions.  This work is 

currently being written up for publication. 

 

  C. Free Radical Spectroscopy  

  The laboratory at BNL was in temporary space for approximately three years and the move to 

permanent refurbished labs has just been completed. The transient absorption spectrometer has been 

reconstructed and we have obtained new spectra of C2H radical near 7450 cm-1.  C2H is an important 

combustion species and much work was carried out by the Curl group in the mid-IR more than a decade 

ago. The existence of spectroscopic transitions to mixed electronic character states in the near-IR has been 

known from theory and matrix spectroscopy, but the spectra were not previously observed in the gas phase 

until now.  The band predicted at 7450 cm-1 is expected to be strong and the observed lines seem to bear 

this out.  This may be a useful spectroscopic tool for monitoring C2H in future kinetics and dynamics 

studies and in any case opens a window to the region of very strong vibronic mixing in the radical.   

II.  Future Work 

A. Line shape and sub-Doppler measurements 

 Measurement of rest frequency line positions in hot band lines of C2H2 in the 1.55µm region are 

continuing to higher rotational levels.  Limited by the current spectrometer sensitivity, we can reach levels 

with J = 30 in the bending hot bands.  Initial results show Coriolis and anharmonic couplings combine to 

Figure 2: Residual plots (observed-calculated
energy) for the upper levels in v4 hot band 
transitions.  Deviations from a smooth curve 
represent perturbed levels. The inset shows an 
expanded region illustrating the smaller shifts. 
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result in much stronger perturbations than were observed for levels up to J = 20, shown above. The 

Herman-Perry polyad model predicts larger and more numerous perturbations for the higher rotational 

energies, but we have yet to compare the measurements with the calculations.  In fact, the polyad model, 

which is based upon a harmonic oscillator, rigid-rotor basis may well be reaching the limit of usability; 

there are already nearly 370 parameters included.  Together with Hua-Gen Yu in our group, we are 

investigating whether a model based on a combined ab-initio potential surface and dynamics calculation 

using TETRAVIB plus rotation might be implemented.  

 Preliminary measurements of pressure-induced broadening in the saturation dip measurements 

described above have also been made.  The signal-to-noise currently attainable means that high quality line 

shapes can be recorded over more than an order of magnitude in pressure variation.  Intriguingly, the 

apparent broadening coefficient seems larger than determined from measurements of Doppler-broadened 

lines.  To some extent, differences might be expected as the sub-Doppler measurement just samples a 

velocity group with zero velocity along the laser propagation direction as compared to an average over an 

isotopic sample in the Doppler-limited case and collisional averaging will be different.  However, this 

would be expected to reduce the pressure broadening because the speed-dependent term will be smallest at 

line center. Other differences might be imagined, for example a pressure dependent effect on the transit-

time broadening as the diffusion constant decreases.  But this would also be expected to reduce broadening 

compared to the Doppler background at higher pressures.  We plan to investigate these observations more 

carefully in the near future. 

 

  B. Free radical spectroscopy and dynamics 

 Work will continue on the recently-observed C2H spectrum described above.  In addition, we have 

borrowed an infrared quantum cascade laser with coverage in the 5.4µm region.  This laser provides more 

than 100mW with narrow line output over a tuning range of several hundred cm-1. Previously, high 

resolution laser spectroscopy in this region was limited by the low power and tunability of Pb-salt diode 

lasers.  With the QCL, we plan to return to a project started several years ago, but abandoned for technical 

reasons and related to work described in Greg. Hall’s abstract. The collision-induced (CI) intersystem 

crossing (ISC) in CH2 is of continuing interest.  As is well known from work by ourselves and others, 

singlet-triplet ISC in CH2 is mediated by a small set of rotational levels in the singlet that have appreciable 

triplet character.  CI rotational energy transfer effects ISC since a singlet CH2 molecule in one of the mixed 

levels has a finite chance that the next collision will result in a triplet radical.   

 To now, we have been able to follow loss of singlet state population but have not been able to 

monitor that population arriving in the triplet manifold because there has been no spectroscopic technique 

available to monitor the vibrationally excited triplet state molecules formed in the initial ISC step.  The new 

QCL should permit direct detection of vibration-rotation transitions to and from the initially populated 

triplet levels and spectral searches for the transitions expected in the 5.4µm region are planned to begin 

very soon. 

III.  Publications supported by this project since 2013 
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Program Scope: This project involves the development, implementation, and application 
of theoretical methods for the calculation and characterization of potential energy 
surfaces (PES) involving molecular species that occur in hydrocarbon combustion.  These 
potential energy surfaces require an accurate and balanced treatment of reactants, 
intermediates, and products.  This difficult challenge is met with general 
multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF) and multireference single- and double-
excitation configuration interaction (MR-SDCI) methods.  In contrast to the more 
common single-reference electronic structure methods, this approach is capable of 
describing accurately molecular systems that are highly distorted away from their 
equilibrium geometries, including reactant, fragment, and transition-state geometries, and 
of describing regions of the potential surface that are associated with electronic wave 
functions of widely varying nature.  The MCSCF reference wave functions are designed 
to be sufficiently flexible to describe qualitatively the changes in the electronic structure 
over the broad range of molecular geometries of interest.  The necessary mixing of ionic, 
covalent, and Rydberg contributions, along with the appropriate treatment of the different 
electron-spin components (e.g. closed shell, high-spin open-shell, low-spin open-shell, 
radical, diradical, etc.) of the wave functions are treated correctly at this level.  Further 
treatment of electron correlation effects is included using large-scale multireference CI 
wave functions, particularly including the single and double excitations relative to the 
MCSCF reference space. 

Recent Progress: ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CODE MAINTENANCE, 
DEVELOPMENT, AND APPLICATIONS: A major component of this project is the 
development and maintenance of the COLUMBUS Program System.  The COLUMBUS 
Program System computes MCSCF and MR-SDCI wave functions, MR-ACPF (averaged 
coupled-pair functional) energies, MR-AQCC (averaged quadratic coupled cluster) 
energies, spin-orbit CI energies, analytic energy gradients, and nonadiabatic coupling.  
Geometry optimizations to equilibrium and saddle-point structures can be done 
automatically for both ground and excited electronic states.  The COLUMBUS Program 
System is maintained and developed collaboratively with several researchers including 
Russell M. Pitzer (Ohio State University), Thomas Mueller (Jülich Supercomputer 
Center, Germany), and Hans Lischka (University of Vienna, Austria, and Texas Tech 
University). The nonadiabatic coupling and geometry optimization for conical 
intersections is done in collaboration with David R. Yarkony (Johns Hopkins University). 
The distributed development effort and software coordination uses an svn repository of 
source code. The parallel sections of the code are based on the single-program multiple-
data (SPMD) programming model with explicit message passing using the portable MPI 
library, and the portable Global Array Library (distributed from PNNL) is used for data 
distribution. The COLUMBUS codes incorporate several of the newer language features 
of F90 and later in order to facilitate future development and maintenance efforts. 
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GRAPHICALLY CONTRACTED FUNCTION METHOD: We have developed a novel 
expansion basis for electronic wave functions [see J. Chem. Phys. 141, 064105 (2014) 
and references therein]. In this approach, the wave function is written as a linear 
combination of graphically contracted functions (GCF), and each GCF in turn is formally 
equivalent to a linear combination of configuration state functions (CSFs) that comprise 
an underlying full-CI linear expansion space of dimension Ncsf.  The CSF coefficients that 
define the GCFs are nonlinear functions of a smaller number of variables Nϕ≪Ncsf. 
Relatively compact GCF expansions with NGCF=10 to 20 basis functions can approach the 
full-CI PES to within chemical accuracy (1 kcal/mole or better). The method is 
formulated in terms of spin-eigenfunctions using the Graphical Unitary Group Approach 
(GUGA) of Shavitt, thereby eliminating artifacts that result from spin contamination or 
spin instability. No intrinsic restrictions are imposed on the orbital occupations, and in 
particular there are no artificial excitation-level or occupation restrictions with respect to 
a reference function or reference space; in this sense, the method is more correctly 
characterized as a multiconfigurational method rather than a multireference method. 
Because the wave function is a linear combinations of NGCF basis functions rather than a 
single expansion term, the method is variational and may be applied to both ground and 
excited electronic states. Our recent focus has been on the development and 
implementation of a multifacet generalization of the GCF method in which each MFGCF 
has more flexibility than the previous single facet (SFGCF) expansion form. The 
individual CSF coefficients within an MFGCF are given by an ordered product of 
rectangular arc factor arrays; this means that it is formally a matrix product state (MPS), 
and the resulting wave function corresponds to a linear combination of such MPSs. 

 Because the underlying formalism is based on Shavitt Graphs, it is possible to 
analyze the resulting wave functions graphically using a generalization of this same 
representation called the graph density. The GCF expansion form allows the qualitative 
nature of the wave function to be extracted from potentially very large underlying linear 
expansions (>10200 CSFs have been computed). In this representation, node (arc) density 
is defined as the sum of the square of all CSF coefficients that pass through that particular 
node (arc). The node density is displayed graphically as a circle whose area is 
proportional to the associated density.  Several examples of this wave function analysis 
have been discussed in Theor. Chem. Acc. 133, 1512 (2014). One interesting example is 
the set of dissociations, C2(𝑋!Σ!!,  𝐵!Δ!,  𝐵′!Σ!!)→2C(3P), which are important to 
combustion, soot formation, and to interstellar chemistry. These states are the lowest 1A1 
states in the C2v point group. State-averaged MFGCF calculations with equal weights 
with eight electrons in the eight valence orbitals were performed and the resulting graph 
densities were computed for all states along the dissociation curves. The dissociation 
curves are shown for reference in Fig. 1. The node density for the 𝐵!Δ! state at R=2.25a0 
is shown in Fig. 2. This is a multiconfigurational wave function that corresponds to the 
two configurations 2𝜎!!2𝜎!!1𝜋!,!! 3𝜎!! and 2𝜎!!2𝜎!!1𝜋!,!! 3𝜎!! with equal coefficient 
magnitudes and opposite signs. (The core=[1𝜎!!1𝜎!!] is not shown in the density graphs.) 
The node density plots for the 𝑋!Σ!! and 𝐵′!Σ!! states are shown for R=2.25a0, R=3.50a0, 
and R=6.00a0 in Fig. 3. At the shorter distance, the 𝑋!Σ!! state is nominally the 
configuration 2𝜎!!2𝜎!!1𝜋!,!! 1𝜋!,!!  with a coefficient of 0.84, although some significant 
multiconfigurational character is evident even near the equilibrium geometry due to the 
configuration 2𝜎!!1𝜋!,!! 1𝜋!,!! 3𝜎!! with a coefficient of 0.39. The 𝐵′!Σ!! state at this short 
distance is a multiconfigurational state comprised predominantly of the same two CSFs 
as the 𝐵!Δ! state, but for which the coefficients have the same sign. At the intermediate 
bond distance R=3.50a0, two things may be seen to occur. The first is an avoided crossing 
between the configurations comprising the 𝑋!Σ!! and 𝐵′!Σ!! states. This is seen in the 
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middle panels of Fig. 3 where the node densities are swapped relative to the R=2.25a0 
densities. The other important feature, seen in Fig. 1, is that the 𝐵!Δ! state, which is 
qualitatively unchanged from R=2.25a0 in Fig. 2, crosses the 𝑋!Σ!! state. This is an 
allowed crossing. For the longer bond distances, the 𝑋!Σ!! node densities are similar to 
the 𝐵′!Σ!! R=2.25a0 densities, reflecting the nature of the avoided crossing along the 
dissociation curves, while the 𝐵′!Σ!! node densities have begun to display open-shell 
character that is consistent with the atomic fragments.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Potential energy curves for the 
dissociation of the lowest three 1A1 states 
of C2. 

Fig. 2 Graph density plot for the 𝐵!Δ! state 
at R=2.25a0. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Graph density plots for the 𝑋!Σ!! and 𝐵′!Σ!! states at R=2.25a0, R=3.50a0, and 
R=6.00a0. 
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Future Plans: Our MFGCF implementation has so far used single-headed Shavitt graphs 
appropriate for describing individual molecular states with a given number of electrons, 
with a particular spin state, and that belong to a particular point group irreducible 
representation (irrep).  We will generalize this in several respects including the ability to 
average over multiple irreps, the ability to average states described with multiheaded 
Shavitt graphs, and the ability to allow multiple facets for the head nodes.  These 
generalizations will allow the computation of Hamiltonian matrix elements 
corresponding to states with different numbers of electrons, different spin values, and 
different irreps simultaneously with only a relatively small increase in effort over the 
current single-state approach, allowing multistate calculations to approach the efficiency 
of the current single-state calculations. With these generalizations, the computation of 
transition properties is facilitated by the fact that all states are described with the same set 
of arc factors. 
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I. Program Scope 

 

Mechanisms describing the combustion chemistry of even simple fuels can be complex involving 

a myriad of unimolecular and bimolecular elementary steps. The primary scope of this program is to 

develop and validate detailed chemical kinetics mechanisms and models for use in combustion 

simulations. 

The kinetics models will be developed on the basis of a consistent framework incorporating 

theoretical predictions, experimental measurements, and evaluations of elementary reaction rate 

coefficients including feedback loops between them. The detailed models will subsequently be used for 

simulations of data from reactors, shock-tubes, rapid compression machines, and flames, the aim being 

the validation of the mechanistic and kinetic aspects of these models over practical combustion regimes. 

II. Recent Progress 

A. Radical-Radical and Radical-Molecule Well-Skipping Reactions are Important in High 

Temperature Kinetics  
In the development of elementary step reaction mechanisms to model the chemistry of 

combustion systems, low pressure laminar flame experiments and flame speed measurements are popular 

benchmarks for model accuracy. As a result, numerous laminar flame studies have been reported in the 

literature for a wide range of fuels and fuel mixtures. Flame speed measurements provide indications of a 

fuel’s reactivity and its variance over a range of fuel equivalence ratios. These measurements correlate to 

the radical pool present in these flames and offer some indication of prominence of chain propagating 

versus chain terminating reactions. Laminar premixed flat-flame studies, when coupled with molecular 

beam mass spectrometry (MBMS), provide data on fuel speciation as a function of burner distance, 

yielding steady state profiles for reactants, products, and intermediate species. These speciation data [1] 

can help elucidate the reaction mechanism by which reactants evolve into intermediate species, and 

subsequently to final combustion products. Additionally, recent studies using micro-tubular reactors [2,3] 

coupled with a variety of diagnostics have been used to probe the high temperature pyrolytic chemistry of 

organic molecules. These experiments offer access to conditions similar to those in the premixed flat-

flames; i. e. low-pressures and high-temperatures, which can emphasize the role of bimolecular addition-

elimination reactions. 

 

 
Figure 1: Bimolecular well-skipping reactions are the Figure 2: CH3OH/air flame speeds. Solid line -  

source for observed products in micro-tubular reactors. Model from present work (see section D below) 
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In collaboration with N. J. Labbe and S. J. Klippenstein, we have used ab-initio based kinetics 

estimates for well-skipping radical-radical reactions of relevance to low-pressure flames for ethanol [4] 

and methyl formate [5]. These theoretical rate constants are then used in a kinetic model to assess their 

potential contributions to intermediate species formation in these low pressure flames [4,5]. Low pressure 

ethanol flame simulations indicate that addition-eliminations from H + CH3CHOH and CH3 + CH3CHOH 

are a major source for C2H4 and C3H6 respectively. Simulations of low-pressure methyl formate flames 

indicate that addition-eliminations from H + CH2OCHO and CH3 + CH2OCHO have a significant impact 

on CH3OH and C2H4 predictions respectively. For acetaldehyde, rate constant estimates for H + CH2CHO 

and CH3 + CH2CHO addition-elimination reactions were based on analogies from our ethanol and methyl 

formate theoretical studies. Inclusion of these reactions is shown to affect predictions of acetaldehyde 

flame speeds [6] by 2-3 cm/s. The present results suggest that addition-elimination reactions of relatively 

stable fuel radicals with ubiquitous flame radicals such as H, O, OH and CH3 should be considered in 

combustion models. 

In collaboration with J. V. Michael, L. B. Harding, and S. J. Klippenstein, we have conclusively 

[ref. 7 in section V] demonstrated the role of these bimolecular well-skipping reactions to explain product 

observations [2] from CH3CHO pyrolysis using a micro-tubular reactor (see Fig. 1 above). Preliminary 

theoretical studies on H + CH3CHO and H + CH3COCH3 also indicate that addition-eliminations can 

occur in these reactions to form CH2O and CH3CHO respectively. While addition-elimination to form 

CH2O is a minor process in H + CH3CHO [7], addition to form CH3CH(O)CH3 radical is the lowest-

energy pathway in H + CH3COCH3. We have initiated theoretical calculations to model micro-tubular 

experiments on these bimolecular reactions by Prozument and collaborators.  
 

B. Thermal decompositions of iso-propanol, xylyl radicals   

We continue our experiment/theory collaborations with J. V. Michael and S. J. Klippenstein. In 

the past year we have extended our thermal decomposition studies to higher alcohols such as iso-

propanol. The formation of H-atoms was measured behind reflected shock waves by using atomic 

resonance absorption spectrometry (ARAS) over a temperature range of 1190–1450 K at 

different pressures ranging from 0.2 – 0.85 bar. Selectively deuterated iso-propanol decomposition 

experiments were also performed to characterize the contributions of the various dissociation channels 

and to gain mechanistic insights into the decomposition of the CH3CHOH-radical formed by the dominant 

bond-dissociation, i-C3H7OH → CH3CHOH + CH3. Theoretical predictions for this bond fission are 

found to be in good agreement with the present experimental data. Since the bimolecular reaction, H + 

iso-propanol, is an important fuel destruction process at high temperatures, the kinetics of this reaction 

was also experimentally characterized. Since H-atoms form from the thermal decomposition of iso-

propanol, unambiguous measurements for this reaction rate required the use of a surrogate, D + iso-

propanol, with the assumption that the kinetic isotope effect is close to unity. Measurements of D-atom 

profiles using D-ARAS allowed unambiguous rate constant measurements for the reaction D + iso-

propanol → HD + CH3CH(OH)CH2 (980 K ≤ T ≤ 1250 K; P ~ 0.4 bar). The bimolecular reaction of 

H/D+ iso-propanol was theoretically characterized to enable comparisons to experiment and extrapolation 

of the kinetics over a wide T-range.  
In collaboration with J.V. Michael, S.J. Klippenstein, D. Polino and C. Cavallotti (Politechnico 

Milano), we have initiated a joint experiment-theory study of o-xylylbromide dissociation as a source for 

o-xylyl radicals and the subsequent dissociation kinetics of o-xylyl. o-xylyl radicals were produced via 

flash photolysis o-xylylbromide (o-CH3C6H4CH2Br) in a shock tube. Br-ARAS measurements confirm 

that at high-T (>1200 K) o-xylyl radicals are generated instantaneously. The high sensitivity H-atom 

ARAS detection technique has been used to obtain quantitative measurements of the H-atom yields, and 

rate coefficients, for o-xylyl decomposition. These H-ARAS experiments span a temperature range of 

1267-1597 K, and a pressure range of 0.3-1.0 atm. Computationally, the branching ratios for 

decomposition of o-xylylbromide to o-xylyl + H and o-xylylene + HBr were determined using VRC-TST 

and RRKM theories combined with master equation simulations on Potential Energy Surfaces (PES) 

determined at the CASPT2, M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p), and CBS-QB3 levels, finding that only 20-30% of o-
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CH3C6H4CH2Br decomposes to o-xylyl in reasonable agreement with the present experiments. Theoretical 

predictions indicate that subsequent H-atom loss from o-xylyl is the major dissociation pathway in 

agreement with the present experimental observations. 

 
C. Developing detailed and reduced chemical kinetics models for engine simulations  

We continue our collaborations with M.J. Davis (Argonne), S. Som, D.E. Longman and S. 

Goldsborough (Engines & Emissions group at Argonne) on developing reduced and detailed kinetics 

models and their subsequent analyses for realistic engine modeling studies of diesel and biodiesel 

surrogates. Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) was used to identify reactions relevant to auto-ignition from 

practical engine simulations. We also propose to initiate kinetics modeling studies on dimethylether, 

DME, as a simple real fuel. Detailed kinetics without model reduction can be directly applied for DME in 

engine simulations and offers a test for the chemistry under practical conditions. 

 

D. A detailed analysis of methanol and methylformate combustion kinetics 
In collaboration with N.J. Labbe, S.J. Klippenstein, and the group of Y. Ju (Princeton University), 

an updated model for methanol combustion was developed. This joint effort was initiated to probe the 

kinetics of the simplest methylester, methylformate. Initial simulations indicated that methanol (as the 

dominant intermediate from methylformate) and its sub-set mechanisms required a substantial update. In 

particular, the methanol model includes new theoretical kinetics predictions for the decomposition of 

CH2OH, CH3O, with a re-analysis of the numerous H-atom abstractions from methanol by H, OH, CH3, 

HO2, and O2. Simulations with the model indicate good agreement with literature data from shock-tubes, 

reactors, and flames (see Fig. 2). Recommendations for methanol combustion studies are also presented.  

III. Future work 

We have completed our small alcohol (C1-C2) combustion modeling/theoretical studies and plan 

to use this kinetics experiment/theory based methodology to develop kinetics models for selected C3-C4 

alcohols. We also propose to initiate joint experiment/theory studies on C3-C4 aldehydes. Our current 

efforts on modeling methylformate combustion are expected to lead into systematic modeling studies of 

larger C2-C4 methylesters. The effects of stable fuel-radical + H/CH3/OH reactions will be systematically 

explored for larger oxygenated molecules.  
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Scope of Research

My research group works in the area of theoretical chemical physics, especially on the thermo-
dynamic properties, spectra, and reactions of organic radicals and other transient intermediates.
In addition, we are active developers of software for computational electronic structure (quantum
chemistry), computational and theoretical spectroscopy, and more recently, chemical kinetics. Our
quantum chemistry research follows a number of paths, including first-principles calculations of
bond energies and other thermochemical information (as well as development of methodology for
such calculations), methods tailored for the analysis of molecular spectroscopy, especially for sit-
uations in which the Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks down, and the development of ab
initio methods suitable for the accurate treatment of transient organic molecules and radicals.

Summary of Recent Accomplishments

We have made a number of investigations in the area of chemical kinetics, work that is ac-
complished by a combination of very high-level ab initio methods (the “HEAT” protocol1), master
equation simulations, and the use of semiclassical transition state theory (SCTST)2 to calculate
the microcanonical rate constants that are needed for the master equation models. In addition, we
have also developed a new computer code for chemical kinetics that is now available to the commu-
nity. This code, named 2DME-SSS (an acronym for two-dimensional master equation, steady-state
solution) solves an approximate two-dimensional master equation (energy and angular momentum)
subject to a steady state approximation and an assumption that J does not change in collisions
between the activated species and the bath gas. This program has been documented already in
the literature, and is currently being applied to the ozonolysis reaction. Preliminary results sug-
gest that the observed distribution of products (including the stabilized Criegee intermediate) is
predicted quite accurately by the model and, significantly, that the angular momentum effects in
this reaction are important.

In other work on chemical kinetics, we have investigated the quite remarkable finding regarding
the Criegee intermediate that was made in the McCarthy laboratory at the Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics. Specifically, this celebrated molecule - first observed in the laboratory by Taatjes
et al.3 after synthesis from halogenated precursors - was produced abundantly and with high
selectivity in a simple electric discharge comprising just methane and oxygen in a carrier gas.
This discovery would appear to have important atmospheric implications, as both CH4 and O2

are clearly atmospheric species, and an electric discharge is a proxy for atmospheric lightning.

1A. Tajti et al. J. Chem. Phys. 121, 11599 (2004).
2W.H. Miller Faraday Transactions 62, 40 (1977).
3O. Welz, J.D. Savee, D.L. Osborn, S.S. Vasu, C.J. Percival, D.E. Shallcross, C.A. Taatjes Science 335, 204 (2012).
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We have investigated the mechanism of this reaction and find the most plausible pathway to be
one in which an O2 molecule abstracts a hydrogen atom from CH3O2, to produce the “cold”
Criegee species, which is observed. In addition, a combined experimental-theoretical effort with
the McCarthy laboratory yielded the precise equilibrium structure of the Criegee species, as well
as a considerable amount of detailed information regarding its molecular properties. Finally, the
reaction between ground-state oxygen atoms and the H2 molecule – a vital reaction in the field of
hydrogen combustion – has been investigated with high-level theory, and it is believed that we have
determined the most accurate activated complex properties yet. Chemical kinetics calculations,
which are of course quite sensitive to these parameters, give rate constants within 5 to 15experiment
over a temperature range of 300-3000 K, over which the rate constant varies by eight orders of
magnitude. The results are excellent, both at the low temperatures where quantum tunneling is
important and at the higher temperatures where anharmonicity (which is included via VPT2 in
the SCTST theory) is the dominant complicating effect.

Like kinetics, our work in spectroscopy has involved both applications and new code devel-
opment. The latter is a new code developed for massively parallel computing environments that
signficantly extends the range of applications that can be done with the vibronic coupling model of
Köppel, Domcke and Cederbaum, which has been a workhorse in our research program for many
years. Extending the first efforts in this area by Schuurman and Yarkony, this new code uses
modern concepts from parallel programming, and is capable of doing calculations with direct prod-
uct basis sets of dimension 1010−11, meaning that molecules with 10-20 “important” vibrational
coordinates can be treated accurately and comprehensively. This work is already being used to
do a 13-mode, three electronic state simulation of butadiene and will soon also be applied to the
tert-butoxy radical (CH3)3O. This latter molecule has a daunting number (13) of atoms which has
an interesting Jahn-Teller spectrum and is being studied jointly by our group, the Miller group at
Ohio State, and the Liu group at Louisville.

Our work on fourth-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT4) based on the Watson Hamil-
tonian also progresses. We now have fully checked algebraic expressions for the linear, quadratic
and cubic anharmonicity coefficients, and have carried out a number of calculations for the vibra-
tional levels of small molecules. More interesting, however, is the use of VPT4 within the context
of semi-classical transition state theory, where the extremely complicated algebraic expressions for
the anharmonicity constants are essential. This work is ongoing and will be summarized in the
next section.

In terms of quantum chemistry, the ncc program module that includes an extremely effi-
cient treatment of quadruple excitation effects within coupled-cluster theory (the CCSDTQ and
CCSDT(Q)) models, has undergone additional development. In addition to the energy calculation
capabilities that are now part of the public release of the cfour program system – which have been
documented recently in the literature – analytic derivatives and equation-of-motion methods have
also been implemented for CCSD and CCSDT. The implementation of these extensions, which are
vital for chemical applications, for the CCSDTQ method will be accomplished within a year.
Ongoing Research and Future Plans

Work is currently underway in a number of areas. As mentioned above, the VPT4 treatment
of anharmonicity is being studied in the context of semiclassical transition state theory. Because
of the high complexity of the equations, the first set of systems being studied are two-dimensional
reactive systems, as exemplified by the collinear H+H2 reaction. Using a well-known surface for this
reaction, VPT4-based SCTST calculation have been done, and the results are neither spectacular
nor are they tremendously disappointing. VPT2-based SCTST, which does so well for normal
reactive systems, also fails here in the below-threshold region. This is an extremely anharmonic
system, and it may well be that the energy level structure (these are the Siegert eigenvalues in
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the context of a reactive system) are so poorly represented by a quantum number scheme that the
semiclassical approximation fails, to say nothing of a perturbation treatment of it. As a result,
we are developing a model system, which will transform from a purely harmonic barrier with
harmonic bath (for which harmonic SCTST is exact) to a pathological system like collinear H + H2

by variation of a parameter. A comparison of the VPT2- and VPT4-based approximations should
be quite interesting.

Other work involves a grid-based (DVR) scheme for vibronic coupling calculations. This work,
which is currently underway will extend the model to rovibronic coupling and various spin-orbit
effects, and the grid-based picture should extend the range of problems treatable by these models
significantly.

We also continue development of the ncc code and the study of chemical applications, although
space prevents further details from being provided.

Students and Postdoctoral Supported:
T.L. Nguyen (postdoc) B. Xue (undergrad) H. Lee (undergrad)
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I.  Program Scope 
 
The focus of this program is on combining universal ion imaging probes providing global insight, with 
high-resolution state-resolved probes providing quantum mechanical detail, to develop a molecular-level 
understanding of chemical phenomena. Particular emphasis is placed upon elementary reactions important 
in understanding and predicting combustion chemistry. This research is conducted using state-of-the-art 
molecular beam machines, photodissociation, reactive scattering, and vacuum ultraviolet lasers in 
conjunction with ion imaging technqiues. An ongoing parallel effort is made to develop new tools and 
experimental methods directed to these goals.   
 
II. Recent Progress 
 
Despite a gap in funding of this program associated with the forward-funding requirement, we have 
continued our studies along three directions. In the first, we have continued and extended our 
investigations of polyatomic reaction dynamics using crossed-beams with DC slice imaging. Secondly, 
we have continued to pursue the use of strong-field ionization as a universal but selective probe of 
reaction products. Thirdly, we have now begun to apply the chirped-pulse microwave technique in 
uniform supersonic flows (“CPUF”) to obtain detailed product branching in combustion-relevant 
reactions. 
  
Systematic studies of  polyatomic reaction dynamics. In the last abstract we described our study of Cl + 
alkene reactions. In these crossed-beam studies of Cl with a range of butene isomers we showed both the 
importance of the addition/elimination pathway and demonstrated, through theory in collaboration with 
Alex Mebel, that the latter reaction occurs exclusively by way of a roaming-type excursion of the Cl 
atom. Analogous results along with supporting direct dynamics calculations were subsequently reported 
by Orr-Ewing and coworkers.  
 
In a new but related direction, we have begun a systematic investigation of F atom reactions with 
saturated hydrocarbons. Although F atoms are not important reactants in combustion, as a probe of 
fundamental reaction dynamics they offer a very informative contrast to the Cl atom reactions we have 
extensively studied in recent years. F atom reactions are similar to Cl atom reactions in many ways except 
with greatly increased exoergicity. In addition, the reactions are amenable to very accurate theoretical 
treatment.  In our initial studies, we examined the reaction dynamics of F atom with selected alkanes 
using crossed beam scattering with DC slice ion imaging. The target alkanes were propane, n-butane and 
n-pentane. The product alkyl radicals are probed by 157 nm single photon ionization following reaction at 
a collision energy of 10 kcal.mol-1. Reduced translational energy distributions for each system show 
similar trends with little of the reaction exoergicity appearing in translation. However, the pentane 
reaction shows a somewhat smaller fraction of available energy in translation than the other two, 
suggesting greater energy channeled into pentyl internal degrees of freedom. The center-of-angular 
distributions all show sharp forward scattering as well as backward scattering that increases with the size 
of the molecule.  
 
Isomer-specific detection and imaging via “semi-soft” ionization.  We have continued to explore the use 
of non-resonant strong-field ionization as a universal but selective probe of reaction products. In our most 
recent investigations, we have coupled this probe to a flash pyrolysis beam source. In this work we have 
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shown that we can use both the characteristic fragmentation patterns and the saturation intensities to 

achieve isomer selective product detection. Saturation intensities for non-resonant ionization are obtained 
by plotting the ion yield vs. the logarithm of the laser intensity, and finding the intercept of the linear 
region with the intensity axis. Saturation intensities reflect the ease of ionization, and show a strong 
correlation with the vertical ionization energy. An illustration of this approach is shown in Fig. 1 for 
propyl radicals from pyrolysis of heptane isomers. It is seen that the saturation intensities for the products 
do show a strong correlation with the ionization energies, and the 1- and 2-propyl radicals can be readily 
distinguished on the basis of their saturation intensities. 
 
CPUF probe of product branching in bimolecular reactions. Nearly all kinetics studies report the 
observed rate of reactant disappearance, with product identity and branching largely unknown. This 
limitation arises from considerable experimental challenges inherent in the quantitative detection of the 
full range of products of a given reaction, particularly for large polyatomic systems. Recent advances 
have relied on the use of synchrotron photoionization or low-energy electron impact ionization to achieve 
selective product detection in dynamics, kinetics, and flame studies. Challenges remain, however, as these 
studies require fitting of composite, often incompletely resolved spectra to infer branching, and clear 
product signatures are often lacking. In collaboration with the Field group, we have developed an 
alternative approach to address this challenge, which incorporates chirped-pulse microwave spectroscopy 
in low-temperature uniform supersonic flows (“Chirped-pulse/uniform flow”, CPUF). This technique 
provides clear quantifiable spectroscopic signatures of polyatomic products in bimolecular or 
unimolecular reactions for virtually any species with a modest electric dipole moment. With this 
technique, bimolecular reactions can be initiated in a cold, thermalized, high-density molecular flow and a 
broadband microwave spectrum acquired for all products with rotational transitions within a chosen 
frequency window. In our first detailed bimolecular reaction we studied the CN + CH3CCH system. All 

 
Fig. 1. Pyrolysis of heptane isomers yields distinct propyl radicals which are readily identified on the basis of 
their saturation intensities. Correlation of the saturation intensities of the various products with their vertical 
ionization energies is seen to match only for the anticipated propyl radicals. 
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four product channels are readily accessible and quantifiable with the CPUF technique; the spectra are 

shown in Fig. 2. The reaction was found to yield HCN via a direct H-abstraction reaction, while indirect 
addition/elimination pathways to HC3N, CH3C3N, and CH2CCHCN were also probed. From these 
observations, quantitative branching ratios were established for all products as 12(5)%, 66(4)%, 22(6)% 
and 0(8)% into HCN, HC3N, CH3C3N, and H2C3HCN, respectively. The values are consistent with 
statistical calculations based on new ab initio results at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. This work is a 
demonstration of CPUF as a powerful technique for quantitatively determining the branching into 
polyatomic products from a bimolecular reaction.  
  
 

 
Fig. 2. Chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave spectra for reaction products of the CN + propyne reaction. 
A) a segmented multichirp scan that targets transitions of HC3N, CH2CCHCN and CH3CCCN; J=9-8 transition 
at 81.881 GHz, JKa,Kc=160,16-150,15 at 81.674 GHz and JK=200 – 190 at 82.627 GHz. The inset shows the 
K=0,1,2,3 transitions of CH3CCCN. B) A broad scan from 86.63-88.73 GHz that targets the JKa,Kc=170,17-160,16 
transition of CH2CCHCN at 86.668 GHz, the JK=210–200 transition of CH3CCCN at 86.750 GHz, and the J=1-0 
transition of HCN at 88.631 GHz. Each spectrum is averaged for 125000 acquisitions. 
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III. Selected Future Plans 

State-resolved and universal crossed-beam DC slice imaging. We will continue our crossed-beam 
imaging studies with VUV probe. We have incorporated a new stacked-piezo valve that delivers intense 
short pulses, and we are interested in extending the range of radical species as reactants. We are also 
planning to extend our VUV probe to shorter wavelengths taking advantage of the technqiues developed 
by the Davis group at Cornell. We are interested in complementary studies using the crossed-beam 
imaging here as well as the CPUF technique to obtain detailed dynamics and accurate product branching 
at the same time. 
 
Chirped-pulse mm-wave detection in uniform supersonic flows. We will build on our recent successes 
with the CPUF technique focusing next on the CN + propene reaction which has been studied in some 
detail at the ALS. As mentioned above, we plan a range of joint studies using CPUF to complement the 
DC slice crossed-beam imaging investigations. Among these will be O(1D) and S(1D) reactions in 
addition to further studies of CN reaction with unsaturated hydrocarbons. 
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I. Lattice Based Multiscale Simulation

A. Introduction

Direct Numerical Simluation (DNS) of turbulent flows, particularly at high Reynold numbers, is prohibitively
expensive due to the range of length scales present. The One-Dimensional Turbulence (ODT) model is a cost
effective alternative that fully resolves length scales down to the Kolmorogov length scales in a single dimension
while using a stochastic model to account for turbulence. Although ODT has been shown to capture buoyant flows,
stratified flows and, of most interest to us, combusting flows [1, 3, 5] accurately, it fails to capture some large scale
phenomena such as vortex pairing, recirculation or three dimensional flows that cannot easily be reduced to lower
dimensions such as asymmetric geometries.

We have previously proposed a new methodology to bridge the gap between Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and
DNS. This methodology, termed Lattice-Based Multiscale Simulation (LBMS), creates a system of ODT models
that overcomes the shortcomings of ODT at a cost significantly cheaper than DNS. Furthermore, by fully solving all
governing equations at the smallest scales, all phenomena associated with turbulent combustion can be accurately
captured.

B. Basic Formulation

Figure 1: Representation of a 3D
LBMS mesh. Each color denotes a
different directional bundle. Lines
are fully resolved.

The LBMS model is a lattice like structure of ODT models, as depicted in Figure
1. The governing equations take the form

ˆ
V(t)

∂ρψ

∂t
dV = −

ˆ
S(t)

Θψ · n dS +

ˆ
V (t)

Rψ dV, (1)

where ψ is the transported variable, Θψ is the flux through surface S and Rψ
are source terms. We solve equations for mass, momentum, internal energy, and
species with an ideal gas equation of state and appropriate constitutive models
for diffusive fluxes.

The fine spacing, δxi, where i denotes a cartesian direction, is the resolution
required for the smallest spatial structures in the flow field. The coarse spacing,
∆xi, is the spacing between each individual line (on the order of the integral
length scale), and all lines in a given direction form a bundle.

Fluxes between ODT lines (i.e., perpendicular to the bundle direction they
are calculated on) are under-resolved due to the coarse spacing ∆xi. This issue
is resolved in one of two ways, both of which interpolate a fully resolved flux from the bundle parallel to said flux
direction to the other bundles. In the first method, flux interpolation is completed by imposing the fluxes that
live on other bundles. In the second, the flux is reconstructed by setting the high wave number but underresolved
flux information from the bundle that is receiving the fully resolved flux to the integral of the fully resolved flux
to ensure conservation across control volumes. This is shown for a two dimensional case in Figure 2, where Θ

represents the total flux, the subscript represents the flux direction and the superscript represents the bundle in
which the flux lives on.
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Figure 2: Two dimensional flux reconstruction

II. Progress Summary

A. Isotropic Turbulence Decay

Controlling the Size of Triplet Mapping Initially, LBMS struggled to obtain reasonable results.
This was because the formulation resolved large scale features of turbulence while also modeling the same features
through the One-Dimensional Turbulence (ODT) triplet mapping transformations. The solution to this issue was
to tune the maximum length of the eddy size. This was done by setting the integral length scale, L, to the coarse
spacing, ∆, between lines as opposed to the width of the domain. In order to ensure correct physics, the Kolmogorov
length scale, η = Re−3/4L, at which viscous forces dissipate the kinetic energy associated with turbulence, was kept
constant. To ensure that the Kolmogorov length is kept constant, LBMS utilizes the cell Reynolds number, termed
Reλ, associated with the spacing between each ODT line, instead of the overall Re.
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(b) Kinetic energy spectra in wave space for
each bundle with ∆/δ = 128.

Verification of the Tur-
bulence Modeling We have
seen that LBMS can accurately
capture the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy spectra across a range of
scales as well as the appropri-
ate decay of the total kinetic en-
ergy for isotropic turbulence. Ini-
tial conditions are created using
a synthetic turbulence generator,
matching the kinetic energy of ex-
perimental grid generated turbulence data [2]. Additional verification is done by comparing intermediate time steps
to a traditional Large Eddy Simulation (LES) run with a dynamic Smagorinsky model. Figure 3a compares the de-
cay of the total kinetic energy in time for LBMS, LES and the experimental data. For this case, Nx = Ny = Nz = 4

coarse grid points were used with nx = ny = nz = 512 fine grid points (∆/δ = 128). That is, the simulation has
a total of 16 ODT lines for each bundle direction, where each line has 512 points. The reference LES simulation
utilized (∆LES/L)

3
= 323 grid points. Thus, the LBMS lattice spacing was 8 times coarser than the reference LES

simulation.
Looking at the kinetic energy spectra in wave space, as shown in Figure 3b, LBMS exhibits the −5/3 scaling

law across the inertial range scales. Furthermore, the kinetic energy decay in time occurs across all scales, as
expected. There is additional dissipation at the higher frequencies are due to the effects of filtering. We have found
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that this high wavenumber filter is particularly necessary for LBMS. In a compressible ODT code, the triplet map
transformations, which simulate eddies, occur instantaneously and create artificially strong pressure fluctuations.
By utilizing a high wavenumber filter (implemented via sixth order finite difference filters), the structure of the
spectra remains intact through much of the inertial range. Only the smallest scale (highest frequency) features of
turbulence are lost. These results show that we can capture isotropic turbulence with a drastically large coarse
spacing that extends into the production range scales.

This represents a significant milestone in our efforts. With a functioning isotropic turbulence decay demonstra-
tion, we have increased confidence that the formulation can adequately handle turbulent flow. As will be discussed
below, we have also added species transport with detailed reaction mechanism support and are now positioned to
begin examining LBMS on reacting flows.

B. Species Transport

Full species transport with the appropriate source terms have been implemented into the LBMS framework and
coupled to the Cantera package for detailed treatment of thermochemistry. Ignition and premixed flame propagation
studies have been run to ensure proper treatment of species transport and source terms.

C. Boundary Conditions

We are currently implementing the Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) treatment [6] into
the LBMS framework. The NSCBC boundary condition treatment is a necessary condition for consistency when
simulating highly turbulent and highly reactive flows in LBMS for inflow and outflow conditions.

We also have implemented the ability to specify arbitrary boundary condition geometries, which will facilitate
the reacting jet configurations that we will be moving to during the upcoming year.

D. Scalability

The LBMS solver uses a task graph approach [4] that facilitates asynchronous communication to allow some overlap
of communication with computation. A unique feature of LBMS is the ability to change the coarse grid (lattice)
spacing independently of the fine grid spacing. To determine the effect of scalability on the coarse-fine ratio, ∆/δ, a
number of scaling studies were conducted. Figure 3 shows the results for ∆/δ = 16, 32 and 64 and a range of fine
grid spacings from nx = ny = nz = 512 up to 4096. The solid lines indicate strong scaling while the dashed lines
are weak scaling. These results are encouraging and suggest that the LBMS code scales well on a range of problem
sizes. These results were obtained for the Taylor-Greene vortex problem, a laminar flow problem that involves
momentum, continuity and energy transport.
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Figure 3: Scaling results for various coarse-fine ratios (∆/δ), showing both strong and weak scalability of the LBMS code.

Figure 4 shows scaling for a fixed Nx = Ny = Nz = 64 with nx = ny = nz = 1024, 2048 and 4096 so that ∆/δ is
changing. In the absence of flux reconstruction, only coarse-level information must be exchanged. For this reason,
Figure 4 indicates that the strong scaling is relatively insensitive to the number of fine grid points.
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III. Future Work

A. Parameter Studies
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Figure 4: Cross ratio weak and strong scal-
ing comparison

Two parameters of particular importance are the eddy rate constant and
the ratio of coarse to fine scales, ∆/δ. The eddy rate constant affects
the number of eddies and thus, the transfer of momentum to thermal
energy through viscous dissipation. The eddy rate constant must be tuned
appropriately to ensure that the kinetic energy decay in time matches
DNS, experimental or model data sets. The coarse to fine ratio, ∆/δ,
directly affects the scale at which three-dimensional affects are directly
resolved (∆). Scales between ∆ and δ are resolved along individual lines
in each direction, but turbulent mixing in this range of length scales is
modeled through ODT. We expect that, for isotropic turbulence, large
∆/δ will be feasible, but other flows involving strong recirculation such as confined jets may require somewhat
smaller ∆/δ. This must be quantified through validation studies.

B. Turbulent Reacting Flow Calculations

With geometry, NSCBC, species transport and turbulence all implemented, the next step is to begin turbulent
combustion calculations. We will be investigating source term closure approaches as well. As ∆ � δ, there will
be a wealth of information on the fine mesh that will need to be interpolated from each bundle to the coarse
mesh to integrate the source terms over the control volumes. This will be particularly important for species
source terms during combustion as flame fronts tend to be highly reactive but at small length scales. Various
interpolation/reconstruction methods have been tested on the unique LBMS mesh with simple configurations to
explore their efficacy, and this work will continue through the next year as we begin simulating reactive flows.

IV. Publications & Presentations

1. D. Cline, J. C. Sutherland, and T. Saad. Lattice based multiscale simulation. In SIAM Computational Science
and Engineering Conference (poster) www.siam.org/meetings/cse15, March 2015.

2. J. Hutchins, D. Cline, and J. C. Sutherland. A task-parallel approach for solving PDEs on a lattice. In SIAM
Computational Science and Engineering Conference (poster) www.siam.org/meetings/cse15, March 2015.
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SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM  

This program aims to develop new methods for studying chemical kinetics and to apply 
these methods to the investigation of fundamental chemistry relevant to combustion 
science. One central goal is to perform accurate measurements of the rates at which 
important free radicals react with each other and with stable molecules. Another goal is to 
characterize complex reactions that occur via multiple potential wells by investigating the 
formation of products. These investigations employ simultaneous time-resolved detection 
of multiple species in well-characterized photolytically-initiated reaction systems where 
multiple consecutive and competing reactions may occur. Understanding the reactions in 
as much detail as possible under accessible experimental conditions increases the 
confidence with which modelers can extrapolate to the conditions of real-world devices. 
This research often requires the development and application of new detection methods 
for precise and accurate kinetics measurements. Absorption-based techniques and mass-
spectrometric methods have been emphasized, because many radicals critical to 
combustion are not amenable to fluorescence detection. 

An important part of our strategy, especially for complex reaction systems, is using 
experimental data to test and refine detailed calculations (working in close cooperation 
with Stephen Klippenstein at Argonne and Ahren Jasper and Judit Zádor at Sandia), 
where the theory enables rigorous interpretation of experimental results and guides new 
measurements that will probe key aspects of potential energy surfaces. This methodology 
has been applied in our investigations of the reactions of fuel radicals with O2. The 
combination of rigorous theory and validation by detailed experiments has made great 
strides toward a general quantitative model for alkyl oxidation, and now extends to 
reactions of oxygenated molecules relevant to biofuel combustion and to the effects of 
unsaturation on the chemistry leading to autoignition. Moreover, we have increasingly 
aimed at producing species that are intermediates in oxidation systems (e.g., Criegee 
intermediates, hydroperoxyalkyl radicals) and directly probing their reaction kinetics. 

RECENT PROGRESS  

 We continue to apply frequency-modulation and direct absorption spectroscopy to 
measurements of product formation in reactions of alkyl radicals with O2 and kinetics of 
unsaturated hydrocarbon radicals. In addition, the multiplexed photoionization mass 
spectrometric reactor at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), an experimental effort led by 
David Osborn (see his abstract), has become a major part of our investigations of low-
temperature hydrocarbon oxidation chemistry. In the past year we have been largely 
occupied with expanding our understanding of the fundamental chemistry of carbonyl 
oxides (Criegee intermediates), but our attention is returning to details of reactions that 
are important in the ignition chemistry of biofuels, such as the reactions of molecular 
oxygen with fuel radicals  
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Effects of resonance stabilization on ROO and QOOH chemistry. As detailed 
in David Osborn’s abstract, we have directly measured the kinetics of a resonance-
stabilized QOOH radical,b the first time that a QOOH radical has ever been directly 
detected. The resonance stabilization of the 2-hydroperoxy-4,6-cycloheptadienyl QOOH 
radical makes it relatively unreactive with molecular oxygen, increasing its concentration 
in the experiments, and likely leading to larger steady-state concentrations in combustion 
environments. The effects of resonance stabilization on oxidation chemistry have been 
the subject of broader investigation in our group over the past few years. For example, 
the vinoxylic stabilization of QOOH or ROO that occurs in ketone oxidation can steer the 
oxidation reaction via the resonance-stabilized intermediates.1 

 The chlorine atom-initiated oxidation of two unsaturated primary C5 alcohols, 
prenol (3-methyl-2-buten-1-ol, (CH3)2CCHCH2OH) and isoprenol (3-methyl-3-buten-1-
ol, CH2C(CH3)CH2CH2OH), has been studied at 550 K and low pressure (8 Torr).d The 
time- and isomer-resolved formation of products was probed with multiplexed 
photoionization mass spectrometry (MPIMS) using tunable vacuum ultraviolet ionizing 
synchrotron radiation. The peroxy radical chemistry of the unsaturated alcohols appears 
much less rich than that of saturated C4 and C5 alcohols. The main products observed are 
the corresponding unsaturated aldehydes – prenal (3-methyl-2-butenal) from prenol 
oxidation and isoprenal (3-methyl-3-butenal) from isoprenol oxidation. No significant 
products arising from QOOH chemistry are observed. These results can be qualitatively 
explained by the formation of resonance stabilized allylic radicals via H-abstraction in the 
Cl + prenol and Cl + isoprenol initiation reactions. The loss of resonance stabilization 
upon O2 addition causes the energies of the intermediate wells, saddle points, and 
products to increase relative to the energy of the initial radicals and O2. These energetic 
shifts make most product channels observed in the peroxy radical chemistry of saturated 
alcohols inaccessible for these unsaturated alcohols. The experimental findings are 
underpinned by quantum-chemical calculations for stationary points on the potential 
energy surfaces for the reactions of the initial radicals with O2. Under our conditions, the 
dominant channels in prenol and isoprenol oxidation are the chain-terminating HO2-
forming channels arising from radicals, in which the unpaired electron and the –OH 
group are on the same carbon atom, with stable prenal and isoprenal co-products, 
respectively. These findings suggest that the presence of C=C double bonds in alcohols 
will reduce low-temperature reactivity during autoignition. 

 Ketohydroperoxide formation and decomposition.  The chain branching 
reaction sequence that is initiated by the reaction of a QOOH radical with O2 continues 
via isomerization of OOQOOH to a dihydroperoxyalkyl radical HOOPOOH that loses 
OH to form a ketohydroperoxide, and is completed by the dissociation of this 
ketohydroperoxide to OH and an oxy radical. Ketohydroperoxides have been observed in 
alkane oxidation by several groups, and in work supported under another program, we 
have identified the main ketohydroperoxide observed in butane oxidation as 3-
hydroperoxybutanal, a γ-ketohydroperoxide.2 We have now begun to characterize the 
decomposition of this ketohydroperoxide. The γ-ketohydroperoxides can also undergo a 
Korcek decomposition to form an organic acid and a carbonyl compound; this 
dissociation forms two closed-shell species and therefore impedes chain branching. In 
new Cl-initiated butane oxidation experiments, and in jet-stirred reactor measurements 
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carried out in collaboration with Nils Hansen, Denisia Popolan-Vaida (LBNL) and Steve 
Leone (LBNL) we have observed the formic acid product from the Korcek 
decomposition of 3-hydroperoxybutanal, as well as the distinct acetone-d3 Korcek 
product in CH3CD2CD2CH3 oxidation. By modeling the time dependence of the 
ketohydroperoxide concentration and the yield of formic acid we have been able to 
constrain the possible contribution of this channel to the ketohydroperoxide removal. 
Although the Korcek reaction is potentially a major part of the production of organic 
acids, it appears to be a very minor part of the overall ketohydroperoxide removal. 

In another jet-stirred reactor experiment, described in Nils Hansen’s abstract,a a 
ketohydroperoxide intermediate was observed in the oxidation of dimethyl ether. Also in 
these measurements a small amount of the product of Korcek decomposition, carbonic 
acid in this case, was observed. This oxidation also forms hydroperoxymethyl formate 
and hydroperoxymethanol, species that have been observed in the reactions of the 
Criegee intermediate formaldehyde oxide (CH2OO) with formic acidf and with water. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

We will continue to expand our exceptionally productive collaboration with David 
Osborn, using the photoionization mass spectrometry machine at the Advanced Light 
Source. The effects of unsaturation and oxygenation on low-temperature oxidation 
chemistry will be further explored. Measurements of elementary oxidation reactions of 
representative biofuel molecules in the temperature region 500 K – 800 K will continue, 
with a continuing goal of developing a more general understanding of the ignition 
chemistry of alternative fuels.  
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I. Program Scope 
This program is focused on the experimental determination of kinetic and mechanistic parameters 

of elementary reactions, in particular those involved in the formation and destruction of the building 
blocks for aromatic species. The program also encompasses dissociation of novel fuels such as ethers and 
cyclic species and their dissociation products that are representative of oxygenated intermediates in 
combustion mechanisms. Thermal sources of radicals are also investigated and characterized for use in 
more complex reaction systems where secondary chemistry can be significant. Recently, the scope has 
been increased to include thermally initiated roaming reactions. The approach involves a diaphragmless 
shock tube (DFST) equipped with laser schlieren (LS) and a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) 
and low pressure, fast flow, reactor equipped with a quadrupole MS. The combination of these techniques 
accesses a wide range of reaction temperatures and pressures. 

II. Recent Progress 

A. Very Reproducible Shock Tube Experiments 

The diaphragmless shock tube is based around a 
bellows actuated valve built inside the driver 
section of the shock tube. Compared to 
conventional shock tubes it creates reproducible 
reaction conditions behind the shock wave which 
have allowed for limited signal averaging. The 
principle benefit of the DFST to date, however, 
has been for studying unimolecular reactions in 
the high temperature fall off region as reaction 
pressures can be kept effectively constant while 
the reaction temperature is varied independently 
by making small adjustments to the loading 
pressures. In its original form the bellows that is 
the heart of the DFST was extended to seal the 
driver from the driven section of the shock tube, 
Fig.1, prior to filling the tube. The stresses this 
action induced in the bellows resulted in changes 
in its the behavior and hence a slow change in 
shock properties from experiment to experiment.  
On a practical basis this limited the utility of the 
apparatus for signal averaging and repeating 
experiments at a later date. Furthermore, the stress 
caused the bellows to rupture after an average 550 
shocks with a maximum of ~800. Recently, the 
DFST has been reconfigured by rotating the 
bellows 180 degrees to the configuration in the 

lower part of Fig. 1.i Consequently, the bellows is now compressed rather than extended to seal the shock 
tube sections from each other. This simple change has had a remarkable effect on the performance of the 
apparatus. As shown in Fig. 2 the shock conditions are entirely reproducible over at least a month and 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Top: Original configuration of the DFST; 
Bottom: New configuration with bellows reversed. 
The bellows is shown in green. The black block in the 
bottom figure is a neoprene block to prevent 
overexpansion of the bellows and reduce vibration. 
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Figure 2: Repeatability of T2 and P2 from helium driven 
shocks in non-reactive and reactive mixtures with fixed 
initial pressures in the driver (P4) and driven (P1) sections 
of the diaphragmless shock tube. a)  P4 = 30.0 psi and P1 
= 5.00 Torr (Kr). Mean T2 = 2220 K and σ = 12.5 K 
(0.56%). Mean P2 = 133 Torr and σ = 0.8 Torr (0.6%) 
Closed stars represent experiments performed in one day. 
Open down triangles represent experiments performed 11 
days later after ~200 additional experiments over a range 
of T2 and P2. b) P4 = 28 psi and P1 = 4.6 Torr (2% 
cyclohexene/Kr). Mean T2 = 1765 K and σ = 12.9 K 
(0.73%). Mean P2 = 120 Torr and σ = 1.4 Torr (1.1%). 
The alternating open and closed symbols show 
experiments performed on different days over the course 
of a month. Solid squares represent day 0. The remaining 
symbols from left to right are days 1, 15, 16, 17 and 35. 

several hundred experiments. For example, the 
experiments on dissociation of cyclohexene 
shown in Fig. 2 have a mean T2 = 1765 K with 
one standard deviation of 12.9 K (0.73%). In fact 
periodic tests with a standard experiment show 
excellent reproducibility over several months. 
Additionally the lifetime of the bellows is 
significantly improved and since the new 
configuration was adopted over 1600 shocks have 
been performed with no sign of degradation in the 
bellows. As a consequence of the stability of the 
apparatus signal averaging is possible as a routine 
part of LS and TOF-MS experiments and is likely 
to be very beneficial in future investigations 
where weak signals are encountered. In particular, 
it is anticipated that more dilute mixtures can be 
used to reduce effects of secondary reactions 
without sacrificing S/N. 

B. Dissociation of Nitromethane 
In a previous abstract, results from initial DFST\ 
LS studies on the dissociation of nitromethane 
were presented. Subsequently, the experimental 
range has been expanded to cover 1200 < T2 < 
1860 K and nominal P2 of 30, 60 and 120 Torr 
with reagent mixtures of 0.5%, 1%, 2% and 4% 
nitromethane dilute in krypton. Furthermore, the 
model used to simulate the density gradients from 
the DFST\LS experiments has been refined 

considerably. Dissociation of nitromethane is of interest for a number of reasons including its practical 
application as an energetic fuel and a monopropellant. However, it is also of interest due to the possibility 
of roaming mediated isomerization (RMI) competing with scission of the C-N bond in thermally activated 
systems. RMI in CH3NO2 leads to methylnitrite rather than CH3 + NO2 the products of reaction (1). These 
channels have been recently examined theoreticallyii,iii  and as part of the current work a comprehensive 
theoretical analysis of the dynamics and kinetics of CH3NO2 dissociation and RMI have been performed 
by Jasper, Harding and Klippenstein as a complement to the LS experiments. Additionally, 
thermochemical properties of key species have been refined by Ruscic. 
Under the conditions of the LS experiments methyl nitrite formed by RMI will not be stabilized but rather 
dissociate immediately to CH3O +NO, reaction (2). The experimental profiles and modeling of these are 
consistent with reaction (1) being the dominant channel. This results in relatively high concentrations of 
CH3 and NO2 and thus  the reaction of CH3 with NO2 has to be accounted for . The most significant 
channel is reaction (3) yielding methoxy radical and NO rather than recombination by (-1). A theoretical 
estimate was made of k3 as part of this study however a full analysis of the reaction was beyond the scope 
of the work and for modeling the LS density gradient profiles the value of Glarborgiv et al. is preferred. 
This value is about a factor of 2.5 lower than the theoretical predictions of k3 from the current work. The 
high temperature literature on k3 is very sparse with uncertainties of at least a factor of 3 and the Glarborg 
and present theoretical k3 fall within the limits of the only shock tube study.V Clearly, further 
experimental and theoretical work on this reaction is highly desirable. 
Shown in Fig. 3a are the k1 obtained from the LS experiments and theoretical predictions from a master 
equation analysis based on the current theory. The agreement is very good with both the magnitude and 
pressure dependence being captured. Fig. 3b shows a similar comparison between the LS results and  
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CH3NO2 → CH3 + NO2  ∆Hr,298K = 61.0 kcal/mol (1) 

CH3NO2 → [CH3ONO*] →→ CH3O + NO  ∆Hr,298K = 44.8 kcal/mol (2) 

CH3 + NO2 → CH3O + NO ∆Hr,298K = -16.2 kcal/mol (3) 

theory for the branching ratio (BR=0.13, σ=0.02), k2/(k1+k2), the main focus of this work. The agreement 
is good although the experimental results do not appear to show the small pressure dependence predicted 
by the current theory which is also less pronounced than that of Zhu et al.iii It should be noted that while 
the experimental BR are consistent with the theoretical predictions the LS profiles can also be simulated 
by assuming BR=0. This apparent contradiction arises from the effective ∆Hr for reaction (2) being 
only16.2 kcal/mol lower than reaction (1) and (2) being a minor channel. However, differences in 
secondary chemistry resulting from reactions (1) and (2) allow an upper limit of BR to be established and 
this is essentially that shown in Fig. 3b. Values of BR much larger generate simulations inconsistent with 
the LS profiles and the simulations cannot be corrected with reasonable changes to rates or mechanism. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3: Comparison of experimental and theoretical predictions of kinetic parameters for CH3NO2 

pyrolysis. a) k1 for dissociation by C-N scission. b)Branching ratios k2/(k1+k2) 
 

C. Methylallyl Radical 
A significant aspect of this program is the study of reactions of resonantly stabilized and aromatic 

radicals. Previously, studies on the decomposition and self-reaction of a number of these species have 
been reported and recently this has been extended to include resonantly stabilized methyl allyl radicals. 
This work complements prior work on allyl radicalsvi,vii and the recombination of methyl allyl radicals is a 
key reaction in the low temperature combustion of isobutene. 

DFST\LS experiments were performed over the range 1100 < T2 < 1400 K at nominal P2 of 70 
and 135 Torr with dilute mixtures of 2,5-dimethylhexa-1,5-diene (25DM15HD) which dissociates via 
scission of the weak central C-C bond, reaction (4). 

 

 ∆Hr,298K = 60.7 kcal/mol (4) 

As usual in LS experiments k4 is recovered from the density gradient at t0, the start of reaction, 
and the desired recombination rate coefficient is obtained through the equilibrium constant. The measured 
k4 are shown in Fig. 4 and show a small pressure dependence. At the lower temperatures of these  
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experiments, the very stable methylallyl radicals 
predominantly recombine to the parent molecule. As 
T2 increases the dissociation of methylallyl to methyl 
radicals and allene becomes increasingly important 
which initiates a mild chain reaction through reaction 
between CH3 and 25DM25HD. The simulations are 
reasonably sensitive to the rate of dissociation of 
methylallyl and thus from modeling the profiles an 
estimate of this rate coefficient has also been obtained.  

III. Future Work 
The DFST/TOF-MS/LS studies of aromatics 

and resonantly stabilized radicals are being expanded 
to include reactions between radicals and oxygen 
molecules. These represent a new application of the 
LS technique and initial efforts are focusing on phenyl 

+ O2. Further investigations of PAH formation are planned with studies of the H-atom catalyzed 
conversion of fulvene to benzene and dimethyl fulvenes to xylenes. A study of the dissociation and 
isomerization of C4H6 species is ongoing and should result in a single reaction mechanism that describes 
the complex behavior of these molecules. 
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Figure 4: k(15DM25HD → 2i-C4H7) from DFST\LS 
experiments. 
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Program scope 

This project involves the development of variational transition state theory (VTST) for gas-
phase reactions, including optimized multidimensional tunneling (OMT) contributions and the 
application of this theory to gas-phase reactions with a special emphasis on developing reaction 
rate theory in directions that are important for applications to combustion. The development of 
VTST/OMT as a useful computational tool for combustion kinetics involves six objectives:  

(i) developing and applying new methods of electronic structure calculations 
for the input potential energy surface, which is an implicit surface defined 
by an electronic structure model chemistry; 

(ii) methods to interface reaction-path and reaction-swath dynamics 
calculations with electronic structure theory, either by straight direct 
dynamics or by an interpolation of electronic structure calculations; 

(iii) methods to treat vibrational anharmonicity and vibration–rotation coupling; 
(iv) efficient methods to calculate accurate rate constants from the results of the 

electronic structure calculations and statistical mechanical treatments of 
vibrational anharmonicity; 

(v) development and implementation of practical techniques, algorithms,  and 
software for applying the theory to various classes of reactions and 
transition states; and 

(vi) applications to specific reactions, with special emphasis on combustion 
reactions and reactions that provide good test cases for methods needed to 
study combustion reactions.  

The direct dynamics  approach to gas-phase reactions in this project involves electronic 
structure calculations of potential energy surfaces and the use of these surfaces to calculate 
generalized free energies of activation and multidimensional tunneling probabilities. A key 
emphasis is the interface of electronic structure calculations with dynamics algorithms as 
achieved in the POLYRATE computer program and its various RATE interfaces to electronic 
structure packages.  
Recent progress 
 The atomistic simulation of reactions of complex molecules, such as those involved in 
combustion, requires one to treat anharmonic, coupled torsions in both reactants and transition 
states, along with the accompanying torsional anharmonicity, and to consider reaction along 
more than one reaction path. Our major recent theoretical accomplishment is the development of 
an internal coordinate method for including multiple structures and torsional anharmonicity of 
torsions coupled to each other and to overall rotation and for including multiple reaction paths in 
reaction rate calculations that include both variationally optimized transition states and multi-
dimensional tunneling. Our original version used an uncoupled torsional potential, and we have 
recently extended that to a coupled torsional potential as required to treat anharmonicity all along 
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the reaction path of a low-barrier bimolecular reaction.  These methods have been incorporated 
in a computer code called MSTor that is now available to the community at no charge in an 
international program library and on our Web site. We have applied the method to calculate 
thermochemical quantities for many molecules, radicals, and transition states, and to calculate 
reaction rates of combustion reactions. Examples are given in the references below.  

An example application is our work on sorting out the mechanism of the combustion of 
isobutanol (a prototype biofuel) where we provided information that is unavailable and not easily 
obtained by experiment. The rate constants and branching ratios for the hydrogen abstraction 
reactions from isobutanol were calculated using multi-path variational transition-state theory 
with small-curvature tunneling. We used use hybrid degeneracy-corrected vibrational 
perturbation theory to show that it is critical to consider the anharmonicity difference of high-
frequency modes between reactants and transition states. The factors determining the reaction 
rate constants were analyzed in detail, including variational effects, tunneling contributions, the 
effect of multiple reaction paths on transmission coefficients, and anharmonicities of low- as 
well as high-frequency vibrational modes. The analysis quantifies the uncertainties in the rate 
calculations. A key result was the prediction of the site dependence of hydrogen abstraction from 
isobutanol by hydroxyl radical.  

We also made progress on calculating thermochemical quantities by Feynman path integral 
(FPI) methods. In particular we presented an improved version of our “path-by-path” enhanced 
same path extrapolation scheme for FPI calculations of free energies that permits rapid 
convergence with discretization errors ranging from O(P−6)  to O(P−12), where P  is the number 
of path discretization points. We also presented two extensions of our importance sampling and 
stratified sampling schemes for calculating vibrational–rotational partition functions by the FPI 
method. The first is the use of importance functions for dihedral angles between sets of 
generalized Jacobi coordinate vectors. The second is an extension of our stratification scheme to 
allow some strata to be defined based only on coordinate information while other strata are 
defined based on both the geometry and the energy of the centroid of the Feynman path. These 
enhanced methods were applied to calculate converged partition functions by FPI methods, and 
these results were compared to ones obtained earlier by vibrational configuration interaction 
(VCI) calculations on the same potential energy surface. The earlier VCI calculations are found 
to agree well within ∼ 1.5% with the new FPI benchmarks, which were converged to within a 2σ  
statistical uncertainty of 0.07% or better for temperatures in the range 300–3000 K and are the 
most completely converged partition functions for a given potential energy surface for any 
molecule with five or more atoms. We also tabulated free energies, enthalpies, entropies, and 
heat capacities.  
Software distribution 
 We have developed several software packages for applying variational transition state 
theory with optimized multidimensional tunneling coefficients to chemical reactions. These 
packages are well documented and distributed with manuals, installation scripts, and test suites. 
The license requests that we fulfilled during the period Jan. 1, 2012–March 17, 2015, for RATE 
packages developed under DOE support is as follows:  
 Total academic      government//DoD/non-profit/industry 
POLYRATE 456 418      38 
GAUSSRATE 254 238 16 
7 other RATE programs 79 66 13 
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The total number of requests fulfilled for all RATE programs since we began keeping 
statistics in 1995 is 3040. Beginning with version 2011, we have distributed MSTor through 
both the Computer Physics Communications web site (http://www.cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk) and own 
web site (t1.chem.umn.edu/truhlar/index.htm#software). So far about 130 requests have been 
fulfilled by the former and 55 by the latter. 
Future plans 
 The general objective of this project is to develop and employ improved methods for 
calculating the rate constants of gas-phase chemical reactions. Our work in the coming period 
will be focused on improved methods for calculating thermodynamics properties (enthalpies, 
energies, and free energies) for reactants and transition states of combustion calculations and for 
rate constants of such reactants. We will concentrate mainly on reactions with intrinsic barriers 
where the variational transition state can reasonably be expected to be well approximated by a 
search for dividing surfaces orthogonal to the minimum energy path.  We will carry out 
applications to reactions of small molecular radicals (H, O, OH, and HO2) with alkanes, alcohols, 
and  n-alkyl benzenes, and we will develop integrated methods for including pressure 
dependence on rate constants of association reactions. We are presently working on extended 
versions of POLYRATE and GAUSSRATE with new capabilities for microcanonical rate 
constants and pressure dependence. 
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Developing a predictive model for the chemical composition of soot 
nanoparticles: Integrating Model and Experiment 

Lead PI: Prof. Angela Violi, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor avioli@umich.edu  
 
Collaborating Institutions:  
Combustion Research Facility - Sandia National Laboratories Livermore: PIs: Dr. N.  
Hansen and Dr. H. Michelsen  

Program Scope / Definition 
The goal of this proposal is to develop a validated predictive model to describe the chemical 
composition of soot nanoparticles in premixed and diffusion flames. The collaborative nature of 
the proposed study combines expertise in computational (Violi) and experimental (Hansen, 
Michelsen, and Wilson) areas to tackle the complex problem of soot nucleation and growth at the 
molecular level. The computational effort is tightly coupled to experimental data produced by the 
research groups of Michelsen and Hansen at Sandia National Laboratories and Wilson at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. We have addressed several key questions concerning 
the formation and growth of soot nanoparticles and their precursor species with an array of state-
of-the-art computational and experimental approaches. Our research provides critical insights for 
the development of the next generation of soot models, including those that model chemical 
and/or physical growth, with the capability to predict the nucleation process, and hence the 
number and size of nanoparticles, together with the evolution of their chemical composition. In 
particular, we can predict the morphologies of measured structures given their masses. 

Recent Progress 
Recent progress has involved both experimental and theoretical investigations as well as the 
integration of these respective studies to create insight as to the composition of nascent 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in premixed and counterflow flames. This project 
closely couples experimental investigations of soot precursors and incipient particle 
characteristics with the development of a predictive model for the chemical composition of soot 
nanoparticles.  
 
Our collaborators studied premixed and counterflow argon-ethylene-oxygen and nitrogen-
ethylene-oxygen atmospheric flames in laboratory scale reactors. They are able to analyze the 
mass spectra of the species in the flames as well as identify isomers based on photoionizatio 
efficiency curves. We use the measurements from these experiments to inform, constrain, and 
validate the methodology of our newly developed code for Stochastic Nanoparticle Simulation 
(SNAPS).  
 
We developed new software for simulating gas-phase nanoparticle growth named SNAPS 
(Stochastic Nanoparticle Simulator). We have implemented our software to simulate the 
formation and growth of nanoparticles and their precursor species, polycyclic aromatic 
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hydrocarbons (PAHs), in high temperature flame environments. Recently, we have used SNAPS 
to model PAH growth in premixed flames, in order to elucidate the chemical composition of 
species associated with peaks in experimentally measured mass spectra provided by Michelsen 
and coworkers. SNAPS employs a probabilistic kinetic Monte Carlo approach to generating 
stochastic trajectories of the growth of small gas-phase molecules in a flame environment. The 
governing kinetic reactions are gathered from literature and when necessary calculated from first 
principles. The kinetic mechanism as originally constructed relied heavily on traditional PAH 
growth pathways, including Hydrgen-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA), addition of ethylene 
and benzene, and addition of vinyl, methyl, propargyl, cyclopentadienyl, and phenyl radicals. 
Because of the probabilistic nature of each growth trajectory, we rely on generating an ensemble 
of thousands of trajectories to generate statistically significant predictions about the likely 
growth pathways and final morphologies of nanoparticles. The ensemble of trajectories 
represents the macroscopic number of particles in a flame measured in a flame. We can compare 
our computed number of particles at each mass with mass spectra generated from experiments. 
For example, Figure 1 shows a comparison between experimentally measured and computed 
mass spectra for a counterflow acetylene/oxygen flame at a distance of 5.75 mm from the fuel 
outlet, showing good reproduction of the experimental data. This comparison corroborates the 
validity of SNAPS simulations and the credibility of further detailed analysis of the simulation 
trajectories. 

 
Figure 1: Comparison of ensemble-averaged mass distributions computed by SNAPS (2000 trajectories) compared with 
experimentally measured values in the counterflow acetylene/oxygen flame at a height of 5.75 mm above burner. 

 
More recent work has focused on expanding and refining the SNAPS growth mechanism and 
incorporating oxygen interaction. Traditional PAH growth models do not consider oxygen 
involvement in the chemistry of PAH growth or oxygen incorporation into the particles. 
Recently, however, researchers have begun to suspect that measured PAH-like species in flames 
may in fact be oxygenated because they see peaks in mass spectra that cannot be explained by 
the existing growth pathways. We have updated our growth mechanism to account for the role 
oxygen plays in the growth of these species as well as predict the extent of oxygen absorption in 
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the structures of PAHs. A manuscript is in preparation regarding oxygen involvement in the 
growth mechanism of PAHs. 
 
Building on the continued development of SNAPS and maintaining the methodology of the 
approach, we have assembled a mechanism that describes oxygenated species interactions with 
nanoparticles and how oxygen atoms may become embedded in the particles. We have worked in 
parallel with our collaborators at Sandia National Laboratories who are measuring oxygenated 
species in premixed and counterflow flames. We have observed that oxygen incorporation is 
integral to the overall growth of nanoparticles. The traditional HACA growth patterns are still 
prevalent, but new pathways involving oxygen are proving to be important. In fact, the oxygen 
pathways are necessary in order to reproduce experimental observations of mass spectra in 
recently studied flames by Michelsen et al. Accounting for possible oxygen addition onto the 
particles yields computed mass spectra in much closer alignment with the mass spectra generated 
in experimental flames than the computed spectra produced with only carbon chemistry. We 
have observed that oxygen atoms are often absorbed by the particle; subsequent acetylene 
additions and ring closure reactions – i.e. traditional HACA reactions – yield oxygen-containing 
rings. These oxygenated rings still produce active sites, thus subsequent chemical and physical 
growth is possible. Typical oxygenated molecular structures that represent many of those 
observed during nanoparticles growth simulations are shown in Figure 2. The most commonly 
predicted oxygenated molecular groups on nanoparticles are ether groups and carbonyl groups. 
The former is most often formed when an oxygen addition to a ring carbon is followed by a 
subsequent aliphatic addition to the oxygen, the latter most often occurs when a hydroxyl 
addition to an aliphatic chain is succeeded by hydrogen abstractions from the oxygen and carbon 
leading to a carbonyl formation. Both ether and carbonyl groups maintain reactivity and neither 
stunt the kinetic growth of that section of the particle. 

    
 
Figure 2: Mid-simulation morphology of a structure of mass a) 160 amu and b) 194 amu using SNAPS to model particle 
growth in a Argon-diluted premixed flame studied by Michelsen et al. Figure 2a demonstrats the ether group and 
carbonyl group. Figure 2b demonstrates the continued ring closure reactions embedding an oxygen atom into a 5 
membered ring and allowing subsequent HACA growth yielding another 6 carbon-membered ring. 

Experimental analysis compares photoionization efficiency (PIE) curves of known species to 
those measured on sampled PAH mass to conjecture about the types of PAH species associated 
with a given peak. Aiding this approach, the SNAPS simulations allow the evaluation of the 
plausibility of such conjecture and elucidate molecular detail about peaks in mass spectra. In this 
way, we can achieve synergy between experimental and theory to further drive our collective 
efforts and create deeper insight into the PAH growth process, particularly providing information 
about the role oxygen incorporation plays in the growth of PAHs. 

 

a b 
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Future Work 
Future work will involve close coupling experimental and modeling efforts, towards further 
characterizing PAH growth in a variety of flame environments. These efforts will involve further 
experimental probing of soot precursors, searching in particular for oxygenated species predicted 
by simulations. The success or failure of these predictions will further enable refinement of the 
simulation methodology and oxygen chemistry, thus building a strong description of the 
beginnings of the soot formation process. 
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PROJECT SCOPE 
This program is aimed both at developing improved ways to automatically construct a 
reliable potential energy surface (PES) and at using such surfaces to understand pressure 
effects on relaxation and reaction processes.  In this last year, opportunities in studying 
both inelastic relaxation at high pressures and tunneling processes in bimolecular 
reactions were pursued. 
 
RECENT PROGRES 
High Pressure Relaxation: We are using 
molecular dynamics simulations to study 
the transition in relaxation and reaction 
rates from low-pressure behavior where 
bath-gas/molecule collisions are binary to 
high-pressure behavior where most 
collisions involve multiple bath gas 
atoms.  In collaboration with the 
Thompson group (U. Missouri), we are 
examining the vibrational and rotational 
relaxation of initially excited molecules 
in a thermal Ar bath gas at pressures that 
range over two orders of magnitude from 
~10 atm to ~1000 atm.  With periodic 
boundary conditions both molecule and 
bath gas motion is explicitly followed.  
At low pressures, the relaxation rate to 
thermal equilibrium is directly 
proportional to pressure because pressure 
controls the frequency at which isolated 
binary collisions happen.  At much higher 
pressures, relaxation rate changes 
increasingly lag behind pressure changes because most collisions involve multiple 
partners.  These studies seek to determine the nature and mechanisms behind the change 
in pressure dependence.  

In Fig. 1, the color-coded solid lines are the computed decay of the vibrational 
component of 50 kcal/mol of initial excitation in CH3NO2 in a room temperature Ar bath 

 
Figure 1. Normalize excess vibrational energy 
as a function of time for the listed pressures.  
Solid lines are the simulations; dashed lines are 
the Lendvay-Schatz fits. 
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gas.  (See publication 1.)  The decay curves are ensemble averages over 1000 trajectories 
each one of which explicitly follows 1000 Ar atoms and one CH3NO2 molecule for up to 
5 ns. In the figure Enrm-vib is the ensemble average of excess initial vibrational energy 
over the thermal vibrational energy normalized to unity at zero time.  The figure shows 
that vibrational relaxation has ns time constants.  The computed decay of excess 
rotational energy (not shown) is 100x 
slower.   
 The figure clearly shows, even for 
the lowest pressure of 10 atm, that the 
relaxation is not a single exponential 
decay.  The computed decays are well fit 
(see dashed lines) by the Lendvay-Schatz 
form of Enrm(t) = [1 – (1-m)kit](1/(1-m)) 
where m and ki are two adjustable 
constants.  With this form, the rate of 
decay at t = 0 is ki while the increase of m 
above 1 measures the global curvature of 
the decay from a straight line, single 
exponential decay on a semi-log plot.  
The Lendvay-Schatz form arises out of 
single collision studies in which the 
average energy lost per collision is 
assumed to be proportional to the energy 
of the molecule raised to the power m.   

Figure 2 plots as symbols the 
value of ki as a function of the computed 
bath gas density (which of course is 
controlled by the pressure).  The results 
in the figure show that the initial rate is curving over with increased density.  Where this 
curvature first occurs is ~100 atm.  To give some notion of scale, given the radius of Ar 
used in the simulation (1.675 Å), Ar will become a solid at a ~4x larger density than the 
maximum density in the figure.  The solid line in the figure is an adjustable model based 
on multiple collisions. This model is a 3D combinatorial model based on discretizing all 
space not taken up by CH3NO2 in to cubes that can hold only one Ar atom.  The bath gas 
density at a given pressure sets the number of Ar atoms in a finite region of this 
discretized volume. Analytic combinatorial formulas then determine the probability that 
an Ar atom is in a discretized volume adjacent to the CH3NO2 volume.  This becomes the 
probability at a given density of a molecular collision event with L Ar atoms.  
Associating cross sections with each collision event adjusted to fit ki in Fig. 2 leads to the 
curve in that figure.  The end results is that while a collision event involving L>1 Ar 
atoms is more efficient in relaxing the molecule than a single collision, it is not L times 
more efficient. This leads to ki curving over with density as density increases.  

 
Tunneling in Bimolecular Reactions: Most tunneling methods are based on reaction paths 
whose calculation is typically not readily parallelized. Miller et al.1 developed an 
alternative approach based on readily parallelized, higher order vibrational perturbation 

 
Figure 2. ki values as symbols versus density.  
The solid curve is a fit discussed in the text. 
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theory (VPT) at the saddle point.  This approach recognizes that the saddle point energy 
when expanded in various powers of the quantum numbers will have imaginary 
expansion coefficients connected to the quantum number for motion along the reaction 
path.  The replacement of this quantum number by an imaginary semiclassical action 
leads to a polynomial expansion of the energy in the action whose order depends on the 
VPT order.  For up to fourth order in the action, the energy as a function of action can be 
analytically inverted to the action as a function of energy.  From this an analytic, multi-
dimensional, semiclassical tunneling probability can be readily obtained.  Applications to 
date have used only second order (VPT2) theory and this tunneling approach is labeled 
SCTST in the Multiwell2 suite of codes for thermal kinetics.  For deep tunneling 
substantially below the top of the barrier, the VPT2 analytic formula is not qualitatively 
correct.  In this case, the energy expansion is a quadratic function of action with a 
maximum that sets a limit to the smallest energy that the expansion can represent.  That 
limit is only indirectly related to the true forward and reverse barriers at the saddle point. 
To incorporate the actual computed barrier, we developed a composite three-segment 
Eckart potential continuous everywhere in value and derivative that correctly represents 
in the middle segment the VPT2 properties of the saddle point and in the first and third 
segments the correct forward and reverse barriers.  When incorporated into a 
semiclassical barrier penetration integral, this composite potential analytically extends the 
original VPT2 formula all the way to the base of the true barrier. This improved iSCTST 
option will be in the next release of 
Multiwell. 
 In publication 2, this approach was 
applied to unimolecular tunneling of 
H(D)OCO to H(D)+CO2 and the results on 
high quality PESs are consistent with both 
experiment and tunneling computed by the 
reaction-path based small curvature 
tunneling method of Polyrate.  We are now 
testing this approach to bimolecular 
abstraction reactions.  In Fig. 3 the sum of 
states is displayed for the two listed 
reactions whose VPT2 characterization of 
the saddle point has been published in 
kinetics papers by the Barker (U. Michigan) 
and Stanton/Nguyen (U. Texas) team 
associated with Multiwell.  For HCl+CH3 
the limiting energy for SCTST is smaller 
than the true barrier, resulting in the deepest 
tunneling not being described.  For H2+OH, 
the limiting energy is larger than the true 
barrier, producing a tunneling probability at 
the base of the barrier that does not go to 
zero.  The iSCTST results based on composite potentials have the qualitatively correct 
deep tunneling properties and properly merge with SCTST at higher energies.  
 

 
Figure 3. For the two listed reactions, the 
SCTST and iSCTST vibrational sum of states 
plotted as a function of energy. 
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FUTURE PLANS 
The pressure dependent studies of relaxation are continuing on multiple fronts.  For 
CH3NO2, the molecular mechanisms involved in the rate constant curvature are unknown.  
We are converting trajectory information into time-dependent normal mode populations 
to see if bottlenecks in internal vibrational energy flow are part of the explanation.  A 
trajectory simulation of HO2 in an Ar bath gas has just completed and is now being 
analyzed.  In collaboration with the Hase group (Texas Tech U.), we plan to further 
analyze the pressure dependence of published3 trajectory simulations on C6F6 in N2.  
Finally in collaboration with the Dawes group (Missouri Institute for Science and 
Technology) and Thompson group, we are planning a study of C2H5 in an Ar.  The C2H5 
PES is based on direct dynamics unimolecular dissociation simulations using M05 DFT 
calculations and exploits permutation invariances. 

The bimolecular tunneling studies are continuing in multiple directions in 
collaboration with the Stanton, Nguyen, and Barker team.  First, SCTST/iSCTST 
methods have been tested against reaction-path based methods (in Polyrate) only twice: 
the HOCO tunneling (publication 2) and a H2+OH study4 early in the development of 
Multiwell.  In both cases, the two approaches produced comparable results. We intend to 
expand upon this small sample with further studies on a greater variety of reactions.  
Second, typically iSCTST is only significantly different from SCTST in the deep 
tunneling regime that translates into low temperature kinetics.  How low a temperature 
will be investigated for a variety of published SCTST kinetics calculations.  Finally, we 
are exploring the implications of VPT4 and higher orders on semiclassical tunneling. 
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1. Program Scope 
 We develop chemical kinetic reaction mechanisms to describe the combustion of 
hydrocarbons and other related fuels, including fuels derived from biomass.  These mechanisms 
are validated through comparisons between computations and experimental results in carefully 
controlled laboratory-scale facilities including shock tubes, laminar flames, stirred reactors, and 
rapid compression machines.  After validation, these mechanisms are then used to understand 
more complex combustion phenomena in practical engines and other combustion systems.  We 
determine particularly sensitive parts of these mechanisms and provide that information to other 
DOE/BES researchers who can use theory and new experiments to refine the kinetic models.  We 
try to anticipate kinetic modeling needs of the DOE combustion community, so other researchers 
can have accurate models to assist in their own research projects.  Our kinetic mechanisms are 
freely available at https://www-pls.llnl.gov/?url=science_and_technology-chemistry-combustion 
and provide a valuable service to the combustion community. 
 
2. Recent Progress 
 Since kinetic reaction mechanisms can be large and complex, we try to identify specific 
reaction classes that can apply to many different types of fuel molecules.  Some examples of 
reaction classes include H atom abstraction, radical decomposition, addition of O2 to 
hydrocarbon radicals, alkyl and alkylperoxy radical isomerization; current models consider 
nearly 30 reaction classes.  When this project began in about 1980, very few of the reaction 
classes, especially those dealing with complex radical isomerization and addition reactions of O2 
to alkyl and related radical species, had been studied using either chemical theory or direct 
laboratory experiments, so most of these important reaction classes had to use estimated rates, 
usually based on similar but sometimes not very close chemical analogies.  In the past few years, 
new theory, new experiments, and new kinetic modeling approaches have greatly improved the 
accuracy of these kinetic models.  In many cases, our publications of kinetic models and 
modeling results stimulated new attention for others to contribute new theoretical and 
experimental studies that were extremely useful, and this type of exchange accelerates the 
development of more accurate and powerful kinetic models. 
 
 A.  Reaction rate rules for alkane fuels 
 Reaction rates in the alkylperoxy radical isomerization pathways have received an 
enormous amount of excellent kinetic theory attention in the past 3-5 years, requiring us to revise 
thoroughly all of the low temperature reaction rates and reaction pathways.  In particular, in the 
past year we have done a complete renovation of the low temperature kinetics of saturated 
hydrocarbons (specifically for n-heptane) and produced much improved agreement between 
computed and experimental observations.  This work will be continued into the next year to 
complete the renovation of our n-alkane (n-heptane to n-eicosane), branched alkanes (2-methyl 
hexane to 2-methyl nonadecane), and primary reference fuels (PRF) (iso-octane, iso-cetane) that 
are an important part of the legislated quality controls of engine fuels.  At first, we had assumed 
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that the reaction rate rules governing low temperature alkylperoxy radical isomerization and cool 
flame pathways, depended only on the transition state ring size and the C-H bonds being broken 
and formed, but the new theory studies, combined with inaccurate model predictions, led to a 
conclusion that the overall structure of the fuel molecule plays a stronger role in determining the 
reaction rate rules than previously believed, and the new rules are now being implemented into 
our new kinetic models for multiply-branched alkane fuels including 2,5-Dimethylhexane [1] 
and 2,7-dimethyloctane [2]. 
 
 B.  Reaction rate rules for olefinic fuels, allylic C-H bonds, and Octane Sensitivity 
 We used the small olefin fuel 2-methyl 2-butene (2M2B) to study the kinetics of allylic 
C-H bonds in hydrocarbon fuel oxidation, and our recently published paper [3] has shown that 
such bonds encourage rapid H atom abstraction but that the resulting allyl radicals are too stable 
to react at the same low temperature conditions where saturated hydrocarbon fuels are reacting 
very rapidly via cool flame kinetics and radical isomerization reactions.  Octane Sensitivity is a 
phenomenon where a fuel has a high Research Octane Number but a surprisingly low Motored 
Octane Number, resulting in a high Octane Sensitivity S, which is defined as RON – MON = S.  
A high Octane Sensitivity has unusual advantages for use of such fuels under “boosted” 
operating conditions, where fuel is injected into a Spark-Ignition (SI) engine using elevated 
intake pressures to increase power production in that engine.  Fuels with zero or low Sensitivity 
will respond to boosted fuel injection by knocking, but fuels with considerable Octane 
Sensitivity can withstand such elevated intake pressures without knocking, and our kinetic model 
for 2M2B traces these effects to details in the kinetic reaction mechanism and the 
thermochemistry of olefinic fuels.  We are currently extending our kinetic model development 
and analysis to deal with additional classes of fuels, butyl and pentyl alcohols [4-6], several 
ketones, and methyl and ethyl esters including biodiesel fuels, where each of these classes of 
fuels has C-H bonds in the fuel that are unusually weak due to the thermochemistry of an 
adjacent O atom in the fuel, that leads to significant levels of Octane Sensitivity.  This work will 
also be continued in the coming year, with a goal of providing valuable fuel formulation insights 
to engine designers who would like to design fuels and engines together to enhance performance 
and limit emissions. 
 
 C. Reaction rate rules for alkyl cyclohexanes and cyclo-benzenes 
 An important class of hydrocarbon fuels for which little kinetic modeling has been done 
are the alkyl benzenes.  The chemical kinetic field has taken more than 20 years to develop a 
reasonably accurate mechanism for toluene (methyl benzene)[7, 8], and using that toluene 
mechanism as a reference, we have extended the kinetic models for alkyl benzenes to n-propyl 
benzene [9] and n-butyl benzene [10].  In this process, we found again that the presence of the 
aromatic ring produces a sufficiently different electronic environment that most or all of the low 
temperature radical isomerization and many other kinetic classes required new reaction rate 
rules.  In similar studies in the past year on alkyl cycloalkanes, specifically methyl cyclohexane, 
new reaction class rules were required to be able to produce the observed degree of low 
temperature kinetic behavior that is observed in experiments.   
  
3. Future Plans 

 We plan to continue developing kinetic mechanisms for fuels important for energy 
production in modern engines, including conventional reciprocating engines as well as promising 
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next-generation engine and gas turbines, and using these models to address practical combustion 
problem.  We welcome the contributions of more fundamental scientists and engineers who can 
help us refine the current and upcoming kinetic models to improve their functionality.   
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I. Program Scope 
Recent research into combustion chemistry has shown that reactions at “low temperatures” (700 – 1100 K) have a 
dramatic influence on ignition and combustion of fuels in virtually every practical combustion system.  A powerful 
class of laboratory-scale experimental facilities that can focus on fuel chemistry in this temperature range is the 
rapid compression facility (RCF), which has proven to be a powerful tool to examine the details of fuel chemistry in 
this important regime.  Our past studies have advanced our understanding of low temperature chemistry of important 
fuel compounds and has identified areas of high uncertainty for further research.  In particular, we have shown how 
factors including fuel molecular structure, the presence of unsaturated C=C bonds, and the presence of alkyl ester 
groups influence fuel auto-ignition and produce variable amounts of negative temperature coefficient behavior of 
fuel ignition.  We have also reported new discoveries of synergistic ignition interactions between alkane and alcohol 
fuels, with both experimental and kinetic modeling studies of these complex interactions.  This project focuses on 
further clarifying the effects of molecular structure on combustion chemistry including carbon bond saturation, 
through low temperature experimental studies of esters, alkanes, alkenes, and alcohols.   

II. Recent Progress 
During the past year, we completed ignition and speciation studies of the three linear isomers of hexene [1], and we 
completed an ignition study of ethanol [2].  Ignition delay time data were acquired using the University of Michigan 
(UM) RCF over a range of state and mixture conditions for each of these fuels.  Mass sampling and gas 
chromatography were applied to quantify the stable intermediates present during ignition of the 3 hexene isomers.  
Additionally, in collaboration with Dr. Darshan Karwat (a doctoral graduate of this project, currently an AAAS 
fellow at the DOE) and Drs. Stephen Klippenstein and Michael Davis of Argonne National Laboratory [3], we 
completed a computational study that revisited n-butanol ignition and speciation data previously acquired as part of 
this project [4].  Details of the studies of ethanol and n-butanol study are not presented here, but can be found in 
Barraza-Botet et al. [2] and Karwat et al. [3,4].  

The UM RCF is an innovative and robust experimental apparatus that can be used to isolate reaction 
kinetics by creating uniform conditions over a broad range of temperatures (T = 500-3000 K) and pressures (P = 0.5-
60 atm).  The long test times of the UM RCF allow application of rapid gas sampling methods to simultaneously 
measure a large number of stable species during ignition experiments.  Details on the dimensions, components and 
performance characterization of the UM RCF can be found in Donovan et al. [5].  Previous UM RCF studies have 
considered ignition chemistry of numerous important reference fuel compounds including iso-octane [6], n-heptane 
[7], n-butanol [4], H2/CO mixtures [8], and C5 esters [9,10].  UM RCF studies include continuous absolute 
measurements of OH radicals during iso-octane ignition [11], as well as discrete measurements of intermediate 
species formed during ignition for several different fuel compounds [7,4,10,12]. 

This report presents a brief summary of the results of the recent UM RCF study of the three linear hexene 
isomers [1]: 

 
 
 
 

Experiments were conducted using the UM RCF to determine ignition delay times from pressure time histories.  
Stoichiometric (ϕ = 1.0) mixtures at dilution levels of buffer gas:O2 = 7.5 (mole basis) were investigated at an 
average pressure of 11 atm and temperatures from 837-1086 K.  The measured ignition delay times are presented in 
Fig. 1.  The UM RCF data are highlighted in the inset of Fig. 1 and show the three hexene isomers exhibited 
virtually identical reactivity (within the uncertainty of the measurements) at the conditions studied.  Arrhenius 
behavior was observed for 2-hexene and 3-hexene throughout the range of temperatures studied and for 
temperatures above 875 K for 1-hexene.  The lowest temperature data (<875 K) show a slight increase in reactivity 
and decrease in activation energy for 1-hexene, consistent with theory and previous studies indicating the possible 
onset of non-Arrhenius behavior at these conditions.  The results show the new data from the current work bridge 
the void between previous hexene ignition studies, and the new data are in good agreement with the previous low 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of results from the current work with precious ignition studies 
of the linear hexene isomers.  Predicted results for ignition delay time using the 
LLNL mechanism by Mehl et al. [15] are shown as the solid lines in the main 
figure and linear regression to only the UM RCF data are shown in the inset.  All 
experimental data have been normalized to ϕ = 1, buffer gas:O2 = 7.5, and P = 11 
atm. 
 

 
Fig 2. Fuel time histories during autoignition of the three hexene isomers.  
Measured (symbols) and predicted (lines) concentrations of a) 1-hexene, b) trans-2-
hexene, c) trans-3-hexene, and d) all three hexene isomers.  Simulations used the 
LLNL Mehl et al. [15] mechanism at the average compositions and conditions of 
the experiments. 

and high temperature studies by 
Vanhove et al. [13] and Mehl et al. 
[14], respectively.   

Fast gas sampling and gas 
chromatography were used to 
quantitatively measure 13 stable 
intermediate species formed during 
the ignition delay period of each 
isomer at a temperature of ~900 K.  
Figures 2-4 present some of the 
species data, specifically the time 
histories of the hexenes, propene, 
and propanal.  The data show 
consistent rates of fuel consumption 
for the three isomers at this 
experimental condition and 
highlight differences (both expected 
and unexpected) in the reaction 
pathways of the three hexene 
isomers. 

The results were modeled 
using a gasoline surrogate reaction 
mechanism from Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory 
(LLNL) [15], which contains a sub-
mechanism for the trans-hexene 
isomers.  The model predictions are 
shown in Figs. 2-4 as the solid 
lines.  The initial conditions and 
compositions for the 0-D, 
isometric, adiabatic CHEMKIN 
simulations were the average 
conditions of the fast gas sampling 
experiments: 1-hexene (P = 11.1 
atm, T = 896 K, ϕ = 1.0, O2 = 
11.63%, buffer gas:O2 = 7.5), trans-
2-hexene (P = 11.3 atm, T = 905 K, 
ϕ = 1.0, O2 = 11.62%, buffer gas:O2 
= 7.5), and trans-3-hexene (P = 
11.2 atm, T = 899 K, ϕ = 1.0, O2 = 
11.63%, buffer gas:O2 = 7.5).  The 
reactivity of the hexene isomers is 
well captured by the model results 
and supports the current 
understanding that at high temperatures (>approximately 850 K) the ignition delay times of the isomers are virtually 
identical and exhibit Arrhenius dependence on temperature.  As seen in Fig. 2, agreement between the experimental 
data and the model is excellent, and within 20% for the majority of the time history of the hexenes.  At later times 
(t/τign greater than ~0.9) during the ignition delay period, the model over-predicts the rate of consumption of trans-3-
hexene.  For the majority of the ignition delay period (t/τign less than ~0.9), the hexene concentrations and the 
measured stable intermediate account for greater than 80% of the carbon initially in the test mixtures, indicating 
good capture of the carbon balance and representation of the overall reaction pathways.  

The experimental data for propene shown in Fig. 3 indicate a longer alkyl chain promotes significantly 
increased propene production (a factor of ~5 increase in propene comparing trans-3-hexene and 1-hexene at t/τign 
~0.93), and this trend is well predicted by the mechanism simulations.  For 1-hexene and trans-2-hexene, the 
experimental data and the simulations for propanal (C2H5CHO) presented in Fig. 4 are in excellent agreement, 
within a factor of two.  Unlike propene, the experimental measurements indicate propanal production decreases for 
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Fig. 3.  Propene (C3H6) time histories during autoignition of the three hexene 
isomers.  Measured (symbols) and predicted (lines) concentrations of propene 
from a) 1-hexene, b) trans-2-hexene, c) trans-3-hexene, and d) all three hexene 
isomers.  Simulations used the LLNL Mehl et al. [15] mechanism at the average 
compositions and conditions of the experiments. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Propanal (C2H5CHO) time histories during autoignition of the three 
hexene isomers. Measured (symbols) and predicted (lines) concentrations of 
propanal from a) 1-hexene, b) trans-2-hexene, c) trans-3-hexene, and d) all three 
hexene isomers.  Simulations used the LLNL Mehl et al. [15] mechanism at the 
average compositions and conditions of the experiments. 

the longer alkyl chain isomers and 
exhibits less sensitivity to the double 
bond position (a factor of ~2 decrease 
in propanal comparing trans-3-hexene 
and 1-hexene at t/τign ~0.93).  
However, the simulations over-predict 
the experimental measurements for 
propanal during 3-hexene ignition by 
more than an order of magnitude.   

The trends for the 
intermediate species measurements 
indicate the small alkene and small 
alkane chemistry is generally well 
represented in the LLNL reaction 
mechanism for 1-hexene and 2-
hexene; however, some reaction 
pathways for 3-hexene differ 
significantly with the experimental 
measurements, e.g. ethanal 
(acetaldehyde), propanal, and 1.3-
butadiene.  As described in Vanhove 
et al. [13] and Mehl et al. [14], alkene 
chemistry undergoes a transition from 
low temperatures where allyl radical 
reactions dominate to higher 
temperatures (>900 K) where β-
decomposition of alkenyl radicals 
dominate.  The over-prediction of the 
LLNL reaction mechanism for 
propanal indicates the OH addition to 
the double bond of 3-hexene may be 
too fast, and would be a good 
candidate reaction for further 
experimental and computational 
studies.  

The results of the hexene 
isomer study emphasize the value of 
bulk reactivity data (e.g. ignition delay 
time) and species measurements as 
important methods to identify 
similarities and differences in 
reactivity and reaction pathways, 
which are particularly vital towards 
developing reaction rate rules for 
classes of fuel compounds.  In particular, the results of the current work are the first species measurements in the 
high/transition temperature regime for this important alkene.   
 
III. Future Work 
Our future work includes ignition and speciation studies to understand the effect of cis- versus trans-isomerization 
on combustion reactions.  This work will leverage the hexene ignition study presented here.  We will also continue 
to explore fuel component interactions through studies of ethanol and iso-octane blends.  We continue to work with 
Dr. Charles Westbrook to develop a more accurate understanding of the intermediates formed during ignition of 
hydrocarbons and oxygenated hydrocarbons.  We are also continuing our collaboration with Dr. Robert Tranter of 
Argonne National Laboratories to develop a high-pressure sampling valve system that will enable speciation at 
significantly higher pressures than we can study currently.   
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Overview 
The construction of quasi-diabatic  
representations of  adiabatic potential energy 
surfaces coupled by conical intersections, for 
both bound (used in our treatments of 
nonadiabatic photoelectron spectroscopy) and 
dissociative systems (used to treat nonadiabatic 
photodissociation and nonadiabatic chemical 
reactions) is a key aspect of our research effort. 
A.  Photoionization Spectra 
 We have begun a study of the negative ion 
electron photodetachment spectra of 
cycloalkoxide molecules that reveal the 
spectrum of cycloalkoxy radicals, molecules 
whose states are strongly coupled by conical 
intersections. Alkoxy radicals are important 
participants in atmospheric1, 2 and combustion 
processes.3  In combustion processes alkoxy 
radicals are produced from the reaction of alkyl 
radicals with O or O2.2  The prevalence of cyclic 
hydrocarbons in nontraditional fuel sources such 
as oil shales and oil sands has stimulated interest 
in cyclic alkoxys. 
 We have completed our initial study of the 
electronic structure of cyclopentoxy, a system 
studied experimentally by Continetti4 and will 
subsequently study cyclohexoxy complementing 
experimental work in the group of Miller 
(OSU).5 
B.  Nonadiabatic Dynamics 
 While electronic structure is essential to explain 
chemical mechanisms, quantification of those 
results requires nuclear dynamics.  As part of 
other funded research, we developed algorithms 
to construct coupled diabatic states 
representations, Hd, of adiabatic potential energy 
surfaces (PESs) coupled by conical 
intersections.6  The method, a generalization of 
the approach we use to treat the coupled bound 
states encountered in photoelectron spectroscopy, 
is based on electronic structure data, energies, 
energy gradients and derivative couplings 
obtained from multireference configuration 
interaction single and double excitation 
(MRCISD) wave functions.  The method treats 
all internal degrees of freedom  (so far 33 is our 

largest) and can treat large amplitude nuclear 
motions including dissociation.  The electronic 
structure data are calculated at points determined 
by quasi classical surface hopping trajectories 
(QCT) obtained using Truhlar's ANT program. 
The representation can smooth the 
irregularities in the electronic energies 
attributable to the orbital changes in the 
active space that are inherent to nonadiabatic 
processes and can describe seams of conical 
intersections of  two or three  states.  The 
resulting quasi diabatic representations of 
coupled adiabatic potential energy 
surfaces(PESs) will enable accurate dynamics 
studies, avoiding the accuracy limitations 
inherent in the dynamics on the fly approach 
usually used. 	   
We have completed, and submitted for 
publication,7 an initial representation of the D0 
and D1

 coupled adiabatic PESs that describe 
photodissociation of CH2OH through the D1 
state and have used those results to analyze 
photodissociation studied in the group of 
Reisler8(USC). We are currently finishing a 
more complete/accurate representation of three 
states D0, D1 and D2 for CH2OH.  We will 
shortly report a four coupled state representation 
of C6H5OH photodissociation involving S0, S1 
and S2, in the full 33 internal coordinates, based 
on MRCISD wave functions comprised of over 
100 million configuration state functions(CSFs).  
These projects were made possible by a 
generous grant of computer  time from NERSC.  

WORK COMPLETED. 
A.  Electronic Structure of  cyclopentoxy: The 
case for  a two state approximation 
Cycloalkoxy radicals have been the subject of 
both experimental and	   computational	  
studies.1,	   2,	   4,	   9-‐12	   	   Previous	   studies	   of	  
cyclopentoxy	   have	   assumed	   	   that	   	   the	  
ground	  electronic	   state	   can	  be	   treated	  as	  
a	   	   single	   isolated	  state.	   	  Our	  recent	  study	  
of	   the	   electronic	   structure	   of	  
cyclopentoxy	   showed	   this	   not	   to	   be	   the	  
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case.13	   The	   two	   lowest	   	   states	   of	  	  
cyclopentoxy	   were	   described	   using	  
MRCISD	  wave	   functions.	   	   It	   is	   found	   that	  
these	   states	   are	   coupled	   by	   a	   conical	  
intersection	  seam	  beginning	  only	  550	  cm-‐

1,	   above	   the	   ground	   state	   minimum.	  	  
Conical	  intersections	  were	  found	  with	  the	  
oxygen	   located	   both	   axial	   and	   equitorial	  
with	   respect	   to	   the	   ring.	   	   The	   conical	  
intersection	  seam	  is	  attributed	  to	  the	  fact	  
that	   cyclopentoxy	   can	   be	   viewed	   as	   a	  
substiutional	   isomer	   of	   the	   methoxy	  
radical	   which	   has	   a	   symmetry	   required	  
and	  Jahn-‐Teller	  distorted	  2E	  ground	  state.	  	  
The	   spin-‐orbit	   coupling	   computed	   for	  
points	  on	  this	  seam	  is	  found	  to	  be	  60	  cm-‐1	  
in	  good	  accord	  with	  the	  67	  cm-‐1	  reported	  
for	  methoxy.	  
For	   computing	   the	   cyclopentoxide	  	  
photoelectron	   spectrum,	   the	  
interconversion	  of	  the	  axial	  and	  equitorial	  
structures	   is	   an	   important	   issue	   The	  
computed	   barrier	   to	   axial-‐equatorial	  
interconversion	  is	  pictured	  below.	  

	  
These calculations advise our determination 
of the cyclopentoxide photoelectron 
specrum which is in progress. 
B. Multichannel PESs coupled by conical 
intersections: The photodissociation 
CH2OH(X) +hv à  CH2OH*à  CH2O(X)+H, 
CHOH(X) [cis/trans] +H 
For the photodissociation of CH2OH studied 
in Reisler's (USC) laboratory,8 we have 
developed an MRCISD expansion of ~67 
million CSFs which is capable of describing 
all channels in the above captioned reaction.  

We have completed the determination of a 
three quasi-diabatic state  representation of 
D0  and D1 the 1,22A adiabatic states7 of 
CH2OH and are in the process of 
constructing a three quasi-diabatic state 
representation of the 1,2,32A adiabatic states 
using a more  elaborate functional form. 
When representing nonadiabatic processes it 
is important to get an accurate representation 
of the seam of  conical intersections and its 
local topography. The figure below 
addresses this issue 

 
reporting four points on the 12A- 22A seam 
of conical intersection in the CH2O-H 
dissociation channel. For each point R(O-H) 
was fixed at the indicated value and the 
remainder of the internal coordinates were 
optimized to minimize the crossing energy.  
The optimization is performed separately for 
the ab initio and Hd representations.   None 
of these ab initio points were included in the 
data used to build Hd.  Only the minimum 
energy  crossing  (at R(O-H) ~ 2.6 a0 ) was 
so included in this region.  The agreement 
between the Hd and ab initio determined 
energies is seen to be excellent. Similarly 
good agreement is found for the g and h 
vectors.  These results strongly support the 
ability of our representation to accurately 
describe the vicinity and locus of a conical 
intersection seam. 
The representation of D0 and D1 was used to 
simulate kinetic energy release (KER) 
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spectra reported by Reisler,8 in which CH2O 
+ H  is produced  

The above figure reports a simulation of the 
KER spectrum obtained using trajectory surface 
hopping  techniques.  Note that this figure is 
based on 10,000 trajectories which would not be 
possible using direct dynamics. The issue here is 
the origin of bimodal character clearly evident in 
the experimental spectrum (dotted black line).  
The simulated spectrum, solid blue line, is 
bimodal, being well described as the sum 
(dashed red line) of two gaussians g1

 and g2,
 the 

solid red lines.  An analysis of the trajectories 
shows that the slow hydrogens are produced in 
an indirect or quasi-statistical manner, with a 
hop to D0 preceding a significant residence time 
on D0

 prior to H dissociation.  On the other hand, 
the fast hydrogens are produced by trajectories 
that, while they may oscillate on D1 prior to a 
surface hop, following transfer to D0 the H 
dissociates promptly. 

Work	  in	  Progress/Future	  Work	  
As	   was	   noted	   above	   we	   intend	   to	   finish	   the	  	  
simulation	   of	   	   the	   anion	   photoelectron	  
spectrum	  of	  cyclopentoxy.	  	  The	  photoelectron	  
spectrum	   of	   cyclohexoxide	   will	   also	   be	  
considered.	  
A.	  	  Hydroxmethyl	  Photodissociation	  
We	   are	   continuing	   our	   work	   on	   the	  
multichannel,	  multistate	  photodissociation	  of	  
hydroxymethyl.	   	   It	   is	   known	   from	  
experiments	   and	   confirmed	   by	   our	  
simulations	   that	   even	   at	   energies	  well	   above	  
the	   threshold	   for	   producing	  HCOH[cis,	   trans]	  
when	  only	  D1	  is	  excited	  essentially	  no	   	  HCOH	  
is	   produced.	   	   The	   situation	   changes	  
dramatically	   when	   D2	   is	   excited,	   with	  
significant	   amounts	   of	   hydroxymethylene	  
produced.	  	  In	  this	  case	  both	  	  D2	  –	  D1	  and	  	  D1	  –	  
D0	  seams	  of	  conical	   intersctions	  are	  expected	  
to	  accessed.	  	  	  The	  completion	  of	  the	  enhanced	  
three	   state	   global	   quasi	   diabatic	  	  

representation	   of	   the	   1,2,32A	   states	   of	  
hydroxymethyl	  noted	  above	  	  will	  enable	  both	  
KER	   simulations	   and	  mechanistic	   inferences.	  	  
In	   particular	   the	   determination	   of	  
contributions	   of	   the	   	   energetically	   accessible	  	  	  
conical	   intersection	   seams	   will	   provide	  
valuable	   sights	   into	   the	   mechanisms	   of	  
nonadiabatic	  processes.	  	  
B. Representing PESs coupled by conical 
intersections for significantly larger 
molecules: C6H5OH( X ) + hv à  C6H5OH( A )  
à   C6H5O( X , A )+ H 
The photodissociaton of phenol, 
C6H5OH(X̃1A')+hv à C6H5OH* à 
C6H5O(X̃2B1,Ã2B2) + H is a problem of 
considerable current interest. At	   the	   time	   of	  
preparing	   this	   report	  a	   four	  coupled	  diabatic	  
state	   representation	  of	   the	  S0,	   S1,	   S2,	  states	  of	  
phenol	  capable	  of	  describing	  	  the	  above	  noted	  
photodissociation	   processes	   is	   (almost)	  
complete! Ab initio electronic structure data 
for the 1,2,3,41A states were obtained 
exclusively	   from	   an	   MRCISD	   expansion	  
comprised	   of	   over	   100	   million	   CSFs!	  	  
Electronic	   structure	   data	   at	   ~4700	   nuclear	  
configurations	  were	  required	  to	  construct	  the	  
Hd.	  	   
This	  representation	  of	  a	  three	  electronic	  state	  
photodissocation	   process	   in	   a	  molecule	  with	  
33	   degrees	   of	   freedom	   based	   on	   accurate	  
MRCISD	   wave	   functions	   is	   unique	   and	   will	  
provide	   unprecedented	   opportunities	   for	  
studying	  nonadiabatic	  photodissociation.	  
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Program Scope 
The main goal of this program is the development and application of computational 
methods for studying chemical reaction dynamics and molecular spectroscopy in the gas 
phase. We are interested in developing rigorous quantum dynamics algorithms for small 
polyatomic systems and in implementing approximate approaches for complex ones. Our 
particular focus is on the dynamics and kinetics of chemical reactions and on the 
rovibrational spectra of species involved in combustion processes. This research also 
explores the potential energy surfaces of these systems of interest using state-of-the-art 
quantum chemistry methods, and extends them to understand some important properties 
of materials in condensed phases and interstellar medium as well as in combustion 
environments. 

Recent Progress 
 
Quantum dynamics calculations of resonance states 
Resonance states are important in chemical dynamics of reactions. They can be studied 
by using an extended Hamiltonian including a negative imaginary potential. The 
extended Hamiltonian matrix is no longer Hermitian but is instead complex symmetric. 
Its complex eigenvalues give resonance energies and widths. Currently, it is very  

 

 

challenging to efficiently diagonalize the large matrix that occurs for molecules with deep 
potential wells. In this research, we proposed a complex guided spectral transform 
Lanczos (cGSTL) algorithm to compute both bound and resonance states including 
energies, widths and wavefunctions. The algorithm comprises of two layers of complex-

  

Figure 1: A plot for a Green function-guided spectral transform surface as a function of 
energy and resonance width in eV, where its real and imaginary part is shown in the left 
and right panels, respectively. 
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symmetric Lanczos iterations. A short inner layer iteration produces a set of complex 
formally orthogonal Lanczos (cFOL) polynomials. The polynomials are used to span the 
guided spectral transform function determined by a retarded Green operator (e.g., see 
Fig.1). An outer layer iteration is then carried out with the transform function to compute 
the eigen-pairs of the system. The guided spectral transform function is designed to have 
the same wavefunctions as the eigenstates of the original Hamiltonian in the spectral 
range of interest. Therefore the energies and/or widths of bound or resonance states can 
be easily computed with their wavefunctions or by using a root-searching method from 
the guided spectral transform surface. The new cGSTL algorithm has been applied to 
bound and resonance states of HO2. 
Exact full dimensional diagonalization method for molecular vibrational spectra 
We have developed a multi-layer Lanczos algorithm (see Fig.2 for its flow chart) for 
computing vibrational energies and 
IR/Raman transition intensities of 
polyatomic molecules with the help of the 
elegant recursive residue generation 
method (RRGM), the guided spectral 
transform Lanczos technique, the reduced 
dimension strategy of the two-layer 
Lanczos method, and the DVR basis 
contraction. The two latter techniques 
allow us to construct (dipole-) eigenstate 
wavefunctions without explicitly 
accessing the huge primitive basis set, 
which makes it possible to calculate the 
vibrational spectra of large molecules. The 
algorithm uses only an initial state 
wavefunction in a reduced dimension 
basis set to give its transition spectrum to 
all final states with a single Lanczos 
propagation. No product wavefunction is 
needed. Furthermore, it is a rigorous full 
dimensional quantum dynamics algorithm 
without any dynamics approximation. In 
particular, the algorithm is general and 
problem-independent for polyatomic molecules. The large amplitude motions of 
vibrations are naturally described in terms of the use of scattering coordinates, i.e., the 
orthogonal polyspherical coordinates.  

An application is presented by calculating the infrared vibrational dipole 
transition spectrum of CH4 based on the ab initio T8 potential energy surface of 
Schwenke and Partridge and the low-order truncated ab initio dipole moment surfaces of 
Yurchenko and co-workers. Results show that the multi-layer Lanczos method is very 
efficient and accurate. Now the multi-layer Lanczos algorithm has been implemented 
with the PetroVib program. Therefore, once a global potential energy surface and dipole 
moment (or polarizability tensor) surfaces are provided, it becomes just a routine to 

 
Figure 2: A schematic flow chart of the multi-
layer Lanczos iteration algorithm for 
computing vibrational IR and/or Raman spectra 
of polyatomic molecules. 
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calculate both the vibrational energies and IR/Raman transition intensities of a general 
five-atomic molecule in a rigorous full dimension approach. 
Electronic circular dichroism spectrum and molecular inelastic collisions 
We (in collaboration with experimentalists) have carried out electronic structure and 
molecular dynamics studies to help understand experimental results. Based on TDDFT 
calculations, we suggested a new mechanism for the origin of anomalous electronic 
circular dichroism (ECD) spectra of the RuPt2(tppz)2Cl2(PF6)4 complex in acetonitrile. 
In addition, we also provided theoretical assistance to explore energy transfer rates in 
molecular collisions such as CN + He/Ar which were measured in the GPMD group. 

Future Plans 
Neural network iterative diagonalization method to solve eigenvalues 
Recently, the neural network functional has been found to be a powerful technique to 
represent electronic densities, potential energy surfaces, and vibrational wavefunctions in 
chemical physics. In this research, we are going to apply the neural network method for 
developing a new neural network-based eigen-solver of complex symmetric or Hermitian 
matrices. The main goal is to minimize the usage of core-memory in matrix 
diagonalization calculations while keeping the high efficiency of iterative diagonalization 
algorithms. As a result, the algorithm would be used to study the molecular spectra of 
large polyatomic molecules. Initially, the algorithm will be tested by calculating the 
bound and resonance states of HO2, N2H2, CH4, and/or C2H2 etc. The N2H2 application 
will be done in collaboration with Varandas at Coimbra. 
 
Development of a general program for calculating vibrational spectra of polyatomic 
systems 
In this proposal, we aim to develop computational algorithms to accurately calculate the 
vibrational spectra of polyatomic molecules, and to assist experimentalists in 
understanding their observed spectra. For polyatomic systems beyond six-atom, the 
challenge in rigorous quantum dynamics calculations comes from the huge basis size 
arising out of high-dimensional problems. The Lanczos method is an iterative eigensolver 
capable of solving the eigenvalue problem of a large sparse matrix with a size up to N ∼ 
107, a typical size for a chemical system with six degrees of freedom. In order to 
overcome this difficulty, we may try to reduce the basis size by using a compact basis set. 
The reduction of the basis size is the crucial idea of the sequential truncation approach 
widely used in direct diagonalization methods. This approach however requires too much 
CPU time and fast memory to be tractable for polyatomic molecules beyond five-atom 
molecules. During the past decade, several methods to obtain a compact basis set have 
been developed, e.g., the pruned basis functions. 

Instead, in this proposal, we will use our recently developed ZDVR (coherent 
DVR) method to build a compact basis set. The ZDVR is a multi-dimensional PO-DVR 
method so that the ZDVR basis is very compact, which can substantially reduce the basis 
size. Numerical tests also demonstrated that it has the Gauss convergence speed with the 
basis size. Importantly, the ZDVR is a grid basis representation. As a result, the matrix 
representation of system Hamiltonian in ZDVR is often very sparse, which guarantees the 
efficiency of an iterative diagonalization method as well as the low memory requirement. 
The new algorithm will be called ZDVRMode. 
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 We will apply the ZDVRMode program to study the vibrational spectra of 
combustion-related radicals such as vinyl (C2H3) and propargyl (C3H3) radicals, in 
collaboration with Sears and Hall in the GPMD group of BNL. They will measure the 
overtones of both radicals using high-resolution near infrared spectroscopy. Currently, 
the Hamiltonian in normal mode coordinates has been numerically tested with propargyl 
radical in full dimension. The full coupled potential energy surface is used. The results 
obtained are very promising. 
 
Kinetics and dynamics study of combustion-related reactions 
Electronically excited species such as 1CH2 also play an important role in combustion 
chemistry. However, the studies of their reactivity are rather limited because their 
reactions often occur on multiple potential energy surfaces and non-adiabatic effects are 
important.  In this research, we will extend the surface hopping direct ab initio molecular 
dynamics algorithm, developed for the SECH MD studies, to simulate the bimolecular 
reactions and photodissociation chemistry. The first application would be the 
photodissociation dynamics of acetone at 193-230 nm. This system has been investigated 
by Suits et al. using a universal ion imaging technique. Excited acetone dissociates via 
two major channels: CH3CO + CH3 and CO + 2CH3. The latter products result from a 
poorly understood dissociation mechanism. Here, we will attempt to explore the 
dissociation pathways of acetone on its three low-lying electronic states we propose to 
develop a zero-point energies-constrained NA-AIMD algorithm.  
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Judit Zádor 
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I. PROGRAM SCOPE 
My program focuses on the theoretical determination of rate coefficients and branching fractions of 
reactions relevant to combustion chemistry, such as the formation and dissociation of radicals derived 
from various fuel molecules and the bimolecular reactions associated with low-temperature autoignition. I 
use accurate quantum chemical methods and transition-state theory (TST) in combination with time-
dependent master equations (ME) to calculate the pressure and temperature dependence of the chemical 
processes. I develop methods to automatically explore reactive potential energy surfaces (PES) to 
systematize and significantly accelerate research in elementary chemical kinetics, and study how 
theoretical predictions can be made more accurate. I also collaborate closely with experimentalists in 
order to achieve goals that neither theory nor experiments could alone. 

II. RECENT PROGRESS 

A. Reactions with the OH radical 
OH radicals are the single most important chain carriers at low combustion temperatures and in the 
atmosphere, and alkenes are also pervasive in both environments. Between ~500 and ~800 K pressure-
dependent adduct formation, backdissociation, isomerization, and simple H atom abstraction compete in 
OH + alkene reactions, with important implications for instance for alcohol combustion. 

As a continuation of my work on the reaction of OH radicals with unsaturated molecules, in 
collaboration with Leonid Sheps, we studied the OH + cis/trans-2-butene reactions. We used our KinBot 
code to explore the relevant stationary points on the PES automatically at the CCSD(T)-F12//M06-2X 
level, and calculated pressure-dependent rate coefficients in a ME framework  using the PAPER code.i 
The calculations were supplemented with a two-transition-state model for the dynamically complex 
entrance channel. We also refined our previously developed methodology to analyze experimental [OH]–
time profiles with two time scalesii and achieved an overall good agreement between theory and 
experiments after tuning some barriers slightly. We observed, however, larger discrepancies for the 
abstraction channels, pointing to remaining, and probably significant uncertainties in our approach. Our 
overall analysis methodology is generally applicable to other OH + alkene reactions, or even more 
broadly, to reactions with competing timescales.   

Related to OH + alkene reactions, and using our previously validated PES for propene + OH,iii in 
collaboration with Jim Miller, I calculated the unimolecular dissociation and isomerization rate 
coefficients of seven C3H7O isomers corresponding to radicals obtained from propanols by H-abstraction, 
inherently important in setting the stage for propanol combustion. Several interesting pathways were 
uncovered, such as catalytic dehydration, well-skipping reactions, and reactions forming enols.  
 Increasing the unsaturation significantly increases the number of reaction pathways. Allene and 
propyne, small, doubly unsaturated molecules, play an important role in the reaction sequence 
contributing to molecular weight growth processes. Also in collaboration with Jim Miller I mapped out 
the stationary points and the corresponding conformational space on the C3H5O potential energy surface 
relevant for the OH + allene and OH + propyne reactions systematically and automatically using our 
KinBot software at the UCCSD(T)-F12b//M06-2X level of theory. Using RRKM-based 1-D master 
equations we calculated pressure- and temperature-dependent, channel-specific phenomenological rate 
coefficients for the bimolecular reactions OH + allene and OH + propyne, and for the unimolecular 
decomposition of the CH3CCHOH, CH3C(OH)CH, CH2CCH2OH, CH2C(OH)CH2 primary adducts, and 
also for the related acetonyl, propionyl, 2-methylvinoxy, and 3-oxo-1-propyl radicals. The major channel 
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of the bimolecular reactions at high temperatures is the formation propargyl + H2O, which makes the 
reactions important players in soot formation at high temperatures. However, below ~1000 K the 
chemistry is more complex, involving the competition of stabilization, isomerization and dissociation 
processes. We found that the OH addition to the central carbon of allene has a particularly interesting and 
complex pressure dependence, caused by the low-lying exit channel to form ketene + CH3 bimolecular 
products. We compared our results to a wide range of experimental data and assessed possible 
uncertainties arising from certain aspects of the theoretical framework. 
 Theoretical methods to obtain rate coefficients are essential to fundamental combustion chemistry 
research, yet the associated uncertainties are largely unexplored in a systematic manner. In an exploratory 
work, in collaboration with Habib Najm, we focused on the parametric uncertainties for the hydrogen-
atom-abstraction reaction, CH3CH(OH)CH3 + OH → CH3C(OH)CH3 + H2O. Bayesian inference was 
employed to determine the joint probability distribution function of key parameters. We found that 
although most of the commonly used high-level ab initio calculations result in not more than a factor of 
two difference in the rate coefficient for this specific reaction in the 293 – 745 K temperature range, 
significant uncertainties remain in these types of calculations. We have clearly demonstrated that it is not 
necessarily true that the lion’s share of the uncertainty in the calculated rate coefficient arises solely due 
to the uncertainties in the barrier height, and the presented methodology provided a transparent way of 
assessing the various quantum chemical methods. 

B. Low-temperature autoignition chemistry 
The single largest experimental obstacle when studying ephemeral species such as QOOH radicals is their 
generation in sufficient quantities and purity. QOOH radicals are very short-lived transients in the R + O2 
→ ROO → QOOH → Products sequence, and, therefore, are usually present in low concentrations when 
starting with an alkyl radical. Previously, in collaboration with Craig Taatjes and David Osborn, we 
devised an experimental strategy to make QOOH radicals in an alternative way: we reacted tert-butyl 
hydroperoxide molecules with photolytically generated Cl atoms at room temperature.   

The formed QOOH radical dissociates exclusively to the corresponding cyclic ether (2,2-dimethyl 
oxirane) + OH, which we monitored by multiplexed photoionization mass spectrometry and absorption 
spectroscopy. We could not detect the QOOH radical itself because of poor Frank-Condon overlap at 
threshold and likely photodissociation coinciding with strong background at higher energies. In the 
presence of oxygen, however, we were able to detect the related OOQOOH radical and record its 
photoionization spectrum. This is the first such spectrum in the literature. The ionization mechanism of 
this substituted alkylperoxy radical was found to be fundamentally different from that of small 
unsubstituted alkylperoxy radicals. We also calculated, using variable reaction coordinate TST, capture 
rate coefficients for QOOH + O2. The long-range interaction potential was sampled using CASPT2 
supplemented with several 1-D correction potentials. This work is the first where QOOH dissociation and 
QOOH + O2 rate coefficients were directly measured providing crucial validation for theory. 

In our more recent work, we studied low-temperature oxidation using cycloheptadiene precursor 
in photolytically initiated oxidation experiments in collaboration with David Osborn and Craig Taatjes. 
One of the several possible QOOH radicals have two advantageous properties: due to double resonance 
stabilization it is very stable (in fact, more stable than the related ROO radical), and can be detected using 
photoionization mass spectrometry. Our investigation yielded kinetic traces of this QOOH radical 
containing both its formation and decay time scales. Theory played a crucial role, as it enabled the 
systematic investigation and simplification of the fundamentally complex PES, provided strong support 
for the observed rate coefficients, and most importantly, enabled the interpretation of the measured 
quantities. Our calculations showed the importance of tunneling and chemical activation pathways under 
low-temperature combustion conditions. The results establish that resonance stabilization dramatically 
changes QOOH reactivity, and, hence, oxidation of unsaturated organics can produce exceptionally long-
lived QOOH intermediates, which likely contribute to secondary aerosol formation in the atmosphere as 
well. Also, re-examination of assumed equivalences between rate coefficients for R + O2 and QOOH + O2 
reactions used in many organic oxidation models might be necessary. Our work breaks fresh ground for 
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further studies on QOOH radicals, and helps build more accurate autoignition models, which critically 
depend on the chemistry of these short-lived species.  

For the detailed modeling of combustion chemistry the possibility of unknown pathways is of 
continual concern, especially for biofuels, where the presence of oxygen atoms can significantly alter the 
chemical pathways. We found and characterized a new low-lying water elimination pathway from key 
QOOH radicals derived from alcohols. The corresponding saddle-point structure involves the interaction 
of radical and zwitterionic electronic states. This interaction presents extreme difficulties for electronic 
structure characterizations, as most standard methods produce two completely different potential curves 
depending on whether one starts with the corresponding orbital guesses from the reactant side or the 
product side. On the reactant side, the ROHF HOMO has the character of a carbon-centered radical 
orbital, while on the product side the HOMO has the character of an OO σ* orbital associated with the 
breaking OO bond. The latter is a zwitterionic state and has a large dipole moment. In collaboration with 
Stephen Klippenstein and Larry Harding we demonstrated that the properties of this saddle point can be 
well captured by M06-2X and CCSD(T) methods, which produce comparable and low barrier heights. In 
the HF, MP2, CCSD and CCSD(T) progression the character of the calculated radical and zwitterionic 
states converge to each other, indicating the importance of excited states.  

Experimental evidence for the existence and relevance of this pathway was shown using recently 
reported multiplex photoionization mass spectrometry (MPIMS) data from our group on the low-
temperature oxidation of isopentanol and isobutanol. In these systems, water elimination is a major 
pathway, and is likely ubiquitous in low-temperature alcohol oxidation. These findings will substantially 
alter current alcohol oxidation mechanisms. Moreover, the methods described will be useful for the more 
general phenomenon of interacting radical and zwitterionic states. More recently, in collaboration with 
Craig Taatjes, we have investigated the importance of water elimination pathways in QOOH radicals 
derived from diethyl ketone. However, we found that these QOOHs display a large barrier to eliminate 
water, and, therefore, it is not an important pathway in this case.  

We investigated several other low-temperature oxidation systems (n-butane, propane, n-butanol, 
2,5-dimethyl hexane), with varying degree of contribution from theory. For instance, we determined the 
pathways for all four n-butanol radical + O2 reactions and compared them to experimentally determined 
branching ratios. Also, we automatically generated rate coefficients for the isomerization of radicals 
derived from 2,5-dimethyl hexane, which were key to interpret some of the experimental results. 

Alkylperoxy chemistry plays also an important role in the degradation of organic polymers in the 
condensed phase. In collaboration with Kevin Leung (Sandia, NM), we investigated the degradation 
mechanisms of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) theoretically and explored reaction pathways that may 
lead to the oxidation of the thiophene backbone as a critical step toward disrupting the polymer 
conjugation. We calculated barrier heights for reactions of the P3HT backbone with oxidizing agents 
including the hydroxyl radical (OH), hydroperoxide (ROOH), and the peroxyl radical (ROO). We found 
that an attack of a peroxyl radical on the side chain on the P3HT backbone may provide low barrier 
reaction pathways to photodegradation of P3HT and other similar polymers with side chains.  

III. NEW DIRECTIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In collaboration with David Osborn, Balint Sztaray (University of the Pacific) and PIs from the Paul 
Sherrer Institut (Switzerland) we studied the photoelectron spectrum of the benzyl radical. I used the 
CASPT2 electronic structure method to characterize its ground and excited cationic states, both triplet and 
singlet, from which several contribute to the measured spectrum in the 7.0–10.5 eV range. The Franck-
Condon simulations are in almost perfect agreement for the lowest singlet ( !X+ 1A1 ) and triplet ( !a+ 3B2 ) 
states, and we were able to identify most of the sharp higher energy features as well associated with state 
!A+ 1B2  and with possible contributions from !b+ 3A1 . I will continue the collaboration, and contribute to 

the spectroscopic investigation of other species.  
My primary research goal for the near-term is the further development of our automated kinetics 

code, KinBot. There are several reaction systems where it is applied either at Sandia or in collaboration 
with others, exploring reactions of tetrahydrofuran, pentanol, ketohydroperoxides, and 
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methylcyclopentane. KinBot is an expert system relying mostly on chemical rules translated into the 3-D 
space of molecular structures. This approach, while very efficient and quite reliable for many problems, 
clearly has limitations. We are exploring molecular dynamics toolsets to extend the abilities of this 
automated framework and also exploring the option to couple KinBot to automated reaction generators. 
KinBot potentially can discover pathways which were either not known or simply not thought of in the 
context of combustion. It already surprised us and provided, for instance, the basis for discovering the 
water elimination channel. 
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Program Definition and Scope  

  The chemical complexity of hydrocarbon fuels and the fast-expanding list of potential 

plant-derived biofuels offer a challenge to the scientific community seeking to provide a 

molecular-scale understanding of their combustion.  The development of accurate combustion 

models stands on a foundation of experimental data on the kinetics and product branching ratios 

of individual reaction steps.  Spectroscopic tools need to continue to be developed to selectively 

detect and characterize the widening array of fuel components and the reactive intermediates 

they generate upon pyrolysis and combustion.  There is growing recognition that a key 

component of future progress in the field is the development of detection schemes that are 

isomer-specific and even conformation-specific.  This project uses an array of laser-based and 

broadband microwave methods to carry out isomer-specific and conformation-specific 

spectroscopy on key fuel components and the reactive intermediates formed during their 

pyrolysis and combustion. 

 

Recent Progress   

A.  Toward a first principles model 

of the alkyl CH stretch region  
(ref. 1, 2, 6, 8, 13) 

The alkyl CH stretch region of the 

infrared is a region rich in information 

content, but a challenge to assign, due 

to the ubiquitous presence of strong 

Fermi resonance mixing between the 

alkyl CH stretch and CH bend overtone 

levels.   Conformational assignments 

based on a comparison of the observed 

alkyl CH stretch spectra with ab initio 

predictions of harmonic frequencies 

often fail in spectacular fashion due to these Fermi resonances, which shift and split bands to the 

point that comparison with harmonic calculations is fruitless.  Working in collaboration with Ned 

Sibert (UW-Madison), we are developing a first-principles model of the alkyl CH stretch region 

built around a reduced dimension Hamiltonian in which anharmonic CH stretches and scissor 

modes are Fermi coupled.  Earlier studies had concentrated on the CH2 groups present in 

conformationally flexible chains (e.g., 1,2-diphenylethane (C6H2-CH2-CH2-C6H5, DPE, ref. 1) 

and 1,2-diphenoxyethane (C6H5-O-CH2-CH2-O-C6H5, DPOE, ref. 2), hydrogenated naphthalenes 

(tetralin, 1,2-dihydronaphthalene, 1,4-dihydronaphthalene, indene, and indane, ref. 6) and 

hydronaphthyl radicals (trihydronaphthyl and inden-2-ylmethyl radicals), where the model was 

able to account for the complicated stretch-bend Fermi resonances in quantitative detail (8).    

During the past year, we have extended our collaborative work to include molecules containing 

methyl and methoxy groups, taking on the more complicated spectroscopy that accompanies 

these groups.  We recorded conformation-specific alkyl CH stretch spectra of jet-cooled 1,1-

Figure 1: Experimental fluorescence-dip infrared spectra 

(red) compared to the results of the model Hamiltonian for 

methyl CH stretch including stretch-bend Fermi 

resonance.  
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diphenylethane (DPE, -CHCH3 chain), 1,1-diphenylpropane (DPP, -CHCH2CH3 chain), 2-

methoxyphenol (guaiacol), and 1,3-dimethoxy-2-hydroxybenzene (syringol).(13) Transforming 

the bending normal mode vibrations of CH3 groups to local scissor vibrations leads to model 

Hamiltonians which share many features with the model Hamiltonian developed for CH2 groups. 

The central difference arises from the greater scissor–scissor coupling present in the CH3 case. 

Comparing anharmonic couplings between these modes and the stretch–bend Fermi coupling for 

a variety of systems, we observed that the anharmonic couplings of the methyl group are robust 

to chemical environment and level of theory.  This robustness suggests a new parameterization 

of the model Hamiltonian that reduces the number of fitting parameters.  In contrast, the 

harmonic contributions to the Hamiltonian vary substantially between the molecules, leading to 

important changes in the spectra. The resulting Hamiltonian predict the major spectral features 

observed in these molecules’ CH stretch spectra, and provides insights into mode mixing and the 

consequences of the mixing on dynamical processes that follow ultrafast CH stretch excitation. 

   

B.  Vibronic coupling in near-degenerate excited states (ref. 3, 9) 

Working in collaboration with David Plusquellic (NIST) and Lyudmila Slipchenko 

(Purdue), we experimentally characterized and theoretically modeled the vibrationally and 

rotationally resolved electronic spectra of diphenylmethane-d5 (DPM-d5).  While small, the 

asymmetry induced by deuteration of one of the aromatic rings is sufficient to cause several 

important effects that change the principle mechanism of vibronic coupling between the close-

lying S1 and S2 states, and spectroscopic signatures such coupling produces. The splitting 

between S1 and S2 origins is sufficiently larger than in DPM-d0 (123 cm
-1

), that the S2 zero-point 

level is brought into near-resonance with the v=1 level in the S1 state of a low-frequency phenyl 

flapping mode, νR=191 cm
-1

.  Dispersed fluorescence spectra bear clear evidence that ∆v(R)=1 

Herzberg-Teller coupling dominates the near-resonant internal mixing between the S1 and S2 

manifolds.  The experimental data on DPM-d5 is serving as an important foundation for a multi-

mode vibronic coupling model developed by the Slipchenko group, that is capable of being 

applied to asymmetric bichromophores much more generally.   

 

C.  Resonance-stabilized radicals (ref. 9, 12) 

We also continue to pursue isomer-specific and conformation-specific spectroscopy of 

resonance-stabilized radicals.  Building off recently published studies of α-methylbenzyl radical 

C6H5-ĊH-CH3 (ref. 9), trihydronaphthyl radical, and inden-2-ylmethyl radical, we are pursuing a 

series of phenylalkyl radicals, both conjugated to the phenyl ring and with radical sites remote to 

the phenyl ring.  Our current focus is primarily on the series of alkyl-substituted benzyl radicals 

PhĊH(CH2)nCH3, where conformation-specific spectroscopy is needed.  Two-color resonant 

two-photon ionization (2C-R2PI) spectra and resonant ion-dip infrared (RIDIR) spectroscopy is 

being used to study the spectra of these radicals.        

 

D.  Model lignin compounds and biofuels (ref. 5, 7, 12, 14) 

In a project that is the vestige of a theme developed in a previous funding cycle, we have 

studied the IR and UV spectroscopy of sinapoyl malate and a series of similar sinapoyl 

derivatives(12), with the goal of understanding the molecule’s role as a UV-B sunscreens for 

plants.  The spectrum of sinapoyl malate in the UV-B region was quite unique, showing inherent 

spectral broadening even under jet-cooled conditions in the gas phase.  As a result, the inherent 

quantum mechanical properties of sinapoyl malate are ideal for its role as a sunscreen, giving 

complete coverage of the UV-B even under jet-cooled, isolated conditions.     
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We have also studied the single-conformation IR and UV photofragment spectroscopy of 

cryo-cooled, metalated cations of the prototypical β-O-4 and β−β linked dilignols shown 

below.(14)  The spectroscopy is used to determine the sites of binding for the Li
+
 and Na

+
 in 

oxygen-rich pockets associated with the β-O-4 and β−β linkages.  Photofragment mass spectra 

demonstrate that UV fragmentation occurs by a combination of backbone fragmentation and 

side-chain loss that is unique to each linkage/cation combination.  This bodes well for future 

studies on longer lignin oligomers, designed to test whether UV photofragmentation can be used 

to selectively fragment a lignin oligomer chain at the site of electronic excitation.   

 

 
 

E. Broadband microwave spectroscopy of intermediates formed in flash pyrolysis (ref. 10)     

We continue to develop the hyperthermal nozzle (or Chen nozzle) as a source of reactive 

pyrolysis or combustion intermediates for spectroscopic interrogation via chirped-pulse Fourier 

transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectroscopy.  In collaboration with G. Barney Ellison and 

John Stanton, we completed and published our study of the prototypical anti-aromatic molecule 

cyclopentadienone.  Using isotopic data available from 
13

C isotopomers present in natural 

abundance, we obtained r0 and re structures for cyclopentadienone with accuracies on atomic 

positions approaching 0.001 Å.  

Over the summer, we acquired a new 40 GHz digitizer (Guzik ADC6131) based on a 

successful Purdue internal equipment grant program, which has accelerated our signal averaging 

rates by more than a factor of 100.  Studies of the pyrolysis of prototypical biofuels (e.g., 

methylfuran, dimethylfuran) is currently underway. 

 

Future Work   

In collaboration with Ned Sibert, we are extending our CH stretch model to a series of 

phenyl alkanes with n=2-10.  We are recording both ground and excited state IR spectra in the 

alkyl CH stretch region.  We also will study the R2PI and IR spectroscopy of phenylalkyl 

radicals with radical sites along the alkyl chain. R2PI, IR, and CP-FTMW spectra of key 

pyrolysis intermediates from methylfuran and 2,5-dimethylfuran will also be subjects of future 

work.  Finally, we are beginning to explore whether two-dimensional CP-FTMW spectra, with 

its off-diagonal couplings connecting microwave transitions due to a single species, can be used 

to characterize complex gas phase mixtures such as flash pyrolysis effluent. We hope that such 

2D spectra can provide a powerful means of deciphering which microwave transitions are shared 

by a single species, aiding in their assignment, much as is done in NMR spectroscopy.  
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Critical Issues for the DOE Gas Phase Chemical Physics  
Program – P. Dagdigian (Johns Hopkins Univ.) 

Radical-Radical Reactions 

• More difficult to measure rate constants than for radical-stable molecule reactions 

• Branching ratios for reactions with several product channels harder to measure 

• Radical-radical recombination an important pressure-dependent process 

• Issues in the theoretical description:   

 Usually focus only on PES’s leading to products 

 Statistical vs. dynamical branching in the entrance channel. 

Rate constant for O+OH Reaction P-dep. rate constant for CH3+H Recomb. 
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Experimental Studies of the Effect of  
Non-Thermal Initial Distributions  

on the Kinetics of Radicals 
 
 Radicals are generally produced with non-thermal energy distributions. How 
does this affect their subsequent kinetics? 
 
Possible Effects: 

(i) Direct dissociation – dissociation prior to complete thermalization 
(ii) Enhanced rate of reaction with other species 
(iii) Transformed product distributions for reactions with other species 

  
Effects may be cumulative for a sequence of radical reactions, e. g., for 
RH + OH → R* + H2O  
R* + O2 → RO2**  
RO2** → QOOH***  
QOOH*** + O2 → O2QOOH****  
O2QOOH**** → OQ’OOH***** + OH  
 
Need experiments probing how the kinetics changes for species that are in the 
process of thermalization. For example, laser photolysis induced experiments could 
be performed under situations where the subsequent reaction occurs during the 
thermalization of the radical. Varying conditions such as pressure, dilution, and/or 
bath gas would provide a probe of the coupling of energy transfer and dynamics on 
the overall kinetics. Such an understanding is central to continued progress in 
modeling the chemistry of combustion. 
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Multiphase Chemistry in Combustion 
Heterogeneous Oxidation of Soot Particles –  
Gas-Surface Chemistry in Combustion and 
Atmosphere 
• Soot particles  – size, morphology, 

composition, coating, hydrophobic-to-
hydrophilic conversion, temperature, … 

• Oxidants – OH, O2, O3, … 
• Novel detection schemes for optical, physical, 

and chemical properties of soot – laser-
induced incandescence, laser scattering, 
aerosol mass spectrometry (IR vaporization, 
VUV ionization), … 

• Kinetics of gaseous uptake, product formation 
 

Mitigating Climate Change by Reducing Soot 
from Fossil and Biofuel Combustion  
• Radiative forcing from Black Carbon is  

∼40% (with larger uncertainty) that of CO2 
• Climate heating effect – soot absorbs light, 

lowers snow reflectivity, increases glacial melt 
 

Soot Formation in Combustion – Hope Michelsen 
[IPCC, 2013]  
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Critical Issues in Flame Extinction Experiments 
• Background 

– Extinction is important for many combustion problems: minimum ignition energy, flame 
stabilization, strongly turbulent flame propagation etc. 

– Pathways controlling ignition and extinction phenomena are very different; current 
experiments are heavily focused on ignition and flame speed problems 

– Current fuel chemistry are overall under-validated for extinction problems 

• Challenges in flame extinction diagnostics: extremely small time and length 
scales 

• To resolve local extinction in turbulent flames  
– Timescale: O(1~0.01) ms; length scale: O(100) microns  
– Critical diagnostic tools: O(10) micron spatial resolution; O(10-103) KHz frequency 

• To resolve a steady state 1-D near-extinction flame 
– Length scale: O(100) microns  
– Critical diagnostic tools: O(10) micron spatial resolution 

• An ideal reactor for extinction kinetics study: perfectly stirred reactor 
– Current diagnostic tools are adequate 
– How to make the flow uniform (i.e. to be 0-D) at a residence time of O(1~0.01) ms? 
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Effects of combustion on atmospheric 
chemistry (Neumark) 
• Current combustion program focuses on what happens during combustion, not so 

much on what happens to combustion products once they are exhausted into the 
atmosphere 

• Programatically relevant given the DOE/BES investment in carbon sequestration 
(two EFRC’s, for example) 

• Many scientific questions in atmospheric chemistry mirror those studied in this 
program, although under different T,P 

• Internal H-abstractions; peroxy radical isomerizations, QOOH. A more general understanding 
of the energetics, dynamics, and kinetics and working through some specific examples over a 
range of T and P and concentration would be interesting and important.  

• Polymerization, condensation and aerosol formation--soot and organic aerosol in the flame, 
in the exhaust, and after catalytic treatment.  

• Low temperature flames--e.g forest fires, wood/coal burning stoves and agricultural burns. 
Nitrogen chemistry in these systems is especially important because the C:N ratio of the fuel 
is so much higher than in fossil fuels. Aerosol from stoves is probably the single largest public 
health problem on the planet. 
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Isomer and state specific photoproduct branching 

ratio measurements of prototype aromatic molecules 

Ultrahigh resolution 

VUV laser  

Photoion-photoelctron 

apparatus 

Goal:  (i) To determine isomer and state specific photoproduct branching ratios of 

            aromatic molecules for benchmarking theoretical predictions. (ii) Reverse of 

            soot formation and complementary to pyrolytic and chemical studies. 
 

Experiment approach:  

          (i) VUV-photodissociation pump and VUV-photoionization probe. 

          (ii) Two-color photoexcitation, photoionization and photoelectron method.  

          (iii) time-sliced velocity-map-imaging-photoion method.   
 

Example: 

           Photodissociation of benzene: 

 C6H6 + hν → C6H5 + H  (1) 

     → C6H4 + H2  (2) 

     → C6H4 + H2  (3) 

     → C5H3 + CH3  (4) 

     → C4H4 + C2H2  (5) 

     → C4H3 + C2H3   (6) 

     → C3H3 + C3H3  (7) 
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DOE/BES Critical Issues in Gas Phase Chemical Physics/Combustion 

• FLAME INITIATION: Flame initiation currently occurs in spark plug engines with a 

localized electrical spark. Are there practical advantages for flames to be initiated in 

a more delocalized manner? Mechanisms for this might include intense electric 

fields that generate temporary plasmas or intense laser pulses that generate 

molecular ions. The research focus for this would include a wide range of topics 

from the basic science of hydrocarbon molecules within intense fields, to the 

hydrodynamics of flowing charged particles, to the applied aspects of designing 

lasers that can withstand combustion conditions and that have up to 10K Hz 

repetition rates. 

• METHANE FUEL MIXTURES: Methane has become widely available due to fracking 

technology. A practical problem with methane fuel for mobile situations such as 

automobiles is that it does not liquefy at reasonably low pressures at room 

temperature. This results in safety concerns associated with high-pressure tanks, 

and it presents driving-range challenges due to the relatively low energy density of 

the compressed gas fuel. However, other low molecular weight hydrocarbons do 

liquefy at low pressures (propane and butane) or are already liquid at room 

temperature (pentane, hexane, and higher). Is it practical to dissolve large volumes 

of methane in these heavier nonpolar liquids under low pressure and to use that 

pressurized mixture as a fuel? Upon injection into a combustion cylinder, the 

increased temperatures and reduced pressures would cause the volatile methane to 

evaporate from the fuel droplets, presenting challenges to the engine design to 

eliminate knocking and preignition. Research would be directed toward modeling of 

ignition and combustion of various fuel-air mixtures and on the design of engines 

that are capable of adjusting to a wide range of combustion conditions resulting 

from these mixture changes. 
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Droplet Combustion 
Albert Wagner, Argonne National Laboratory 

 
Problem: How do droplets of fuel blends burn?  Does species-specific evaporation rates 
and surface segregation rates influence combustion?  Do transport properties and 
turbulence within the droplet from on-going combustion influence subsequent 
combustion?  Can trace inorganic metals in the fuel influence sooting or ash formation? 
 
Motivation: In ICEs, the standard rule of thumb is that injected liquid fuel fully atomizes 
before combustion.  If that is true, does this lead to spatial distributions for fuel blends 
where the more volatile fuel is nearest the injector and the least volatile fuel is farthest 
away?  Does the heat of the atomization process “cook” the fuel so that the last fraction 
to atomize contains species not originally in the droplet at the point of injection?  If 
atomization is not complete before combustion, can the least volatile fuel fraction have 
soot formation mechanisms different from the most volatile fuel fraction?  Spray fidelity 
is important in ICE CFD modeling and has been identified in the PreSICE report as a 
major industrial concern.  An investment in this topic can provide fundamental 
information that would be necessary to achieve high fidelity. 
 
Solution: 
Experimental: There are very reliable droplet generators.  Sprays can also be tuned to 
produce a distribution of droplets.  However generally these have not be used in an 
environment where pressure and temperature can be controlled over the ranges 
experienced in ICEs.  Shock tubes are designed to create relatively cleanly and 
“instantaneously” temperature and pressure ranges relevant to combustion.  Chemical 
processes in the shock tube can be interrogated by laser-based spectroscopies, mass 
spectroscopy, and X-ray scattering.  Marrying shock tubes and droplet generation can 
open a new window on the evaporation and combustion of droplets. 
 
Theoretical: With high performance computing, atomistic MD simulations have 
progressed well beyond one million atom sizes.  Coarse graining is routinely used to 
simulate bulk properties of liquids, including hydrocarbons.  Methods exist to handle rare 
event by combining multiple realizations of a trajectory run in parallel.  While a 
challenge, for small droplets atomistic or coarse-grained simulations on massively 
parallel computers could be done with pairwise intermolecular forces that could follow 
species-specific surface segregation, evaporation, transport, and turbulence.  Adding 
chemical reaction would be still more challenging but in the context of multiscale 
modeling could probably be done.  Such simulations could make contact with 
measurements and begin a theory/experiment dialogue. 
 
Implications: 
In a general sense, this would strengthen the multi-phase component in the Chemical 
Sciences combustion portfolio and bring fuel injection into the chemical realm.  From the 
computing and X-ray perspective, such a program could exploit DOE user-facilities.  
From the theory side, it could be a bridge between Chemical Sciences supported CFD 
efforts and kinetics/dynamics efforts.  From the spray side, it would be a step into the 
world of splashing sprays and stochastic phenomena highlighted in several BES reports.   
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Some thoughts on critical issues in chemical 
physics/combustion by Wooldridge 

Problem statements 
The effects of ultra high pressure on combustion physics and kinetics are highly 

uncertain.  There are few researchers and facilities focusing on fundamental combustion 
reaction chemistry and flow physics at 300+ bar.   Some efforts include Tranter, Brezinsky 

and co-workers.   

Fuel +HO2 reactions are increasingly important for low temperature combustion 
strategies, yet there are few fundamental experimental or computational studies of this 
important class of reactions and the branching fractions.  Several research groups are 

working in this area, but more is needed. 

Tools necessary 
From an experimental standpoint, more ultra high pressure facilities are required and 

the development of associated high fidelity diagnostics. 

Ab initio studies of fuel +HO2 involve complex transitions states; are we limited by 
theory or computational power? 

Impact 
Ultra high pressure combustion has potential for significantly higher efficiencies in 

stationary power generation and the reaction chemistry at ultra high pressures plays a 
role in super-knock phenomena that limit boosted reciprocating engines. 

Low temperature chemistry limits reactivity, particularly lean dilute limits of many 
combustion strategies in turbines and reciprocating engines.  
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Next-Generation Multiplexed Probes of Flames 
• Ultimate understanding of flames would involve 

comprehensive knowledge of the molecular composition 
of flames with high spatial and temporal resolution.   

• Current state-of-the-art:   
• Steady state spatial resolution + tunable VUV for molecular 

specificity 
• Time + laser sheet + species specificity (e.g., CARS), T-

measurements 
• Are new imaging schemes possible that combine 

broadband, high-resolution spectral data with good spatial 
and temporal resolution? 
 
 

A. Gruber, R. Sankaran, E.R. Hawkes, J.H. Chen, 
J. Fluid Mech. 658 (2010) 5–32. CRF/ALS 
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